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• ABSTRACT 

This work considers two broad aspects of consumer law, namely, substantive and 

practical protection of consumer rights. The former examines the law on consumer 

protection as contained in the statute books and judicial decisions. The latter deals with 

the law in practice. This considers the practical implementation of the various laws on 

consumer protection by the operative agencies. It also examines the practical effects of 

these laws on the level of consumer protection. The work is divided into ten chapters. 

Chapter one gives a survey of consumer protection in different jurisdictions. It 

also states the research problems, objectives of the study, hypotheses, scope, signi ticance 

of the work, conceptual frame work and literature review. 

Chapter two discusses the methodology adopted in this work. 

Chapter three considers the laws gov.erning dealings in regulated products. 

These products are food, drugs, cosmetics, medical devices, bottled water, chemicals 

and hazardous products. It is seen from this chapter that the law makes reasonable 

provtsfc;ns on the control of regulated products. In contrast, the level of practical 

protection bas remained low due to weak enforcement system. 

Chapter four examines the laws which impose further restrictions on dealings in 

drugs. This reveals that the law adequately controls dealings in drugs .. But like the case 

of laws considered in the preceding chapter, implementation of the statutory provisions 

remains a problem. 

Chapter jive examines the functions and activities of the Standards Organisation 

of Nigeria whose duty it is to prescribe and ensure compliance with product standards. 

Like the cases of the agencies discussed in the previous chapters, a major problem facing 

the organisation is the ineffective implementation of its standards. 

Chapter six discusses the civil liability of an offender to the victim. This chapter 

reveals that a person whose product causes injury to the person or property of another, 
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' is civilly liable to that other person. His liability is without prejudice to his criminal 

liability. 

Chapter seven examines the course of action open to a claimant who is not in 

privity of contract with the defendant. This chapter reveals that such a claimant can sue 

in the tort of negligence. But his chances of success are greatly limited by the restrictive 

meaning accorded the term "product defect" in tort law. Proof of negligence also 

constitutes an almost insurmountable obstacle. The chapter concludes that as a way of 

getting round the problem of proof of negligence, there is need to introduce strict 

product liability in selected cases particularly in the fields of pharmaceuticals and articles 

of food. 

Chapter eight examines the contractual rights of a consumer/purchaser. This 

chapter shows that action in contract is of immense benefit to the claimant because he 

does not have to prove negligence on the part of the other contracting party. In addition, 

liability is strict since an exercise of due care will not absolve the offender. But this 

course of action is of limited application because it is not available ta a consumer who 

is not'âfso the buyer of the product. This chapter concludes like the preceding one that 

the only solution ta the basic contract requirements is the introduction of strict liability 

in selected areas. 

Chapter nine analyses the data on the practical implementation of consumer laws, 

while chapter ten summarises our research findings and proffers some suggestions. CODESRIA
 - L

IB
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POSTSCRIPT 

Between . the submission of this work and the defence some amendments were 
'· 

introduced which have affected some parts of the work particularly the areas dealing with 

penalties. For details of the amendments see -

l 

(a) the National Agency for Food and Drug Administration and Control (Amendment) 

Decree 19991; 

(b) the Drugs and Related Products (Registration, Etc) Amendment) Decree 19992
; 

(c) the Food and Drugs (Amendment) Decree 19993; and 

(d) the Counterfeit and Fake Drugs and Unwholesome Processed Foods 

(Miscellaneous Provisions) Decree 19994
• 

No. 19 

2 No. 20 

3 No. 21 

No. 25 
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1 

CHAPTERONE 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH FRAMEWORK 

1.1 Introduction 

Despite the principle ofcaveat emptor', the law has always providcd somc ckgrec 

of protection for the consumer. In the main, this is effected through legislative 

enactments. Prosser2 observes that as far back as 1266, there was legislation in England 

imposing criminal liability for the supply of "corrupt" food. Harvey3 notes that bread, 

beer, meat and fuel were singled out from earliest times as beirig commoùitics which the 

Crown, through the agency of the justices or other loc~l courts should rcgulate both as 

to quantity and quality. The learned author notes that there were similar attempts to 

control the sale of almost ail primary comnioditics of cvcryday lifo (p:1rtic11larly grain, 

cloth, wine, cheese, fish, honey, coal, sait and butter) in many cases dating from the 

fourteenth or fifteenth centuries. ln addition, the author records some convictions 

affected by Courts-Leet, the Manorial Criminal Courts, between the 17th and 18th 

centuries for offences relating to Weights and Measures as well as unfair trading. 

This is a common law principle which simply means "let 
the buyer beware". It requires a buyer to examine the 
goods he buys and·to satisfy himself as to quality and 
other matters. See also the opening sentences of SS. 
15 & 16 Sale of Goods Law/Edict of Lagos and'Kaduna 
States respectively. These provisions restate this 
common law principle. 

Prosser, "The assault Upon the Citidal (Strict 
Liability to the Consumer)" (1960) 69 Yale L.J., 1099 
at 1103; cited in Clark, A.M., Product Liability. 
Modern Legal Studies (London: Sweet and Maxwell; 
1989), p.2. 

Harvey, B.W. The Law of Consumer Protection and Fair 
trading.- (London: Butterworths; 1978), pp. 5 & 6. 
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Other early English Legislation on Consumer Protection included, the Magna 

Carta, 1215; the Assize of Bread and Ale Act 1266; the Bread Act 1836; the 

Adulteration of Food and Drugs Act 187'.sthe Sale of Goods Act 1893;' and the Weights 

and Measures (Metric System) Act 1897. 

•I 

5 

6 

7 

B 

The English system of consumer protection is sustained by a number of 

legislation which now govern the suhject. These include, the Hire Purchase Act, 1965; 

the Misrepresentation Act 1967; the Medicines Act 1968; the Tracte Description Act 

1968; the Unsolicited Goods and Services Act 1971; the Fair Trading Act 1973; the 

Supply of Goods (lmplied Terms) Act 1973; the Consumer Credit Act 1974; the Un fair 

Contract Terms Act 1977; the Sale of Goods Act 1979; the Supply of Goods and 

Services Act 1982; the Food Act 1984; the Weights and Measures Act 1985; the 

Consumer Protection Act 1987; the Consumer Arbitration Agreements Act 1988; and the 
'· 

Sale and Supply of Goods Act 1994;5 

The above statutes are complemented by agencies which carry out specific 

functions. These include the Department of Tracte and Industry;6 the Home Offiœ; 7 the 

Office of Fair Trading;8 the National Consumer Council;9 the British Standard Institute; 10 

Now replaced by the Sale of Goods Act 1979. 

Lowe and Woodroffe, Consumer Law and._ .. Eractice.,_ 4th 
ed., (London: Sweet and Mc1xwell; 1995), pp. 1 & 2; 
Britain 1990: An Official Handbook prepared by the 
Central Office of Information, London, pp. 260 &261. 

Makes regulations under the Consumer Credit Act and 
the Consumer Protection Act. 1987. 

Responsible for fire arms and explosives. 

Takes care of matters relating to Fair Trading and 
Credit Transactions. 

9 A pressure group in negotiations with government. 
(continued ... ) 
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the County Council and London Boroughs. 11 Consumer Advice Centres have also been 

set up in many parts of the country under the Local Government Act, 1972. These give 

pre-shopping advice and mediate in consumer complaints. 

Furthermore, there are some voluntary associations which foster consumerism 

in the United Kingdom. But unlike the position in America, consumerism in the United 

Kingdom is of a relatively recent origin. Borrie12 writes that as recent as 1955, 

consumers had no collective voice. Inspite of this Iate origin, the development of this 

social movement has been very impressive. Many consumer associations have been 

formed. The Iargest is the Consumers' Association, funded by the subscriptions of its 

membership of over one million. 13 The assoi.:iatio1i conducts ·~·xtcnsive programme of 

comparative testing of goods and investigation of services. Its views and test reports are 

published in its monthly magazines and other publications. 14 The reports published in 

one of its journals, which? have undoubtedly had great influence on manufacturers who 

have hastcned to reetify any faults notcd about thcir products .1; The National Pcderalion 

of Consumer Groups - a centre co-ordinating body with a membership of over 2,000 is a• 

( ... continued) 
10 Lays down uniform standards for certain products and 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

~ards the B.S.I. "kite mark" to manufacturers whose 
products are in conformity with set standards. 

Concerned with standards inspections awards. 

Gordon Borrie and 
S.ocie.ty_and_the-.Law, 
1981) p. 9. 

Aubrey 
4th ed. 

Diamond, The Consumer, 
(England: Pengium Books; 

Britain ... 199.0.: __ An_ __ Q_fficial Handbook,. Prepared by the 
Central Office of Information, London; Her Majesty's 
Stationary Office; p. 26. 

Ibid., P.· 261. 

Hanson, J.L., Introduction to Applied Economies, 3rd 
ed. (Plymouth: MacDonald & Evans Ltd; 1981) p. 118. 
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organisation actively involved in the protection of consumer rights. 16 

4 

Additionally, 

there are some professional associations which operate voluntary conciliation and 

arbitration in disputes involving members. Examples include, the Retail Motor Industry 

Federation; the Association of British Travel Agents (ABTA); Association of 

Manufacturers of Domestic Electrical Appliances (AMDEA); Vehicle Builders and 

Repairers Association (VBRA) and Consumer Credit Association of the United Kingdom 

(CCA). 11 

ln pursuam:c of scetion 124 (3) of the Pair Traùing Aet 1973 which enjoins the 

Director General of Fair Trading to encourage associations to prepare and disseminate 

to their members, Codes of Practice for guidance in safe-gu:ffding and promoting the 

interests of consumers, some codes have been prepared _by some associations. 18 So far, 

about 23 Codes of Practice have been negotiated with various tracte associations. These 

voluntary efforts enhance consumer protection and reduce the need for legislation. 

Early legislative actions by the United State Government included, the Sherman 

Antitrust Act 1890; the Pure Food and Drug Act 1906; the Federal Tracte Commission 

Act 1941; and the Food and Drug Administration Act 1931. 19 Other legislation which 

impact on consumer protection are the Uniform Commercial Coùe; the American 

Restatement (2nd) of Torts 1965; and the Federal Tru th in Lending Act 1968. 

Some agencies charged with the protection of the consumer in the United States 

16 Lowe and Woodroffe, .QJ;L._ .ci..t. . ; p.5. 

17 Lowe and Woodroffe, Ibid. pp. 5 & 6. 

18 Lowe and Woodroffe, .lb.i.d; ' pp. 164 165 

19 The Concise Columbia Encyclopedia, p. 203. 
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are the Consumer Affairs Council;20 the Consumer l'rnducts Sarety Commission;" the 

Fe<leral Tra<le Conunission;11 the Gcncral Service A<lministration;11 an<l the Unitc<l States 

Office of Consumer Affairs. 24 

In addition, there exista number of non-governmental associations which pcrform 

various consumer functions. These include, the Automotive Consumer Action Program;" 

Consumer Federation of America;26 Consumers Union of the United States;27 Council 

of Better business Bureau;28 and Trial Lawyers for Public Justice. 29 Others include, 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

'" 

26 

Which reviews consumer policy and provides leadership 
in improving the management, co-ordination and 
effectiveness of Federal Agency Consumer Programs. 

Establishes and enforces product safety standards, 
collects data, studies the causes of product related 
injuries and identifies and recal+s hazardous products 
from the market. 

Seeks to promote the interests of consumers by 
encouraging market competition; represents consumers 
during pol icy-making process, responds to consumer 
complaints and conducts researches. 

Publishes quarterly consumer information catalog thdt 
lists free and low-cost federal publications. 

Co-ordinates federal consumer program and serves as a 
resource centre for government agencies. 

A citizens' interest group that promotes national 
standards and procedures in resolving auto 
dealer/manufacturer and consumer disputes. 

Promotes consumer interests in product pricing, 
quality, servicing, and warranties. 

A consumer advocacy group whic!t represents consumer 
interests before congress and regulatory agencies and 
litigates consumer affairs and cases involving the 
government. 

Trains and co-ordinates volunteers who arbitrate 
disputes between business and consumers. 
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Citizen Utility Board Campaign; National Consumer league; National Association of 

Consumer Agency Administration; National Co-operative Business Association; United 

States Chamber of Commerce and the United States Public Interest Research Group.30 

In the United States, consumerism is a social movement to be reckoned with. 

Stanta,li writes that consumerism is not a new phenomenon in this country. ln the early 

1900's there was a "Consumer movement" in which efforts were made to protect the 

consumer from harmful products and frum false and misleading advertising. 

But by and large, it was in the 1960's and 1970's that consumer movement gained 

significant impetus in the United States. This was when consumer activists such as 

Ralph Nader succeeded in promoting laws that set safety standards for automobiles, 

children's clothing, toys and a wide range of huuschuld products. 

In Nigeria, early legislation on product quality included, the Sale of Drugs Act 

1891 (Lagos);32 the Food Adulteration Act 1903; the Drugs and Poisons Act 1915 and 

the Adulteration of ProduceAct 1958. There were also some state laws which induded, 

the Sale of Food Law 1917 (Northern Nigeria),33 the Sale of Food Law 1917 (Eastern 

Nigeria),34 and the Sale of Food Law (Western Nigeria). 35 These regional laws were 

]O 

• 31 

32 

33 

34 

Litigates 
decisions 
affecting 

tq influence corporate and 
about products or activities 

health or safety. 

g.overnment 
adversely 

Washington Information Directory 1990-1991; 
Congressional Quarterly Inc., p. 230-247 . 

Stanton, W. J., E.undamentals ._o_f_ Marketing.,_ 5th ed. (,.:iew 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company; 1978), p. 557. 

Extended to the whole country by the Drugs and Poisons 
Extension Act 1970. 

Laws of Northern Nigeria, 1963, Cap. 121. 

Laws of Eastern Nigeria, 1963, Cap 117. 
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repealed and replaced by the Food and Drugs Act 1974. 36 Consumer protection is now 

governed by myriad of laws which shall be discussed in subsequent chapters. 

With the increased advancement in technology, the need for a greater protection 

of the consumer is increasingly felt. This is because many products, some of which are 

complex, are introduced into the market daily. This creates problem of choice for the 

uninformed consumer. Cranston37 observes that the advancement of technology means 

that consumer products are now more complex. He notes that expert knowledge is 

essential to appreciate the features of many modern products which fall below the 

threshold of perception of the ordinary consumer. 

Writing in the same vein, Mark Green38 points out that even the most 

sophisticated consumer may face difficulties. He states: 

"How does an average cons11111er know how 11111ch unhealthy 
radiation is being e111itted fro111 11 microwave oven, or/rom !lis 
demist's x-ray 111achine? Sho11/d we assume a car buyer can 
know ... whether tasteless and odourless carbon monoxide is 
seeping imo the passenger co111part111ent from the exha11st 
system; or whether the drug he purchases is effective or taxie?". 

A similar view was expressed by the Molony Committee on Consumer 

Protection.39 The Committee observed that the performance of many products cannot in 

some cases be accurately established by a short trial; shortcomings of design are not 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

Laws of Western Region of Nigeria, 1959, Cap. 115: 

See S. 21 of this Act. 

Rose Cranston, Cans.ume.rs____and~the___Law, 
Weidenfeld and Nicolson; 1978), p. 1. 

(London: 

Mark J. Green, "Appropriateness and Responsiveness· 
can the Government Protect The Consumer? (1974) 8 J. 
Econ. Issues 09-10. Cited in Cranston, Ibid., p. 2. 

Final Report of the Committee on Consumer Protection, 
1962 (Comnd. 1781) para 31. 
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apparent to the inexpert eye; inherent faults may only corne to light when the article 

• 
breaks down after a period of use". Lowe and Woodroffe'0 white agreeing with the fact 

that the law had always imposed duties on persons exercising certain callings (such as 

in-keepers and carriers) observe that the explosion of inlercsl in consumer matlers is very 

much a creature of the second half of the twentieth century. The authors illustrate this 

point by giving a chronological Jist of major Acts on Consumer Protection from the 

1950's to date. They attribute this development to a combination of new business 

methods and changing social attitudes. They observe that the key factors on business 

methods are to be found in the complexity of the goods themselves and in the changing 

forms of advertising and distribution. They further explain that the need for what is 

called consumer protection has become far greater becaùse the consumer is no longer in 

a position to rely on his own judgement wh,en buying complex articles. 

Apart from complexity of modern products, consumer's choice is equally 

inhibited by intensive ad vertising which may create a fa Ise impression about a product. 

This is clearly the cast: with promotional salt:s stratt:gies. ln Nigeria such salt:s 

promotions have become rather popular. Between 1993 and 1998 a total of 150 sales 

promotions were mounted by various firms in the country. Often the promised reward 

creates an irresistible incentive for patronage of the advertised product thus denying the 

consumer the freedom of rational choice. 

The society bas reacted appropriately to problems affecting the consumer. 

Besides legislative safeguards mentioned above, the judiciary has made appreciable in

roads into some legal principles which hitherto constituted obstacles to the protection of 

40 Lowe and Woodroffe, op". cit.; p. 1; Clark, A.M. 
PrQducLLiabilit.~, ModernJ,egaLSt"udies (London: Sweet 
and Maxwell; 1989) p. 13-21. 
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the consumer. Principles such as privity of contract, cayeat emptor and exemption 

clauses have been considerably whittled down by purposeful judicial interpretations. 

There is however, no doubt that lhere is a litnil Lo judicial aclivism since as sccondary 

en forcer of consumer rights, the rote of the court is adjudicatory not inquisitorial. 

External initiative is thcrefore requirccl to enahle the court to act in a particular case. 

Apart from legislalive and judicial t:fforls, consumer inteœst is ct1ually advanccd 

by the efforts of some non-govermnental associations. Thus like the cases of United 

Kingdom and the United States of America, mentioned above, there exist a number of 

voluntary consumer associations in the country. Prominent examples are the Consumer 
..... 

Protection Organisation of Nigeria (CPON); the National Consurners of Nigeria (NCN); 

the Consumer Rights Association of Nigeria (CRAN);41 the Public Interest Law 

Organisation (PILO) and the Consumer Organisation of Nigeria (CON). 

The Consumer Protection Organisation of Nigeria (CPON) appears consistent in 

advancing the cause of the consumer. Formed in 1970, the aims of the association 

include, consumer information, consumer education and advocacy. The association 

represents consumers in some govermnental bodies such as the Council of the Standards 

Organisation of Nigeria (SON), the Advertising Practitioners Council of Nigeria 

(APCON) and the Oyo State Government Task Force on Food-stuff Prices. CPON 

conducts market researches to monitor prices and quality standards of goods and 

services. It also publishes a quarterly magazine called "THE CONSUMER" which 

covers various consumer n:lated issues induùing public alerts. The association is a 

·Il This lias remaiùed v li:tuc1l ly !"l!Llunùant ul11ce i.l:.:J 
inception in 1993. 
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member of the Consumers International (CI). 42 

The aims of the National Consumers of Nigeria (NCN)43 encompass 

environmental Programmes, research, information, education and health protection. A 

major objective of the Consumer Organisation of Nigeria (CON)44 is consumer 

awareness creation. The Public lnterest Law Organization (PIL0)45 has two major 

objectives, namely, protection of consumers from unfair trade practices and consumption 

of contaminated goods. 

But unlike the position in some advanced countries, efforts of consumer 

associations in this country have remained rudimentary, Data ~1 consumcrs' awarcncss 

of the existence of voluntary consumer associations show that many consumers are 

ignorant of their existence. Out of the 602 consumers interviewed only 46 or 7 .6 per 

cent indicatcd awarcncss whilc 556 or 92.4 pcr cent displaycd lack or awarcncss. This 

means that the voluntary consumer associations are yet to make any apprcciable impact 

in this country. 46 

The protection of consumer interests by non-governmental bodies has graduated 

to global level via the activities of the Consumers International, formerly known as the 

" 

'3 

" 
45 

" 

The Consumer, Journal of the Consumer Education and 
Protection Council of Nigeria (CEPCON), Oct. - Dec. 
1992; International Consumer Directory 1992 (Published 
by the International Organisations of Consumers Unions 
Registered Office for Europe and North America, Emma 
Straat, 259 EG, The Hague, The Netherlands, 1992) 

Formed in 1971. 

Formed in 1992. 

Formed in 1996. 

A detailed analysis of research findings in this area 
is done in chapter nine. 
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International Organisation of Consumer Union.i;(IOCU). The CI which bas its 

headquarters at the Hague, the Netherlands, is a federation of consumer organisations. 

It is dedicated to the protection and promotion of consumer rights world-wide. Eight 

basic rights are protected, namely, right to satisfaction of basic nccds, safcty, 

information, choice, representation, redress, education and healthy environment. The 

United Nations Guidelines on Consumer Protection47 adopted in 1985 after a decade -

long campaign by C.I. and other consumer activists cmbrace these cight rights and offcr 

a framework for strengthening national consumer protection policies. 

C .1. organises information networks, international seminars, workshops and a 

triennial world congress. It initiales research and action on global issues relating to 

consumer interests. The organisation bas a representàtive in many international bodies 

such as the Economie and Social Council of the United Nations (ECOSOC), the United 

Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), the World Health Organisation (WHO), the Food 

and Agriculture Organisation (FAO), the International Standards Organisation (ISO), the 

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the United Nations Educational, 

Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO). 

The C.I. which was formed in 1960 by five consumer groups from the United 

States, Australia, the United Kingdom, Belgium and the Netherlands now has 203 organs 

in 83 countries.'18 Worlù Consumer Rights Day Jïrst cclt:bratcù in 1983 is observeù by 

C.l. and its members on March 15 as an annual occasion for protesting the abuses and 

injustices which undermine consumer protection. 

47 

48 

Protection of consumer rights is also effected at regional level. A case in point 

General Assembly_Resolution 39/248; April 9, 1985. 
i 

Dail_y_Times_,_ Wed., July 3, 1996, p. 11 
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is that of the European Union (EU). Even though consumer protection did not receive 

much attention under the EEC Treaty, 1957, 49 series of directives aimed at achieving 

product safety and redress for the consumer have been issued by the Council. The list 

includes Directives on General Produet: Safety; Liability for Deft:ctiVt: produets;50 Un fair 

Terms in Consumer Contracts;51 Safety ofToys;52 Cosmetic Products;53 Rapid Exchange 

of Information on Dangers arising from the use of Consumer Products;54 Misleading 

Advertising;55 Products which endanger the health or safety of consumers;56 and 

Dangerous Preparations the packaging of which must be fitted with child-resistant 

fastenings. 57 ""~ 

Although some of the directives are declared non-mandatory, in most cases 

Mcmbcr States an: obligatcd to adopt thcm in lhcir uatioual laws within a spccilïcd 

period. 58 The effect is that many Council Directives are now transposed into national 

laws. For instance, the directives on Product Liability was implemented in the United 

49 

50 

52 

53 

55 

56 

57 

58 

Ss. 39 & 85 (3) confer some economic benefits on the 
consumer. 

92/57/EEC of June 1992. 

95/13/EEC 

88/378/EEC 

76/768/EEC 

84/133/EEC 

84/450/EEC 

87/359/EEC 

91/442/EEC 

See for instance, Directive on Safety of Toys - Member 
States given up to June 30, 1989 to adopt; also Unfair 
Terms in· Consumer Contracts - Dec. 31, 1994; General 
Products Safety - June 29, 1994. 
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Kingdom under Part 1 of the Consumer Protection Act 1987. Other directives adopted 

by the United Kingdom under amended Article IODA of the EEC Treaty59 include, Toy 

Safety Directive,6° Units of Measurement Directive,61 Price Indication Directive62 and 

Dangerous Imitation Directive. 63 

To further enhance the move towards a Single European Market, the Commission 

of the European Union has introduced other safeguards for the consumer. These 

include, the Product Certification System, the Green Paper on Guarantees and After

Sales Services; Free Movement of Persons and other favourable conditions for trans

frontièr transactions. 64 

In addition, the commission has set up a unit specifically catering for consumer 

interests - the Consumer Policy Service. This paves way for independent analysis of 

consumer issues. 65 The commission has also set up a Consumers' Consultative Council 

(CCC) which brings together representatives of the four major European organisations 

concerned with consumer affairs, namely, Bureau European des Unions de 

Consommateurs (BEUC); Confederation of Family Organisations in the European 

Community (CONFACE), European Tracte Union Confedcration (ETUC) and the 

60 

61 

62 

65 

The amendment was introduced by the Single European 

88/378/EEC 

89/617/EEC 

88/314 & 313 

87/357/EEC 

Commission of the European Communities, Green Paper on 
Guarantees for Consumer Goods and After-Sales 
Services. (Brussels, 15 Nov. 1993) p. 5-16. 

The Consumer and the Interna! 
the Economie and Social 
Brussels, 1993, p. 10. 

Market; a publication of 
Consultative Assembly, 
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European Community of Consumer Cooperatives (EUROCOOP). National Consumer 

Organisations are represented in the CCC. 66 This enhances harmonisation of consumer 

laws. 

Without prejudice to the national enforcement bodies, there exists at community 

level, a European Office of Consumer Unions. Complaints are directed to this office by 

both Member States and individual consumers. 

While conscious efforts are being made at community level to build a strong and 

harmonised protection for the consumer, Member States are encouraged to provide 

protection in areas not covered by community laws. 67 In addition, greater protection than 

those offered by the community law may be provided by a national law. In fact the EU 

policy makers maintain the principle of "minimum hatmonisation", whcrchy Mcmhcr 

States arc allowed to opt out of a community instrument if they wish to atlopt or rctain 

stricter consumer protection provisions within the limits laid down by community Iaw. 68 

This practice was affirmed by the European Court of Justice in Buet v. Minister 

Public.'''' A total ban on door-step selling of educational miiterials which was imposed 

by a French Law was approved by the court. The relevant EEC Directive70 gives the 

consumer the right to wilhdraw from any sud1 agreement. 

Evidence of Consumer Protection at national level within the European Union can 

equally be seen from some national laws which specifically deal with the matter. 

66 

, .. , 

68 

69 

70 

The Consumer and the Internal Market, Ibid., p. 10. 

The State '(Italy) V. C.Î.è!CO!lü CcilLklllcl {EIU!J) l CMLR J•lü 

cited in Penelope Kent op., cit., p. 296. 

The Consumer and the Internal Market, p. 12. 

Case 328/87 cited in Penelope Kent, op. cit., p. 296. 

CD. 85/577/EEC 
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Examples are, the Spanish General Act for the Protection of Consumers and Users 

(GAPCU) 1984 which requires adequate after-sale services for durable goods; the Greece 

Act No. 1961/91, a legislation on consumer protection which devotes a chapter to after

sales services; and the Ireland Sale of Goods and Suppl y of Services Act, 1980 which 

mandates after-sale services and availability of spare parts for a reasonahle period. 

Furthermore, an investigation carried out by Commission of the European Union 

shows that al! national legislation in the Member States contain provisions relating to the 

vendor's guarantee in the event of a defect in a product sold. The investigation reveals 

that several countries have supplemented or amended the provisions of their Civil Codes 

through specific legislation which concern general issues of consumer protection. 71 

lt is seen from lht: forcgoing that in varying <lègn:es, the consuim:r eau be sai<l 

to be protected ail over the world. The assertion is particularly true as regards statutory 

enactments. The main variance is in the arca of cnforccmcnt. Thus whilc many 

advanced countries have well-established enforcement procedure, many developing 

conntries lack effective enforcement system. In Britain for instance, apart from an active 

Food and Drugs Department which engages in sample purchases of product · 

among otl1t:r things, thcn.: cxists the Office or Pair Trn<ling (OPT) ln whkh consumcr 

complaints are made. Cases of breach of consumer rights discovere<l both as a result of 

own investigation and consumer complaints are promptly handled. 

This contrasts with the position in Nigeria. as we shall sec in suhscqucnt 

chapters, ineffective enforcement machinery is the grcatest banc of consumer protection 

this country. 

71 Commission of the European Communities, Green Paper on 
Guarante.es. __ for____consumer _ Goods ___ and. __ Aft.er-S.ales 
S_er:id.c.e.s_,_ Brussels, 15 Nov., 1993, p. 17. 
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1.2 Statcmcnt of Rcscarch Prohlcm 

Despite the existence of numerous laws on consumer protection, Nigeria 

witnesses a low level of consumer protection. This is evidenced by the existence of 

many fake and sub-standard products in the country. The problem cuts across various 

product groups including drugs. 72 The low level of consumer protection constitutes a 

great problem both to the consumer, the manufacturer, and the government and its 

agencies. 

On the part of the consumer, a suppl y of fake or sub-standard product denies him 

proper worth for his money. Worse still, the product may be injurious to health thus 

exposing him to man y health hazards. 

As for the manufacturer of genuine products, the low level of protection can be 

felt in one or two ways. First, he is exposed to unnecessary competition from product 

fakers whose products are invariably cheaper in price. In order to remain in business 

and also to safe-guard the interest of consumers of his product, he may œsort to intensive 

advertising and "advice" to the public on how to detect the "difference". This strategy 

which is capital intensive, naturally pushes up the price of the genuine product thereby 

taking it out of reach of the average consumer. In addition, the presence of fake brands 

may Iead consumers to shun the product in question for fear of purchasing the fake 

brands. The manufacturer of the genuine brand !oses out in the long run. 

On the part of the govenunent and its agem:ies, the Jow Ievel of protection often 

Ieads to unpleasant experiences. A case in point is the ban on the importation of drugs 

from Nigeria by some West African countries in 1990. This was sequel to the death of 

72 The results of the Field Survey conducted by the 
present researcher confirm this assertion. 
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some children who were administered with adulterated paracetamol syrup.73 There is no 

doubt that the government feels concerned about this problem. This concern is 

demonstrated by the various measures being tàken to eradicate the circulation of fake and 

sub-standard products one of which is the enactment of statutes which impose severe 

penalties for consumer offences.74 More agencies have also been set up to take care of 

different aspects of consumer rights.75 

Despite these efforts, the lev el of consumer protection has remained low. The 

choice of this tapie is, therefore, informed by the negative correlation between statutory 

enactments and the level of practical consumer protection in Nigeria. 

1.3 Research Objectives 

The aim of this work is to investig~_te the reasons for the low level of consumer 

protection in Nigeria .. The overa!l objective is to evolve a means of improving the Jevel 

of consumer protection in the country. To this end, some issues to be addressed include 

the following: 

(a) the adequacy of existing laws on consumer protection; 

(b) areas of existing laws requiring amenùment; 

73 

7S 

Obi C.C. and Okoro, R. Guide 
Whole..=.aaling ,_ (Lagos; Christ 
1992) p. 53. 

to Good Pharmaceutical 
& Robins (Nig) Ltd. ; 

See for instance the Coun,erfeit. and 
(miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1989 and 

Fake 
the 

Drugs 
Tracte 

Malpractices Decree 1992, No. 67, The former :i.mpoe1ec1 
a penalty of NSOO, 000 for a contravention of its 
provisions. 

The Task Force on Counterfeit and Fake Drugs (1989); 
the Consumer Protection Council (1992); and the 
National Agency for Food and Drug Administration and 
Control (1992). 
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(c) ways of improving the attitude of the consumer to the enforcement of his rights; 

(d) ways of improving the participation of voluntary consumer associations in the 

t:nforcemenl of consumer rights; 

(e) the role of judiciary in the enforcement of consumer rights; 

(t) the rote of the manufacturer in the protection of consumer rights; and 

(g) the effectiveness of the existing enforcement machineries. 

1.4 Hypotheses 

This research tests three hypotheses. 

HO,: Level of consumer protection does not depend on sufficiene,y of consumer 

protection laws. .., .. 

H02: Awareness of consumer protection laws does not depend 011 level of education. 

H03: Awareness of consumer protection laws does not depend on place of residence. 

1.5 Scope and Delimitations of the Study 

This work considers ail laws dealing with the manufacture, sale and 

advertisement of products regulated by the law. Such products inchu.le, food, 

drugs, cosmetics and hazardous products. Civil liability for defective products 

and civil rights of a victim of product defect are also examined. The general 

awareness and attitude of consumers to consumer-related issues; the rotes of 

manufacturers; voluntary consumer associations; the law enforcement agencies; 

and the judiciary are also considered. Due attention is also given to the 

Standards Organisation of Nigeria (SON) which is the only agency charged with 

the prescription and implementation of product standards. To test the level of 

compliance with mandatory standards prescrihed by this body, the Standard on 

Road Vehicles: Requirements for Passenger Cars is used as a case study, using 

motorists as our respondents. 

In order to make room for an indepth study of the chosen areas, other aspects of 
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consumer protection such as price contrai; crcdit sah!s; supply of services; and restrictive 

trade practices are excluded. 

1. 6 Definjtion of Tenns 

1.6. I Consumer 

Black's law Dictjonary defines consumer as one who consumes, individuals who 

purchase, use, maintain and dispose of products and services; users of the final product: 

a member of the broad class of people, who is affected by pricing policies, financing 

practices, quality of goods and services, credit rcporting, debt collection, and other trade 

practices for which the State and general consumer protection laws are enacted. The 

term is further defined as a buyer of any consumer product; any persan to whom such 

product is transferred during the duration of an implied or written warranty applicable 
... 

to the product, and any other persan who is enlitled by the terms of such warranty or 

under applicable State Law to enforce against the. warrantor the obligations of the 

warranty. 76 

The Collins Cohuild Eni:Iish J.imi:m1i:,; Dictionm:y77 dcfim.:s consumcr as a person 

who buys things or uses services; a person or company that buys a particular thing or 

uses a particular service; something or someone that uses up a supply or arnount of 

something. 

The Chambt;rs Eni:lish Dictjonary7" simply def111es consumer as one who 

consumes; as opposed to producer, one who uses an article produced. 

Sorne statutory definitions may be considered. The Fair Trading Act (U.K) 

provides that a consumer means any persan who is either: 

76 

78 

(a) a person to whom goods art: or are sought to be supplied (whether by way 

of sale or otherwise) in the course of business carried on by the persan 

suppiying or seeking to supply them; or 

Henry Campell Black M.A; 6th ed. (St. Paul, Minn. West 
Publishing Co.; 1990) p. 316. 

Schwarz, Oavidson Seaton & Tebbit; Chambers English 
Dictionary. 7th ed., (Edinburgh: W.R. Chambers Ltd., 
1990) . 
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(b) a persan for whom services are sought to be supplied in the course of a 

business carried on by the persan supplying or seeking to supply them, 

and who does not receive or seek to receive the goods or services in the 

course of a business carried on by him. 79 

The Supply of Goods (lmplied Terms) Act 1973 (U .K) defines a related term -

"consumer sale" as a sale of goods (other than a sale by auction or by competitive tender) 

by a seller in the course of a business where the goods-

(a) arè of a type ordinarily bought for privatc use or consumption; and 

(b) are sold to a persan who does not buy or hold himself out as buying them 

in the course of a business. 80 

In Nigeria, there was no local statutory definitlon of U1e tenu consumer until 1979 

when the lndustrial Promotion Act 197981 was enacted. This Act defines the term as 

including any persan (whether or not another manufacturer) who buys goods from a 

wholesale or retail trader in the goods concerned.82 

The term is further defined by the Consumer Protection Council Decree 1992 as 

an individual who purchases, uses, maintains or disposes of products or services. 83 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

S. 137 (2) 

S. 4 (7) 

Laws of the Federation of Nigeria Cap. 181, 1990. 

S. 10. 

Decree No. 66, 1992, S. 32. 
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Legal Scholars have not been left out in this regard. Aaaker and Day84 equate the 

term "consumer" with citizens. They write that "consumer interest" is involved when 

citizens enter exchange relationships with institutions such as hospitals, libraries, police 

force and various government agencies, as well as with businesses". 

Schiffman and Kanut85 in their book on Consumer Behaviour classify consumer 

into two different kinds of consuming entities: (1) the persona) consumer, and (2) the 

organisational consumer. According to them, the persona( consumer is the individual 

who buys goods and services for ber own use, for the use of ber household or for just. 

one member of the household, or even as a gitè for a friend. ,ln all these contexts, the 

goods are bought for final or "end" use by individuals who are referred to as "end users" 

or "ultimate users". The second category, encompasses private businesses, goverrunent 

agencies, and institutions, ail of which must buy products, equipment, and services in 

order to run their organisations - whether for profit or non-profit. 

One fact that emerges from the above definitions is that writers and legal 

draftsmen arc not agrccd on a pn:cise mcaning of lhc tcnn consumcr. Whilc somc 

confine it to contractnal relationships, others favour an extended meaning that is 

uninhibited by contractual requirements. The infinite nature of the term can be seen 

from the fact that some writers ascribe to it, two or more meanings which may be 

considered conflicting. The Black's Law Dictionary is a good example. Perhaps the aim 

is to achieve comprehensiveness and ensure that anyonc adversely affcctcd hy a product 

85 

Aaaker, P.A, and Day, G.S., 
(NewYork: Free Press; 1974) 
Cranston, op. cit .• m:L.. 7 & 8. 

Consumerism. 2nd ed. 
P. XVII. Also Ross 

Schiffman, L.G. and Kanut, L.L., Consumer Behaviour, 
(Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs; 1978 pp. 4 & 
5. 
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is covered. 

The reference to the term by the Collins..Cobuild.Engli.shLanguage Dictionary. 

as something86 that uses up a supply or amount of something, introduces some 

controversy. 87 The implication is that an inanimate abject may be regarded as a 

consumer. This extended meaning appears untenable. This is because al! inanimate 

things are subject of ownership. lt, therefore, follows that only owners of such things 

can rightly be regarded as consumers. A contrary interpretation would amount to 

conferring a right on an abject which cannot exercise it. Sorne practical illustrations are 

useful. First, a motorist buys some quantity of fuel which tui~s out to be adulterated. 

His car is consequently damaged. Who should be regarded as the consumer of the fuel; 

the motorist or the car which actua!ly consumed the fuel? The realistic answer is that the 

motorist is the consumer. He is the only om: who has the right to sue. The car being an 

inanimate thing cannot exercise any right and so cannot be regarded as a consumer. 

Second, a persan feeds his dog with a product purchased by him; who is the 

consumer of tllat product: the owncr of the dog or the dog itsclf'I The ohvious answcr 

is that the owner is the consumer. He is the only one that can sue. 

The attempt by some writers to confine the term consumer to purchasers of goods 

or services is rather restrictive. This implies that only a contractual plaintiff is qualified 

as consumer. This approach will advcrsely affect possible daims of many end uscrs and 

so cannot be supported. 

Reference to consumer as "Individual" in some of the above definitions is 

remarkable. "individual" is defined by the Consumer Credit Act 1974 (U .K) as including 

86 

87 

Emphasis supplied 

Supra.;· p. 18 - 20. 
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partnership or other unincorporated body of persons not consisting entirely of bodies 

corporatc. 88 In this work the tcnn consumer is conlïned lo natural persons. 

Sorne of the restrictions inherent in some definitions considered above can be said 

to have been effectively taken care of by judicial interpretations. The decision in 

Donoghuc v. Stcvenson8
'' and otlwr suhsequcnl cascs'm dcarly illustrale that the term 

consumer goes beyond the realm of contract. Thus in Sœnneu v Hancoc~elers,91 

the owner of a motor lorry took the wheel of the lorry, the tlange of which had corne off, 

to a motor repairer for repairs. After the work was done, the flange came off again 

while the lorry was being driven on the highway, and bowling along the road, it mounted 
••-.1 

a pavement and hit the plaintiff, a pedestrian, injuring her. It was held, following 

Donoghue v Stevenson that the repairer was liahle to th'e plaintiff in negligence as he was 

in the same position as the of the manufacturer of an article sold by a distributor in 

circumstances which prevented the distributor or ultimate purchaser or consumer from 

discovering by inspection any defect in the article. 

It is seen that the concept of consumer has assumed a very wide connotation. As 

rightly observed by Charlesworth and Percy ,92 the category of persons who may be 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

S. 189 (1) 

[1932] A. C. 562. 

See Grant v. Australian Knitting Mills Ltd. [1940] 
AC 85; Brown v Cotterill (1934) 5 TLR 21; Barnett v 
H.._.:r_..__Eack_e_r__&_c.o_. Lt d ( 194 0) 3 Al 1 E . R. 5 7 5 . 

[1939] 2 All E.R. 578. 

Charleswor.t_h_and_l)_e_rc:y__=_Negligence 8th ed. (London: 
Sweet & Maxwell; 1990) p. 1089. 
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deemed to be ultimate consumers has been extended to include the user"' of the product, 

as well as the persan who cornes into contact with it whether accidentally94 or 

deliberately" .95 

The term "consumer", therefore, covers every persan who acquires a product 

under a contract of sale as well as any persan who uses, consume s or is injured by a 

product. This is the sense in which the term is used in this work. 

1.6.2 Co11sumeris111 

The New Encyclopaedia_Britannica,"1
' <.!dines consumcrism as movcmcnt or 

•... 
policies aimed at regulating the products, services, methods, and standards of 

manufacturers, se li ers, and advertisers in the interest of the buyer. 

The term is defined by The Encyclopedia Americana97 as the movement toward 

increased consumer protection. 

93 

94 

96 

97 

Grant v. Australian Knitting Mills Ltd. [1936] A.C. 
85. 

Br.o.lllll v. Co.t.t_er.i 1) (1934) 5 TLR 21 (a tombstone fell 
on a child. He was held entitled to recover); Power 
v. The Bedford Motor. Co Lt.cL (1959) I.R. 391 (track 
rods of a car were set incorrectly and caused a fatal 
accident through faulty steering). See Charlesworth 
and Percy op. cit., p. 1089. 

Barnett v H.J. Packer & Co. Ltd. [1940] 3 All E.R. 
575. (a shop assistant suffered injury while picking 
a protruding wire from a sweet; held entitled to 
recover). 

The ___ N.ew __ Encyclo.paedia_Britanni.ca vol. 3, 15th ed. 
(Chicago etc. Encyclopaedia Britannica Inc. 1981) 
p.210. 

The __ Ency:clopedia_American .. International __ Edi t ion vol. 
7 (Danbury, Connecticut: Grolier Incorpordted, 1981) 
p. 628. 
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The_Oxford English_Dlctionary98 simply defines it as protection of the consumer' s 

interest. According to the Wcbstcr's Diclionary'''', it is a program to promote consumer 

interest including protection of the environment, restraints on abuse by business etc. 

A wider view has been expressed by Stanton. 100 He defines consumerism as the 

actions of individuals and organisations (consumer, govcrnnu:nl, and business) in 

response ta consumers' dissatisfaction arising in exchange relationships. He writcs that 

consumerism is (1) a protest against perceived business injustices and (2) the efforts to 

remedy those injustices. 

From the foregoing definitions, it can be summarised that consurm:rism is a social 

movement aimed at enhancing the position of the consumer. The primary objective is 

to ensure that the consumer obtains the money worth of what ever he huys. The 

movement could be championed by an individual, a group of individuals, business 

concerns or by the goverlllllent. This movement which is a product of consumer 

discontent bas assumed a greater significance today. A prominent prompting factor is 

industrialization with its attendant side-effects. The essence of consumerism is to 

maximize consumer satisfaction. Satisfaction in this sense cuts across diverse issues 

ranging from product quality, prices, relevant information, metrology and environmental 

protection. 

9B 

99 

100 

The Oxford English Dictionary of the_English Language, 
1991 ed: (New York: Lexicon Publications, Inc.; 1992) 
p. 210. 

The _ _N_e_w_Lexi c:on __ Webs.ter •_s __ Dict ionary_of __ the . Eng1 ish 
Language, 1991 ed: (New York: Lexicon Publications, 
Inc.;1992). 

Op_._ .c.it. , p. 556. 
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1. 6. 3 Co11s11mer Protectio11 

The phrase "consumer protection" has been defined as "legislation which protects 

the interests of consumers"to1 This definition is clearly restrictive. It excludes other 

forms of protection which are not statu tory such as protection by the judiciary, tracte 

associations, and other voluntary consumer organisations. The definition is therefore, not 

very helpful. The Encyclopaedia Americanato2 defines consumer protection as 

"safeguarding the buying public from dangerous or inferior goods and services and from 

fraudulent and other un fair selling practices". Like the one considered above, this 

definition equally suffers some limitations. It has been shown that the concept of 

consumer goes beyond the notion of buyer. to3 Consequently, a definition which confines 

consumer protection to the buyer is not appropriate. 

A broader definition which comprises ail . aspects o{,.consumer protection is 

preferable. Thus consumer protection can be defined as the act of safeguarding the . 

interest of the consumer in matters relating to supply of goods and services, misleading 

advertising as well as environmental degradation. 

1. 6 .4 Operational Delinitions 

Levels of Education 

a. High: HND, 1st Degree and above 

b. Medium: SSC, NCE und Diplomu 

c. Low: FSLC and bt:low 

1. 7 Literature Review 

Unlike the case of social science research where the bulk of Iiterature on a subject 

matter is derived from previous works of researchers, in law, statu tory enactments and 

judicial decisions constitute part of the literature. This explains why, contrary to the 

practice in other fields, a whole chapter is not devoted to literature review. Statutory 

enactments andjudicial decisions are reviewed in relevant chapters of the work. For the 

101 

102 

103 

Roger Bird, Osborn's Concise Law Dictionary, 7th ed. 
(London: Sweet & Maxwell; 1983) p. 90. 

QJ2. cit., p. 682. 

See definitions of consumer, supra. p. 18-25 
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enactmt:nts an<l ju<licial <lccisions are rcvicwc<l in relevant chapters of the work. For the 

present purpose, we have confined ourselves to the works of other researchers and 

cursory references to judicial decisions and statu tory enactments. 

Consumer protection is rather neglected by writers and researchers in Nigeria. 

So far, there is no local text book in the field. Snippets of information on the matter can, 

however, be gathered from chapters in some texts particularly those on Commercial Law 

and Management Sciences. There are also journal and newspaper articles as well as 

dissertation. 104 This contrasts with the position in some other jurisdictions where there 

exists a considerable body of literature on consumer protection. In the United Kingdom 

for instance, there exist standard textbooks105
, an impressi've body of case law and 

numerous enactments. 

Varions aspects of consumer protection have been addressed by some writers. 

One such aspect is legislative intervention in the protection of consumer rights. 

Cheshire, Fifoot and Furmston106 consider this a healthy development due to the 

l o, 

105 

106 

See for instance Apori, !<.A., "Towardu ü Strict 
Liability Standard in Defective product Law" Bendel 
State University Law Journal 1991/92, vol. 1, No. 1 p. 
33-46 Yerokun, O.M. "The Nigerian Food Laws and 
Consumers". Nigerian Çurrent Law 1Tournal. p. 152-165: 
Adenike, F. , "Fake Drugs: Implications for consumers 11 , 

National Concord Tues. May 18, 1993, p. 7: Nwabuzor, 
A.M., Business Government Relations in Nigeria (Lagos: 
MacMillan Nigerian Publishers Ltd., 1990) Monye, F.N., 
11 Adulteration of Goods and Consumer protection". PG
LL. M - 84-2563, University of Nigeria, Nsukka, Sept., 
1986. 

See for instance, Clark, A.M. Product Liability: 
Modern Legal Studies, (London: Sweet & Maxwell; 1989): 
Crans ton, R., Consumer and the Law, (London: 
Weidenfeld and Nicolson; 1978); Lowe, R. & Woodroffe, 
G., Consumer Law and Practice, 4th ed., (London: 
Sweet & Maxwell; 1995); Ransay, I., Consumer 
Protection: Text and Materials. (London: Butterworths: 
1994) . 

Cheshire, Fifoot and Furmston, Law of Contract, 11th 
ed., (London: Butterworths & Co. (Publishers) Ltd; 
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inadequacy of the law of contract to address the problem of consumer protection. They 

observe that the law of contract is in many ways an unsatisfactory instrument since 

enforcement depends on the consumer knowing his rights; being able to enforce them; 

and considering the cost and time involved worth-while. 

Writing on credit sales in the United Kingdom, Diamond 107 observes that the 

central criticism of the law is the way in which different forms of contract are attended 

with different legal consequences, though the choice of form is often dictated by the 

creditor, not by economic considerations. He notes that if a debtor wishes to acquire 

goods and to pay hy instalments, the legal rights of 1he parties will depcnd on whethcr 

the form used is that appropriate to a hire-purchase agreement, a conditional sale 

agreement, a credit card or a loan on the security of goods. 

The above observations which are hased on Crowther Report 108 apply with equal 

force to the position in Nigeria. Fogamio9 observes that the objectives of any commercial 

law should be to offer a fair and sensible solution to the practical problems that are likely 

to arise. When applied to particular disputes of a conunon nature, it should produœ 

results which would commend itself to the commercial world as heing realistic and 

reasonable. This writer notes that the existing laws on consumer credit seem to fall short 

of this re4uircment. 

107 

108 

109 

1986), p. 23. 

Diamond, A. L. , Commer.c.ial and ... Cons.umer Credi t; .. An 
Introduction, (London: Butterworths; 1982), p. 357. 

Report of the Crowther Conunittee on Consumer Credit 
(Comm. 4596), 1968. 

Fogam, P.K, "Legal Regulation of Consumer Credit 
Transactions in Nigeria: An Appraisal" Essay.a. on 
Ni.ger.ian_.Law,_ vol. 11; Omotola, J.A. ed., (Lagos: 
Faculty of Law , University of Lagos, July 1990) p. 
31-52. 
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Commenting on the implementation of private Iaw rights, Cranston110 observes 

that a general feature of private Iaw is that it is not self-implementing. Consumers must 

take initiative to enforce their Iegal rights. He notes that consumers frequently fail to 

utilize their rights. 

A point that bas attracted some attention is the need to enshrine compensation 

order in criminal proceedings. By section 13(1) of the Consumer Protection Council 

Decree, a court by or before which a person is convicted of an offence may in addition 

to dealing with such person in any other way, make an order requiring the person to pay 

compensation for any persona! injury, Joss or damage resulting from that offence. 111 

Mickleburgh112 writes that as a means of gaining redress, compensation orders 

have some considerable advantages for the consumer. This order, according to him 

spares the consumer the necessity of bringing separate Iegal proceedings. He notes that 

for most practical purposes, the making of a compensation order may be regarded as 

equivalent to an award of damages in a civil action. 

In fact the advantages of a compensation order cannot be over-stressed. A 

suggestion to this effect was made in an earlier research. 113 Such an onlt:r will save the 

victim of the trouble and expenses of having to take a separate civil action. The 

110 

111 

112 

113 

Ross Cranston, op. cit p. 79. 

This is also the position under the Powers of Criminal 
Courts Act 1973 (U.K.) (as amended). See the Criminal 
Justice Act 1982 for the amendments. 

Mickleburgh, J., Consumer Protection, (Abingdon, Oxon, 
Professional Books; 1979) p. 315. 

Monye, F.N., "Adulteration of Goods and consumer 
Protection", LL.M. Dissertation, University of 
Nigeria, Nsukka, Sept., 198G. 
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necessity for this order has been stressed by many researchers. 114 It is hoped that the 

provision of the Consumer Protection Council Decree which is yet to be tested will meet 

the expectations of writers. 

One issue that has bothered writers is the inadequacy of protection accorded the 

consumer in Nigeria. Ineghedion' 15 writes that the level of consumer protection in 

Nigeria is inadequate. In support of this assertion this author notes that where the 

provisions of the existing statutes are infringed, it is the State that has locuutandi to 

initiale any action, civil or criminal, against the infringing party. 

Writing in the same vein, Akande116 notes that statutes which are related to 

consumer protection are of very limited application. The learned authur observes that 

the existing statutes only prescribe punishment for the breach of their provisions and, 

therefore, give no civil remedy. 

Nwabuzor 117 writes that, comparcd wilh wlml ohlains elscwhcn:, the Governmcnls 

of the Federation have lagged behind in the area of consumer protection. To buttress this 

point, he cites the absence of any Federal Agency with functions and powers similar to 

those of the United States Consumer Product Safety Commission. The assertion has 

been over-taken by events. There are now agencies charged with the implementation of 

'" 

llS 

llG 

11'1 

See Compensation and Remedies for Victims of Crime in 
Nigeria (Published by the Federal Ministry of Justice, 
1990); papers presented at a three-day National 
Conference held i~ Abuja from June 28-30, 1989 

Ineghedion, N.A., "Consumerism, Merchantability and 
the Standards Organisation of Nigeria", Edo_ .State 
University Law Journal. 1993. Vol. 2 No. l, p. 79. 

Akande, J.O., "Consumer Protection", P_ap.er __ pres_ente.d 
at__the_Anambra State r.aw...._Co.nference,_ 10-12- Dec., 
1986, p. 12. cf. Consumer Protection Council Decree. 

Nwabuzor, op cit p. 82-84. 
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consumer protection laws in Nigeria. 118 

Another issue that has attracted the attention of writers in Nigeria is that of 

exemption clauses. Although the rule of construction has been affirmed by the Supreme 

Court in its decision in Narumal & Sons Ltd. v. Niger/Benue Transport Co. Ltd., 119 

writers appear to prefer the rule of law doctrine. Sagay'20 asserts that the rule of law 

doctrine of fundamental breach is a healthy rule of public policy. He writes that an 

unrestricted principle of freedom of contract would be dangerous and contrary to the 
• 

public interest at the present state of Nigeria's industrial and conunercial development 

and culture. 

Commenting on the adoption of the rule of construction by the Supreme Court, 

Agomo121 observes that "The glaring implication of the present trend is to give the 

classical freedom of contract theory a completely free hand under circumstances where 

there is a glaring inequality of bargaining strength". The learned writer advocates that 

in the application of the rule of construction, tlw relative strcngth of th..: cuntracting 

parties must be considered; that local conditions such as illiteracy must be taken judicial 

notice of, and that in al! circumstances the concept of reasonableness must be applied. 

118 

119 

120 

121 

These include, the National Agency for Food and Drug 
Administration and Control (NAFDAC) : the Standards 
Organisation of Nigeria (SON); the Task Force on 
Counterfeit and Fake drugs and the Consumer Protection 
Council. 

(1989) C.L.R.Q. 28. 

Saga y, I.E. Niger.i.an_Law__of __ Contrac_t_,_ (London: Sweet 
and Maxwell; 1985) p. 155. 

Agomo, C.K. "Exclusion Clauses in Contract and the 
Implications for Consumer protection n the Nigerian 
law of Con tract". In Obilade ed. A._ Blueprint __ for 
Ni_g.erian......Law. (University of Lagos, 1995) pp. 11 and 
12. 
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Uvieghara122 writes that the uncritical acceptances of the decision in Photo 

ProductionLtd, v . .Securicor...Transp.orLLtd. 123 by the Supreme Court is unfortunate. He 

observes that no attempt sccms to have hccn matie to rcflcct on its implication for the 

Nigerian society which is predominantly illiterate and which, perhaps, more 

significantly, can benefit from the injection of a dosage of morality in commercial 

activities. 

One is apt to agree with the foregoing observations. In an article ··.titled, "The 

Need to {/lestrict the Scope of Application of Exemption Clauses", the present researcher 

notes that the shortcoming of the rule of construction is glaring when viewed in terms 

of product liability. As noted in the work, if the rule of construction is extended to 

product liability cases, the consumer would be at the mercy of the other contracting 

party. 124 

The development of consumer law through the judicial process has been rather 

slow despite the willingness of the courts to advance the cause of the consumer. 

A vailable literature shows that the courts are willing to uphold the rights of the consumer 

where appropriate. Evidence of this willingness can be seen from some decided cases:. 

ln Osemohor v Niger.Biscuits...C.o,.Ltd. 125 where a decayed tooth was found in a biscuit, 

the manufacturer was held liable for negligence. In S.olu v. IolaLN.igeri.a_Ltd, 126 

involving the sale of defective gas cylinder, the defendants were held Iiable in negligence 

122 

12 3 

. 12<1 

125 

l:.1li 

Uvieghara, E. E. , Sale. .. oL.Goods .. (And-1lii:e.Jlur.chas.e) __ Law 
in.Nigeria, (Lagos: Malthouse Press Ltd.; 1996) p. 29. 

(1980) A.C. 827 . 

Money, F.N., Justice (A Journdl of Contenvorary Legal 
Problems, June 1991, Vol. 2, No, 6) p. l~-21. 

(1973) N.C.L.R. '382. 

Unrep. Lagos State Hlg!i Court Suit No. lLl/619/8':i, 
March 25, 1988. 
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despite the fact that they were mere distributors and not manufacturers of the cylinder. 

The willingness of the courts to protect the consumer is demonstrated by the 

statement of Aniagolu, J.S.C. in Nigerianllottling_Co_.__Ltcl v. Ngonadi. 127 His Lordship 

stated: 

"While commending the respondent in her tenacity in pursuing 
her claim in the courts betow, one would trust that others of the 
citizenry who have suffered or are suffering jrom purchase of 
11nmercha111able goods would readily have recourse to the 
courts for remedy. "128 

But the foregoing notwithstanding, development of consumer law through this 

channel is seriously affected by certain factors. Prominent in this regard is the lukewarm 

attitude of the consumer. Consumers rarely institute actions to·enforce their rights. This 

de nies the courts the opportunity of pronouncing on relevant issues. Another factor 

relates to some legal principles which abridge judicial discretion. These include, privity 

of contract, caveat emptor and proof of negligence. Thus in a contract-bascd action, the 

plaintiff apart from showing privily of comrac.:t wilh the tlcfom.Janl must satisty the 

requirements of the Sale of Goods Laws as regards implied terms. In a tort-based action, 

the plaintiff musc establish negligence against the defendant. 

Statutory enactments constitute the bulk of literature on consumer protection in 

Nigeria. 129 The combined effect of the provisions of ail existing laws is that many 

aspects of consumer protection are fairly covered, at least, on paper. There are 

127 

128 

129 

(1985) 5 s.c. 317. 

Ibid., at p. 322. 

Examples are the Standards Organisation of Nigeria Act 
1971; the .Food and Drugs Act 1974; the Counterfeit and 
Fake Drugs ('1illlsc. Provns) Act 1989; the Trade 
Malpractices Decree 1992; the Pharrnacists Council of 
Nigeria Decree 1992; the National Agency for Food and 
Drug Administration and Control Decree 1993 and the 
Drugs and Related Products (Registration etc) Decree 
1993. 
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however, some exceptions. One major exception is in the area of unfair contract terms. 

Another is strict liability for defective products. Lack of legislative contrai in these areas 

makes the consumer vulnerable to exploitation by the other contracting party. 

The global trend shows a drift towards a strict liability for ddective products. 

The American position typifies this trend. By section 402A of the Restatement of Torts, 

2nd (1965), a manufacturer is strictly liable for injuries caused by his product. Subject 

to the defence contained in section 4(i) (a), the Consumer protection Act 1987 acl1ieves 

this purpose in the United Kingdom. The position is the same in ail the Member States 

of the European Union which have adopted the E.U. Council Directive on Product 

Liability. 130 ... 

The Nigerian courts appear to favour this trend. Inclination towards strict 

product liability can be inferred from the cases discussed above. But the courts are yet 

to achieve a freedom from the burden of proof of negligence and strict contract rules. 

As a way of getting round this problem, it has been suggested by the present researcher 

that strict product liability be introduced in selected areas such as in fields of 

pharmaceuticals and articles of food. 131 

130 

131 

85/374. ECC. 

Monye, F.N., "Strict Product Liability: The only 
Solution to Proof of Negligence and Strict Contract 
Rules"; accepted for publication in the Nigerian 
Current Law Review. 
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CHAPTERTWO 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Research_Design 

1 

2 

Asika' writes that research design means the structuring of investigation aimed 

at identifying variables and their relationships to one another. He further writes that 

research design is used for the purpose of obtaining data to enable the researcher test 

hypotheses or answer research questions. 2 

As we stated in chapter one, the main objective of this work is to evolve a means 

of improving the level of consumer protection in Nigeria. In order to achieve this 

ohjcctive, it is import:1111 to ask œrtai11 t1ucstio11s whid1 indude the rollowing: Who do 

we study? What do we investigate? What trpe of data do we need? Where do we get our 

data? What methods of analysis do we employ? To do justice to these issues it is 

important to choose a rcsearch design which will produce a must reliable rcsult. 

Nwabueze3 writes that must researches in the behavioral sciences adopt one or 

a combination of four designs. These are: 

ii 

Experiments 

Field Observation 

Asika Nnamdi, Research Methodology in the Behavioural 
Sciences (Lagos: Longman Nig. l'lc. 1991) p.2~. 

Ibid. 

3 Nwabueze N., Anglocentric Nigerian Laws and Bias 
Against Customary Law Marriage: A Critique of Colonial 
Cultural Imperialism, Unpublished A Dissertatîon 
Submitted to the Faculty of Law, University of Lagos 
as a part of requirements for the award of the LL.B 
(Hons) Degree, October, 1997. 
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m Survey Research: and 

iv Library Research/Documentary Analysis. 

He notes that the one chosen from ail these depends on the nature of the study and 

the purpose of the investigation. 

2.2 Our Design 

Given the nature of the evidence required to answer our research questions 

and test our hypotheses we have adopted a combination ,of Field Observation, 

Survey Research and Library /Documentary Anal :y sis. Chapter one and three to 

five are based on a combination of these threc mcthods. Thus field observation 

was used to obtain information in areas where it was unlikely to obtain objective 

or true responses from persons involved in the matters being investigated. Such 

areas include sale of prescription drugs without prescription by pharmacists; and 

sale of prescription drugs by patent medicine dealers. As regards the former, oral 

requests for prescription drugs were made at 50 pharmacy shops. In the same 

way, requests for prescription drugs were made at 50 palenl me<licinc shops. The 

pharmacy and patent medicine shops visited were coded to avoid unnecessary 

adverse reactions. Other data obtained by field observation include those on sale 

of drugs in prohibited places; sale of fake products and the availability of quality 

contrai units in the manufacturing outfits covered by this study. 
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Survey method was employed to elicit information on practical implementation 

of consumer laws as well as the levcl of :iwarcncss of mcmhers of the public on 

consumer matters. ln this regard oral interviews and questionnaires were adminislered. 

Oral interview was adopted to obtain information on matters peculiar to some agencies. 

For instance, data relating to registration of products; sales promotions; subsidiary 

legislation; and contrai of the importation of sub-standard foreign products were obtained 

by oral interviews with relevant enforcement agencies. Questionnaires were administered 

to five groups of respondents, namely, consumers, motorists, manufacturers, law 

enforcement agencies and voluntary consumer associations. 

4 

Library/Documentary Analysis of laws on consume, protection were undertaken. 

The intention was to determine the extent of statutory protection of the consumer. 

The results of the field observation and surveys are considered in comparison 

with the provisions of the laws discussed in these chapters. 

Issues in chapter six to eight are based on secondary data as contained in reported 

judicial decisions; unreported cases; statutory provisions; text books; and law journals. 

In selecting the materials needed for this part of the work wc have cmploycd the content 

analysis method. This has helped us to isolate the materials which are observably 

relevant to our work. It bas also helped us to achicve some degrcc of concision. 

2.3 Survcy Framework 

Survey method involves a number of distinct operations. These include, 

detcrmination of sample size, clecision us to appropriate sampling thc.:nry or thl·nrit:s to 

apply; choice of study setting and choicc and operationalisation of means of data 

gathcring. 4 

Nwabueze. , op.. cit. p. 9 
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The structure of our survey design is very much influenced by the nature of our 

study and the data needed to achieve our purpose. Bcing a law thcsis wc have bccn 

cautions to employ survey methods that are devoid of much technicalities. At the same 

time, mindful of the fact that reliability is the crux of any research effort, we have been 

careful to adopt methods that will enable us achieve this purpose. 

2.4 Sampling_Techniques 

The study of consumer protection in Nigeria would necessarily involve the whole 

population of the country. This is because the term consumer covers everyonc who 

consumes goods or services. Every human being, irrespective of age or social status 

consumes goods and services in one form or anothe'r. It logically follows that every 

persan in the country is a consumer. With a population of about 88 million (eighty-eight 

million), it is practically impossible to caver the whole population. We have been 

cautious to choose our samples in such a way that will be representative of the whole 

population. This has enabled us to produce good generalisations. 

In the main, the probability sampling technique is used. The aim is to give ail the 

elements of the population equal chance of being selected as a sample element. 

Probability sampling techniques used in this study are the multi-stage, the cluster, the 

stratified, the systematic and the random sampling methods. ln addition we have 

employed the census method where the population is small in size thus permitting a 

coverage of the whole constituent clements. 

Non - probability sampling is used to select a State for this StU(Jy. In this regard, 

the purposive sampling method was used to select Lagos State. The criteria that informed 

our judgment are set out below. 
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2.5 Stage_One:_Choic_e_oLState 

By virtue of the nature of the evidence required for this research, Lagos State was 

chosen as study setting. This choice was based on the fol!owing criteria: al! the law 

enforcement agencies have their offices in this State; the State has the highest number of 

industries out of al! the States in the Country; it has ail categories of consumers, both 

enlightened and unenlightened. It was therefore felt that a study of this State would yield 

a more representative result than a study of a State that lacks these pre-requisite features. 

2.6 Stage Two: Choice of Local Governmeut Areas 

Out of the 20 local government areas in Lagos State, 5 were chosen by random 

sampling method. Care was taken to t:nsure that the· sekcted local gowrnmeut areas 

would include two rural areas. To achieve, this, local government areas with urban and 

rural population settlements were grouped respectivt!ly. Thus, to choose two rural areas, 

the following cight local governmcnl arcas, namcly, Ajcromi-Ifelodun, Alimosho, Ojo, 

Badagry, lbeju Lekki, Epe, lkorodu and Agege were grouped together and two d1osen 

by random sampling method. Three local government areas were chosen from the urban 

scttlcmcnts. This incrc.iscd numhcr was informccl hy the prcpondcrancc of urhan 

settlements in Lagos State. 

To select our sample, the following local government areas namely, Kosefe, 

Ikeja, Apapa, Lagos Mainland, Oshodi-lsolo, Mushin, Amuwo - Odofin, Eti - Osa, 

Ifako-Ijaye, Lagos Island, Shomolu and Surulere were grouped together and three chosen 

by simple random method. This exercise yielded 5 local goverrunent areas namely 

Surulere, Ikeja, Mushin(Urban) and Ojo and Agege (rural) 
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2. 7 Stat,ie Three; Chojce Of Rcspondcnts 

As earlier noted, five groups of respondents, namely, consumers, motorists, 

manufacturers, Iaw enforcement agencies a'nd voluntary consumer associations were 

covered. In the absence of a comprehensive and up-to-date sampling frame for Iaw 

enforcement agencies, manufacturers and voluntary consumer associations, directories 

and other sources were used to create a list of these categories of respondents in the 

State. This exercise yielded the following rcsults: 

1. Four Iaw enforcement agencies which are as follows: · 

a. the National Agency for Food and Orug Administration a11d Contrai 

(NAFDAC) 

b. the Standards Organisation of Nigeria (SON) 

c. Lagos State Ministry of Health; and 

d. the Pharmacists Council of Nigeria. 

2. Three voluntary consumer associations, namely: 

a Consumer Protection Organisation of Nigeria (CPON); 

b. Consumer Organisation of Nigeria (CON); and 

c. Public lnterest Law Organisation (PILO) 

The census method was used to obtain information from the law enforcement 

agencies. This method was adopted because of the limited number of agencies and also 

because of the heterogeneous nature of their fonctions. The same method was used with 

respect to the voluntary consumer associations; also, for the same reasons. 
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To select manufacturers to be interviewed, the stratitied sampling method was 

uscd. Manufacturcrs were stratified according to thcir product groups. Four firms were 

selected from each group by random method. This yielded twelve tirms, four each for 

food, drugs and cosmetics. 

' To choosc consumers, cach Local Govcrnmcnt Area was ùiviùcd into three 

clusters. This gave a total of 15 clusters. Systematic sampling technique was then used 

to select households. This was achieved by taking street formations in each cluster and 

numbering them in serial order. Selection started frorn street No. 1 and progressed up. 

A sampling gap of three was adopted in the low density areas while five was adopted in 

the high density areas. In each building, the first. available and willing adult was 

interviewed. Once a cluster produced 42 responses, data collection was discontinued. 

This yielded 630 responses for the 15 clusters covered. 

2.8 Sample Size of Consnmers 

The sample size of 630 consumers w.i~ used for this study. Our pilot study shows 

that consumers generally exhibit similar characteristics depending on where they are 

located: their level of education; and critical awareness. lt was, therefore, felt that 

reliability of research result would be achieved by effective clustering of the sampled 

areas rather than a study of an unwieldy sample. lt was also felt that a moderate sample 

would aid data analysis and accuracy of research findings. 
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2.9 Data_Gathering.Techniques 

The main method by which data were collected for. this work was the self-

administered questionnaire. A questionnaire comprising five modules was administered 

to different groups of respondents. Module one which consists of two sections was meant 

for ail respondents. Section A covers questions on respondents' basic biodata such as 

age, educational qualification, sex, marital status, place of residence, occupation and 

critical awareness of consumer issues. Section B.contains questions that elicit information 

on respondents' awareness of the activities of the Standards Organisation of Nigeria 

(SON). This organisation , being the only agency charged with the responsibility of 
.. 

prescription and enforcement of product standards, the questions here were aimed at 

assessing the practical relevance of the activities of the organisation. 

Module two contains questions meant for motorists. An important standard 

prescribed by the SON, the Standard on Road Vehicles : Requirements for Passenger 

Cars was used as a case study. This standard, being a mandatory standard, the questions 

in this module wcre intended to assess complianœ with standards prescribed by the 

organisation. 

Module three was meant for manufacturers. Questions askecl inclucle the .ittitude 

of manufacturers to the certification marking scheme of SON, modes of compliance with 

statutory requirements on consumer protection and problems militating against efforts 

at consumer protection. 

Module four was for law enforcemcnt agencies. Qm;stions covered include those 

on timctions of the agencies, strength of enforcement personnel, enforcement proceclures; 

major constraints and achievements. 
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Module five was for Voluntary Consumer Associations. Questions asked include 

those on objectives of the associations, membership strength, areas of consumer 

protection covcrcd, prohlems and ad1it:vcmcn1s. 

Most of the questions were close ended with optional answers supplied by us. 

This was to achieve unanimity and comparability of respondents' responses. The 

questionnaires wcrc coded for easy post field work analysis. The resulls of the survcy 

are analysed in appropriate chapters. 

Questionnaires were administered by research assistants who were hired for this 

purpose. Assistants were used to minimise errors and improper completion of the 

questionnaires, particularly by illiterate respondents. The assistants were closely 

supervised by us. 

Oral interviews were conducted as a _supplement to the questionnaire. These were 

done in areas involving information which is peculiar to the respondent. Because of the 

specialised nature of the information gathered by this method, the interviews were 

conducted personally by the researchers. 

2.10 Methodologica!Problems 

A major problcm eneounlered in lhis work was the unwillingncss of the staff of 

the enforcement agencies to disclose basic information. The attitude was almost the same 

in ail the agencies visited. Many staff declined to give requested information on the 

ground that as civil servants, they are not allowed to disclose any information. This 

compelled us Lo pay many visits to some of the agencics in order Lo interview the uverall 

bosses. 
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Apart from the mandatory standard on motor vehicles which we used as a case 

study, we cou Id not test compliance with other mandatory standards. The other sixteen 

mandatory standards such as those on liquid milk, matches, portland cernent and 

galvanized iron sheets require scientific experiments. Such experirnents are beyond our 

competence. We could not organise external assistance due to resource constraints. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

CONTROL OF THE MANUFACTURE, SALE AND ADVERTISEMENT 
OF REGULATED PRODUCTS 

3 .1 Introduction 

45 

This chapter considers the laws governing the manufacture, sale and 

advertisement of regulated products. In this work, the phrase "regulated products" is 

used in reference to products specifically regulated by the law for the protection of the 

consumer. These include, food, drugs, cosmetics, medical devices, bottled water, 

chemical and hazardous products. In the main, this subject is governed by the Food and 

Drugs Act; the National Agem:y for Food and Drug Administration und Contrai 

(NAFDAC) Decree; the Consumer Protection Council Decree; the Tracte Malpractices 

(Miscellaneous Offences) Decree; and the Criminal Code Act. 

3.2 The Food and Drugs Act 

3.2.1. Scope 

The Food and Drugs Act only applies to the products stated therein. The products 

covered can be inferred from the long title as well as sections 1, 10(2) and 20. The Act 

deals with the manufacture, sale and advertisement of food, drugs, cosmetics and 

devices. Section 10(2), in defining the expression "articles to which this Act or 

regulations apply" states among other things that it means any food, drug, cosmetic or 

device. These terms are defined in section 20. By this section "food" includes any article 

manufactured, sold or advertised for use as food or drink for man, _chewing gum, and 

any ingredient that may be mixed with food for any purpose whatsoever. Certain articles 

are excluded from this definition. These include water, live animais, birds, fish, fodder 

or feeding stuff for animais. The exclusion of water cannot, be justilicd cspccially in this 
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era of bottled water. This anomaly has, however, been taken care of by the National 

Agency for Food and Drug Administration and Control Decree which includes bottled 

water as one of the regulateu prouucts. 1 

The term "drug" is defined to include any substance or mixture of substances 

manufactured, sold or advertised for use in -

(a) the diagnosis, treatment, mitigation or prevention of any uisease, uisonlcr, 

abnormal physical state or the symptoms thereof in man or in animais; 

(b) restoring, correcting or modifying organic functions in man or in animais; 

(c) disinfection or the contrai of venom, insects or pests; or 

(d) contraception. 

1 

"Cosmetic" is defined by the section as any substance or mixture of substances 

manufactured, sold or advertised for use in cleansing, improving or altering the 

complexion of skin, hair or teeth, and includes deodorants. 

"Device" means any instrument, apparatus or contrivance (including component 

parts and accessories thereof) manufactured, sold or advertised for use in the diagnosis, 

treatment, mitigation or prevention of any disease, disorder, abnormal physical state or 

the symptoms thereof, in man or in animais. 

lt is seen that unlike the specific approach adopte<l with respect to the tenns 

"device"and "cosmetic" the word "include" is used in the definitions of the terms "food" 

and "drug". This implies that the definitions are not intended to be exhaustive. Admitted 

that the courts would be guided by the 'jus generis' rule in the interpretation of these 

terms, the Ieverage creatcu by this woru makes room for a liberal interpretation. 

Therefore any article intended for human consumption would qualify as food. 

See s. 24(5) (a). 
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In sumrnation, it can be stated that, subject to the exceptions mentioned above, 

the Food and Drugs Act covers all articles of food, drugs, cosmetics and devices 

irrespective of description. 

3.2.2 Offences Created by the Act 

a. Sale of Poisonous or Harmful Food, Drugs ,m<l Cosmctics 

2 

Section l(l)(a)prohibits the sale of any article of food which has in it or upon it 

any poisonous or harmful substance not being a food additive or contaminant of a type, 

and within the level permitted by regulations made under the Act. The words 

"poisonous" and "harmful" are ncit defined hy the Act. 

The Black.'..s.law_Dlctiomu:y.2 defines "poison" as a substance having an inherent 

deleterions property which renders it, when !aken into the system, capable of destroying 

life. A substance which, on being applicd to the human body, internally or cxlcnmlly is 

capable of destroying the action of the vital functions or of placing the solids and fluids 

in such a state as to prevent the continuance of Iife. The word "harmful"as used in 

connection with foods means noxious, hurtful, pemicious, Iikely to cause illness or 

damage. 3 It can be inferred from these definilions Lhat any substance which is capable 

of producing any adverse effect on the health of the consumer can be regarded as harmful 

or poisonous. 

b. Sale_ofF.ood Unfit for_Human Consumption 

Section l(l)(b)prohibits the sale of any article of food which is unfit for human 

Black H.C., 6th ed. (St. Paul, Minm. West Publishing 
Co.; (1990) p.1156. 

3 Op. cit., p.718. 
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consumption. Like the terms considered above, the phrase "unfit for human 

consumption" is not defined by the Act. Also, there are no local judicial decisions on this 

issue. A review of somc English dccisions, howcwr, shows that the phrnsc applii:s to 

unwholesome, putrid or diseased articles. In Da:1dd_Greig_Ltd. v G.oldfinch4 a consumer 

daimed that a pork pie bought from the defendants had some patelles of mould. lt was 

' 

established that a small amount of mould had bccn prcsent at the timc of sale. It was hcld 

that the ·mould, although harrnless in nature, made the pie unfit for human consumption. 

The court stated that for the offcncc to be committed, it was not necessary to show that 

the product in question was dangerous to health. lt is sufficient if the article is unsuitable 

for human consumption. 

The presence of a foreign body may not necessarily make an article unfit for 

human consumption. In J. .. Miller..Ltd. v Battersea Borough Council, 5 a chocolate cream 

bun was found to contain a piece of metal. The appellants were charged under section 

9 of the Food and Drug Act, 1938 (U.K.) for selling food unfit for human consumption. 

It was held that the presence of the metal did not render the bun unfit for human 

consumption.6 Similarly, in Turner & Sons Ltd. v Owen,7 a charge preferred under the 

same section, a loaf of bread which contained a piece of string was held not unfit for 

human consumption. The English Court of Appeal stated that if by pure accident a 

5 

(1961) 105 Sol. Jo. 367. 

[1956] 1 Q.B. 43. 

6 

7 

It was admitted by the court that the presence of the 
metal might give grounds for complaint under s.3 of 
the Act, namely, sale of food not of the nature, 
substance or quality demanded. 

[1956] l Q.B. 48; See also Lindley v George W.Hornes 
& Co_.__Ltd. (1950] 1 AII E.R.234. 
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foreign body gets into a perfectly good loaf, that does not make the loaf unfit for human 

consumption. This approach was rationalised by Lord Goddard, C.J. in J-Miller...Ltd. 

v BatterselLRor.oug!L.COuncil8 where he stated that: 

8 

9 

" .. . 1vhe11 one is co11sm1ù1g m1 ilet of parliimll'III of this sort OIi(' 

has 10 use a cer1ai11 modicum of co111111011 se11se, a11d I cm11wt 
1111dersta11d how lhe 111agis1ra1e cou/d have thought that a bun 
co1llai11illg a small piece of me/a/ cou/d fair/y be described as 
1111.fit for /zuman consumption. The b1m was pe,fectly good. /t 
hall i11 it t/1is metal which ought 1101 to have been there, mu/ 
therefore it can be said that metal 10 1he prejudice of the 
purclwser MIS in lhe b1111, blll that dues 1101 make 1he bun 111/}il 
for lmma11 consumption. "' 

The above decisions do not in any way suggest that there is no liability in the case 

of presence of foreign bodies in articles of food. In fact, the ·court admitted in the two 

cases considered above that information could be preferred under a different section of 

the Act prohibiting sale of an article not of the nature, substance and quality demanded. 10 

ln Lindley v George_ W. Hmnes_Co. Ltd. 11 where the information was brought unùer 

the appropriate section, the respondents were held Iiable. In that case, a sweet was found 

to contain a nail. The respondents were convicted under section 3 of the Food and Drugs 

Act 1938 (U.K.) for selling to the prejudice of the purchaser, food which was not of the 

natun:, substance or qualily ùemanùeù. 

As can be gathered from the above decisions and observations of some Iearned 

authors the Iegal position as regards presencc of forcign hodies not injurious to health 

appears tluiù. Drawing an influence from the dccision in Chibm1ll's Uakeries v CupL' 

S.up:r:a .•. 

Ibid., at p. 47. 

10 S.3 Food and Drugs Act 1938. 

[1950] 1 AII E.R. 234. ll 
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BrQwn12 where a dirty used bandage was found in the bottom of a loaf of bread, John 

Mickleburgh 13 observes that to be unfit, the additional matter must cause the food to be 

actually or potentially unwholesome. Commenting on the decision in David Gœig_Ltd 

v Goldfinch,-1iarvey" writes that the issue of unfitness for human consumption is a 

matter of degree and that the Justices' finding that the pie was unfit for human 

consumption could not be held wrong. It can thus he said that it is rnther difficult to 

know where to draw a line as to when the presence of a foreign body would create 

liability. The issue appears a question of fact. As summarised by Lord Widgery, C .J., 

in Smedleytltd. v Breed. 15 

" ... the prese11,l' qf a foreig11 ho<~\' wo11ld 11'1111 10 a /1rearh .(f the 
ordi11ary reaso11able purchaser of the article in question wou/d 
be so ajfronted by the presence of the extraneous matter that he 
or she would regard the whole article as being unjit and 
therefore not of the substance demanded. "16 

A necessary inference that can be drawn from the foregoing analysis is that the 

presence of a foreign body can only make an article of food unfit for human consumption 

if it puts it in such astate that no reasonable man would be expected to consume it. 

The above controversy does not arise with respect to cosmetics. This is because 

the Food and Drugs Act specifically imposes liahility in this case. Section 1(4) (h) 

prohibits the sale of any cosmetic which consists wholly or in part of any filthy or 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

[1956] Crim. L.R. 236. 

John Mickleburgh: .CilllSl.lmer Pr_o.te.c..t.ion (Abingdon, Pkon: 
Professional Books; 1979) p.258 

Harvey, B.W. The~Law_of_Cons.umer ... P.ro.te.ction .and.J'.air 
Trading, (London: Butterworths; 1978) p.275 

(1973] Q.B.977. 

Ibid., at p.985. 
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decomposed substance or any foreign matter. 17 The word 'or' in this provision shows 

that a plaintiff can base bis claim on any of the stated grounds. In fact, it has been 

decided that a claim which alleges three different grounds to substantiate the same 

offence would be bad for duplicity. 18 This being the case, it would be advisable for a 

plaintiff to base his case on the last grouml, namely, presence of foreign mat ter 

irrespective of the nature of the offence. This is because any substance which may be 

regarded as filthy or decomposed can as well be regarded as a foreign malter. So rather 

than burden oneself with proof of subjective tenns such as 'filthy' or '<lecompose<l' one 

can simply al!ege presence of foreign body. 

Practical difficulties may, however, arise as to the nature of foreign body that 

may ground liahility. Can it be said that the presence of any foreign body will create 

liability irrespective of size or nature? lt appears that each case will depend on its 

particular merits. It is obvious that a stran<l of hair, a piece of stone or a tiny piece of 

metal will each constitute a foreign body whcn prcscnt in an article of l"oo<l or cosmelic. 

So also the presence of a grain of rice. But the question is whether it is realistic to hold 

a manufacturer liable in ail these cases. 

A strict interpretation of simi!ar English Statute led the courts to impose liability 

in similar circumstances. In Lind!ey v George W .. Horne:LCo..Ltd. 19 when: a swect was 

found to contain a nail, the manufacturers were held liable. Also in Smedley.s...Ltd. v 

17 

18 

19 

Emphasis mine. 

' . See Bast,n v Dav:i,s. [1950] 2 K.B. 579 C.A. While 
affirming the âecision of the court below, Lord 
Goddard, C.J. chose to base his judgement on 
uncertainty rather than duplicity. See p. 581 

[1950]1 AII E.R. 234. 
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Breed20 the House of Lords upheld the conviction of the manufacturers of a tin of peas 

which contained a small green caterpillar. The House refused a plea of "unavoidable 

consequence of the process of collection or preparation". 21 But a cayeat was placed by 

the court in Goulder v Rook22 involving the prescnce of a certain quantity of injurious 

arsenic in beer. 

Lord Alverstone, C.J., after convicting the offender stated: 

"/ on/y desire to add that I 11111st not be 11nderstood to s11ggest 
that eve,y accidentai introduction of deleterious matter into an 
article sold for food of necesl·ity 111akes it clij)i:rell/ in 1111111re, 
substance, and qua/ity from the article demanded. lt is for the 
magistrale in each case to find whether in fact the article 
supplied is of the nature, substance or quality of the article 
tlemwuletl. "13 

• 

The Nigerian case of Os.emobor v Niger..Biscuita.._Co._Ltd.&_Anor4 involving the 

presence of a decayed tooth in a biscuit was dccidcd in negligcnce and it was held that 

the sellers were not liable since negligence was not proved. On the same ground, the 

plaintiff in Chuma_Qnyejekwe v Nigerian13reweries Ltd:25 lost his daim. The allegation 

was that the beer brewed by the defendants contained some foreign bodies. 

As can be seen from the citations of these cases, the daims arose before the 

commencement of the Food and Drugs Act. lt is arguable that if similar cases arise 

today, the position may not be difforent. ln other words, such cases can only be based 

20 

~J 

22 

23 

24 

25 

[1974] A.C. 839. 

A defence contained i11 s. 1 ('l) ut Lhc, Act. 'l'h<-> dL!tc11uc, 
is applicable to section 3 offences mentioned above. 

[1901] 2 K.B. 290. 

Ibid., at p. 293. 

[1973] N.C.L.R. 382. 

(unreported) Suit No. E/129/72. 
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on negligence. This is because under the Food and Drugs Act, offences involving 

prcscnce of foreign bodies can only be committcù in relation to cosmetics.1
'' lt is 

suggested that the Act be amended to accommoda te cases outside the field of cosmetics. 

This is necessary because, as revealed by this research, majority of consumer cases 

involve presence of foreign bodies.27 

c. Sale of Filthy, Disgusting, Rotten or Discascù Substance 

It is an offence under section 1 (1) (c) to sell any article of food which consists 

in whole or in part of any filthy, disgusting, rotten or diseased substance. Unlike the case 

of fitness for human consumption considered abovc, proof of olfonces undcr the present 

paragraph appears Jess difficult. This is because there is no requirement that the presence 

of such filthy, disgusting, rotten or diseased substance should render the food unfit for 

human consumption or injurions to health. The mere presence of any such substance 

constitutes an offence. lt is, however, uncertain whether the courts will apply the 

objective or subjective test to arrive at a decision. It is suggested that an objective test 

be adopted. 

d. Sale_.ofAdulterated_F..o.ud_or_Drug 

Section 1 (2) provides that no persan shall sell any article of food or any drug 

which is adulterated. lt is not stated when an article of food or drug can be said to be 

adulterated. The meaning of adulteration can, however, be gathered from other sources. 

26 

27 

See S. 1-8 of the Act. 

See for instance, Boardman v Guinness (Nig) Ltd. 
(1980] N.C.L.R. 109; Okonkwo v Guinness (Nig.) Ltd 
(1980] l· P.L.R. 583; Sor.emi v Nigerian_Bottling_ Co. 
Ltd. [1977] 12 CCHCJ 2735. 
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According to Encyclopedia Britannica, 28 adulteration means the act of debasing 

a commercial commodity with the object of imitating or counterfeiting a pure or genuine 

commodity, or substituting an inferior article for a superior one in order to gain an 

illegitimate profit. 

Stroud's Judicial Dh:tionary2° slatcs thal an article of food is adultcrntcd whcn uny 

substance other than that which the article purports to be, is mixed with, or added to or 

placed upon it, either to increase the bulk, weight or apparent size of the article ·or to 

give it a deceptive appearance. 

Furthermore, section 2 of the Adulteration of Produce Act 195830 provided as 

follows: 

'"adulterate' means to fa/sify, deteriorate· or increase the 
appareil/ bulk or weig/11 or co11cea/ the i,if'erior qua/ity of 
produce by the co111bi11ation, admixture or addition therewilh or 
thereto of some foreign, supe,jluous or inferior substances, 
matter or thing whether deleterious or not, or by the use of 
artificial means, and includes abstraction from produce part of 
it so as to injurious/y <if]'ect ils 11at11re, substance or quality, or 
soaking or 11umipulati11g il su as tu i11crease its b11/k or weight. " 

Section 16 of the Food and Drugs Act gives the Minister the power to make 

regulation for determining what constitutes the adulteration of any food or drug. To date, 

no regulation has been made in this regard. However there exists some draft regulations 

specifying minimum standards for certain pruduets. From the drafls il is clear thal 

adulteration may occur in various ways. These include, the addition of some extraneous 

28 

29 

JO 

Encyclopedia Britarmica, (London: EnçyC'lopedia 
Britannica Ltd; 1962) Vol. 1, p.188 

James, J. s. Strand! .s_ Judicial Dictionary of Words. and 
Phras.es, 4th ed. (London: Sweet & Maxwell Ltd; 1973) 

Laws of the Federation of Nigeria and Lagos, 1958 Vol. 
1. 
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substances, the abstraction ofsome compositional ingredients, failure to comply with the 

prescribed standard or the substitution of inferior ingrcdients for superior ones. 166 

lt is not necessary that the adulterated product should be injurious to health bt!t'ore 

an offence may be committed. It is sufficient if the article in question contains substances 

or ingredients which ought not to be there. Thus if the adulterant used is perfectly 

innocuous such as water, the offence is nonetheless committed. In the light of this, 

definitions which tie up the meaning of the tenn to injury to health cannot be supported. 

The definition by Brain Harvey167 falls into this group. According to the learned author, 

the offence of adulteration consists of adding any substance to food, using any substance 

as an ingredient in the preparation of food, abstracting any· constituent from food or 

subjecting it to any other process or treatment, so that in each case the food is rendered 

iniurious to health, with the intent that it shall be sold for human consumption in that 

state. Reference to injury to health in titis case is an unnecessary extension. 

In summation it may be said that adulteration rneans the act of rnixing a product 

intended for sale with any substance or ingredient which is injurious to health or which 

reduces the quality of the product so represented. 

e. Sale Under Insanitary Conditions 

Sections I and 6 prohibit the sale and manufacture of food, drug, or cosmctics 

under insanitary conditions. By section 1(3), no person sball sell any article of food or 

any drug or cosmetic which was manufactured, prepared, preserved, packaged, or stored 

under insanitary conditions. Section 6 extends the offence to the act of manufacture. 

166 

167 

See for instance, 
1980; the Fats and 
in draft. 

the Poultry Products Regulation, 
Oils Regulation, 1980; bath still 

QQ. Cit., p.267; Emphasis supplied. 
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Under this section, no person shall. under insanitary conditions, manufacture, prepare, 

preserve, package or store for the purpose of sale any food, drug or cosmetic. 

"Insanitary conditions" is defined by the Act as such conditions or circumstances 

as might contaminate any food, drug or cosmetic with dirt or filth or render it injurious 

to health.33 This rescurch shows tlmt thcsc rcquircmcnts arc mit ohcycd in prm:ticc. 

Evidence abounds of sellers who sell various articles of food under insanitary conditions. 

There is need to check this practice which invariably leads to untold health risks. 

f. Sale and Advertisement For the Cure of Certain Diseuses 

Section 2 prohibits advertisement or sale of any food, drug, cosmetic or device 

as a treatment, prevention or cure for any of the diseases, disorders or abnormal physical 

states specified in the first Schedule. The diseases covered by the Schedule include, 

alcoholism, appendicitis, asthma, blood disorders, cancer, cataract, diabetes, kidney 

disorder and obesity. On the whole, a total of sixty- five diseases and disorders are 

covered. One possible reason advanced for the prohibition of advertisement of these 

products is that since such diseases have no known cure, such advertisements are Iikely 

to be false. 34 

Despite the contrary impression created by the Act, sale for the cure, treatment 

or prevention of the listed diseases is not prohihited. A contrary interpretation would 

have been counter-productive since the society cannot do without the sale of such 

products. It suflices for the Iaw to prohibit advcrtiscmcnls and spurious daims and these 

are adequately taken care of by section 2(a). lt is, tlœrefore, nota surprise that drugs for 

JJ 8.20. 

Y. Osinbaj o & K. Fogam, Nigerian Media Law (Lagos: 
Gravites Publishments, 1991) p.264. 
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the listed diseases are sold in most pharmacies and nobody considers such sales as 

offences. This should be so. 

Apart ftom outright prohibition, the law also imposes restrictions on the 

advertisement of other articles of food, drugs, cosmetics and devices. These restrictions 

relate to the texts of advertisements. Section 5(a) prohibits the advertisement of any food, 

drug, cosmetics or device in a manner thaÙs false or misleading or is likely to create a 

wrong impression as toits quality, character, value, composition, merit or safety. 

Qther Qfferu:es Under the Act 

Other offences covered by the Act can be briefly stated. Section 1 (3) prohibits the 

sale of cosmetic which has in it any substance which may cause injury to the health of 

the user. 

Another offence relates to the manufacture of any drug specified in the fourth 

schedule. Section 7(1) obligates any prospective manufacturer of such drug to obtain a 

certificate of the ,Minister to the effect that the premises in which the drug is intended to 

be manufactured and the process and conditions by and under which the manufacture is 

to be carried on are suitable for ensuring that the drug will be safe for use. The drugs 

covered by the schedule include, liver extract in all forms, insulin in all forms, anterior 

pituitary extracts, radioactive isotopes and living vaccines for oral or parenteral use. 

In the case of drugs in the fifth schedule, 35 an offence is committed if a sale is 

effected without the èertificate of the Minister that the batch from which the drug was 

taken is safe for use. Except as provided in the regulations, no person shall distribute or 

cause to be distributed as samples any of the drugs listed in the fourth or fifth 

35 Arsphenamine; dichlorophenarsine, hydrochloride, 
neoai sphenamine,,, oxophenarshine, hydrochloride, 
sensitivity discEl' and tablets and sulpharsphenamine 
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schedules. 36 · 

Section 3 prohibits the importation and exportation of drugs spccilïcd in the 

second schedule except as authorised by the regulations. Also no regulated product may 

be imported into the country unless it is accompanied with a certificate from the 

manufacturer ta the effect that it was manufactured in accordance with an existing 

standard or code of practice pertaining to such product or, where such standard or code 

of practice does not exist for the particular product, in accordance with any international 

standard. The product must also be accompanied with a certificate issued by or on behalf 

of the Government of the country whcre it was manufactured to the cffcct that its sale in 

the country would not constitute an offence. 37 

The foregoing provisions notwithstanding, the Minister may, by regulation, 

prohibit the importation of any regulated product which does not comply with any 

standard laid down in the regulations.38 These provisions are aimed at ensuring that the 

country is not made a dumping ground for sub-standard and inferior goods. Despite these 

statutory safe guards, h can not be denied that some fake and sub-standard products still 

circulate in the country. A good illustration is offered by the seizure and destruction of 

some quantity of fake chloroquine tablets by the National Agency for Food and Drug 

Administration and Contrai (NAFDAC). The drugs which were valued at N 1.3m were 

imported from lndia by a company which operates in Lagos. 39 

36 

37 

38 

" 

S. 7 (3) 

S. 8(2) 

S. 8(3) 

National Concord, Thursday, 
See also "Reign of Fake 
Tuesday August 22, 1995, p. 

January 14, 1993, p. 15; 
Goods", Daily Champion, 
8. 
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Obstruction of enforcement officers, failure to provide requircù information and 

provision of false information are also offences under the Act. 4° Further, it is an offence 

to manufacture any product under insanitary conditions. 41 

3.2.3 Pe11alties ami Defe11ces. 

The Act provides a maximum of l'ill,000 or imprisonment for a term not 

exceeding two years, or both.42 A question that readily cames to mind is whether these 

penalties provide adequate deterrence againsl the offences covered by the Act. lt is 

obvions that some of the offences are capable of endangering human life. Offences such 

as adulteration, sale of article of food with poisonous or harmful substances, sale of food 

unfit for human consumption, sale of injurions cosmetic or devices certainly expose the 

consumer to untold health hazards. The need for an upward review cannot, therefore, 

be over-emphasised. The limitation restricts the discretion of the court since a higher 

penalty cannot be imposed .43 

A person charged with selling a product in contravention of the Act can prove 

that he sold the product in the same package and in same condition as it was when he 

bought it and that he could not with reasonable diligence have ascertained that the sale 

would be in contravention of the Act or regulations.44 This provision implics lack of 

knowledge of the malpractice or breach. The defence would thus be available to a person 

40 

41 

42 

43 

S. 12. 

S. 6. 

S.17(1). 

See S. 17(1) of the Interpretation Act; Laws of the 
Federation Of Nigeria; 1990, Cap.192 

S.18(2). 
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who sells products in ignorance of any sharp practice perpetuated by the manufacturer. 

To avail himself of this defence, the accused is required Lo give notice of his 

intention to do so at least ten days before the trial and at the same time disclose to the 

prosecution the name of the person from whom he bought the article and the date of the 

purchase thereof. 45 A necessary inference that may be drawn from this provision is that 

when such a disclosun: is made, the prosccution can procccd against the cliscloscd 

offender. The practice adopted under a similar English provision is to take a third party 

proceedings against the actual offender. In Breed v British Drug Houses Ltd. 46 some 

pills bought by a meclical doctor from a lïrm were f'ound 25 percent delïcient. lt was 

shown that the firm did not manufacture the drugs but had obtained them from the 

defendants. A direct proceedings was taken against the defendants. Similarly, in Tonkin 

v Victor Valve Ltd. 47 deficient mock salmon cutlets were sold by the first respondent 

to a purchaser. An information was pœferred against the second respondcnt under 

section 113 of the Food and Drugs Act 1955 (U .K.) being the person whose act or 

default caused the breach. 

The foregoing defence, apart from saving an innocent person from unnecessary 

charges also ensures that somebody is held responsihle for the hreach. This is logical 

sincc invariably, every breach must be causeu by the act or uefault ol' someom.:. This 

45· 

46 

47 

S. 18(2) rhis requirement is nota mere formality but 
a condition precedent to reliance on the defence. See 
Birkenhead and District Co-operative Society Ltd. v 
Roberts, [1970] / W.L.R. 1497 

[1947] Z A II E.R. 613 

[1962] 1 W.L.R. 339 
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point was emphasised by Lord Goddard, C.J. in Moore v Ray & Anor48 where a 

Iicensed retailer of milk successfully proved that he was not responsible for the alleged 

deficiency. Condemning the dismissal of the information against him by the court of first 

instance, his Lordship stated: 

"The justices in the present case found that the retailer did 1101 
add the water; but I do 1101 know whether they appreciate that, 
unless he could prove that the suppliers were guilty of the 
co11trave111io11, he must be co11victed; for he did, in fac/, sel/ an 

article to the prejudice of the purchaser. "'9 

It is to be noted that the defence in section 18 (1) only relates to the offence of 

sale. This means that other offences in the Act such as advertisement and manufacture 

in prohibited circumstances are not covered. In effect, there is no defence for such 

offences. As regards the manufacturer, it may be argued that it is difficult to envisage 

a circumstance where a persan accused of engaging in the manufacture of a prohibited 

article may point an accusing finger on somebody else. Once he is proved to be involvcd 

in such manufacture he cannot claim ignorance of the contravention. The exclusion of 

the defence in this ëase is therefore reasonable. In the case of advertising, it may be 

argued that the accused persan may raise the defence that he is an advertising practitioner 

and that the advertiscment was publishcd in tht: course of business. nut this argument 

may be countered by Article 6.10 of the Code of Advertisement Practice which enjoins 

every media house to clear every advertisement for food or cosmetic with the National 

Agcncy for Food and Drug Administration and ig,ntrnl hcforl' puhlishing il. Sn :111y 

advertising practitioner who publishes an offending advertisement may be charged along 

with the originator of the advertisi:ment. 

48 

49 

[1951] 1 K.B. 98. 

Ibid, at p. 100 
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lt is pertinent to note that the word "sell" in the Food and Drugs Act is given a 

very wide meaning. The Act defines 'selling' to include offering for sale, exposing for 

sale and having in possession for sale or distribution. 50 The Interpretation Act51 

provides that 'to sell' includes to exchange and to barter and to offer or expose for sale. 

The definition in the Food and Drugs Act is wider than the latter because it extends to 

distribution. Since the latter Act only applies where no contrary provision is made, its 

application eau be said to be excluded in this case. The definition in the Food and Drugs 

Act eau be regarded as a purposeful definition as it leaves no room for technicalities. 

A controversy may, however, arise where articles are distributed to consumers 

not by way of sale but as free samples. The Act does not make express provision on 

this issue. It is not certain whether such free gifts can be brought within the purview·of 

the Act. The definition of' selling' already considered includes "distribution". Tht: word 

distribution is not defined by the Act. It is defined by the Charnbers_English Dictionary52 

as "the act or process of distributing". According to the Oxford Advanced Learners 

Dictionary_oLCurrenLEnglish,53 to distribute means to give or sell things to a number 

of people. 

These definitions show that the word "distribution" could cover products 

ùistributcd to consumcrs othcr than hy way or sak. lt is, thcrdorL', arguahk thal the 

word "selling" under the Act has a ver y wide scope and so eau cover free gifts. 

50 

51 

52 

53 

S. 20. 

Cap. 192 1 Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 1990. 

Catherine 
Dictionary, 
419 

Schwarz, et al., Chambers English 
(Edinburgh: W & R. Chambers Ltd., 1990) p. 

Hornby A.S., 5th ed. (New York: Oxford University 
Press 1995) p.338 
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Furthermore, as earlier noted, the word "include" in section 20 implies that the definition 

of selling is not intended to be exhaustive. The Food and Drugs Act deals with the health 

and safety of the consumer. It is, therefore, not unreasonable to presume that the 

intention is to prohibit the circulation (whether by sale or otherwise) of articles which 

do not comply with the statutory requirements. 

3.2.4 Li111itatio11 Period 

By section 17(3) of the Act, proceedings for uffcnces shall nul bc conuncnced 

except within six months of the commission lhereuf. This provision which is akin to the 

limitation principle under the contract law is curiuus in the sense lhat il lalks abuut 

period of cornrnission of the offence. A strict adherence to this requirement may lead 

to practical difficulties. The question is whctlwr timc bcgins to rnn frum thc timc of 

manufacture or from the time of sale. If the former represents the law, then offences 

relating to products which are not sold within six months from the date of manufacture 

cannot be prosecuted. To obviate the problem of time limitation, it is suggested that in 

the case of offences relating to manufacture, time should begin to run from the date of 

discovery of the offence. 

It must he noted that once the period within which an action is ln hc com1m:ncc(I 

has been prescribed by statute, the courts are usually reluctant to entertain any action 

cornrnenced after the expiration of the prescribed period. Thus in The Sterling Products 

(Nig) Ltd. & ors v C.O.P.54 the applicants were charged hefore the magistrale under the 

Food and Drugs Act, for an offence alleged to have been committed in the month .of 

may, 191{;,0n .November 26, 1976, on the application of the prosecuting officer to. 

withdraw the charge, the magistrate dismissed it under section 284 of the Criminal 

54 (1976) 7 CCHCJ 
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Procedure Law and stated that the dismissal was not on merit. On the same day, a fresh 

charge was preferred against the applicants by which time six months had elapsed. A "no 

case" submission was made on behalf of the applicants on the ground that the court had 

no jurisdiction having regard to the lapse of ti1m:. The court disregarded this and called 

on the applicants to enter their defence. Thereupon, the applicant applied to the High 

Court for order of prohibition and certiorari. The High Court granted the order quashing 

the ruling of the Magistrate Court that the applicant had a case to answer. 

The above decision can be described as technical particularly as it was stated by 

the magistrate that the dismissal of the first charge was not on merit. The decision was, 

however in order since the fresh charge was only commenced after the expiration of the 

statutory period. It is suggested that a longer period be prescribed in order to 

accommodate cases which cannot be commenced within six months. 

3.2.5 Powers of the Mi11ister 

A very important power conferred on the Minister55 is the power to make 

regulations. This power is significant becausc most of the offences crcatcd hy the Act arc 

dependent on rcgulations to be made by the Ministet. He can, by regulation, expand or 

restrict the scope or nature o'f offences under the Aèt. In fact, some of the oftences may 

only be committed where no contrary n:gulations arc made. For instance, the prohibition 

of sale or advertisement of the regulated products as treatment, cure or prevention of the 

diseases in the first schedule is subject to regulations to be made by the Minister.5
" The 

same applies to the prohibition of importation or exportation of drug specified in the 

55 

56 

Minister of Health. S. 20. 

S. 3 
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second schedule. 57 Furthermore, no drug listed in the fourth or fifth scheduh: may be 

distributed as samples except as provided in the regulations. 

Another power conferred on the Minister is the power to require information 

from persons engaged in the preparation, importation or sale of any food, drug, cosmetic 

or device. In particular, he may reqœst the furnishing or particulars of the composition 

of a product to which the Act applies and the chemical formula of every ingredient 

thereof; he may also require particulars of any investigations carried out by or on behalf 

of and to the knowlcdge of the pcrson carrying on the business, for the purposc of 

determining whether or not the product is injurious to or otherwise affects health and the 

results of any such investigations. Particulars of any investigations carried out for the 

purpose of determining the cumulative effect on the health of any person consuming the 

product in ordinary quantities may also be n:quired. 

In addition, the Minister or any person authorised by him in that behalf may order 

the manufacturer of any article to which the Act applies to furnish a declaration in the 

prescribed form that the article was manufactured in accordance with the provisions of 

the Act and the regulations. 

The certificate of the Minister is required before any person may manufacture for 

sale any drug listed in the fourth schedule. In this case the Ministcr must certify the 

suitability of the premises and the process and conditions under which the manufacture 

is to be carried out. 58 Sale cannot be effected unless the certification of the Minister as 

to the safety of the batch from which the drug was taken is obtained by the prospective 

57 S. 4 

58 S. 7(1) 
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seller.59 The Minister may also, by regulation. prohibit the importation of any product 

which docs not cmnply with any standard that may be spccitïcd in the n.:gulalions."11 

In addition to the foregoing specific regulatory powers, section 16 confers on the 

Minister power to make regulations on ail matters dealt with by the Act. Such matters 

include what constitutes the adulteration of any product. ; the type and level of food 

additive or contaminant that may be prescnt.in any food offcred for sak; standards of 

composition, potency, purity or quality of any product, method of manufacture, 

packaging or testing of products and analysis of any such product. 

Extensive as the powers of the Minister under the Food and Drugs Act are, not 

much has been achieved by way of implementation. The greatest shortfall is the fact that 

24 years after the commencement of the Act, none of the regulations malle thereunuer 

has been put into legislative form. Ail the regulations made under the Act are in drnft 

furm yet to be enactcd as subsidiary legislation. This anomaly is explaim:d on the grouml 

that the Advisory Council, whose duty it is to approve the regulations is yet to be 

inaugurated. 61 It is obvious that this council can no longer be inaugurated because 

regulation making power is now conferred on the i<Jverning C'ouncil of NAFDAC with 

the approval of the Minister. 62 

59 

GO 

61 

62 

S. 7 (2) 

S. 8 (3) 

Federal Ministry of Health. 

S. 29, NAFDAC Decree. For a discussion 
relationship between the Food and Drug Acts 
NAFDAC Decree, See p.76-79 infra · 
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3.2.6 Powers of Inspecting Officers 

The practical implementation of the provisions of the Act fails on the inspecting 

officers. To effectively achieve this, wide powers are conferred by section 10. The 

powers include, power to: 

(a) enter any premises in which any regulated product is manufactured, prepared, 

preserved, packaged or sold; 

(b) examine any article in the premises; 

(c) take a sample or specimen of any article; 

(d) examine any books, documents and other records found on the premises which 

may contain any information relevant ln the cnforccment of the Act; ami 

(e) seize ami ùetain li.ir sud1 lime as may be ncœssary fur the purpose or the A1.:t any 

article by means of or in relation to which any provision of the Act or regulation 

has been contravened. 

It is the dut y of the owner or the person in charge of premises l.!nlen:ù into by an 

inspecting officer pursuant to the Act and every persan found therein, to gi ve aII 

reasonable assistance to him and to make available to him, aII such information as he 

may reasonably require for the purpose of the Act. An article seized by an inspecting 

officer in pursuance of the Act may be submitted to an analyst for analysis or 

examination. 63 

Powers of inspecting officers extend to imported products. By section 13(1), an 

inspecting officer has the right to examine any customs entries of any food, drug or 

cosmetic imported for use in Nigeria and, for the purpose of analysis or examination, 

S. 10 (5) ; an analyst means any person as a food and 
drug analyst or as a drug analyst under S. 9 of the 
Act. 
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take samples of any such food, drug, or cosmetic while still in any customs shed or 

government ware house in Nigeria. Where samples are taken by an inspecting officer, 

the batch, from which they are taken shall not be released to the importer except on 

production of an analyst's certificate or report ccrtifying compliance with the Act and 

regulations. This provision, like the power of the Minister with respect to declaration by 

manufacturers, ensures that inferior or substandard products do not find their way into 

the country. 

This investigation reveals that inspection of imported products is shared with · 

other agencies such as the Nigeria Ports Authority Pic; the Standards Organisation of 

Nigeria; the National Drug Law Enforcement Agency; the Customs and representatives 

of the Army and the Navy. In fact by the Ports and Related Matters Decree 1996,64 the 

primary responsibility for the inspection of imports is now conferred on the Customs ami 

Excise Department. Other agencies can only act if invited. 65 

3.3 National Agcncy l'or Food and Drug 
Administration and_ControL(NAFDAC) Decree 

Like the Food and Drugs Act, the National Agcncy for Food and Drug 

Administration and Control Decree deals with the importation, exportation, manufacture, 

advertisement, sale and distribution of food, drugs, cosmetics and medicaJ devices. But 

unlike the former, the Decree ex tends to bottled water and chemicals. 66 The Agency 

created by this Decree is a body corporate with perpetual succession and may sue or he 

64 

66 

No. 12 

See also the preshiprnent (inspection of Imports) 
Decree No. 11, 1g95 

Sections 5&24 (5) (a) 
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sued in its corporate name. 67 

3.3.1 Functions of the Agency 

The agency is conferred with fonctions similar to those performed by the Food 

and Drugs Department ufthe Fcdcral Ministry olïkallh and Social Services m11.lcr the 

Food and Drugs Act. The functions conferred by the Decree are, however, more 

extensive and wider in scope than those conferred by the Act. For the purpose of 

cumparisun, it is ncccssary tu sel out lhcsc functiuns in full. As provic.Jcc.J in section 5, 

the functions are to: 

(a) regulate and control the importation, exportation, manufacture, advertisement, 

distribution, sale and use of food, drugs. cosmetics, medical device. hottled water 

and chemicals; 

(b) conduct appropriate tests and ensure compliance with standard specifications 

designated and approved by the council for the effective control of the quality of 

food, drugs, cosmetics, medical device, bottled water, chemicals and their raw 

materials as well as their production process in füctorics and othcr 

establishments; 

(c) undertake ~ppropriate investigation into the production premises and ruw 

materials for food, drugs, cosmetics, medical devices, bottled water, chemicals 

and establish rdevanl assurauœ system iudut.ling c.crtilïcatiun of the prot.luctiuu 

sites and of the regulated products; 

(d) undertake inspection of imported food,. drugs, cosmetics, medical devices, bottled 

water, chemicals and establish relevant quality assurance system, including 

G7 S. 1 
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certification of the production sites an~ of the regulated products; 

(e) compile standard specifications and guidelines for the production, importation, 

exportation, sale and distribution of food, drugs, cosmetics, medical devices, 

bottled water, and chemicals; 

(f) undertake the registration of food, drugs, cosmetics, medical devices, bottled 

water, and chemicals;68 

(g) control the exportation and issue quality certification of food, drugs, cosmetics, 
,, ,, 

medical devices, bottled water, and chemicals intended for export; 

(h) establish and maintain relevant laboratories or other institqtions in strategic areas 

of Nigeria as may be necessary for the performance of its functions under the 

Decree;. 

(i) pronounce on the quality and safety of food, drugs, cosmetics, medical devices, 

bottled water, and chemicals after appropriate analysis; 

(j) undertake measures to ensure that. the use of narcotic drugs and psychotropic 

substances are limited to medical and scientific purposes; 

(k) grant authorisation for the import and export of narcotic drugs and psychotropic 

substances as well as other controlled substances; 

(1) collaborate with the National Law Enforcement Agency in measures to eradicate 

drug abuse in Nigeria; 

(m) advise" Federal, State and Local Governments, the private sector and other 

interested bodies regarding the quality, safety and regulatory provisions on food, 

drugs, cosmetics, medical devices, bottled water, and chemicals; 

68 This function has already been implemented by the 
Drugs and Related Products (Registration etc) Decree 
1993; No. 19. 
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(n) undertake and co-ordinate research programmes on the storage, adulteration, 69 

distribution and rational use of food, drugs, cosmetics, medical devices, bottled 

I' 

water, and chemicals; 

(o) issue guidelines on, approve and monitor the advertisement of food, drugs, 

cosmetics, medical devices, bottled water, and chemicals; 

(p) compile and publish relevant data resulting from the performance of the functions 

of the agency under the Decree or fronî other sources; 

( q) sponsor such national .and international conference~ as it may consider 

appropriate; 

(r) Jiaise with relevant establishments within and outside Nigeria in pursuance of its 

functions; and 

( s) carry out such activities as are necessary or expedient for the performance of its 

functions under the Decree. 

The above functions, but for the extension ofregulated products to include bottled 

water and cheipicals, are similar to the functions of the Minister, the inspecting officers, 
\'• 

the Food and Drugs Analysts and the Advisory Council under the Food and Drugs Act. 70 

But despite some similarities offunctions, the NAFDAC Decree contains some 

provisions which can be regarded as definite extensions. These include the provisions on 
., 

narcotic and psychotropic substances, compilation and publication of relevant data, 

sponsorship of national and international conferences and registration of regulatèd 

products . 

•• 

70 

The inclusion of this term here is clearly 
inappropriate. 

S. 4-15 of the Act. 
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3.3.2 Tite Govemi11g Co1111cil 

The doverning Council is the executive arm of the agency. The 12-member 

council made up of professionals in food, drugs and related matters has a chairman 

required to be appointed by the President on the recommendation of the Minis ter. 71 The 

composition of. the council reflects a desire to achieve ·a measure of co-operation amongst 

persons and auihorities charged with the execution of consumer related matters. Included 

in the membership are: 

(a) the Director-General of the Federal Ministry of Health and Social Services or his 

representative; 

(b) the Director and Chief Executive of the National Institute for Pharmaceutical 

Research and Development or his representative; 

(c) the Oirector-General of the Standards Organisation of Nigeria or bis 

representative; 

(d) the Chairman of the National Drug Law Enforcement Agency or bis 

represèntative; 

(e) the Chairman of the Pharmacists Council of Nigeria or his represent~tive; 

' (f) one person to represent the Phàrmaceutical group of the Manufacturers 

'1 

Assdciation of Nigeria; 

(g) the Director-General of the National Agency for Food and Drug Administration 

and Control (NAFDAC); and 

(h) three other persons to represent public interest to be appointed by the Minister. 

This representation that cuts across related authorities and agencies can be used 

to counter the argument that the proliferation of agencies in food, dru~nd related 

71 S . 2 (.1) 
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matters could lead to role-conflict. 

Many functions are conferred on the council. Among others, the council: 

(a) advises the Federal Government generally on the national policies on the control 

and quality specifications of the regulated products; 

(b) designates, establishes and approves quality specifications in respect of the 

regu!ated products; 

(c) establishes relevant guidelines and measures for quality control of regulated 

products in conformity with the agency's standard specifications; 

(d) appoints, promotes and disciplines employees as necessary for the proper 

discharge of the functions of the agency; and 

(e) encourages and promotes activities related to the process, standard specifications, 

\ guidelines, importation, sale and distribution of regulated products. 

Other functions include, appointment of relevant committees, establishment of 

àppropriate programmes for the quality, safety and rational use of règulated products; 

utilization and promotion of ~esearch, experiments, surveys and studies by public or 

private agè~cies, institutions and organisations and promotion of training programmes 

for the employees of the agency. The council may also carry out any other activity 

\ 
connected with its other functions. 72 

An active council, no doubt, would achieve a lot given the enormity of the above 

powers. In fact the counci,I has recorded some achievements in the area of regulation 

making. So far, 14 regulations covering food, drugs, cosmetics and bcittled water have 

72 S.6 
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been made by the Council. 

3.3.3 Fu11ctio11s a11d Po1vers of the Mi11ister 

Like the Food and Drugs Act, the National Agency for Food and Drugs 

Administration and Control Decree confers important functions and powers on the 

Minister. Like the former case, the Minister in the latter case means the Minister or 

Secretary chargçd with matters relating to health. 74 

The minister plays active role in the appointment of key officers of the agency. 

The chairman of the Governing Council is appointed by the President on the 

recommendation of the Minister.75 Other members are appointed by the Minister on the 

recommendation of the body, if any, which they represent.76 The Minister also 

participates in the removal of appointed members of the Governing Council. This he can 

do either following à reco1mnendation of the Council or on bis own accord.77 In the 

latter case, he may remove a member where he is satisfie<l that il is not in the interest of 

the agency for the person to continue in office. Other areas to which the functions of the 

Minister extend include fimincial matters and regulations.78 As regards the latter, section 

29 provides that the Council may, with the approval of the Minister, make regulations: 

(a) to prescribe tli.e methodologies for priva te-section payments into the fund of the 

" S. 30 NAFDAC Decree 

15 s. 2 (1) (a) 

16 S. 2 ( 2) . 

11 S. 3 ( 2) . 

18 See Ss. 22&29 respectively. 
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agency; 

(b) to prescribe the fees to be paid for services rendered by the agency; and 

(c) generally for the purpose of carrying out or giving effect to the provisions of the 

Decree. 

It is not clear from this provision whether the approval required should corne 

before or after the regulations have been made. A literai interpretation of the opening 

phrase of the section is to the effect that approval shall be sought and obtained before the 

. making of the regulations. ln practice, the approval of the minister is sought after a 

regulation has been drafted by the council. 

Furthermore, the Decree confers on the Minister some powers which would 

enable him to exercise some measure of control and supervision over the agency. Thus 

it is provided that the Council shall submit to the Minister, not later than 31st October 

each year, its programme of work and estimates of its income and expenditure for the 

following year. 79 In addition, the agency prepares and submits to the Minister, not. later 

than June 30, in each year, a report of its activities during the immediately preceding 

year, and i~cludes in such report a copy of its audited accounts for that year and the 

auditors report thereon. 80 The overriding authority of the Minister under the Decree is 

buttressed by the power to give directives of a general or special character to the agency 

relating to the performance of its functions under the Decree. 81 

It is obvions that a strict adherence to these requirements would compel the 

agency to keep within the limits of its powers. In particular, it will ensure that the funds 

79 

BO 

81 

S. 18. 

S. 20. 

S. 27. 
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of the agency are expended on the stated purposes. This research has revealed these legal 
" 

requirernents are observed in practice. This is cornrnendable. 

A question that readily cornes to rnind is how the Minister is to perforrn the dual 

and similar functions conferred on hirn by the Food and Drugs Act and the National 

Agency for Food and Drug Administration Control Decree respectively. The 

deterrnination of this issue is crucial since under each law the Minister is required to 

perforrn the sarne function in conjunction with different officiais. For instance, under the 

Food and drugs Act, the power to rnake regulations is exercisable on the advice of the 

Advisory Council while under the NAFDAC Decree, the Governing Council rnakes 

regulations on the approval of the Minister. These and other co~flicts shall be considered 

in the next section. 

3.4 Relafumship.Jletween the Food and 
Drugs Act And the NAFDAC Decree 

As earlier pointed out, apart frorn the extension of the rneaning of regulated 

products in the NAFDAC Decree, both the Food and Drugs Act and the NAFDAC 

Decree deal with the sarne subject rnatters. Surprisingly, the NAFDAC Decree which 

is later in tirne does not mention the, former Act in any of its provisions. The only 

references are those contained in section 28 and these relate to the Food and Drugs 

Departrnent of the Federal Ministry of Health and its ernployees. Section 28 (1) provides 

that on the commencement of the Decree, the Food and Drugs Administration and 

Control Departrnent of the Federal Ministry of Health and Social Services shall cease to 

exist. The Departrnent is dissolved by subsection (2) which provides that the provisions 

of the second Schedule to the Decree shall apply in relation to the ernployees of the 

pepartrnent It is necessary to examine the schedule to see to what extent, if any, it affects 
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the Food and Drug Act. 

Section 1 of the Schedule provides that- there shall be vested in the agency 

immediately on the commencement of the Decree, without further assurance, all assets, 

funds, resources and other movable or unmovable property which immediately before 

the commencement of the· Decree were vested in the Food and Drugs Administration and 

Control Department of the Federal Ministry of Health and Social Services. By section 

2, all rights, interests, obligations and liabilities of the Department existing immediately 

before the commencement of the Decree under any contract or instrument, or at law or 

equity apart from any contract or instrument, shall be assigned to and vested in the 

agency. This section also empowers the agency to sue or be sued for contracts entered 

into by the Department prior to the Decree. Si.milady, any proceedings or cause of action 

pending or existing inunediately before the commencement of the Decree by or against 

the Department in respect of any right, interest, obligation or liability may be 

commenced, continued or enforced by or against the agency as if the Decree had not 

been made. Section 4 of the Schedule is on the employees of the Department. Any person 

who inunediately before the date of commencement of the Decree held office in the 

Department shall be deemed 'to have been transferred to the agency on terms and 

conditions not less favourable than those obtaining immediately before the 

commencement of the Decree. 

' It can be noticed from the foregoing that the references ·in the NAFDAC Decree 

only relate to the Food and Drugs Department (which administered the Food and Drugs 

Act prior to the Decree) as well as its employees. No mention is made of the Food and 

Drugs Act itself. lt is not stated whether the two laws are to operate concurrently or 

whether the latter repeals or modifies the former. Such clarification would have served 
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a very useful purpose especially as conf!icting or similar functions are in some respects 

conferred on the same officers or other functionaries under the two laws. Evidence of 

conferment of the same Junction on different authorities under each law also abounds. 

Sorne examples may suffice. Under sections 15 and 16 of the Food and Drugs Act the 

power of making regulations is exercisable by the Minister on the advice of the Advisory 

Council. But under sections 6 and 29 of the NAFDAC Decree, the power is exercisable 

by the Governing Council on the approval of the Minister. Sorne conflicts can also be 

noticed in the area of penalties. Section 25 of NAFDAC Decree stipulates a fine of 

N 5,000 for the offence of obstruction of an officer of the Agency. ln contrast, by the 

combined effect of sections 12 and 17 of the Food and Drugs Act this offence carries a 

penalty of Nl,000. The absurdity ofthis disparity becomes glaring when it is realised, 

as earlier pointed out, that by ~ection 28(2) of NAFDAC Decree officers who carried out 

different functions under the Food and Drugs Act are now deemed to have been 

transferred to the agency. 

It may be observed that some of the changes apparently made by the NAFDAC 

Decree may be regarded as mere redesignation. For instance, section 24 (1) which deals 

with power to enter premises for the purpose of ensuring compliance with the Decree is, 

but for the phrase "officer of the Agency", a reproduction of section 10 of the Food and 

Drugs Act. The latter Act uses the phrase "inspecting officer" but the functions conferred 

by both laws are the sarne both in nature and in scope. 

By way .of summary, it can be said that silence on the relationship between these 

two laws creates unnecessary confusion and uncertainty. lt may be noted that the Food 

and Drugs Act deals with substantive issues such as offences a!ld penalties. The 

NAFDAC Decree is, more or less, administrative in context. ln the main, it deals with 
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fonctions and powers of the agency and its fonctionaries. lt effectively addresses the 

issue of probity of the officers by making commendable disciplinary provisions. But no 

offences are created. On this ground it can be argued that the Decree cannot stand alone 

since offenders cannot be charged under any of its provisions. lt is therefore suggested 

that the two laws be merged since, as disclosed by their respective provisions, one 

complements the other. 82 

3. 5 Consumer Prote.c.tÏOILCo.uncil Decre.e 

The Consumer Protection Council is a body corporate which can sue and be sued . 

in its corporate name. 83 Unlike other statutes which make indirect provisions on 

consumer protection, the Consumer Protection Council Decree sets out to protect the 

consumer against hazardous products. 84 The term "Consumer" is defined as an 

individual who purchases, uses, maintains or disposes of products or services.85 The 

extension to persons who use or maintain products can be supported since it takes care 

of the restriction affecting actions in contract. So an ultimate consumer who is injured 

by a product can sue since he is covered by the provision. The phrase "hazardous 

product" is not defined. It can be assumed that it relates to products which are capable 

of causing injury to person. This assumption is buttressed by the fact that the fonction 

of the Council is exercisable where a consumer has suffered a loss, in jury or damage as 

82 

• , 1 

94 

85 

It is to be noted that in practice the NAFDAC 
administers all Drug Laws including Food and Drugs 
Act,_. . 

s. 1 

See in particular, S. 2-13. 

S. 32. 
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a result of the use of any product or service. 86 

Eun.c.tionumd Powers 

The organs set up to carry out functions under the Decree are the Consumer 

Protection Council and the State Conunittees. As provided in section 2, the functions of 

the Council are to: 

(a) provide speedy redress to consumers' complaints through negotiations, mediation 

and conciliations; 

(b) seek ways and means of removing or eliminating from the markets hazardous 

products and causing offenders to replace such products with safer and more 

appropriate alternatives; 

(c) publish from time to time, list ofproducts whose consumption and sale have been 

banned, withdrawn, severally restricted or not approved by the Federal 

Government or foreign governments; 

( d) cause an offending company, firm, trade association or individual to protect, 

compensate, provide relief and safeguards to iajured consumer or communities 

from adverse effects of technologies that are inherently harmful, injurious, 

violent or highly hazardous; 

(e) organise and undertake campaigns and other forms of activities as will lead to 

increased public consumer awareness; 

(t) encourage trade, industry and professional associations to develop and enforce 

in their various fields quality standards designated to safeguard the interest of 

consumers; 

86 See S. 2-6 
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(g) issue guidelines to manufacturers, importers, dealers and wholesalers in relation 

to their obligations under the Decree; 

(h) encourage the formation of voluntary consumer groups or associations for 

consumer well being; 

(i) ensure that consuiners' interests receive due consideration at appropriate forum 

and to provide redress to obnoxious practices or the unscrupulous exploitation of 

consumers by companies, firms, trade associations or individuals; 

G) encourage the adoption of appropriate measures to ensure that products are safe 
' ' 

for either intended or normal use; and 

(k) perform such other fonctions as may be imposed on the Council pursuant to the 

Decree. 

In the exercise of its fonctions, the Council has power to; 

(a) apply to court to prevent the circulation of any product which constitutes an 

imminent public hazard; 

(b) compel manufacturers to certify that ail safety standards are met by their 

products; 

(c) cause as it deems necessary, quality tests to be conducted on consumer products; 

( d) demand production of label showing date and place of manufacture of cornmodity 

as well as certification of compliance; 

(e) compel a manufacture, dealer and service company where appropriate, to give 

public notice of any health hazards inherent in their products; 

(f) ban the sale, distribution and advertisement of products which do not comply 
1 

; ' 
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with safety or health regulations87 

By section 5, the State Committees shall, subject to the control of the Council; 

(a) receive inquiry into the causes and circumstances of injury, loss or damage 

suffered or caused by \1 company, firm, trade association or individual; 

(b) ne~otiate with the parties concerned and endeavour to bring about a settlement; 

and 

(c) where appropriate, recommend to the Council the payment of compensation by 

the offending person to the injured consumer. 

3.5.1 Offe11ces. 

Section 9(1) imposes à duty on a manufacturer or distributor of a product, on 

becoming aware of any unforeseen hazard, to notify the public· and cause the product to 

be withdrawn from the market. Failure to do this attracts a penalty of J:>150,000 fine or 

imprisonment for five years or both. 

By section 11, any person who issues or aids in issuing any wrong88 

advertisement about a consumer item is guilty of an offence and liable on conviction to 

a fine of N 50;000 or to imprisonment for five years or both. 

Faiiuie to attend and testify before the Council or the State Committee or to 

answer any lawful enquiry is also an offence which attracts a penalty of N 10,000 or five

year imprisonment. 89 

87 

88 

89 

S. 3. 

The meaning of this term in this context is uncertain. 
Perhaps it relates to false advertisement. 

S. 18. 
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Supply of false information is equally an offence attracting a penalty of N 10,000 

or irnprisonment for three years. 90 Any person who violates àn order of the Council or 

State Committee is guilty of an offence and Hable on conviction to N 10,000 fine or 

imprisonment for three years. 91 

The Decree does not pro vide specific defencesfor the offences, created. But it 

appears from the text of the provisions that mens œa92 is a relevant factor. For instance, 

a literai interpretation of section 9(1) is to the effect that an accused person can raise 

ignorance of the hazard as a defence. Sirnilarly, a publisher of a false advertisement can 

exonerate hirnself by disclosing the name of the person who requested him to put up the 

advertisement. This can be inferred from section 20. While the existence of mens r.ea 

may be supported as regards the latter, it cannot as regards the former. A strict liability 

is to be preferred in such cases. 

An obvions fact about this Decree is that most of the functions conferred on the 

Council and the State Committees are already being performed by some existing 

agencies. For instance, the Standards Organisation of Nigeria (SON) takes care of 

consumer complaints through negotiations, mediation and conciliation. 93 This agency 

also ensures compliance with quality standards through certificati\)ri· of products and 

90 

91 

92 

" 

S. 19. 

S. 24. 

Guilty mind; an evil intention, or knowledge of 
wrongfulness, of the act. Roger bird, Qsborn' s 
c.oncise I,aw Di ctionacy,_ 7th ed. (London: Sweet & 

Maxwell, 1983) p. 218. 

Even though this is nota direct function under the 
Act it can be justified on s. 4(1) (c). See also Annual 
Reports of the organisation for list of consumer 
complaints handled each year. 
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routine factory inspections.94 Both the NAFDAC and SON ensure the elimination of 

hazardous products from the market through the issuance of public alerts and closure 

of offending factories. 95 Furthermore, by section 17 of the Standards Organisation of 

N/geria Act, officers of the organisation have power to make' test purchases of products 

with a view to determining compliance with relevant standards. 

Besides, some provisions in the Consumer Protection Council Decree are rather 

unrealistic. For instance it is not certain how the Council can compel an offending 

company to · replace hazardous products :With safer ones. 96 The same applies to the 

provision that requires the Council to compel manufacturers to give public notice of any 
,, 

hea!th hazards inherent in their products. 97 The meaning of public notice in this regard 

is uncertain. Does it refer to warnings on the product labels or in the media? Above al!, 

it can be argued that as presently constituted,98 the Council cannot effectively carry out 

the functions conferred on it by the Decree. A case in point is the power to conduct .. 
quality tests on consumer products. A Council composed of persons who are not 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

S.4(1)(b) 

See S. 5(i) NAFDAC: S. 4(1) (c) SON Act. See also 
Public alert on a consignment of unwholesome fish -
The__Guardian, Friday, March 18, 1994, p. 4; public 
alert on the use of poisonous chemicals in bread 
baking - Daily Champion,_ Monday, January 15, 1996, p. 
16; closure of Bentex International Co. Ltd., ~ 
Champ.ion.,_ Wednesday, August 9, 1995, p. 12. 

S. 2(b). 

s. 3 (e) . 

The Council is composed of a chairman, a person 
representing each State of the Federation and four 
persons representing the four state Federal 
Ministries. See S. 1(2). 
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necessarily professionals cannot carry out this function. 99 This contrasts with the 

position in some other existing agencies such as SON and NAFDAC where almost ail 

the senior staff are experts in product matters. 

In view of the foregoing, a possible argument is that the Consumer Protection 

Council is an unnecessary duplication. This argument can be supported by the fact that 

there already exist numerous statutory enactments for the protection of the consumer. 

What is, therefore, needed is an affective enforcement machinery and nota proliferation 

of agencies. But a counter argument is that man y of the existing agencies are professional 

in character and are saddled with a lot of scientific works such as prescription of 

standards and analysis of suspected fake and sub-standard products. An agency solely 

concerned with practical implementation of consumer matters is, therefore, desirable. 

So far, the activities of some State Committees set up under the Consumer 

Protection Council Decree tend to confirm the last argument. U nder the wide powers 

conferred by section 5(a), the committees can veer into any area of consumer protection. 

For instance, the Enugu State Consumer Committee has, since inception, been playing 

active role in matters such as price control, restrictive tracte practices and weights and 

measures malpractices. It is arguable that an agency such as the SON or NAFDAC 

engaged in routine laboratory analysis of products may not be in a position to carry out 

these functions which need constant surveillance and visits to markets and factories. It 

can, therefore, be argued that with proper co-operation, the apparent proliferation may 

not constitute much problems. 

Lagos State is yet to set up a consumer protection committee as required by the 

law. It is recommended that action be taken in this regard to complcment the efforts of 

other consumer protection agencies. 

99 See S. 1(2); Cf. S. 15; also S. 22 and 23. 
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3.6 Ir.ade..Malprru:tketiMi!iœllallWlls Offe11ces) Decree 

The Trade Malpractices, (Miscellaneous Offences) Decree deals with deceptive 

practices. By section 1(1) (a), any person who labels, packages, sells, offers for sale or 

advertises any product in a manner that is false or misleading or is likely to create a 

wrong impression as toits quality, character, brand name, value, composition, merit or 

safety, commits an offence. Advertisement or invitation for subscription for products that 

do not exist is a.lso an offence. 100 In addition, the Decree prohibits varions practices 

relating to weights and measures. Such practices include, use of false weighing or 

measuring instruments; 101 refusai to weigh a product intended for sale; 102 alteration of 

instrument; 103 delivery of a quantity less than that bargained for; 104 and use of instrument 

not stamped or marked as required by law. 105 

The justification for these latter provisions is not clear as they are already covered 

by the Weights and Measur~s Act. 106 However, section 1(1) of the Decree makes it 

clear that the provisions of the Decree apply notwithstanding anything contrary in any 

law. This means that the Decree prevails over any other law. But a conflict is created by 

the penalty provisions. While similar offences under the Weights and the Measures Act 

attract a maximum fme of N500 in the case of an individual and N50,000 in the case of 

a body corporate; a fine of N50,000 is imposed by the Decree. The penalty to be 

100 S. 1(1) (h). 

101 S. 1 ( 1) (b) . 

102 S. l(l)(d). 

103 S. l(l)(e). 

104 S. l(l)(f). 

105 S. l(l)(c). 

106 Cap. 469; Laws of the Federation of Nigeria,. 1990. 
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imposed in each case, therefore, depends on the law under which an offender is charged. 

This disparity cannot be supported. ln fact, the Trade Malpractices Decree is a mere 

surplusage. Section 1(1) (a) and (h) are covered by the Food and Drugs Act while the 

provisions on Weights and Measures are covered by the Weights and Measures Act. An 

upward review of the penalties imposed by the latter Act is however, necessary to make 

them proportionate to the offences created. 

3. 7 The_CdminaLCo.de 

The Criminal Code Act is yet another statute that makes provisions on consumer 

protection. Section 243(1) provides that any persan who sens as food or drink, or has 

in his possession with intent to sen it as food or drink, any article which has been 

rendered noxious, or is in a state unfit for food or drink, knowing or having reason to 

believe that the same is noxious or unfit for food or drink is guilty of a misdemeanour, 

and ,is Hable to imprisonment for one year. lt is further provided that any persan who 

adulterates any article of food or drink with an intent to sen it is guilty of a 

misdemeanour, and is liable to imprisonment for one year. 107 By section 244, a dealing 

in diseased meat is an offence punishable with two years imprisonment. Section 248 

prohibits the manufacture or sale of matches made of white phosphorus. A fine of twenty 

naira is stipulated for this offence. 

It can be noticed from the above provisions that the Criminal Code Act duplicates 

some of the existing statutes already discussed particularly the Food and Drugs Act. This 

· will invariably lead to problem of enforcement. lt is suggested that the above provisions 

be expunged from the Criminal Code since they are adequately covered by other 

107 S.243(2). 
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consumer protection laws. 

3.8 S.Ummacy 
.• 1 

It is seen from the foregoing discourse that only selected products are regulated 

by the law. As already noted, the scope of the products covered by each law can be 

gathered from its provisions, The Trade Malpractices (Miscellaneous Offences) Decree 

and the Criminal Code cover what can appropriately be described as consumer products. 

With the exception of "chemicals" and "medical devices", the Food and Drugs Act and 

the National Agency for Food and Drug Administration and Control Decree also cover 

consumer products. The Consumer Protection Council Decree is more general in 

context. It prohibits the circulation of "hazardous products". As already explained, this 

phrase is wide enough to cover any product that is capable of causing injury to life or 

property. 

It is seem from this chapter that the law makes adequate provisions on the 

control of regulated products. The main problem is that of implementation. Most of the· 

provisions of the Food and Drugs Act can only derive efficacy from regulations to be 

made by the Minister. As already noted no regulations have been made under this Act 

and so the affected provisions have remained redondant. 

Furthermore, implementation of the laws under consideration is rather unco~ 

ordinated. The result of our field survey is to the effect that weak implementation is a 

major reason for the low level of consumer protection in Nigeria. 108 

108 See chapter nine. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

LEGAL RESTRICTIONS ON THE MANUFACTURE, 
SALE AND ADVERTISEMENT OF DRUGS 

89 

4.1 lntrruhtction 

To preserve the health of the nation, there is need for a strict control of the 

manufacture, sale and advertisement of drugs. This is because drugs are special products 

which could save or endanger the life of the consumer depending on how they are used. 

ln realisaticin of this basic fact, governments ail over the world usually put in place some 

degree of control over dealings in drugs1
• 

As we have seen in the last chapter, drug is controlled alongside other products 

by some statu tes. This chapter examines the laws which impose further restrictions on 

dealings in drugs. These laws are the Counterfeit and Fake Drugs (Miscellaneous 

Provisions) Act 1989; the Drug and Related Products (Registration etc.) Decree 1993; 
' I 

the National Drug Formulary and Essential Drug List Act 1989; the Pharmacists Council 

of Nigeria Decree 1992; the Dangerous Drugs Act 1935; and the National Drug Law 

Enforcement Agency Act 1989. 

1 

4.2 The_Gi_unterfeit arulEake..Ilr.ugs._(Miscel.lanenus..ft.oJ'ÎS.ÏIDlS)...Ac.t 

4.2.1 Offe11ces 

Sections 1 and 2 deal with offences under the Act. While section 1 deals with 

dealings in prohibited drugs, section 2 deals with dealings in genuine drugs in prohibited 

places. Section 1 makes it an offence to produce, import, manufacture, sel!, distribute, 

See for instance, the Medicines Act 1968 (U.K): The 
Pharmacy and Poisons Act ,1933 (U.K) as amended by the 
Pharmacy and Medicines Act 1941 . 

. , 
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be in possession of, or display for the purpose of sale, any counterfeit, adulterated, 

banned, fake, sub-standard or expired drug in any form whatsoever,2 By section 2 any 
. . 

person who hawks or sells or displays for the purpose of iale, any drug or poison 

whatsoever in any market, kiosk, means of transportation or in any other place not duly 

licensed or registered for the purpose of sale and distribution of drugs or poison shall be 

guilty of an offence and shall be punished accordingly. 

From these provisions, it is seen that the Act covers a wide range of offences. 

Besides sale, manufacture and distribution, merely being in possession of the prohibited 

drug is an offence. To display for the purpose of sale is equally an offence. In addition, 

the scope of the products covered is now enlarged. The Act which hitherto covered only 

counterfeit, adulterated, banned or fake drugs now covers, in addition, sub-standard or 

expired drugs.' The aim, it is assumed, is to caver the field and ensure that no offender 

is let off the book on technical grounds. 

2 

This research, however, reveals that these provisions are not observed by drug 

dealers. In particular, sale of drugs in prohibited places still persists despite these legal 

restrictions. The greatest offence in this regard is with respect to sale in market places. 

In the course of this research nine markets were randornly visited in Lagos State. These 

were Oshodi, ldumota, Ojuwoye, Awolowo, Balogun, lpedu, Mile 12, Ojota and Alade. 

The survey shows that sale of drugs takes place in ail of them except Alade market. The 

See S. 10 for the meanings of fake or adulterated 
. 0 
drugs. Other terms, namely, counterfeit, banned, sub-
standard and expired are not defined. Perhaps the 
omission can be explained on the ground that these 
terms are self-explanatory and so are.intended to bear 
their ordinary dictionary meanings. 

3 See the Counterfeit and Fake Drugs (Mise provisions) 
(Amendment) Decree No. 99, 1992. S.2. 
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effect is that this Iaw is not observed; an evidence of weak enforcement system. 

4.2.2 Penalties 

The penalty provisions have received an upward review. Fixed at a maximum of 

N2,000 or imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years or both under the repealed 

1988 Decree, 4 penalty for the offence of dealing in drugs contrary to the Act is now 

NS00,000 or an imprisonment for a term ofbetween five and fifteen years.5 In the case 

of offences relating to sale in prohibited places, the penalty is·Î'low NS,000 or 

imprisonment for a term not Jess than two years or both6 as against the sum.of N 1,000 

or imprisonment for a term not exceeding one year fixed by the 1988 Decree.7 Also, by 

section 9A8 of the Act, the penalty for the offence of obstruction of a member of the 

Task Force in the execution of bis duties is NS0,000. No penalty was stipulated for this 

offence under previous laws. 

4 

5 

6 

The upward review can be said to demonstrate the seriousness with which the 

,, 

government views drug offences. lt is to be supported in view of the adverse 

consequences. which fake and counterfeit drugs could cause·. lt is, however, doubtful 

whether the increased penalties have achieved the desired result. The Counterfeit and 

No. 21; S. 2 ( 1) (a) . 

Cap 73; S. 3 ( 1) (a) 

Ibid., S. 3 (1) (b) . 

7 No. 2; S. 2 (1) (b) . 

• Introduced by the Counterfeit and Fake Drugs 
(Miscellaneous Provisions) (Amendment) ,Decree 1992, No. 

99. . 
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Fake Drugs (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act came into force on July 15, 1988,9 but this 

research shows that some prohibited drugs still circulate in this country. 10 

Trial of Offences 

Trial of offences under the Act are conferred on the Special Tribunal. 11 

Prosecutions are required to be instituted by the Attorney-General of the Federation or 

such officer in the Federal Ministry of Justice as he may authorise so to do. In addition, 
' 

he may authorise the Attorney-General of any State of the Federation or any officer in 

the Ministry of Justice of that State to undertake the prosecution. Also, if the tribunal so 

directs or if contingencies so require, any other legal practitioner in Nigeria may 

undertake the prosecution. 12 

It is not clear why pros~cution should be centred on the Attorney- General of the 

Federation or persans delegated by him. lt would have been more expeditious to allow 

State Attorneys-General to prosecute cases arising within their jurisdict_ions. 

9 

The bureaucracy involved in this arrangement has been taken care of by a fiat 

granted to NAFDAC in 1997 by former Federal Attorney-General, late Chief Michael 

Agbamuche. By this fiat, the agency can now prosecute offences _relating to any 

regulated product through its lawyers or private legal practitioners. The latter option is 

adopted by the agency. 13 

·' 

S. 11(2). 

10 (,; See research findings; pp. 97&98 infra. 
' 

11 S. 4. 

12 S. 4 (A) . 

13 NAFDAC Office, Federal Secretariat, Lagos. 
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The conferment of power of prosecution on NAFDAC can be supported since it 

will enable the agency to prosecute its cases expeditiously without having to wait for 

authorisation. The involvement of private legal practitioners can, however, be criticised 

as an unnecessary waste of funds. Apart from this, unnecessary delay may occur as 

private legal practitioners have other cases to attend to whereas staff of the agency will 

be expected to give their whol~ time and attention to the cases and thereby expedite 

matters. The agency should increase the staff strength of its legal unit to make it self

sufficient. 

4.2.4 I111ple111e11tatio11 by tlle Task Forces 

Task Forces are set up both at Federal and State levels to carry out the provisions· 

of the Act. At the Federal level, the Task Force is composed as follows: 

(a) a chairman who shall be an officer of the Federal Ministry of Health not below 

the rank of Assistant Director; 

(b) two officers, one of whom shall be a military officer not below the rank of 

Lieutenant-Colonel and the other, a member of the Nigeria Police Force not 

below the rank of Chief Superintendent of Police; 

(c) two inspectors not below the rank of Principal Pharmacist to be appointed by the 

Pharmacists Council of Nigeria; 

(d) two inspecHon officers not below the rank of Principal Scientific Officer 

designated under section 9(1)(c) of the Food and Drugs Act; .and 

(e) other inspectors co-opted by the Federal Task Force. 

It can be seen from the composition that persons knowledgeable in drug matters 

are members. The inclusion of a military and police officer cah be justified on security 
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grounds in view of the nature of duties assigned to the Task Force. The Federal Task 

Force, currently headed by Mrs A Maduekwe, a senior staff of NAFDAC and a 

pharmacist, has ail categories of persons as specified by the law and, in addition, a legal 

adviser who is also a staff of NAFDAC. 

Each State Task Force is composed of : 

(a) a chairman who shall be a military officer not below the rank of a major; 

(b) three officers one of whom shall be a member of the Nigeria Police Force and the 

two remaining officers to be appointed by the Minister; 

(c) an inspector appointed by the Pharmacists Council of Nigeria; and 

(d) an inspecting officer designated under section 9(1) (c) of the Food and Drugs 

Act. 

The Lagos State Task Force is composed of Lt. Col Budaye, a pharmacist and 

military officer as chairman; one police officer and other members as stipulated by the 

above provisions. The Task Force works in conjunction with the Inspectorate Division 

of the State Ministry of Health. Members convene when necessary and carry out their 

functions in an ad ho.c manner. They are not full-time staff of the Ministry but are drawn 

from different sectors which they represent. 14 

4.2.5 Fu11ctio11s of tlie Task Forces 

The Federal Task Force which was introduced by Decree Number 17 of 198915 

is charged with overall responsibility of enforcing the provisions of the Act. lts 

14 

15 

Lagos State Ministry of Health. 

Now cap 
1990. 

1 73, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria 
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functions which are stated in section 6 include; 

(a) co-ordinating the activities of the State Task Forces; 

(b) directing and monitoring the activities of the State Task Forces; 

(c) paying unscheduled visits to all ports of entry and border posts; 

(d) entering at any reasonable time, (if need be by force) any premises in which there 

is reason to believe that the provisions of the Act are being contravened and 

examining any article found therein; 

(e) taking sample or specimen of any article, and opening and examining, while on 

the premises, any container or package; 

(f) examining any books, documents or records found on the premises, which are 

reasonably believed to contain any information relevant to the enforcement of the 

Act and causing copies to be made therecif or extracts made therefrom; and 

(g) seizing any drug or poison which is counterfeit, adulterated, banned or fake. 

In addition, the Federal Task Force has power to seal up any premises used or 

being used in connection with any offence under the Act until such time as appropriate 

action is taken. 

The State Task Forces are empowered to; 

(a) seize any drug or poison which is displayed for the purpose of sale in any 

premises not duly licensed, or registered for that purpose; 

(b) enter any premises in which there is reason to believe that the provisions of the 

Act are being contravened and examine any article found therein; 

(c) take sample or specimen of any article and opening and examining, while on the 

premises, any container or package; 

(d) examine any books, documents or records found on the premises which are 
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reasonably believed to contain any information relevant to the enforcement of the 

Act and causing copies to be made thereof or extracts made therefrom; and 

(e) seize any drug or poison which is counterfeit, adulterated, banned or fake. 16 

The State Task Forces also have power to seal up any premisès used or being 

used in connection with any offence under the Act until appropriate action is taken. 

From the foregoing, it can be noticed that but for pa.ragraphs (a),(b) and (c) of 

section 6(1), the functions of the Federal and State Task forces are almost the same. The 

only difference is that of jurisdiction. The jurisdiction of the Federal Task Force extends 

throughout the Federation while the State Task Forces can only act within their 

respective States. 

No doubt, the functions of the Federal and State Task Forces are wide and all

embracing. In particular, the power to enter and take samples and specimen from any 

premises in which an offence under the Act is suspected to be committed makes it 

possible for the Task Forces to get at the source of the illegal business. 

So far, the Task Forces have recorded some achievements in the control of 

counterfeit and fake drugs. For instance, the Federal Task Force has in the last five 

years, seized counterfeit and sub-standard drugs worth N3,505m (three thousand, five 

hundred and five million Naira). Between March 1997 and March 1998, 50 offenders 

were arrested. Unscheduled visits are also paid to markets and other places suspected as 

outlets for illegal drugs. 17 

The foregoing notwithstanding, the Task Forces are yet to record much successes 

in the area of prosecution of drug offenders. A visit to the office of the Federal Task 

16 S. 8 (1) . 

17 NAFDAC Office, Lagos. 
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Force, Lagos, discloses basins and other containers of drugs of all types (including 

ethical drugs)recovered from hawkers. A member of the Task Force explains that on 

sighting members of the unit, hawkers normally flee, abandoning their wares. This 
'. . 

makes it impossible for many of them to be prosecuted. Only 16 cases have been 

prosecuted by the Federal Task Force since inception18 

. ' 
This research has also revealed that fake and substandard products stiltfirculate 

in the country. Table 4.2.1 represents the respons~s of respondents to the enquiry on the 

existence of fake and substandard products in Nigeria. 

Table 4.2.1: HB:ye you ever boùght any fake or substandard product? 
' .. 

'< 

Frequency Percentage 

(a) Yes 386 64.0 

(b) No 217 36.0 
' 

TOTAL 603 100.00 
.. 

The above table shows that out of the 603 valid responses received, 386 or 64.0 

percént indicated that they had bought fake products; 217 or 36.0 percent indicated that 

they had never bought. This confirms the proposition that fake and subst~ndard products 

still circulate in the country. 

: - To determine the particular products that can be said to be fake or substandard, 

respondents were further required to indicate the products covei:ed by their responses. 

. The table below shows the result of this enquiry. 

18 NAFDAC Office, Lagos. 
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Table 4.2.2: Please indicate the products 

Frequency Percentage 

Drugs 216 53.9 

Food Items 99 24.7 

Cosmetics 73 18.2 

Others 13 ~.2 ·_ 
,. 

TOTAL 401 100.00 

It is seen from the above table that out of 401 respondents interviewed, 216 or 

53.9 percent indicated that they hacJ bought fake or sub-standard drugs. This means ~bat 

drugs probably top the list of fake products in t\1is country. The implication is that the 

ta~k fcirce.s are yet to make appreciable impact in the task of erndicatiori of f~ke drugs in 

Nigeria. 

4.3 Methods of Detectin_g Çom1terf ei~, Adul~erated and Fake Drugs 

A great problem facing an average consumer is how to detect the genuineness of . 

the drug he buys. In sorn:e cases, fake and adulterated cirugs m:ay present striking 

~esemblance With genuine brands to the extent that __ a most cautious ~onsumer may be . . 

deceived. In the light of this, it is necèssary to examine the modes of detecting drugs that 

are not genuine. Som~ suggestions have been proffered by some expert.s. 

Osibo19 writes that if the label or package of a drug does not c<;mtain inform~tion 

such as batch numbers, name or address of the manufacturer, the drug should be shuniled 

because if ~he need arises for its production history, the manufacturer cannot be traced. 

Such an omission is a clear evidence of the doubtfu~ integrity of the manufacturer. The 

19 Osibo D., Spurious Drugs: Reading Between the Lines. 
(Lagos: Lanphram Laboratories and Scientific Service 
Ltd; 1990) p. 5-24. 

\ 

' 1 

\ 
' f 
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learned author fµrther advises that any discrepancy in the label should put the consumer 
'i-

on his enquiry. For instance, if the drug is iri tablet form and the word "Capsule" is used 

on the label, the consumer should not purchase it as the discrepancy portrays the faker's 

ignorance. Thé use of a name closely resembling that of an existing drug is given as 

evidence of "pass-off"; for example, the use of the word Il septrim Il in place of the word 

"septrin" or "Bedylin" for Benylin". Osibo further observes that a manufacturer of a 
0 . 

.. ~' 

genuine drug wiH not choose a name so closely resembling that of an existing one if there . . 

is no fraudulent intention. 

Obi and Okoro observe that the packaging of fake drugs may be pc;mr and of low 

' J ' -
quality. The pack may not close firmly and may allow contents to slip off. According to 

the authors, colour finishes can easily give away fake products: In liquid preparation for 

example ,colour could be darker or lighter than normal but almost never consistent or 

the same as the genuine brahd. Fake capsules may have the same colour as the genuine 

brand but usually do not have the special prints seen on genuine brands. Fake capsules 

may be filled with inactive substances such . a~ starch, talcum powder or very low 

petcentage of the active ingreqients. The authors observe that genuine drugs have their 

batch numbers and ex.piry ciates printed on the packets and\or labels. The use of 

ordinary ink pad and stamp is a common feature; fake and adulterated cJrugs are usually 
. ' 

stamped with long shelf-lives. Other modes icJentified by the authors include, taste, 

nature of packs (example, blister packs), texture as well as inadequate, unprofessional, 

inconsistent or misleading information on the lab~l and inserts. The authors warn that 

strange names and addresses should arouse ~uspicion.20 

20 Obi , c. c . and Okoro, R. , Current Guide 
Eharmaceutw,1,i.---c..,.a....,l~__.W.u.h_..,,o,L,,l...,e~-___,S""'a........_l..._i ...... o~g_ .... i...._.nL-....,N .... i~gl-'-e ..... r ..... i ...... a...,_6 

(continued .... ) 

to G.ooo 
(Lagos: 
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"Words of Advice" accompanying the advertisement of the West African Drugs 

(WAD) products may also be stated. The advice is as follows: 

"First, take a critical look at the pack. If the drug is genuine, 
it should have tamper-evident pack. Second, jind out who is 
behind it. Reputable companies usually don 't compromise 
'quality. Last, ensure that the ma11ufacturers a11d distributors 
have a long standi11g reputatio11for illtemational standards and 
high quality." 

From the foregoing illustrations, it can be seen that the consumer has a very 

important role to · play in the war against fake and adulterated drugs. The crux of the 

above suggestions is that the consumer should safe-guard his interest by being very 

diligent. He must conduct visual and physical exarninations before making a purchase 

and report any suspected case of malpractice to the relevant authority. The authorities 

on their part should be above board. As stated by Osibo, the inspectors and other public 

servants including other professionals should think of the society first, profession second 

and self last. 21 

4.4 The Pharmacists Council of Nigeria Decree 

and the State Pharmacy Laws 

The· Pharmacists Council of Nigeria Decree deals with the control of the 

pharmacy profession. An examination of this Decree is necessary as members of the 

profession play a very importaµt role in the µianufacture, sale and distribution of drugs. 22 

21 

22 

Osibo, QJ2.. cit. p.24 

Registered pharmacists are the only persons that have 
the authority to mix and compound drugs and poisons. 
S. 14,(3). 
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The Decree which repealed and replaced the pharmacists Act, 196423 is supplemented by 

the Poisons and Pharmacy Laws of various States. 24 

4.4.1 Fu11ctio11s of tlie Pl1an11acists Cou11cil 

The pharmacists Council of Nigeria is charged with the functions of: 

(a) determining the standards of knowledge and skill to be attained by persons 

seeking to become registered members of the pharmacy profession and reviewing 

those standards from time to time as circumstance may require; 

(b) securing, in accordance with the provisions of the Decree, the establishment and 

maintenance of registers of persons entitled to practice as members of the 

profession and the publication from time to time, of lists of those persans; 

(c) reviewing and preparing from time to time, a statement as to the Code of 

Conduct which the Council considers desirable for the practice of the pharmacy 

profession; 

( d) regulating and controlling the practice of the profession in all its aspects and 

ramifications; and 

(e) performing such other functions as may be required of the Council under the 

Decree. 

The above functions, apart from the provisions relating to Code of conduct, are 

similar to the functions of the dissolved fharmacists Board of Nigeria. The 1992 Decree 

achieves a degree of continuity. By section 26, everything done under the previous laws 

23 

24 

Cap 357, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 1990. 

See for instance , Poison and Pharmacy Laws, Caps. 
118, 101 and 145 of Delta, Lagos and Anambra States 
respectively. 
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remains valid. Such matters include registration of members; approval of institutions as 

well as regulations. So far 8,110 (eight thousand, one hundred and ten) pharmacists have 

been registered by the Council.25 Seven institutions have also been approved.26 

4.4.2 Perso11s Autllorized to sell Dn,gs a11d Poisons· 

By the combined provisions oftheP,harmacists Council of Nigeria Decree and the 

Poisons and Pharmacy Laws, the following persons are authorised to sel! drugs and 

poisons: 

(a) a registered pharmacist; 

(b) a hold~r of valid licence to import and sell part iv poison only; 

(c) a holder of patent and proprietary medicine !icence;27 

(d) a body corporate whose business includes the sale and dispensing of drugs under 

the following conditions -

(i) the superintendent in charge of the premises must be a registered pharmacist; 

(ii) the sale and dispensing of drugs and poison must be undertaken by the 

superintendent; and 

(iii) the mixing and compounding must be done on behalf of the body corporate by 

the sup~rintendent who must be a registered pharmacist. 28 

25 

26 

27 

28 

This number represents the figure as at April 16,1988. 

t 
These are f:aculties of lf.harmacy, OAU, Ile -Ife; A.B.U. 
Zaria; UNN, Nsukka; University of Benin, Benin-City, 
University of Lagos; University of Ibadan, Ibadan; and 
University of Jos, Jos. 

Such a· person can only sell patent and proprietary 
medicine. 

See Poison and Pharmacy law, Cap. 
(continued ... ) 

145, S.8; 
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Section 14(3) of the Pharmacists Council of Nigeria Decree authorises every fully 

registered pharmacist:29 to import, mix, compound, prepare, dispense, sell and distribute 

drugs and poisons. lt follows that any persan not falling within any of the above groups 

cannot deal in drugs. 

4.4.3 Sale of Poiso11s 

Restrictions on sale of poisons were dea!t with by the Poisons and Pharmacy Act, 

19~8.30 The matter is now governed by State Laws.31 

Each of the pharmacy laws enjoins every selling dispenser or chemist to keep ·· 

''The Disposai of Poisons Book" .32 lt is further provided that no selling dispenser or 

chemist shall sell or deliver any poison included in Part 1 of the first schedule to any 

persan unless that persan is known to him or is introduced by a persan known to him as 

a persan to whom poison could properly be sold. The seller must satisfy himself that the 

poison is required for the stated purpose and the purchaser must append bis signature on 

the entry.33 Further more, every container of any poison included in Parts 1 and 11 of 

the first schedule must be distinctively labelled and marked "poison". 34 

29 

JO 

31 

32 

33 

34 

'· 
28 

( ••• continued) 
Pharrnacists Council of Nigeria Decree, S. 14(3). See 
also Obi and Okoro, op . .ci.t.., p.11. 

See S. 10-12 for qualifications for registration. 

Cap.152, Laws of the Federation 1958 

See Pharrnacy Laws, Caps. 118;101 and 145 of Delta, 
Lagos and Anarnbra States respectively. 

S.10, Caps 145 & 118. 

Ibid., S. 13(2). 

Ibid., S. 13 (3). 
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Restrictions are also imposed on sale of poisons contained in Part 111. The 

poisons under this part include, ail antibiotics, insulin and ail compounds of arsenic, 

mercury and bismuth which are intended for administration by injection under the skin. 

For a sale of any poison in this category to be lawful, it must be effected on an order 

signed by a registered medical practitioner, registered or Iicensed dentist, or a qualified 

veterinary surgeon. The prescription must contain the name and address of the 

prescriber, name of the patient; the total quantity to be supplied and the dose to be taken. 

The prescription must not be dispensed more than once unless so directed.35 

Similar restrictions are imposed on sale of Parts IV and V poisons. Poisons in this 

group include, izal, hydraulic acid, zinc chloride, medicines for the treatment of animais 

and preparations for the dyeing of the hair. In addition to other laid down conditions, 

such drugs must contain cautionary warnings. 36 

lt is required that sale of poisons and other prescription drugs shall be "under the 

direct persona! control and management of a superintendent who is a selling dispenser 

or a chemist" .37 

In the l~harmacis.ts.Jloard of Nigeria v. Ade.b.e.sin, 38 the Supreme Court held that 

for a control to be meaningful and effective, it must be continuons. The respondent in 

that case had applied for renewal of registration of a pharmaceutical premises which was 

purportedly under the control of another registered pharmacist. The Board objected on 

35 

36 

37 

38 

.Ibid., S. 15. See the section for other conditions. 

.Ibid . , f"C\rt 5 . 

S. 20. This section applies specifically to bodies 
corporate but is implied in all cases of sale of 
poisons. 

(1978) 5 'S.C.43 
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the ground that the latter had earlier applied for registration of another premises. The 

Supreme Court held in favour of the Board. 

As the law stands, registration of more than one pharmaceutical premises by an 

app\icant is not an offence. The only requirement is that there must be a registered 

pharmacist in direct persona! control of each premises. 

This research has revealed that some pharmacists do not observe this 

requirement. Table 4.4.1 shows the result of our field survey. 

Table 4.4.1: Availability of Pharmacist in Direct Personal Control 

Frequency Percenta11e 

Available 36 73.5 

Not Available 13 26.5 

TOTAL 49 100.0 

The above table shows that out the 49 pharmacy shops visited 36 or 73 .5 percent 

had pharmacists in direct persona! control while 13 or 26.5 percent had no Pharmacists 

in control. This means that the legal requirement in this regard is being contravened by 

some pharmacists. 

Ali the attendants in the pharmacy shops without pharmacists clairned that the 

controlling pharmacists were not on seat. This clairn is untenable because the legal 

requirement in this regard does not admit of any exception. The effect of the requirement 

is that the shop should be closed any tirne the pharmacist is not available. This 

requirement is reasonable in view of the dangers inherent in wrong dispensation of 

prescription drugs which is an integral part of the pharmacist' s business. 
' ' 

As noted above only registered pharmacists are allowed'.to sell prescription drugs. 

But for the sale to be lawful, it must be effected on an order signed by a registered 

medical practitioner, registered or licensed dentist, or a qualified veterinary surgeon. The 

degree of compliance with this requirement was investigated in the course of this survey. 
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The table below shows the result of this, enquiry. 

Table 4.4.2; Mode of Sale 

Freauency 

Bv orescriotion 2 
' 

Without Prescriotion 47 

TOTAL 49 

107 

Percentaee 

4.1 

95.9 

100.0 

The above :table shows that out of 49 pharmacy shops visited, only 2 or 4.1 

percent sell by prescription while 47 or 95.9 percent sell without prescription .This 

means that only an insignificant number observes this legal restriction. 

Many pharmacists found selling without prescription blamed the anomaly on the 

mode of medical practice in Nigeria. They allege that contrary to what obtains in the 

advanced countries where each professional keeps to his field, in this country, many 

medical doctors prescribe and dispense. According to thern, ahnost ail hospitals and 

clinics, both public and private, have pliarrnacy departrnents. The result of this is that 

doctors' prescriptions rarely get to thern. Their own practice is, therefore, a child of 

necessity. They clairn that they conduct appropriate interviews with prospective buyers 

before honouring their requests without prescription. This state of affairs calls for urgent 

action by the government to prevent the consumer frorn being a victim of professional 

rivalry. 

! ' 

4.4.4 Patent a11d Proprietary Medicine .. 

"Patent and Proprietary Medicine" is defined as any rnedicine held out by 

advertisement, label or otherwise in writing as efficacious for the prevention, cure or 

relief of any malady, ailment, infirmity or disorder affecting hurnan beings and -
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(a) which is sold urider a trade name or trade mark to the use of which any persan 

has or daims or purports to have any exclusive right; or 

(b) of which any persan has or daims or purports to have the exclusive right of 

manufacture or for the making of which any persan has or daims or purports to 

have any secret process or protection by letters patent. 39 

No persan shall sell or deliver any patent or proprietary medicine un!ess he is either 

. (i) a selling dispenser or chemist; or 

(ii) a holder of a patent" and proprietary medicines Iicence.40 

The Iaw requires that patent and proprietary medicine shall be sold intact in the 

box, bottle, parce! or other container in which it was imported, packed or made ready 

for sale. The container must bear the name or·trade mark of the manufacturer. Also, no 

persan other than a selling dispenser or chemist shall import in bulk and subsequently 

repack any patent and proprietary medicine. The summary of the requirements is that a 

patent and proprietary medicine must reach the consumer in the condition in which it left 

the manufacturer41 

Patent and proprietary medicine dealers are only allowed to sell non-prescription 

drugs, otherwise known as over - the - counter (OTC) drugs. The Pharmaceutical Service 

Department of the Federal Ministry of Health and Social Services makes a list of patent 

39 

40 

41 

S.2, Caps 145 and 118. 

S. 34. The law requires that every applicant for 
patent proprietary medicines licence shall show 
evidence that he has attained the age of twenty-one 
years-S.34(2). There is no requirement as to minimum 
educational qualification. This cannot be supported in 
view of the nature of the business. 

Ss. 36&35, Cap. 145&118 respectively. 
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medicines in consultation with the Pharmacists Council of Nigeria. 42 Drugs not contained 

in the list are not supposed to be stocked or sold by patent medicine dealers. 

This research shows that the aboye requirements are not observed by patent 

medicine dealers. Table 4.4.3 : illustrates our findings as to mode of sale. 

Table 4.4.3: Whether Observes Legal Requirements: 

Frequencv Percemta2e 

Do rtot observe requirements 50 100.0 

TOTAL 50 100.0 

The above table shows that none of the 50 patent medicine shops visited follows 

the legal requirements. The implication is that this law is not enforced by the law 

enforcement agents. 

This research further discloses that patent medicine dealers stock and sell 

prescription'drugs in disregard of the legal restrictions. The table below confirms this. 

Table 4.4.4: Sale of Prescription Drugs by Patent Medicine Dealers. 

Frequencv Percental!e 

Sale of orescription drugs. 49 100.0 

TOTAL 49 100.0 

The above table shows that the 49 patent medicine dealers visited sell prescription 

drugs. This like table 4.4.3 above, is evidence of weak enforcement system. 

The authority in charge of the control of patent medicine dealers is the Ministry 

of Health of each State. The lnspectorate Division of the Pharmaceutical Services of the 

42 See Federal Republic of Nigeria: Approved Patent 
Medicines List 2nd ed. (Lagos: Federal Ministry of 
Health and Social Services, 1994). 
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Ministry is charged with the responsibility of monitoring the activities of these 

practitioners. 

At present, the lnspectorate Division of the Lagos State Ministry of Health has 

only two pharmaceutical inspectors and two pharmaceutical technicians. The Division 

has only one staff vehicle. Above al!, it has no laboratory and so is compelled to make 

use of outside laboratories when the need arises. Under this circumstance, it is 

impossible for the department to achieve an effective control of patent medicine dealers 

located al! over the State. 

There is urgent need for the government to instil sanity in this important sector. 

This can be achieved by the employment of more pharmaceutical inspectors, provision 

of adequate vehicles and establishment of a standard laboratory. 

4.5 The Drugumd Re!ated Products (Registrâtion, Etc.) Decree 

Another law that contrais dealings in drugs is the Drugs and ·Related Products 

(Registration etc ) Decree. Section 5(f) of the National Agency for Food and Drug 

Administration and Control (NAFDAC) Decree confers on the agency the function of 

undertaking the registration of food, drugs, cosmetics, medical devices, bottled water 

and chemicals. The Drugs and Related Products (Registration etc. ) Decree can be 

regarded as a practical implementation of this provision. But this assertion may be 

faulted on the ground that the latter Decree is not made as a subsidiary legislation under 

the NAFDAC Decree but as a full fledged law. In addition, the latter Decree only deals 

with drugs, drug products, cosmetics and medical devices unlike the former which 

includes food, bottled water and chemicals on its list. Therefore, the logical conclusion 

is that the latter Decree stands on its own. 
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The Drugs and Related Products (Registration etc. ) Decree makes it an offence 

for any drug, drug products, cosmetic or medical device to be manufactured, imported, 

exported, advertised, sold or distributed in Nigeria without being registered in 

accordance with the provisions of the Decree or regulation made 

thereunder. 43lmportation or manufacture for the purpose of registration or clinical trial 

is however allowed.44 The Decree stipulates detailed requirements for registration. 

Among other things, the agency in charge45 must satisfy itself that there is need for the 

product to be registered. 46 Issues such as quality standard, safety and efficacy must be 

taken into consideration. 47 To ensure adherence to the terms of registration, the Decree 

gives the agency power to cancel or suspend the registration of a product on any of the 

stated grounds .48 

4.5.1 Pe11alties: 

Penalties for contravention of any ·provision of the Decree or regulation are 

stipulated in section 6. In the case of an individual, he is liable to a fine not exceeding 

1>150,000 or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years or both. In the case of 

body corporate the penalty is a fine not exceeding W 100,000. 

lt can be observed that the penalties imposed by this Decree are less than those 

43 S. 1 (1) . 

44 S. 1 ( 2) . 

45 The National Agency for Food and Drug Administration 
and Control. .. S. 2 (2) (b} • 

47 S. 4 ( 1} (d) . 

48 S. 4. 
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contained in the Counterfeit and Fake Drugs (Miscellaneous Provisions ) Act. The 

disparity can be justified since offences under the Decree relate to failure to register as 

against dealings in fake, adulterated or substandard products. If the product, particularly 

drugs, is found to be fake or adulterated, the offender can be prosecuted under the Fake 

and Counterfeit Drugs Act. The question of charging under the Drugs and Related 

Products (Registration etc) Decree may not arise in this circumstance as it is unlikely that 

a manufacturer of counterfeit and fake drug may seek registration. 

4.6 The...Ilangemn.s...llrugs..Ac.t and the..National 
Ur.ugLaw...Eufon:.ement..Âgency_Act 

The Dangerous Drugs Act and the National Drug Law Enforcement Agency Act 
' 

deal with dangerous and hard drugs respectively. Drugs covered by these Acts cannot 

be regarded as defective in the sense used in this thesis .. lt is, however, relevant to refer 

to them because by their nature the y are likely to cause harm to the consumer if abused. 

Apart from the health hazards to which the consumer is exposed, numerous societal ills 

such as armed robbery, secret cuit syndrome and reckless driving are associated with 

their consumption. 

The Dangerous Drugs Act only applies to drugs defined in Parts 1 and 2 of the 

Act. These parts are to the effect that the Act applies to raw opium, coca leaves, lndian 

hemp, medicinal opium, any extract or tincture of Indian hemp, morphine and its sait, 

cocaine and the baine and its sait. A dealing in contravention of the Act attracts a penalty 

of :N2,000 or imprisonment for a term of ten years or both.4,9 

•• S.19(2). 
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The National Drug l;aw Enforcement Agency Act controls the cultivation, 

processing, sale, trafficking and use of hard drugs. The phrase "hard drugs" is not 

defined but the text of the Act shows that it refers to narcotic drugs and psychotropic 

substances. Among other functions, the agency is charged with the responsibility of co

ordinating ail drug laws and enforcement functions conferred on any person or authority 

including Ministries of the Government of the Federation.50 The agency is enjoined to 

adopt measures to eradicate illicit demand for narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances 

with a view to reducing human suffering.51 The agency is equally enjoined to collaborate 

with related governmental bodies both within and outside Nigeria.52 Far-reaching powers 

are conferred on the agency including power to detect and prevent offences in violatio11 

of the Act: to prosecute offenders and to organise enlightenment campaigns. 53 Stiff 

penalties ranging from 15 years to life imprisonment are stipulated for offences under 

the Act54 • Practical implementation and achievements under these Acts are outside the 

scope of this research. 

50 S. 3 (b) . 

51 S. 3 (d) . 

52 ' S. 3 (p) . 
,', 

53 S. 4. ' 

54 S.11. 
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4. 7 Nature of Statutocy_Lîabilicy 

The nature of liability for consumer offences can be inferred from the provisions 

of the statutes considered in this and the preceding chapters. Terminological differences 

are noticeable in the imposition of liability by these laws. While some impose liability 

on "any person" who does the prohibited acts;55 others use the phrase "no person 

shall". 56 The Food and Drugs Act, for instance, consistently uses the latter phra~e in 

relation to al! offences. 

Adubi57 expresses the view that in law, the use of "Shall" indicates that the legal 

subject is under an obligation to act in accordance with the terms of the provision. This 

cannot, however, be considered a general principle. Judicial decisions show that the 

meaning of the word "shall" depends on the context in which it is used. ln The State v 

Olori & Ors,58 the appellant contended that section 191(3) of the 1979 Constitution, by 

using the word "shall", imposed a duty on the Attorney-General to have regard to the 

public interest, the interest of justice and the need to prevent abuse of legal process. He, 

therefore, challenged his action on the ground that it was contrary to this provision. The 

Supreme Court held that the provision-conferred absolute discretion on the Attorney

General to institute or d.iscontinue action instituted by him or a private person. Adopting 

55 

56 

57 

58 

See Ss. 11, 12 and 19, Consumer Protection Decree; 
S.25 NAFDAC Decree. 

See Ss. 1-7, also 11 and 12, Food and Drugs Act; Ss. 
and 5 (1), Drugs and Related Products (Regn etc.) 
Decree. 

Adubi, c.o., Drafting and Conveyancing, (Lagos; Five 
Cowrie Publishing Company Ltd.; 1991), p.7 

[1983)2 s.c. 155. 
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the reasoning in Julius v Lord Bishop of Oxford, 59 Eso, J .S.C., stated that such words 

are merely potential and never in thernselves significant of any obligation. 60 

In Julius v. Lord Bishop of Oxford, 61 the word "shall" was used in section 3 of 

the Church Discipline Act (U .K) in relation to the powers of the bishop. It was held that 

the,provision gave the bishop the power to the act or not to act. The court interpreted 

the word as merely permissible and enabling. 62 

The foregoing not withstanding, it is generally accepted that consumer offences 

are strict liability offences. It bas been observed that " The crucial question is whether 

the elements of the prohibited act (the actus reus) have been committed, and it is 

irrelevant whether there is mens rea: that is intention, recklessness or negligence". 63 

Furthermore, it has been argued that "where the subject matter of the statute is the 

regulation for the public welfare of a particular activity .. .it can be and frequently has 

been inferred that the Iegislature intended that such activities should be carried out under 

conditions of strict liability". 64 

s, 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

(1880) 5 A.C. (H.L) 214. 

(1983) 2SC.155, at p. 187; see also LayiwoJa & Ors v. 
The_Que.en.,_ (1959) 4 FSC 119: AmaefnJe v . .The_S_t._a.t..e 
[1988]2 NWLR (pt.75) 156 where similar decisions were 
reached. 

See Earl Cairns, L.C. at p.222. 

Rose Cranstan, Consnmers and the Jru-L,- (London: 
Weidenfeld and Nicol son, 1978) p. 234. Cf criminal 
offences where there is a presumption that mens r.e.a is 
an essential ingredient. 

Per Lord Evershed in Lirn Chin Aik v. The Oneen [1963] 
A.C.160 at p. 174. 
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Mens rea may, however, be relevant in certain cases. In Sweet v. Parsely , 65 the 

court quashed the conviction of a defendant who was proved to be unaware of the 

offending act. Lord Pearce summarised the issues of mens rea as follows: 

"But one must remember that nomzally mens rea is still an 
ingredient of any offence. Before the court will dispense with 
the necessity for mens rea it has to be satisjied that Parliament 
so intended. T7ze mere absence of the word "k11owi11gly" is not 
enough. But the nature of the crime, the punishment, the 
absence of social obloquy, the particular mischief and the field 
of activity in which it occurs, and the wording of the particular 
section and its context, may show that Parliament intended that 
the act should be prevemed by p1111ishment regardless of iment 
or knowledge. "66 

But his Lordship admitted that "those who undertake various industrial and other 

ac~ivities especially where these affect the life and hea!th of the citizen, may find 

themse!ves !iable to statutory punishment regardless of knowledge or intent. 67 

This is the position under the American system. By section 402A of the 

Restatement of Torts, 2d (1965), a manufacturer is strictly liable for injuries caused by 

his product. Subject to the defences contained in section 4 (e), the Consumer Protection 

Act 1987 achieves this purpose in the United Kingdom. ln summarising the effect of this 

Act, Atiyah writes that the basic princip!e of statutory product liability under the Act is 

that any person who suffers damage, which is caused by a defective product, is entitled 

to sue the producer (and various other possible parties) without being required to prove 

fault. 68 It follows that under this Act, mens rea is not a required ingredient. The principle 

65 

66 

67 

68 

' (1970] "A.C. 132 

.Ibid., at p. 156 

.Ibid . ' 

Atiyah, P.S. The Sale of Goods..,.. 9th ed., (London: 
Pitman publi.shing, 1995) p. 232. 
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is the same in al! the Member States of the European Union which have adopted the E. U 

Council Directive on Product Liability. 69 

lt is suggested that consumer statutes in this country be interpreted as imposing 

strict liability. 70 The defences discussed in this work should be regarded as sufficient 

mitigation. 

An issue that worths mention is who bears responsibility under the statute. A 

reading through the various laws shows that Hability is imposed on the person who 

perpetuated the prohibited act. Thus a person who manufactures, sells, advertises etc. 

or in whose possession the offending product is found bears responsibility. But as earlier 

noted, such a person can show that the offence was due to the act of another person. 

Under the EngHsh law, where such a defence is successfully raised, Hability will be 

imposed on the actual offender. In Melias Ltd. v. Preston & Anor. 71 it was held that the 

words "actual offender" in section 12(b) of the Sale of Foods (Weights and Measures) 

Act, 1926 meant the person whose act or default brought about the particular 

circumstances that constituted the offence.72 On this ground the servant of the appellants, 

being the actual offender, was.held Hable. The same reasoning was followed in Tesco 

Supermarket Ltd. v. Nattrass73 where .the defendants were held not Hable for the unlawful 

acts of their manager. 

69 

70 

n 

72 

73 

85/374/EEC. France is the only country yet to 
introduce legislation in line with the directive. See 
Atiyah, .op .ait.., at p. 231. 

To the knowledge of this researcher there is no local 
decision on this point. 

[1957] 2 Q.B. 380 

Ibid., at p. 387. 

[1972] A.C. 153 
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·A col).trary decision was reached in Copp.en v. Moore (No.2)74 involving false 

trade description. There the court emphasised that in the circumstances, the legislature 

intended to fix criminal responsibility upon the master for acts done by his servant in the 

course of his employment, although such acts were not authorised by the master, and 

might even have been expressly prohibited by him. 75 The same principle was followed 

in Qualit)(..Dairies (York)_Lld v. Pedle~76 where the appellants contended that their sub

contractors, being the actual offenders, should be penalised. This contention was rejected 

by the court. It was rightly observed that if the contention were right no limited company 

could ever be convicted of the offence since a limited company can only act through its 

servants. 

Apart from judicial decisions, the issue of offencepmmitted by bodies corporate 

is also dealt with by statutes. For instance, séction 17(2) of the Food and Drugs Act 

provides that where an offence under the Act committed by a body corporate is proved 

to have been committed with the consent or connivance of, or to be attributable to any 

neglect on the part of, any director, manager, secretary or other similar officer of the 

body corporate, or any other person purporting to act in any such capacity, he, as well 

as the body corporate, shall be deemed to be guilty of the offence and shall be liable to 

be proceeded against and punished accordingly. 77 

74 

75 

76 

77 

It is not clear why liability should be limited to the officers named by the 

[1898] 2 Q.B. 306. 

Ibid., at p. 312. 

[1952] 1 K.B. 275. 

See Ss. 7&15 of the Drugs and Related Products (Regn. 
etc.)Decree and the Standards Organisation of Nigeria 
Act respectively for similar provisions. 
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provisions. It is common knowledge that offences in this case may be committed by 

junior officers of a body corporate. Perhaps the explanation can be found in the logic that 

the named officers, by their status, take decisions for the company. In the words of 

Denning, L.J., they are the "directing mind and will of the company" .78 But it is 

arguable that a better result will be achieved if liability is solely imposed on the body 

corporate irrespective of the status of the person whose act or default caused the offence. 

This will save the prosecution the burden of having to pinpoint the officer responsible 

for a particular offence. The body corporate on its part will not be prejudiced because 

laws on consumer protection are regarded "as creating vicariO\JS criminal liability" .79 The 

effect of judicial decisions is that such liability may be imposed irrespective of the status 

of the officer concerned. 80 

4.8 Remedies 

A breach of a statutory provision may result in injury to person or property. The 

question is whether a victim of such breach can recover damages for injuries suffered 

therefrom. The issue appears controversial particularly where there is no statutory 

provision in a particular case. In Square v. Mode! Dairies (Bournemouth) Ltd., 81 the 

plaintiff and some members of his family were infected with typhoid fever as a result of 

the consumption of the milk su pp lied by the defendants. They sued for breach of the 

78 

79 

80 

81 

Bol ten (En.gi neeri ngl Co v. T..._,T Graham & Bona [1959] 
1 Q.B. 159; 172. 

Ross Cranston, C.ons.umers and the________Law_,_ (London 
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1978) p. 266. 

C.o.pp.en v. Moore (No 2) ; Qnality Dairies (Yorkl I,td . 
Ped l ey ,_ p . 118 supra_._ 

[1939] 2 K.B. 365 
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Food and Drugs (Adulteration) Act, 1~8 (U.K.). lt was held that as the duty under that 

Act was enforceable by a fine exigible in criminal proceedings, and as it did not appear 

on the construction of the Act that that should not be the only available remedy, none of 

the plaintiffs could maintain a civil action for damages for breach of the statutory duty. 82 

It can be deduced from the judgement of Slesser, L.J. that the refusai to allow a 

claim for the breach was informed by the fact that the Sale of Goods Act 1893 adequately 

covered the plaintiffs' case. There is no doubt that a different decision would have been 

reached in a different situation. Thus the court in the instant case approved the principle 

applied in Groves v Lord Wimbourne83 but distinguished the case from the present. In 

Groves the issue was the breach of section 82 of the Factory Workshop Act, 1878. As 

it were, no other statu te provided remedy for an injured employee. The plaintiff' s case 

succeeded as according to the court, the purpose of the statute was to compel an 

employer to perform certain statutory duties in favour of his employees. 

The above controversy !oses significance where there is specific statutory 

provision. This is the case with some statutes. Thus under the repealed Consumer 

Protection Act 1961 (U .K.), a breach of any of the provisions was actionable by the 

injured person. 84 The position is the same under the Consumer Protection Act 1987 

(U.K.). 85 This contrasts with the Medicines Act 1968 and the Fair Trading Act 1973 

82 

83 

84 

85 

Monk V.~ [1935] 1 K.B 75, applied. 

[1898] 2 Q.B. 402. 

S. 3(1); See also S. 6(1), Consumer Safety Act, 1978. 

See Ss. 2 & 5. This Act repealed and replaced the 
Consumer Protection act 1961 and the Consumer Safety 
Act 1978. 
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(U.K). Civil action in respect of any breach is prohibited by these Acts. 86 

In Nigeria, prior to the promulgation of the Consumer Protection Council Decree, 

the only statutes that provided remedy for an injured consumer were the Sale of Goods 

Laws of varions States. Under these laws which had their origin in the English Sale of 

Goods Act of 1893, a consumer-purchaser could claim for the breach of any of the 

implied terms. This remedy was not available to a non-buyer whose only remedy was 

action in negligence. 

The Consumer Protection Council Decree appears to have improved the position 

of the consumer. Under this Decree, one of the functions of the Council is to cause an 

offending company to compensate an injured consumer. 87 In addition, the State 

Committees are empowered to recommend to the Council the payment of compensation 

to an affected person. 88 It is further provided that the consumer shall, in addition to the 

redress which the State Committee, subject to the approval of the Council may impose, 

have a right of civil action for compensation or restitution in any competent court. 89 

Section 13(1) deals with compensation order. By this section a court by or before 

which a person is convicted of an offence may in addition to dealing with such person 

in any other way, make an order requiring the person to pay compensation for any 

persona! in jury, loss or damage resulting from that offence. This provision, which is 

equivalent to section 35 of the Powers of Criminal Courts Act 1973 (U.K.), is of 

86 

87 

" 

" 

See Ss. 133 (2) (a) & 26 (a) respecti vely. On this 
point, see John Mickleburgh, Consumer Protectjon, 
(Abingdon, Oxon; Professional books, 1979),p.316 

S. 2(d). 

S.S(c). 

S. 8. 
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immense benefit to a conswner who may not afford a civil action against an offender. lt 

is not, however, certain whether the power of the courts in this regard is confined to 

offences un der the Decree or can be exercised in other cases. Section 13 ( 1) refers to "an 

offence" and not "an offence under the Decree". The former is wider in scope and can 

be used by a zealous court to grant compensation for offences outside the Decree. 

The relationship between sections 8 and 13(1) is not clear. ls a person who bas 

been compensated by virtue of section 8 also entitled to a compensation order under 

section 13? This could not have been the intendment of the legislature. 

A question that may be asked is the nature of offences that may entitle a consumer 

to a claim. The Consumer Protection Council Decree is the only statute that makes 

relevant provisions in this regard. But some uncertainties are created. For instance, 

under section 8(a) a person can make a claim if his "right has been violated". The section 

does not say how a person's right may be violated. The issue is thus subjected to the 

discretion of the Council or State Committee. On the other hand, section 8(d) talks about 

a wrong "causing injury or Joss to the consumer". The implication is that a consumer can 

only claim if there is injury to person or property. This is also the effect of section 13(1). 

In the United Kingdom, injury to person or property is required. This can be 

inferred from sections 2 and 5 of the Consumer Protection Act 1987. Thus by section 2, 

a person is liable for a damage caused by his product. Section 5 defines damage as "death 

or persona! injury or any Joss of or damage to any property (including land)". But 

damage to the product itself is excluded.90 

There is justification in confining compensation in consumer offences to cases 

involving injury to person or property. Statutory regulations are concerned with safety 

90 .Ibid., S. 5(2). 
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of products. If a. product is safe but otherwise substandard, a buyer should take up a civil 

action against the seller. There is little justification for seeking protection for a non

buyer in this case. In appropriate cases, action can be taken by the persan from whom 

he got the product. At any rate, to extend liability to this area will create an unnecessary 

burden on the courts. This is because there is no contract which will serve as a yardstick 

for determining the rights of the parties. 

4.9 SUllllllary 

The foregoing analysis reveals that the law adequately contrais dealings in drugs. 

But like the case of laws considered in the preceding chapter, implementation of the 

statutory provisions remains a problem. Despite statutory prohibition, sale of drugs in 

prohibited places bas continued unabated. 

As regards patent and proprietary medicines, this research shows that dealers 

stock bath over-the-counter and prescription drugs. Also, contrary to the law, 

prescription drugs are sold without prescription by most dealers inc)uding registered 

pharmacists. 

The conclusion is that drug laws in the country are largely redundant. 
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Most human activities involve one form of standardization or another. In most 

cases standards are applied unconsciously. A bouse wife who carefully selects her 

ingredients and determines the quantity of each may not know that she is applying a 

standard. In general terms, standards evolve from past experiences. 

The International Standards Organisation (ISO) defines the term "standardization" 

as a process of formulating and applying mies for an orderly approach to a specific 

activity for the benefit and with the co-operation of ail concerned, and in particular for 

the promotion of optimum overall economy taking due account of functional conditions 

and safety requirements. 1 The term has also been explained to mean a conscious effort 

of man to simplify things, reduce unwanted variety and create order. 2 From the above 

definitions, it can be deduced that standardization denotes a system of contrai of methods 

of production as well as products. Its major aim is to ensure that only good quality and 

safe products are put into the market. 

In Nigeria, the body responsible for standardization of methods and products is 

the Standards Organization of Nigeria (SON). This body was established by Decree No. 

56 of 1971,3 which has witnessed successive amendments.4 

SON Journal, Vol. 1, No 5, July-Sept., 1990 at p .14. 

Pollit R.G., SON Journal, QU. cit., p. 15. 

Now cap.412, Laws of the Fedcration of Nigeria, 1990. 

See DN 20, 1976; DN 32,1984, DN 18, 1990. 
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5.2 Eunctions_ancl.Blw.eLUlf_the_(}rganisation 

Functions of the Nigerian Standards Organisation include the following: 

(a) to organise tests and do everything necessary to ensure compliance with standards 

designated and approved by the Council; 

(b) to undertake investigations as necessary into the quality of facilities, materials 

and products in Nigeria, and establish a quality assurance system including 

certification of factories. 

(c) to ensure reference standards for calibration and verification of measures and 

measuring instruments; 

(d) to compile an inventory of products requiring standardisation; 

(e) to coordinate ail activities relating to its functions throughout Nigeria and to co

operate with corresponding national or international organisations in such fields 

of activity as it considers necessary with a view to securing uniformity in 

standards specifications; and 

(t) to undertake any other activity likely to assist in the performance of the functions 

imposed on it under the Act. 

For an effective performance of the above functions, the Act confers some 

powers on the organisation and its functionaries. By section 13, the Director

General and any other authorised officer; 

(a) shall have a right of access at ail times to any building or other premises where 

an industrial or commercial undertaking is being carried on, and 

(b) may by notice in writing served on any person carrying on an industrial or 

commercial undertaking require that persan to furnish in such form as he may 

direct, information on such matters as may be specified by him. 
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The Director-General or any other officer of the organisation is also empowered 

to make test purchases of goods for the purpose of determining compliance with set 

standards. 5 The organisation equally enjoys the power to make rules not inconsistent 

with the Act for the general and efficient conduct of its functions. 6 

5 .3 The_Standai:ds_Council 

The Standards Council of Nigeria is the governing body of the Standards 

Organisation of Nigeria (SON).7 As provided in section 2 and the schedule, the Council 

consists of seventeen members appointed by the Minister 8 with the Director-General of 

the Federal Ministry of Industries as Chairman. Amongst others, the Council comprises 

one representative from the Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Water Resources; 

Defence; Health; Trade and Tourism; Transport; and Works and Housing. Other 

representatives are from the University Education and Research; Chambers of 

Commerce; Industries and Mines; Engineering Consultation Services; Processing and 

Manufacturing lndustry; Construction Industries; Employers Associations and Consumer 

Associations. Right from inception, the composition of the Council has been in line with 

this statutory requirement. 9 

lt is seen from this composition that the public and private sectors are duly 

represented. The wide representation ensures co-operation of related minis tries. For 

S. 17. 

S. 18(1). 

S. 2 . 

Minister of Industries S.19 

See Annual Reports of various years. 
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example, SON claims that publicity of its activities is aided by the fact that the 

representative of the Federal Ministry of Information normally serves as the chairman 

of the publicity committee. 10 

5.3.1 Fu11ctio11s of the Cou11cil: 

Functions of the council as contained in section 3 of the Act are to: 

(a) advise the Federal Government generally on 'the national policy on standards, 

standards specifications, quality contrai and metrology; 

(b) designate, establish and approve standards in respect of metrology, materials, 

commodities, structures and processes for the certification of products in 

commerce and industry throughout Nigeria; 

(c) provide the necessary measures for quality contrai of raw materials and products 

in conformity with the standard specifications; 

(d) determine the overall policy of the organisation, in particular with regard to the 

financial, operational, and administrative programmes of the organisation and to 

ensure the implementation of the said policy; and 

(e) carry out other functions imposed on it under the Act or any other written law. 

5.4 MiuisteriaLContr.ol 

The Minister of Industries exercises some measure of contrai over the activities 

of the Standards Organisation of Nigeria (SON). The Director-General who is the Chief 

Executive of the organisation is appointcd by 1 he presidcnt on the rccommendation of the 

10 SON Progress Report 1974, p. 11. 
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Minister. 11 In addition, the minister is empowered to give to the council directives of 

a general character or relating generally to particular matters with regard to the exercise 

of its functions. lt shall be the duty of the council to carry out such directives. 12 

Furthermore, the organisation is required to give to the Minister, such information and 

returns relating to its activities as he may from time to time, require. 13 

The Minister is equally empowered to declare some established standards 

mandatory. This power is exercisable·on the recommendation of the council. 

These ministerial contrais serve as checks on the activities of the organisation. 

In particular, the duty to give information and returns makes it possible for the Minister 

to monitor the activities of the organisation. ln practice, in addition to any other 

information or return that may be required during the year, the Standards Organisation 

of Nigeria participates in the Ministerial National Briefing. This is done along with other 

Federal Ministries and extra-ministerial departments. 

5.5 illfencetllnd.edhe Act 

(a) illferu:etlelating_to_Standards..:. 

Section 11(1) makes it an offence for any persan, other than the permitted 

manufacturer, 14 to sell or expose for the purpose of sale or advertisement, any material 

or document on or in which is portrayed: 

(i) an industrial standard in any way resembling or purporting to be any of the 

11 S. 1(4) DN 18, 1990. 

S.3(2). l2 

13 

14 

S. lA (2) DN 18, 1990. 

A manufacturer permitted by the Council to use the 
special certification mark. Ss 10(1) & 19 
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Nigeria Industrial Standards established in pursuance of the Act; or 

(ii) a certification mark resembling or purporting ta be a certification mark issued in 

pursuance of the Act. 

A breach of this provision attracts a fine not exceeding N 1,000 or imprisonment 

for a period not exceeding one year or such fine and imprisonment. 

It is seen from this provision that an offence is only committed where a standard 

or certification mark is falsely portrayed on a product exposed or advertised for sale. 

Non-compliance with an established standard peLSe is not an offence except where the 

standard is mandatory. 

(b) Dffences Relating_to...Mandatory_Standards 

-Section 12(4)15 imposes a duty on every manufacturer of any item in respect of 

which a mandatory standard has been declared, ta ensure that the item complies with the 

said standard. A duty is also imposed on the seller. By paragraph (b), any persan who 

sells, or is involved in the sale of an item knowing that it does not comply with such 

standard, shall be guilty of an offence under the Act. 

Penalties for failure ta comply are as follows: In the case of a manufacturer, a 

fine oot less than NS0,000 but not exceeding N 100,000 or imprisorunent for a tl!rm not 

exceeding five years or such fine and imprisonment. Penalty in the case of a seller is a 

fine not less than NS,000 but not exceeding NI0,000 or imprisonment for a term not 

exceeding two years or bath. 16 

15 

16 

As amended by DN 18 of 1990. 

Cf. the position before the amendment. Only the 
manufacturer was liable and the penalty was Nl0,000 or 
a term not exceeding one year or bath. 
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(c) Oifences...RelatingJ:oJnfarmation 

For the purpose of carrying out the functions of the organisation, the Director

General and any other authorised officer is empowered to request for information from 

any persan carrying on an industrial or commercial undertaking in this country. 17 Failure 

to furnish the required information attracts a penalty of four hundred naira or 

imprisonment for a period not exceeding six months or bath. Supply of false information 

is an offence attracting a penalty of two hundred naira or imprisonment for a period not 

exceeding three months or bath. 18 

It is also an offence to wilfully obstruct, assault or resist any officer of the 

organisation in the lawful execution of his duty. A breach is punishable by a fine of two 

hundred naira or imprisonment for a period not exceeding three months or bath. 19 

5.6 Ilcfences 

No defences are provided for the offcnces under the Act. The reason for this 

omission is not clear. A defence is in fact necessary especially as regards the seller. 

Thus if a seller proves ignorance of non-compliance and discloses the name of the 

manufacturer, he should be exonerated. 20 This will protect an innocent seller who may 

not have the necessary skill and expertise to determine the technical issue of compliance 

with standards .. Perhaps, one can argue that the word "knowing" in section I2(4)(b) 

17 

18 

19 

20 

S. 13. 

S. 14(1) 7(2) 

S. 14(3), see also S. 15 for offences committed by 
bodies corporate. 

This is the position under the Food and Drug Act. See 
S.18 
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stated above implies that Jack ofknowledge of non-compliance is a defence for the seller. 

To avoid uncertainty, an express provision on this is necessary. As regards the 

manufacturer, a defence is not necessary, since, being the actual offender, be cannot 

claim ignorance of the Jaw. 

So far, our findings are that no person bas been convicted for non-compliance 

with mandatory standard. This may not be evidence of strict compliance by persons 

concerned. Rather, as disclosed by this research, it'is a reflection of an ineffective 

enforcement system. 

The table below shows the result of our survey on the extent of compliance with 

the Standard on Road Vehicles which is a mandatory standard. 

Table 5.1 The Standard on Road Vehicles: Requirements for Passenger Cars 
specifies that the following accessories must be available in every 
passenger car. Kindly tick the ones available in your car. 

Accessories Yes % No % 

Firc extinguishcr 65 63.7 37 36.3 

Safety belt 80 78.4 22 21.6 

Head rest 73 71.6 29 28.4 

Adjustablc front seat 94 92.2 8 7.8 

Collapsible stcerine 12 11.8 90 39.2 

Laminated windscreen 62 60.8 40 39.2 

Windscreen Demister 29 28.4 73 71.6 

Wind screen washer 85 83.3 17 16.7 

Sun visor 90 88.2 12 11.8 

Rc.ar window sun visor 23 22.5 79 77.5 

Fender flans 25 24.5 77 75.5 

Dual circuit braking system 78 76.5 24 23.5 

Spare tvre 102 100 - -

Warning triangular retlector 64 62.7 38 37.3 
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Acccssories Yes % No % 

Radio Set 80 78.4 22 21.6 

Ash trav 89 87.3 13 12.7 

Clock 55 53.9 47 46.1 

Air Conditioning system 18 17.6 84 82.4 

Insulation and ceiline 96 94.2 6 5.8 

Cigarette Liehter 44 43.1 58 56.9 

Tools 93 91.2 9 8.8 

Collapsible choke 22 21.6 80 78.4 

Floor coverine 63 61.8 39 38.2 

Engine sump protector 83 81.4 19 18.6 

Parking brake svstem 81 79.4 21 20.6 

Anti-rust protection 18 17.6 84 82.4 

Bumoers 98 96.1 4 3.9 

Registration number 100 98.0 2 2.0 

The above table shows that out of the 28 accessories covered by this 

questioIU1aire, 100.0 % compliance level was recorded with respect to only one 

accessory, namely, spare tyre. This is to be expected because many motorists regard 

spare tyre as imperative since they may be stranded without it. The next accessory in the 

order of compliance is registration number which recordcd 98.0%. In fact the two 

negative responses concerned vehicles with old registration numbers. The high Ievel of 

compliance in this case can be explained on the ground that cars without registration 

numbers are not allowed to ply the roads by the. vehicle inspection officers. Other 

accessories that recorded high degrees of compliance are bumpers 96 .1 % , insulation and 

ceiling 94.2 % , adjustable front seat 92.2 % , tools - 9.2 % and sun visor 88.2 % These are 

accessories which motorists find absolutely necessary. The high degrees of compliance 

in these cases can, therefore, be explained on the ground of necessity and notas evidence 

of intention to comply with the legal requirements. A reverse argument can be made as 
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regards accessories with low compliance levels. Such accessories are seen as mere 

luxuries and not of absolute necessity. This explains why collapsible steering recorded 

the Iowest Ievel of 11. 8 % . This is followed by air conditioning system 17. 6 % , anti-rust 

protection -17. % , collapsible choke- 21.6; and fender flaps- 24.5 % . The result of this 

survey is that the issue of compliance depends on the persona! discretion of each 

motorist. Almost every rnotorist interviewed displayed ignorance of the existence of the 

standard under consideration. The implication is that the issue of compliance is not 

influenced by Iaw but by other factors. Prominent reasons given by most respondents 

for non-compliance are inadequate funds and the luxury nature of some of the 

accessories. 

The over-all result of this survey is that the mandatory standards of the Standards 

Organisations of Nigeria are not enforced. The average compliance Ievel with the 

standard under consideration is 63. 8 per cent. This is evidence of weak enforcement 

system. It is suggested that rather than specify excessive standards which will be 

impossible to comply with, the Standards Organisation of Nigeria should concern itself 

with accessories that make for safety ofmotorists. Accessories such as air- conditioning 

system and radio sets corne under the former group. Those that make for safety should 

be enforced to the Ietter. 

5. 7 Standardisation Activities 

As earlier noted, the main functions of SON are to standardise methods and 

products in industries throughout Nigeria and to ensure compliance with Government 

policy on standardisation. Specifically section 4(1)(d) enjoins the organisation to compile 

an inventory of products requiring standardisation. This provision implies that it is not 
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manda tory to standardise ail products. 

In carrying out the function of standardisation, the organisation is guided by some 

laid down rules and principles. First, there must be a strong conviction as to the 

significance of the proposed standard to the national economy. Also, "apart from 

ensuring that such standards meet the actual state of local domestic production 

capabilities .. .it is important that they do not tend to obstrue! technological progress and 

the creative morale of the manufacturer or those engaged in the improvement of the 

products being standarclised". 21 This agrees with the view of an ex-president of the 

International Standards Organisation (ISO), Mr. I. Yamashita22 who stresses the 

importance of standards arriving neither tao soon nor too late. "Experience bas shown", 

he says, " that new technologies require a certain time to mature before standardization 

can serve a useful purpose, and that at certain stage the need for standardisation becomes 

a determining factor in further practical development". As observed by the SON's 

Director ofMetrology, Mr. F. P. A. Obi,23 standards are established to keep pace with 

industrial development as it would be both wasteful and futile establishing standards that 

would not be put into use by anybody. 

In line with the above principles, SON bas since inccption, establishcd many 

standards covering a wide range of products and methods. At present, there are a total 

of 300 standards in existence covering products from ail sectors of the Nigerian 

21 

22 

23 

Pollit R.G., SON Journal, Vol 1, No. 5, July-Sept ., 
1990 pp.15&16. 

Referred to in SON News_Bullet:in, Vol 1, No. 1, March 
1988 p. 28. 

SON, Journal, Vol. 1 No. 7. Jan-March, 1993, p.9 
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economy.24 

SON determines priority areas for standardisation through consumer complaints, 

company demands, council directives and safety considerations. Standards may also be 

established to aid manufacturers to attain excellence and satisfy public expectations. This 

is particularly the case where there is an unprecedented increase in demand with 

attendant temptation to undermine quality. An illustrative case is that of standard on 

motor vehicles. With the increase in demand for locally assembled cars, SON, in the 

early 1980s came out with varions standards on motor vehicles.25 In particular, the Road 

Vehicles: Requirements for Passenger Cars26 was formulated in order to reduce the then 

existing wide variations in the number and quality of accessories installed in passenger 

cars.27 The same consideration informed the establishment of some standards on cables.28 

5.8 J:>rocerlui:esïo~.cscribing-8tandards 

Prescription of standards follows laid down statutory provisions and practice 

evolved by the Standards Organisation of Nigeria (SON) over the years. 

shall: 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Section 8 pro vides that before establishing any industrial standards, the council 

SON, catalogue, 1997, p. 10. 

NIS 100; 1980; NIS 127 1981; NIS 128 1981; NIS 148 
1982; NIS 145 1983. 

NIS 127 1981. 

SON Progress Report 1981, p. 11. 

Standard on Raw Copper for Electrical Use; Standard on 
Conductors in Insulated Cables; and Standard on 
Wrought Aluminium for Use as Electrical Conductors in 
Insulated Cables. 
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(a) inform ail parties having, in its opinion, substantial interests in the industrial 

standard in question; 

(b) thereafter constitute a committee to inquire into ail the relevant aspects of the 

matter and make report thereon. 

In constituting the said committee, the council is obligated to ensure as wide a 

representation as possible.29 The wide composition is to ensure a consensus and create 

a forum for the utilization of various skills and expertise. 

SON follows the statutory provisions stated above and internationally accepted 

standards elaboration methods. In general, a request for a new standard may be made to 

SON by a manufacturer or any other interest group or individual. The SON on its own, 

may also initiate a standard. 

Next the organisation considers the usefulness of the proposed standard to the 

national economy. SON technical officers then collate relevant data from technical 

literature, la bora tory results and factory inspections. A comprehensive draft is prepared 

for deliberation of an elected teclmical committee. 

In line with statutory requirement, SON tries to balance the membership of the 

technical conm1ittee. As noted by a one-time Director-General of the organisation, Col. 

R.G. Pollit, SON technical committees tend to comprise approximately, one third of total 

membership from each of the following groups: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

20 

producers and suppliers of the materials, product or equipment concerned; 

statutory authorities, government departments and private consumer intercsts; and 

the general interest, including rescarch, academic as well as professional 

S.8(2). 
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bodies. 30 

After reviewing the preliminary draft, the technical committee prepares a draft 

which is circulated for public comments. 31 Thereafter, a final draft is prepared for 

councils' s approval. 

5.9 Contcnts_of..Standar.ds 

Contents of a standard depend on the nature of the subject matter involved. 

Matters such as weight, dimension, pressure, size, resistance, sampling and test 

methods, permitted additives and preservatives, labelling, storage conditions and level 

of relevant ingredients may be covered. Some ingredients specified may be declared 

mandatory while ot~ers may be optional. In al! cases, the standard prescribed by SON 

is regarded as the minimum national quality requirement. A company standard may 

exceed this. In fact, in some advanced countries where patronage is determined by 

market forces, the ambition of an average manufacturer is to exceed the national 

standard. An examination of some standards will give an insight into the contents of 

standards. 

(a) Earafftn~x..Candles:_N1S_2..4:_19-72. 

The standard on paraffin wax candks which was first published in 1973 and 

revised in 1979 covers table and celebration candies. The standard specifies materials 

that shall be used for the manufacture of candies. Thcse are paraffin wax, stearic acid, 

wick and dyes. Sorne general requirements an: also specitïed. It is stated that candies 

30 

31 

SON Journal, Vol. 1, No. 5, July-Sept. 1990 p.17. 

Investigation reveals that public comments in this 
regard take the form of circular letters to 
manufacturers of the product in question for comments. 
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shall be: 

(a) glossy, white or coloured; shall not melt, stick together or crack in storage; 

(b) free from air bubbles and moisture; and 

(c) straight, each with a properly finished taper and with a fiat-base which allows the 

càndle to stand upright. 

It is further provided that the base shall be whole without recess or hole; the wick shall 

be insulated from air and shall have no after-glow; and that celebration candies may be 

spirally fluted. Other requirements include, weight, wick size, candie diameter, 

solubility, deformation and burning time. Packaging, marking, sampling and test 

methods are also specified. Tables and appendices are used to denote the specifics of 

some vital requirements. For example, minimum burning time for table candies is 

between 1.25 and 5.?5 hours depending on the size. That of the celebration candies is 

between 8 and 10 minutes. 

b. Liquid Milk· NIS 31 · 1974 

The Nigerian Standard for liquid milk deals with fresh and condensed milk. 

Different requirements are stipulated but only those on condensed milk shall be 

considered here. 

Condensed milk is defined as milk which has been concentrated by the removal 

of part of its water, with or without the addition of sugar. 

It is required that the fat in condensed milk shall be milk fat; and the total sugar 

(sucrose and/or dextrose) content shall not be Jess than 42 per cent weight. The standard 

specifies the percentage of milk fat and milk solids to which condensed milk shall 

conform. Maximum levels of permitted stabilisers are also specified. Permitted additives 

are vitamins A and D and nutritional minerais such as calcium. Methods of sampling and 
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analysis are indicated. Labelling requirements are as follows; 

(a) net weight of content; 

(b) minimum milk fat content; 

(c) equivalent volume of fresh milk; 

(li) alilieli vitamins anli minerais anli thdr respective quantilics; 

(e) appropriate designation, e.g. unsweetened full creamed condensed milk or 

evaporated milk; and 

(t) date of manul'acturc. 

c. Road Vehicles: Requirernents_for Passenger Cars: NIS; 127: 1981 

The Road Vehicles: Requirement for Passenger Cars which is a mandatory 

standard covers specifications for ail passenger cars imported, manufactured or 

assembled in Nigeria for general use on Nigerian roads. 

It is required that ail passenger cars shall be equipped with the following: tire 

extinguisher, safety belts, head rests, adjustahlc front scats, collapsihlc stccring, 

laminated windscreen, demister, windscreen washer, sun visors, rear window sun visor, 

fender !laps, dual circuit braking system, spare tyre and warning triangular retlectors. 

The following accessories are also specified, viz: radio set, ash trays, a built-in 

clock, an effective air-conditioning system, an insulating material up-holsll!rcd on to the 

ceiling and cigarette lighter. 

Further, all passengcr cars shall be cquippeli with a wheel replacement kit 

including a jack: service spanner for the battery; spark plug replacement tools; a set of 

screw drivers and combination pliers. 

Other requirements include, collapsible cho}'-1?Jloor covering, engine sump 

protector, parking brake system, anti-rust protection; bumpers and registration number. 
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Lighting requirements such as driving beams, direction indicators, reverse lights, hazard 

lights, and rear view mirrors are also stipulated. 

This standard uses the word "shall" with respect to ail the above requirements. 

This in Iaw may connote compulsion depending on the context in which it is used. 32 It 

is not however stated who is to fulfil the specified obligations. Perhaps common sense 

approach should be adopted to determine the accessories that are under the 

manufacturer's scope of duty to provide. The duty as regards others will then be borne 

by the owner of the vehicle. But it appears that with the exception of registration 

number, the manufacturer bears the primary duty of providing al! other specifications. 33 

The secondary duty of replacement is borne by the owner. 

A reading through various standards reveals that while some are technical in 

nature and may only be comprehended by experts, others are Jess technical and may be 

comprehended by any literate persan. But in almost al! cases, the test method for 

compliance requires technical knowledge. It follows that the issue of compliance can only 

be determined by experts. This means that an interested consumer must seek the services 

of an expert. Because of the financial involvement, many consumers may not be kcen to 

undertake such projects unless a persona! interest is involved. The duty of enforcement 

consequently lies on SON or the affected manufacturer. 

32 

33 

See S.up:i:a.~,- pp. 114 & 115 for a detailed discussion 
of this principle. 

A person who buys a vehicle without some of the 
specified accessories can be taken to have assumed the 
duty of providing them. This means that he as well as 
the manufacturer should be held liable. 
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5.10 Review of Standards 

Section 8(4) provides that the council shall, in order to ensure that any industrial 

standard established under the Act is still appropriate, have it reviewed from time to time 

and at least not Jess than once in every three years. 

Review of standard may be prompted by consumer complaints, defects discovered 

through factory inspections and the need to keep abreast with technological advancement. 

Statistics of standards reviewed by SON for a selected period of seven years are as 

follows: 

TABLE 5.2: Statistics of Standards Reviewcd from 1989 to 1995. 

Year No. of Standards Reviewed 

1989 None 

1990 None 

1991 57 

1992 14 

1993 None 

1994 16 

1995 14 

Source: Son Annual Reports, 1989-1995 

Despite stanitory requirements, it does not appear essential that every standard 

must be reviewed at three-yearly interval. If a standard remains capable of fulfilling its 

intended purpose and continues to stand the test of time, there is no reason why it should 

be subjected to review within such a short period. The huge financial outlay and energy 

involved in financing and re-constituting the technical committee do not justify such 

effort. Review of standards should be based on the same reasons for standardisation, 

namely, consumer complaints, observed product defects and safety considerations. 
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Efforts of SON should be directed to areas where no standards exist as well as 

enforcement of existing standards. 

ln practice, the organisation generally adheres to the legal requirement on this 

issue. Standards are also reviewed as frequently as the need arises. 34 

5.11 .C ertificationMarlting.Si:heme 

One of the methods used by SON in implementing established standards is the 

certification marking scheme. 35 This is a scheme whereby the Nigerian Industrial 

Standard (NIS) certificate is awarded to a manufacturer who has met the pre-requisites.36 

The scheme can be regarded as an implementation of the statutory obligation on SON "to 

undertake investigations as necessary into the quality of facilities, materials and products 

in Nigeria, and establish a quality assurance system including certification of factories, 

products and laboratories. 37 

34 

35 

36 

37 

See SON Annua.L..Repor.l:., 1995, p. 13. 

According to the International Organisation for 
Standardisation (ISO) certification mark is a third 
party system of determining conformity with products 
through initial testing and assessment of a factory 
quality management system and its acceptance followed 
by surveillance that takes into account the factory 
management system and the testing of samples from the 
factory and open market. See Directory of Certified 
Quality Product 1990/91, p.13. 

Similar schemes. exist in other countries giving rise 
to the following foreign nationa_l marks: BSI (Kite 
mark) for Britain, DIN for Germany, K.B.S. for Kenya, 
S.A.S. for Saudi Arabia, JIS for Japan, BIS for India, 
K.S. for Korea, S.A. for Australia, G.S. for Ghana, 
S.L.S. for Sri Lanka (Ceylan), N.F. for France and 
ANSI/ASTM for U.S.A. - SON News Bulletin Vol.,1. No. 
1, March, 1988, p.12. 

8. 4 (1) (b) . 
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It is an offence for a persan other than the permitted manufacturer to use the NIS 

certification mark. 38 lt is equally an offence for any imported goods to carry the NIS 

logo. The logo is meant only for products manufactured in this country. 

SON operates the third party certification system No.5 in assessing the quality 

of locally made goods. This involves type-setting and assessment of quality contrai and 

its acceptance, followed by surveillance that takes into account the audit of factory 

quality contrai and testing of samples from factory and open market.39 

Product certification involves series of steps by bath the manufacturer and the 

SON. First, the scheme is introduced to the product manufacturer by SON Quality 

Inspectors during normal routine factory inspection visits.4° The manufacturer then 

voluntarily applies to SON for permit to use the mark on his product. 

Next, SON engages in series of systematic inspections of the product factory and 

laboratory tests of product samples randomly selected. This is to determine whether the 

manufacturer uses acceptable production methods capable of producing products that will 

conform to relevant standards. 

The final step involves surveillance inspections. Samples of the procluct are 

periodically 41 taken from either the production line, factory stores or the open market. 

for laboratory investigation.42 This is to ensure that certified products do not 

3B 

" 
40 

41 

42 

S. 11. 

See SON Journal, Vol. 1, No. 6, July-Sept. 1992, p. 4. 

This research reveals that a manufacturer may on its 
own apply without any prompting by SON. 

This is done quarterly. 

See "The NIS Certification Mark" a pamphlet published 
by SON for details of procedure for certification. 
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subsequently fall below standard. 

A manufacturer to whom the NIS certificate is granted is free to display it on his 

product. It is valid for one year and renewable by the process of revalidation. 

SON has formulated detailed requirements for the grant of the NIS certificate.43 

Among others, the manufacturer shall provide an inspection system capable of producing 

objective evidence that finished product meets the quality requirements of the Nigerian 

lndustrial Standard. The system will be considered acceptable when, as a maximum, it 

provides for the detection and removal of non-conforming material, either prior to or at 

the latest stage of fabrication, manufacture or other processes where a characterislic"4 can 

be observed and measured. 

Also, prior to the commencement of the work, the manufacturer must have and 

maintain a written inspection plan which describes his inspection system for each item. 

The plan shall include the following: 

(a) a schedule showing anticipated dates and quantities of production; 

(b) a flow chat illustrating each last point inspection45 and its relative location in the 

production cycle; 

(c) a description of the inspection methods for each last point inspection; 

(d) qualifications of inspection personnel; and 

(e) inspection records. 

43 

44 

45 

SON: Requirements for the Certification Mark ('NIS' 
MARK), 1989. 

Any measurable or observable property of material, 
product, procedure or process, Ibid... , p. 4. 2. 2. 

Inspection necessary to demonstrate conformance to SON 
requirement conducted prior to or at the latest stage 
of the production cycle at which characteristics can 
be observed and measured. Ibid_,. p. 4. 2. 6. 
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A duty is imposed on the manufacturer to make available to SON, documents for 

inspection, calibrated inspection equipment and a list of ail contracted materials on which 

ail pertinent quality characteristics cannot be inspected at the factory premises. The 

manufacturer is equally obligated to subject ail finished products to final inspection to 

ensure compliance with SON requirements. 

Given the stringency of the above requirements, it is arguable that only well

established companies may qualify for the award. This is because they are the only oncs 

that may boast of such in-plant quality control system as described in the specifications. 

A manufacturer is, however, allowed to make use of his own or any other inspection 

facility and service acceptable to SON. This provides a valuable assistance to small-scale 

manufacturers who may not afford quality inspection equipment which invariably is 

capital intensive. 

Strong argument against the use of external inspection facility is that such a 

procedure may be attended with practical difficulties. This is particularly so as regards 

the last point inspection. It would be extremely difficult for a manufacturer to orga~ise 

external tests of ail his materials, products and production process. In this situation, the 

temptation not to carry out the required tests is very high. 

The leverage may well be justified on SON' s policy to encourage enterprise and 

promote competition. This has an indirect bearing on one of the abjects of standards 

which is to ensure fair competition and reduction of prices.46 A contrary position would 

encourage monopolistic tendencies by the few privileged companies which can afford in

plant quality contrai system. Emphasis should therefore be placed on the finished 

46 Directory of Certified Quality Products 1991/92, p. 
14. 
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product. But as an additional requirement, every company without an in-plant quality 

control system but whose product is certified should be made to send samples from each 

batch to SON for analysis. 

5.12 Attitude_of_Manufacturers_to_Certification.Marking.Schemc. 

The implementation of the statutory obligation of certification of products was 

commenced by SON in 1976. Thal year, only one company, Lever Brothers Nigeria 

Limited won the award. The scheme has continued ever since. 

The awards are categorised into three. These are Gold, Sil ver and Ordinary. The 

companies which have consistently won the award for ten years and above are 

categorised under "Gold NIS certificate winners". Those that have consistently won the 

award for a period of five to nine years are under the "Sil ver NIS Certificate". The 

"ordinary Certificate" is awarded to companies which have consistently won the award 

for a period of one to four years. 47 An award winner is free to display the "NIS logo on 

the winning products. Table 5.3 shows the list ofaward winners from inception to 1995 

47 See SON, Annual Reports from 1976 to 1995; also SON 
Directory 1996. 
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Table 5.3: List of Award Winners from Inception to 1995 

Date No of Companies No. of Products 

1976 1 2 
1977 -
1978 - -
1979 - -
1980 - -
1981 6 not stated 
1982 12 " 
1983 28 40 
1984 35 not stated 
1985 76 132 
1986 76 133 
1987 - -
1988 137 240 
1989 157 250 
1990 177 275 
1991 149 197 
1992 165 388 
1993 206 362 
1994 203 425 
1995 177 321 

Sources: (1) SON Annual Reports from 1976-1995 

(2) Directory of Certified Quality Products, 1989-1995. 

The above table shows an increasing enthusiasm towards the scheme by 

manufacturers. With the exception of 1991, 199Ji,-and 1995 which recorded slight 

decreases, the number of award winners has been on the increase since inception. 

5.13 Uenefits_oLCertification:. 

Sorne of the benefits of certification as stated by SON are as follows. 

(a) It is important in building up abroad the good reputation of products exported to 

foreign countries. 

(b) Standardised and marked products enjoy a good reputation in general. 

(c) Certification is sometimes a pre-requisite for export business required by either 
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the exporting or importing country; therefore the standards mark is usually a 

good selling point. 

(d) It prevents the country from being uscd as a dumping ground for inferior foreign 

products. 

(e) Once one factory in a certain product area is certified, competing factories will 

strive for the same official recognition to enable them stay in business. This 

consequently leads to accelerated development. 

(f) It simplifies the choice of products for the consumer. This is particularly so 

where technical terms and specifications are involved. The standard mark then 

becomes the objective guideline for the consumer. 

(g) It protects the manufacturer from unfair competition and facilitates the 

advertisement and marketing of his product." 

It cannot be denied that some of the above benefits are accruable from 

certification. For instance, as regards international trade, this research reveals that many 

importers from Nigeria usually insist on certified products. As pointed out by the 

Director-General of SON, Prof. J. A. Agbalaka, "many overseas buyers, especially of 

Nigerian textiles, include SON's certification us condition for release of letters of credit 

raised in their respective countries" .49 

Onwubuya50 writes that a certification system can be an important factor in 

enabling a developing country like Nigeria secure access to foreign markets. He notes 

that one of the reasons why SON adopts the third party certification is export promotion. 

48 

49 

50 

1989-90 Directory, of SON, pp. 16 & 17. 

Son Journal, Vol. 1, No. 6, July-Sept. ,1992, p. 8. 

Ihid., p. 4. 
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This system is beneficial for export promotion because it gives confidence to the 

recipient that the product conforms to identifiable standards. 

The current move at the international level towards mutual recognition of 

certification system of member countries further buttresses the need for certification. 

Nigeria being a member of the International Standards Organisation (ISO) and the 

African Regional Standards Organisation (ARSO) will benefit immensely from 

certification of locally manufactured products. 

At the local level, the benefit of certification has remained minimal. Many 

consumers are ignorant of the existence of SON and its activities including the 

certification programme. The table below shows the awareness level of consumers about 

the existence of the organisation. 

Table 5.4: Awareness of consumer protection agencies as indicatcd by consumers. 

Responses Frequency % 

Price Contrai Board 18 2.9 

Standards Organisation of Nigeria 21 3.4 

NAFDAC 52 8.4 

None 528 85.3 

TOTAL 619 100.0 

The above table shows that out of 619 respondents interviewed, 21 or 3 .4 percent 

indicated knowledge of the Standards Organisation of Nigeria. This is indeed a very low 

figure. 

The level ofawareness about the certification marking scheme of the organisation 
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was also tested. The following table shows the result of this enquiry-

Table 5.5 Awareness of the certification marking scheme of the Standards 
Organisation of Nigeria as indicatecl by consume1·s. 

Responses Freqnency Percentage 

Yes 238 50.5 

No 233 49.5 

TOTAL 471 100.0 

The table shows that of 471 valid cases, 238 or 50.5 percent indicated awareness 

of the certification marking scheme while 233 or 49 .5 per cent displayed lack of 

awareness. This equally confirms the assertion that many consumers are unaware of the 

activities of the Standards Organisaation of Nigeria. 

This research further shows that the Nigerian Industrial Standard (NIS) Logo has 

little or no influence on the purchasing pattern of consumers. The result of our field 

survey is as follows: 

Table 5.6: What do you consider whcn buying a product? 

. 
Responses Frequency % 

price 216 38.3 

Reputation of the manufacturer 69 12.2 

Nigerian lndustrial Standard (NIS) 6 1.1 

Quality of the product 272 48.2 

others 1 12 

TOTAL 564 100.0 

The above table shows that out of the 564 respondents interviewed, 6 or 1.1 per 

cent indicated that they are influenced by the Nigerian Industrial Standard (NIS) symbol. 

This is simply insignificant. The implication is that consumers are not aware of the 
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symbolic value of the NIS mark. This buttresses the assertion that many consumers are 

ignorant of the raie of the Standards Organisation of Nigeria in quality related matters. · 

In fact many consumers feel that the certification marking scheme is of little or no 

practical benefit. The table below illustra tes this. 

Table 5. 7: Assess the practical benefit of the certification marking scheme. 

Responses Freqnency % 

High 136 38.3 

Low 176 49.6 

No benefit 43 12.1 

TOTAL 355 100.0 

lt is seen from the above table that out of the 355 respondents covered, 136 or 

38.3 percent rate the benefit of the certification scheme as high; 176 or 49.6 percent 

rate it as low: while 43 or 12.1 percent see it as having no benefit at ail. The cumulative 

result is that 61.7 percent rate it as either Iow or ofno benefit. This further confirms the 

assertion that the average consumer is yet to be conversant with the activities of the 

Standards Organisation of Nigeria. 

5.14 EffccLoLCertification. 

A question that may be posed is the right of the consumer with respect to certified 

products. If such a product turns out to be sub-standard or dcfcctive, can the consumer 

sue the SON? The answer to this question will depend on the legal effect of the NIS 

logo. 

SON maintains that the display of NIS logo on any locally made product is an 
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indication that the product conforms with a specified NIS standard51
• Tht: organisation 

further posits that tht: NIS certificate guaranlt:cs cxct:lklll quality grade products ,md Linas 

assures the consumer that he is getting good value for his money52
• ln addition, SON 

encourages consumers to "avail themselves of the tremendous benefits derivable from 

buying and using products that carry the NIS certification mark of quality especially ... 

at this period when fake and adulterated products abound. "53 

Can SON's encouragement to consumers to buy products with the NIS logo be 

regarded as a guarantee in the legal sense? ln law, "guarantee" means a collateral 

promise to answer for the debt, default or miscarriage of another, as distinguished from 

an original and direct contract for the promisor's own act.54 

Cheshire, Fifoot and Furmston55 explain that the essence of the contract of 

guarantee is that the guarantor agrees, not to discharge the liability in any event, but to 

do so only if the principal debtor fails in his duty. 

Can SON's statement under consideration corne under this principle? Can it be 

regarded as a guarantee to a potential consumer ofadefectivecertified product'? The answer 

is obviously in the negative. For one thing, there is no written agreement56 between the 

organisation and any prospective consumer. Also, there is no promise to answer for 

51 

52 

51 

55 

56 

SON J..99J.. Annual Report, p. 26. 

SON Catalogue J..993, p. J.O. 

SON Directory of Certified Quality Products J..992/93, 
p. J..2. 

Bird, R., Osborn's Concise Law Dictionary, 7th ed., 
(London: Sweet & Maxwell, J..983) p.160. 

Furmston, M. P. Cheshire. Fifoot & Furmston's Law of 
Contract, Ltd; J..986) p. J..95. 

A contract of guarantee must be in writing. 
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the liability of the product manufacturer. SON's statement can, at best, be regarded as 

a professional ad vice to prospective consumers. 

Incidentally, the researcher has not corne across any claim on defective certified 

product. As argued in the next chapter, if such a case arises, the court may not find it 

difficult to impose liability on the organisation and the defaulting manufacturer, at least, 

in negligence. 

5.15 Consumer_Complaints: 

Consumer complaint is one of the avenues through which SON enforces 

implementation of its standards. Consumers are encouraged to make reports of purchase 

of sub-standard products to the organisation. If the allegation is proved, the organisation 

issues appropriate directives to the manufacturer. Such directives include, compensation 

to the victim, imposition of penalty on the manufacturer and remedial actions to prevent 

future occurrence. lt is only in extreme cases of low quality that the factory may be 

c!osed down. In other cases, apart from seeking redress for the consumer, a basic aim 

of the exercise is to assist SON to identify manufacturers of poor quality products, detect 

manufacturing defects; and thereafter offer practical suggestions that would help the 

manufacturer to correct such defects. 57 

In carrying out this exercise SON tries to balance the interest of the consumer 

with that of the manufacturer. The organisation maintains that it has bolh moral and 

legal obligation to protect the consumer just as it has the same obligation to protect the 

57 SON 1992 Annual Report, p.27. 
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manufacturer from the consumer taking undue advantage.58 In other words, SON, 

ensures that the privilege is not abused by the complainant. 59 

Consumer complaints often received by the organisation include, faking of 

products, adulteration, under weight, accelerated corrosion of panels of locally 

assembled automobiles, engine defects, and presence of foreign particles in products. 

The complaint in each case depends on the nature of the product in question. For 

example, the complaints on candies are mostly on easy dcformation and low burning 

time; those on beer, malt and soft drinks are on sediments and foreign bodies. That of 

dry cell batteries is on short life span. Poor washing fastness and poor dimensional 

stability are the usual complaints in fabrics. 

This research shows that consumers rarely make reports to the Standards 

Organisation of Nigeria. The table below shows the number received for a se!ected 

seven-year period -1989 to 1995. 

Table 5.8: consumer complaints received by SON from 1989 to 1995. 

Year No. of consumer complaints 

1989 12 

1990 17 

1991 19 

1992 16 

1993 9 

1994 15 

1995 30 

Source: SON Annual Reports, 1989-1995. 

58 

59 

SON Directory of Certified Quality Products 1992/92, 
p. 7. 

SON 1992 Annual Report, p. 27. 
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From the above table it is seen that consumer complaints received by SON for the 

selected period range between 9 and 30. This number is indeed low given the level of 

sub-standard products in circulation. But SON discloses that complaints indicated in the 

Annual Reports are those investigated. A significant number are not investigated. These 

include foreign products with neither the narne nor the address of the 

manufacturer/distributor. Also locally manufactured products without relevant 

information that may assist in tracing the manufacturer. Many fake and adulterated 

products corne within this group. In addition, investigation may not be carried out if the 

consumer bas tampered with the product. This is because SON, as a matter of policy, 

does not investigate tarnpered products. This policy can be criticised on the ground that 

in many cases defects may not be discovered until a product is put into use. A better 

policy is to require the complainant to produce another product from the same batch. 

On the whole, the overall low number of consumer complaints is a pointer to the 

fact that the average consumer is yet to recognise the role of SON in product related 

matters. Added publicity effort is expected of SON in order to make its activities relevant 

to the consumer. 

5.16 lmplementatiou Techniques 

Implementation of product standards is effected through factory inspections; 

quality evaluation of finished products; investigation of consumer complaints, and 

product certification. 

SON adopts a mixed approach in the implementation of its standards. This means 

that some standards are mandatory while others are not. The Minister of Industries is 
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ernpowered to declare sorne established standards rnandatory. To date, only seventeen 

out of the existing three hundred standards have been declared rnandatory. 60 

The rnixed-approach adopted by SON can be supported. A contrary approach 

would have been counter-productive in view of the present state of our industrial 

advancernent. SON's policy which is based on safety considerations can, therefore, be 

said to be in order. 

The selective enforcernent system does not, however, apply where a product is 

hazardous to health. Section 12A ernpowers the Director-General to take any appropriate 

action where he is satisfied that the quality, purity or potency of any product (whether 

or not the subject of a rnandatory industrial standard) is such as to be detrirnental or 

hazardous to life or property. By this section, the Director-General rnay apply to the 

rnagistrate court having jurisdiction in the area for an order-

(a) to seize, destroy or prohibit any person frorn selling or offering for sale 

such product; or 

(b) seal up the prernises where such product is rnanufactured or stored; or 

(c) direct the manufacturer to rectify the deficiency in the case of low quality 

product. 

This section was introduced by S. I (f)(iv) of Decree No. 18 of 1990. The 

reference to S. 1 lA in this Decree is wrong since the section has been renurnbered by 

cap. 412, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 1990. 

Products seized and destroyed under the above provision include electric cables, 

electric irons, hurricane larnps, radio sets, motor vehicle tyres; paraffin wax candies; 

60 See Mandatory Industrial Standards Orders 1978 and 
1989 respectively; cap. 412, Laws of the Federation of 
Nigeria, 1990. 
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fruitjuice; biscuits, matches, electric bulbs; dry cell batteries; chocolate, some wine and 

milk products. 61 

A look at the catalogue of standards reveals that some existing standards are 

rather redundant. These are those on multi-producer products. Examples are standards 

·on garri, 62 maize, 63 oil, 64 and palm kernel oil. <.s Produccrs of these products are scattered 

ail over the country and usually operate on small-scale basis. This makes enforcement 

impossible. It is only in cases of export that such standards may become relevant. At the 

local scene, both producers and consumers are largely ignorant of them. 

5.17 SummarJ 

This chapter reveals that the Standards Organisation of Nigeria is making some 

efforts in matters relating to product standards. Its varions activities such as factory 

inspections, investigation of consumer complaints, technical assistance to manufacturers 

and prescription of product standards attest to this fact. But the organisation faces 

implementation problems. In particular, the non-mandatory nature of many of its 

standards makes the decision whether or not to adopt them voluntary. 

It logically follows that such decision will normally involve a cost-benefit 

analysis. Thus a prudent manufacturer will weigh the cost of attaining the standard 

against the expected benefit. Consequently, in this country where the NIS logo (for 

61 SON Office, Lagos. 

62 67 NIS 181: 1983. 

63 67 NIS 253: 1989. 

64 75 NIS 212: 1985: NIS 213: 1985; 

65 67 NIS 230: 1987. 
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reasons such as illiteracy and ignorance) is nota strong selling symbol, it can be argued 

that many manufacturers may not strive to attain non-mandatory standards. 

The reverse, however, appears to be the case in practice. Statistics of award 

winners stated above show that the demand for the NIS certificate is on the incrcase. 

This notwithstanding, consumer awareness in this regard remains minimal. 66 The 

increased demand for the NIS certificate can therefore be explained on the ground of 

competition within the manufacturing sector. But the fact remains that the average 

consumer is patently ignorant of the benefit of the certification marking schemc ami in 

fact, the general role of the Standards Organisation of Nigeria in product mallers. 

66 See Tables 5.3&5.4 above 
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CHAPTERSIX 

CIVIL LIABILITY FOR DEFECTIVE PRODUCTS 

6.1 Introduction 

In the preceding chapters we have considered the various laws and agencies put 

in place for the protection of the consumer. In chapter four, we noted that a part from the 

Consumer Protection Council Decree, none of the existing statutes confers civil rights 

on individuals. The result is that an offender is only liable to the penalties stipulated by 

the relevant law. The victim of the offence derives no remedy under the statu te. 

This chapter is concerned with the civil liability of the offender to the victim of 

the offence. Issues to be discussed include, the meaning of product dcfoct; who bears 

responsibility for product defects; possible defences and the nature of civil liability. The 

broader issue of civil enforcement for product defects shall be examined in the next two 

chapters. 

6.2 What is Prodm:illeœct? 

It is rather difficult to determine when a product may be said to be defective. This 

is because "defect" is a relative term. A product which poses some hazards to. life or 

property is certainly defective. But even this is also relative. A poison, a chemical or an 

explosive is inherently dangerous; but if accompanied with appropriate label and warning 

it may not be construed as defective. 

Products which are not dangerous to health but nonetheless unfit for their stated 

purposes may present some difficulties. Suppose that a skin lotion, contrary to its 

presentation, fails to tone the skin, can it be said to be defective? The same question can 

be extended to a machine which functions below expectation. These questions are 
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important because for a persan to succeed in a product liability case he must show that 

the product is in fact defective. Thus in Ees.s_ok.Jnternationa!Jraders_(Nig.)_Ltd. v 

Onyemelukwe, 1 the defendant' s allegation that a resuscitation trolley sold to him by the 

plaintiff was not functional was rejected by the court on the ground that he did not 

specify what was wrong with the machine. This decision is in consonance with the 

Evidence Law which requires that whoever desires any court to give judgment as to any 

legal right or liability dependent on the existence of facts which he asserts must prove 

that those facts exist. 2 

In the light of the foregoing, the precise meaning of the term "defect" is thus 

important. But the issue remains controversial. As noted by Clark, the problem fJf 

defining defectiveness has exercised the minds of legal scholars perhaps more than any 

other aspect of product liability law. 3 

The.Jilack.'..s...Law..ctionar;-4 defines "defect" as the want or absence of some 

(Unrep.) Suit No. E/436/83; Thursday June 12, 1986. 

See S. 135(1) of the Evidence Act, Cap. 112, Laws of 
the Federation of Nigeria, 1990. See also Le=ntis 
Mo tors r,td. v. Steve Evul eocha. (Unrep.) Suit .No. 
E/3A/78, delivered on March 26, 1980 by Justice Obiora 
Nwazota; Demnren v. At.1.as_(NLg ) Ltd. (1976) 12 CCHCJ 
2709. 

Clark, A.M., op . .c.it.. p.25. Instances cited by the 
author include, Birhaum, 11 Unmasking the Test for 
Design Defect; from Negligence (to Warranty) to Strict 
Liability to Negligence 11 33 Vand, L. Rev. 593 (1980): 
Keeton, 11 Manufacturers 11 Liability: The Meaning of 
Defect in the Manufacture and Design of Products 11 , 20 
Sycrause L. Rev. 559 (1969); Wade, "On Product Design 
and Their Actionability" 33 Vand L. Rev. 

Black, H.C., Black..!..ELLaw.J2ictionar.y:, 6th ed. (St. Paul 
Minn: West Publishing Co. 1990), p. 418. 
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legal requisite; deficiency; imperfection; insufficiency. Quoting from Galloway v City 

of...Wiru:hester, 5 the term is further defined as the ab.sence of something necessary for 

completeness or perfection; a deficiency in something essential to the proper use for the 

purpose for which a thing is to be used; some structural weakness in part or component 

which is responsible for damage. 6 

In Nigeria there is no statutory definition of "defect". The meaning of the term 

can, however, be gathered from judicial decisions. A distinction is made as to whether 

the term is invoked in contract or in tort. 

6.2.1. Defect in Contract 

The relativity of the term "defect" is glaring under the law of contract. In 

contract, "defect" is predicated on the bargain between the parties as well as terms 

implied under the statute. Terms of the·contract (including samples provided, if any) 

show the obligations assumed by the parties with particular reference to the envisaged 

quality. The stated quality standard thus helps to determine the issue of defect. This is 

because the Iaw of contract is concerned with "giving effect to the private autonomy of 

contracting parties to make their own legal arrangements" .7 Therefore, as rightly 

299KY.87, 187 S.I 2d 890, 892, 893 

Quality terms implied into a contract of sale are 
fitness for purpose, merchantable quality, 
correspondence with description and with sample. See 
S. 14 - 16, Sale of Goods Law, Cap. 174, Laws of Lagos 
State of Nigeria, 1994. 

Atiyah, P.S., "Contracts, Promises and the Law of 
Obligations (1978) 94 Law Quarterly Review, p. 193. 
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observed by Clark, 8 of fundamental importance are the terms of the agreement between 

the parties since in the event of any dispute these can be used as evidence of what the 

parties intended and expected from the bargain. The learned author notes that the test for 

defectiveness in contract is whether or not the product was "ofmerchantable quality" or 

'fit for its purpose", both of which are interpreted in terms of consumer expectations, 

which can be ascertained from the terms of the bargain. 9 

In contract, the term "defect" cannot easily be distinguished from "merchantable 

quality". Atiyah notes that it never seems to have been doubted that under the original 

Sale of Goods Act defective goods were unmerchantabl~. The author observes that in the 

case of manufactured goods, quite trivial defects have' occasionally been held to render 

goods unmerchantable. 10 

Similar inclination can be discerned from judicial decisions. The courts often 

equate the word "defect" with "merchantable quality" .11 In Grant v. Australian Knitting 

Mills Ltd., it was stated that a thing "is not merchantable ... if it bas defects unfitting it 

for its only proper use but not apparent on ordinary examination" 12 

Q!l.. cit., p. 26. 

Ibid. p. 27. 

10 Atiyah, P.S., The Sale of Goods, 6th ed. (London: 

11 

12 

Pitman Books Ltd., 1980), p. 110. Cases cited by the 
author in support of this view :i.nclude: Jackson v. 
Rotax Motor & Cycle Co. Ltd. [1910)2 K.B. 937; Parsons 
(Livestock) Ltd. v. Uttley Ingharil & Co. [1978] Q.B. 
791; and Winsley v. Woodfield [1925) NZLR 480. 

Similar equation with fitness for purpose is also 
observable. See Geddling v. Marsh (1920]1 K.B. 668. 

[1936] A.C. 85; per Lord Wright at p. 100. The term 
"merchantable quality" shall be discussed in greater 
detail in the next chapter. 
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In .elastic Mannfacturing Co Ltd. v. IokLoLNig._Ltd., 13 the plaintiffs 

manufactured and sold some plastic containers to the defendants. The containers were 

ba'sed on a. sample which was made of polythylene. When the defendants' products 

(lotion and shampoo) were put in the containers, they changed colour after about one 

month. In a suit for the balance of the purchase price, the defendants counter-claimed for 

damages claiming that the containers were defective. The court decided the case on the 

implied condition of merchantable quality. According to Agoro, J: 

"As I understand the word '>,zerchantable" in relation to the 
plastic containers mamifactured by the plaimijfs, it meallt that 
the goods in the form in which they were de/ivered to the 
defendallts company should be suitable for any purpose for 
which such plastic c~ntainers are normal/y used". 14 

In arriviog at the above decision, the court took into consideration the fact that 

the defendants did not disclose their purpose to the plaintiffs. It was also found that the 

containers were suitable for the general purpose for which they were made. They were 

equally found to be of the same quality as the sample. The counter-claim, therefore, 

failed. 

Similarly, in D.urnuren v. Atlas_(Nig.).Ltd., 15
_ the court refused a claim for the 

replacement of a machine which was alleged to have developed series of faults soon after 

delivery. According to the court, there was no suggestion either in the statement of claim 

or in the plaintiff's evidence that the machine was.noLmerchantable. 16 It is, however, 

doutbtful whether an averrnent of this issue would have changed the court's decision. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

(1976) 12 CCHCJ 2701. 

Ihi.d., at p. 2705. 

(1976) 12 CCHCJ 2709. 

Emphasis mine. 
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As stated by Agoro, J: "If there had been a breach of condition or warranty (which is 

denied) the only remedy of the plaintiff under section 53(1) of the Sale of Goods Law, 

Cap. 125 would be damages for breach of warranty, and not to reject the machine ... " 17 

Perhaps, this decision was informed by the fact that the plaintiff had used the 

machine for ten months before attempting to reject it. 

Khalil & Dibho v. Mastrooikolis18 provides a further example. The appellants 

purchased a quantity of engine oil from the respondents. The oil was chosen from three 

samples which were presented to the appellants. The purpose for which it was needed 

was not disclosed. The appellants sought to repudiate the contract on the ground that the 

oil was not suitable for use in internai combustion engines. It was held that since there 

was no evidence that the oil was not of merchantable quality as engine oil, but merely 

that it was unsuitable for use in one particular type of engine, the case could not be 

brought within exception(2) to section 14 of the Sale of Goods Act 1893. 

If a product is tainted with a latent condition which causes damage· to the 

plaintiff, such product will be regarded as defective. In NigerianJlattling_C.o..._Ltd. v. 

Ngonadi, 19 a refrigerator which manifested some faults few days after delivery and 

eventually exploded after one month causing the plaintiff serions injuries was held 

defective and so unmerchantable. In Grant v. Au~tralian_Knitting_Mills_Ltd., 20 the 

presence of a deleterious chemical in an undergarment was regarded as a defective 

17 

18 

19 

20 

l.bi.d., at p. 2714. 

12 WACA 462. See also TlliL.Britis1Land __ Qv.e.r.sea8-Cr.edi.t 
Lt.d. v. Animashawnn [1961] ANLR 343. 

[1985]5 s.c. 313. 

[1936] A.C. 85. 
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condition. 21 The same applied to the remains of a snail in an opaque bottle of ginger 

beer.22 A similar decision was reached in Hardwick Game Farm v Suffolk Agricultural 

Poultry Products Association. 23 There the presence of a taxie substance in a compounded 

meal for pheasants, partridges and chicks caused the death of many of the chicks and the 

stunted growth of many others. In holding the sellers liable, Diplock, L.J. stated that: 

"ln a contract for the sale of goods, a tenu dealing with "dcfects" is prima facie dcaling 

with the event that the quality of the goods su pp lied falls short of the quality of the goods 

which the seller undertook a legal obligation to suppl y. "24 

A product which is otherwise safe can be n:garùcù as defcctivc if conlaincù in a 

defective container. Thus in Geddling v. Marsh, 25 a plaintiff who was injured by a 

defect in a bottle which contained some minerai water succeeded. The court considered 

immaterial the fact that the accident arase not from any defect in the liquid contained in 

the particular bottle but from some defect in the bottle itself. 26 Similarly, in Morelli v. 

Fitch and Gibbons27 a defect in a bottle which contained some ginger wine was held as 

one which rendered the wine not of merchantable quality. 28 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

A lower standard is required in the case of second-hand goods. In Bartlett v. 

See Lord Wright at p. 97. 

Donoghue v. Stevenson [1932] A.C. 562 

[1966] 1 WLR 287. 

Ibid., at p. 344. 

[1920] 1 K.B. 668. 

See Acton and Branson, J.J. at pp. 612&613 
respectively. 

[1928] All E.R. Rep. 610. 

See Acton and Branson, J.J. at pp. 612&613 
respectively. 
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Sidne.y_Marcus,29 Lord Denning, M.R. explained that a buyer should realise that when 

he buys a second-band car, defects may appear·sooner or later, and, in the absence of an 

express warranty, he has no redress. 30 

The Supreme Court in L=tis_Ma_tors..1.td. v. Agbajor31 relying on the above 

decision, held that a second-band car is reasonably fit for purpose, if it is in a road

worthy condition, fit to be driven along the road in safety, even though not as perfect as 

a new car.32 The respondent had counter-claimed for damages on the ground that he had 

asked for a home-delivery car and not a second band car. The court admitted that he 

spent some money to replace or repair some parts; but emphasied that what he bought 

was a second-band car and so he must expect to repair or replace parts which had 

become worn out. 

6.2.2. Defect in Tort 

Defect in tort concerns product safety. This is akin to the meaning attributed to 

the term in a strict liability regime. Thus, while a safe but inferior product may be 

regarded as defective in contract, it may not be so regarded in tort. 

For a product to be considered defective in tort it must be in such a condition as 

is capable of causing injury to health or property. Using our earlier illustration, if a skin 

lotion contrary to its presentation faits to tone the skin, the claimant cannot succeed in 

the absence of a definite injury. This is because the duty owed to a consumer in tort is 

29 

JO 

31 

32 

[1965]1 WLR 1013. 

l.hid., at p. 1017. 

(1971) N.S.C.C. 87. 

See Fatai-Williams, J.S,C. at pp. 94&95 
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to _guard against possible injuries. The scope of such duty was summarised by Lewis, J. 

in Daniels v. White and Sons. 33 He stated: 

-. "/ have to remember that the d11ty owed to the co11s11111er, or the 
ultimate purchaser, by the 111a1111facturer, is 1wt to ensure that 
his goods are peifect. Ail Ize has to do is to take reasonable 
care to see that no injury is done to the consumer or ultimate 
purchaser. In other words, his dury is to take reasonable care 
to see that there exists no defect that is /ikely to cause such 
injury. "34 

The above principle was reiterated in Boardman v. Guinness_(Nig.)_Ltd., 35 

where it was held that the defendants' duty was not to ensure that their products were 

perfect but merely to take reasonable care to see that no injury was done to the 

consumers of their products. According to the court, although there was evidence that 

the beer in issue contained bacteria, the plaintiff did not show that such bacteria were 

harmful and caused his illness. 

Possibility of risk to health or property is thus the crux of the requirement. But 

subject to this restriction, the conditions that may render a product defective in tort are 

almost infinite. A review of decided cases shows that anything that could adversely affect 

the health of the consumer would bring a product within this group. This includes, 

presence of disgusting sediments,36 nauseating foreign bodies,37 explosive substances,38 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

[1938]1 All E.R. 258. 

.Ibi.d., at p. 261. 

(1980) NCLR 109. 

Ehelamu v. Guinness._(Nig) Ltd. FCA/1/101/82; Monday 
Jan. 24, 1993; Boardman v. Guiness ___ {Nig) _ _Ltd. (1980) 
NCLR 109. 

Ikmo__ghue v. S.tfill:eSQn, supra; QkonkwQ v. Guines.s_(NigL 
Lt.cl.. (1980) 1 PLR 538; pp. 598 and 601. The plaintiff, 
however, lost his case because he could not prove 

( continued ... ) 
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obnoxious ingredients;39 and any other condition that is likely to cause injury to the 

consumer or his property. 

6.2.3. Defect U11der tlze Statute 

Statutory definition of "defect" exists in some.jurisdictions. Section 3(1) of the 

Consumer Protection Act 1987 (U .K) provides that there is a defect in a product if the 

safety of the product is not such as persons generally are entitled to expect; and for those 

purposes "safety", in relation to a product, shall include safety in the context of risks of 

damage to property, as well as in the context of risks of death or persona! in jury. In 

determining what persons generally are entitled to expect in relation to a product, ail the 
' 

circumstances shall be taken into account, including: 

(a) the manner in which, and purposes for which, the product has been marketed, its 

get-up, the use of any mark in relation to the product and any instructions for, or 

warnings with respect to doing or refraining from doing anything with or in 

relation to the product; 

(b) what might reasonably be expected to be done with or in relation to the product; 

and 

(c) the time when the product was supplied by its producers to another. 40 

3B 

39 

40 

37 
( ••• continued) 

other issues, namely, source of the product, source of 
the defect and a link between the defect and the 
alleged injury. 

~lL.Engin=ing Co I,td. v. B ... D .. H. __ Chemical.s....Ltd. 
(1971) l Q.B. 88. 

Geo.l:.g.e v. Skirington (1869) L.R. 5 Exch. l. 

S.3(2). 
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The Commission of the European Union notes that in the legal systems ofmany 

Member States the core definition of product defect is similar: the defect taken into 

consideration is one that diminishes the product' s fitness for normal use or the use 

envisaged in the contract. 41 

By section 402A of the American Restatement (2d) of Torts, liability attaches 

where a product is "in a defective condition unreasonably dangerous to the user or 

consumer." Comment I to this section explains the provision as follows: "The article 

must be dangerous to an extent beyond that which would be contemplated by the 

ordinary consumer who purchases it, with the ordinary knowledge common to the 

community as to its characteristics." 

The definition of defect in the Consumer Protection Act 1987 (U. K) has 

generated some criticisms. The phrase "what persans generally are entitled to expect" 

Jacks precision. People's expectation cannot be divorced from their knowledge of the 

characteristics of the product. Such knowledge is usually acquired from the product 

itself, that is to say, its general presentation, warnings, instructions, advertisements42 

and previous use, if any. lt, therefore, follows that much depends on what is disclosed 

by the producer. But then consumer's expectation is a complex thing. Is a producer 

expected to assume certain degree of knowledge of his product; the likelihood of misuse; 

or storage under unfavourable conditions? These, we suppose, are questions of degree. 

" 

See the Green Paper on Guarantees for Consumer Goods 
and After-Sale Services, (Brussels, 15 nov. 1993), 
p.27. 

No doubt, frivolous advertisements will certainly add 
to consumers' expectation and increase the chances of 
liability of the producer. But such advertisements 
cannot be regarded as warranties. See Lambert v. Lewis 
[1980) 2 WLR 289. 
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On the whole, the vagueness of the term "defect" wanes the value of the Act 

because it leaves many questions unanswered. For instance, it has been observed by 

Atiyah43 that the definition is not of great help when the alleged defect is of an esoteric 

or complex nature as ta which persans generally probably have no expectations at al!. 

The same applies where the persan injured is an innocent bystander whu,_unduubtedly., 

had_nQ_QpJlOrt:unity of expecting_any_particular..standar.d. Clark44 notes that the major 

difficulty with the definition of defect in the Act is that it fails to provide a readily 

ascertainable objective standard against which a manufacturer, or indeed a court, can 

measure the safety of a product. 

Similar criticism has been extended ta the phrase "defective condition 

unreasonably dangerous" in the American Restatement (2d) of Torts. In particular, the 

phrase "unreasonably dangerous" is devoid of precise meaning. The court in Cronin v. 

LB E O!sen Inc. 45 rejected this phrase as a test for liability on the ground that it 

burdens the injured plaintiff with proof of an element which rings on negligence. 

Despite controversies, a fact which emerges from the foregoing analysis is that 

defect is simply a condition which makes a product either injurious ta health or property; 

unfit for use; or unmerchantable under a contract. Thus, in general, defect is wider in 

scope than the conventional commercial law terms - "fitness for purpose" and 

"merchantable quality". But like the latter term with which it shares close affinities, the 

meaning of defect depends on the branch of law in which it is invoked. 

43 

44 

45 

Atiyah, Sale of Goods, op. cit., f ,'2-'3.<:/ 
underlined supplied. 

Clark, A.M., op . .ci.t., p.29. 

B. Cal. 3d. 121 501 p. 2d. 1153. Cited in A.M. 
Clark, op. cit., p. 30. 
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In contract, it is construed from a functional perspective based on the terms of 

the contract and statutory requirements. In the realm of strict liability as examplified by 

the positions in America and the United Kingdom where liability is predicated on the 

absence of "safety", the meaning of this term transcends functional utility. It relates to 

a condition which makes a product dangerous to health or property. "Defect" in tort is 

closely related to this; but different decisional models apply .46 

For instance, Atiyah47 suggests that in resolving the issue of defect, analysis of 

the risks versus the gains must be done. The Jearned author states that some balance must 

be struck between avoiding unnecessary risks and an over-cautious policy which only 

eliminates risk at huge cost. He writes that in some respects this raises similar questions 

as the Jaw of negligence, and so it may appear that the new strict liability is not in 

practice likely to prove very different from negligence liability. 

Montgomery and Owen48 write that the supposed distinction between a strict 

liability decisional mode! and a negligence mode! is that in the latter, the costs and 

benefits to be balanced are subject to the foreseeability rule whereas in the former, the 

manufacturer is deemed to have had absolute prevision or pre-science of ail the harm 

caused by the product. 

It is unclear why the court bas to engage in such complex issue as cost-benefit 

calculus. lt is agreed that in both strict and tort liability regimes, the essential issue is the 

47 

48 

See Clark, op. ci.t.., p. 32-41; Atiyah, Sale._oLGoods, 
op. ci.t.., p. 244-248. 

Atiyah, op . .cit... p.242 

Montgomery and Owen, "Reflections on the Theory and 
Administration of Strict Tort Liability for Defective 
Products". 27 S.C.L. Rev. 803 at p. 829 (1976); cited 
in Clark op. ci.t.., p.32. 
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state of the product: Is the product capable of causing in jury to health or property? If the 

answer is in the affirmative then the product is defective. Defect in this case is the 

totality of the dangerous propensity of the product as compared toits benefits. In the case 

of drugs, for example, it relates to the gravity of the side effects as compared with the 

therapeutic effects. This being so, in an action based on statute the only relevant question 

is whether the product is defective in the sense explained. No further question arises 

since liability is strict. In a tort-based action, a further enquiry is necessary to determine 

the conduct of the producer, that is, whether he was negligent. One sees no reason why 

an additional step should be taken to determine whether the burden of avoiding the iajury 

is greater than the likely injury multiplied by the probability of the in jury. 49 

6.3 Who is Liable for Product Defects? 

The marketing of a product may involve a complex distribution chain. A product 

may pass from the manufacturer to the distributor and then to retailer before getting to 

the consumer. A question that often arises is who, in this chain, ought to bear 

responsibility for a product defect. A review of jmlicial decisions shows that different 

mies apply in contract and tort respectively. 

6.3.1. Liability in Contract 

Times without number, the courts have reiterated the basic principle of contract 

law that only a party to a contract can sue or be sued on it. This principle which bas been 

49 This test was propounded by Judge Learned Hand in 
United States v. Carroll Towing Co. 159F. 2d. 169 at 
p. 173 (2d. Cir. 1947); cited in Clark, Q!2. cit., p. 
31. 
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variously referred to as "fundamentai,50 "elementary" ,51 and "general,"52 constitutes 

a great clog to actions instituted by strangers to a contract. The main exceptions to this 

principle include, the doctrine of undisclosed principal;53 negotiable instruments;54 

constructive trust;55 the law of property with particular reference to leases;56 insurance 

law57 and banking transactions. Abusrunwan v. Mercantile__Bank_Ltd. (No. 2)58 

illustrates the last exception. ln an action to enforce the terms of a guarantee by a persan 

50 Per Viscount Haldane, L. C. in D.unlop_Ene:umat i c Ty.r.e 
.CO.... v. Selfridge & Co. Ltd. [1915] A.C. 847 at p. 858. 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

Per Viscount Simonds in Scruttons T.td. v. Mid.land 
Silicones r,td. [1962]1 All E.R. 1, at p.6. 

Per Lord Reid, ibid., at p. 10. 

See Fridman G. H. L. Fridman_l_s_Law.......o_f_Ag_enc.}". 4th ed. 
(London: Butterworths, 1976) p. 16; Furmston,M.P 

.cbeshi re, Fitoot and._Furms.ton!_s_Law_of_Contrac.t., 11 th 
ed. (London:English Language Book Soceity/Butterworths, 
1986)p.15; Ezejiofor, Okonkwo and Ilegbune, Nig.er.ian 
Business I,aw, (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1982)p.2; also 
Crompton-Richman v. Al:!:anda (1967) NMLR 383; (1967)2 
A.L.R. Comm. 366. 

See S. 38, Bills of Exchange Act, Cap. 35, Laws of the 
Federation of Nig.er.ia, 1990. 

Gre.g.o.r.y_and___Earker v. Williams (1817)3 Mer 582, cited 
in Cheshire, Fifoot and Furmston, op. ci.t., p.442; 
Ll.o.)1.d...'_s. V. Harp_er (1880) 16 ch. D. 290 at 321; 
Walford 1 s Case (1919) A.C. 801. But there must be a 
clear intention to create a trust. See Gr.een v. RusEel 
[1959]2 All E.R. 525. 

Tulk v. Moxh~ ( 18 4 8 ) 2 Ph . 7 7 4 , Smith_&_Snip_eaJ!all 
FarnLL.t:.d. v. Ri ver Dilllglas_Ca tchment_Boar.d, [ 194 9] 2 
K.B. 500. 

See Ss. 53 and 54, Insurance Act, Cap. 183, Laws__oî 
th.e_F_edera.t.ion of Nigeria, 1990; also S. 6(3), Motor 
Vehicles (Third Party Insurance) Act, Cap. 233, ibid. 

[1987]3 NWLR (Pt. 60) 196 S.C. 
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not a party to the agreement, it was held by the Supreme Court that where a person 

sus tains an in jury from a contract between two persons, the third innocent party is not 

precluded from bringing action on the ground that he was not a party to the contract, the 

mis-performance or non-performance of which has resulted in the damage. Belgore, 

J.S.C. stated: 

"While in few remaining cases, privity is sti/1 good law, the 
banking law and transactions are so vitat to imemational 
maritime and commercial businesses that to apply principles of 
privity of commet would destroy initiative and sometimes make 
transactions impossible. "" 

As regards insurance contracts, it is specifically provided that where a third party 

is entitled to a claim against an insured in respect of a risk insured against, he shall have 

a right to join the insurer of that risk in an action against the insured in respect of the 

claim. 60 Furthermore, section 6(3) of the Motor Vehicles (Third Party Insurance) Act61 

provides that notwithstanding anything contained in any written law, a person issuing 

a policy of insurance shall be liable to indemnify the person or classes of persons 

specified in the policy in respect of any liability which the policy purports to cover in the 

case of those persons or classes of persons. 62 

59 

60 

61 

· 62 

Ihi.d at p. 212. 

See S. 53, Insurance Act, Cap. 183, Laws of the 
E.e.dera.J:.imLig.eria, 1990; Akene v. British .American 

. .Insnrance Co (Ni_gLL.t.d., (Unreported) high Court of 
Midwestern State, Ughelli Judicial Division, Ogbobine, 
J. Suit No. UHC/37/71 delivered on May 26, 1972. cited 
in Sagah, Nige..ria_Law__of __ Contract (London: Sweet & 

Maxwell, 1985), p. 425. 

Cap. 233, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria 1990. 

See also Sule v. Nontlch_Fire..Jnsurance_ .Societ.y_...Ltd. 
(Unreported) High Court of We~_tern State, Ibadan 
Judicial Division, Johnson, J. Suit No. W/74/70 

(continued ... ) 
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The above exceptions notwithstanding, in general, the courts prefer to stick to the 

rigidity of the principle of privity even where its application may Iead to manifest 

injustice. Lord Reid put the issue thus in Scruttons_Ltd. v. Midland Silicones Ltd: 

" ... / think it is necessary to have in mind ce nain established 
principles of the English law of commet. Although l may regret 
it l jind it impossible to deny the existence of the genem/ rule 
that a stmnger to a commet cm11wt in a question with either of 
the contracting panies take advamage of provisions of the 
contmct even where it is clear from the commet that some 
provision in it was intended to benejit him. ,,6

3 

In the same vein, even though the respondent's claim in Dunlop_P.neumatic_Tyre 

Co Ltd. v. Selfridge__Ltd. 64 was rejected on the ground that the contract was nudum 

pactum, the court stressed the fundamentality of the principle of privity. As stated by 

Viscount Haldane, one of the fundamental principles of the English law is that only a 

person who is a party to a contract can sue on it. 65 

Adherence to the rigidity of the principle of privity has been rationalised on 

62 
( ••• continued) 

delivered on March 11, 1971, cited in Sagah, op. ci.t., 
p. 426. 

63 

64 

65 

[1962] 1 All E.R. 1, at p. 10. 

[1915) A.C. 847. 

at p. 853; see also Erice v. Eastern (1833) 4 B. & Ad. 
433; Tadd.y & Co v. Sterious & Co., [1904]1 Ch. 354; 
MaGn1ther v. :e.it..cher [1904] 2 Ch. 3q6; Chuba_Ikpeazu v. 
African Continental Bank [1965] N.M.L.R. 374; Al.an 
B_o_jor Bras & Anor v. Gr.r.e.k: West Afr.ican_Line & Anor, 
[1971] /1 U. I. L .R. 9 (Pt. 4) 488; Incar v. Qj_omo [1986] 5 

NWLR 9Pt. 39)111 C.A.; Ekuma_&_Anor V. Silyer___Eagle 
Shipping___Agençi es (:eHL.Ltd., [1987] 4 NWLR (Pt. 65) 472 
C. A; Y.ee Gee (Ni g) I,t d . v. Contac_t._ __ ( O:verseas.)_Ltd._& 
Anor. [1992] 2 NWLR 9Pt. 2G6) \503 C.A.; Lagos_S_tate 
Devel opment_and__Eroper.ty_ Corpn. ~-(LSDPC) __ & ___ An_or v. 
Ni_geri an I,arui_and Sea Foo_ds_Lt_d. (NLSF) [1992] 5 NWLR 
(Pt. 244) 653) 653 se. 
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various grounds. Viscount Simonds,66 in rejecting any view that impinged on the 

orthodox principle, stated that the first duty of the court is to administer ju_stice according 

to law, the law which is established by the Act of Parliament or the binding authority of 

precedent. According to him, the law is developed by the application of old principles 

to new circumstances. Therein lies its genius. Its reform by the abrogation of those 

principles is the task not of the courts of law but of Parliament. He further stated: "1 

would cast no doubt on the doctrine of stare decisis without which law is at hazard". 

A similar sentiment was expressed by Lord Guest in Beswick v. Bes.wick. 67 On 

the submission ofplaintiffs counsel that section 56(1) of the Law of Property Act 1925 

(U .K) had effected a fundamental change in the law so as to allow a third party, not a 

party to a contract, to enforce it, his Lordship stated: 

"If this contention were sound, it would mean that by a side 
wind, a fimdamental change in the law had been ejfected in a 
consolidating stature. It wou/d subvert the lmv as set 0111 in 
Twedd/e v. Atkinwn," affirmed in D11nlop P11e11111nric Tyre Co 
LUl. v. Sel/ridge & Co Lrd., 09 and conjirmed in Scartto11• Ltd. 
v Midlnnd Siliçone, Lrd. 70 that a perso11 who is 1101 a party to 
a contract camzot sue on it, eve11 if it purports to be made for 
his benejit. "71 

Adherence to the principle of privity may, perhaps, be further justified on the 

ground that it makes for certainty. This is morcso as regards a defi:ndant. The principlt: 

66 

67 

" 
69 

70 

7l 

Scrutt.ona_Lt.d. v. Midland. Silicones_Ltd., [1962] 1 All 
E.R. 1, at p. 7. 

[1968] A.C. 58. 

[1861] l B. & S. 393. 

[1915] A.C. 847 

[1962] A.C. 446. 

[1915] A.C. 847. 
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creates a prevision of possible claimants and thus prevents a defendant from being taken 

unawares. But as shall be demonstrated in subsequent chapters, this reason is not a 

strong factor and it is not taken into consideration ill' a strict liability regime. 

Product liability not being within the recognised exceptions, it is c!ear that the 

principle of privity applies very much to it. It therefore follows that in contractual 

claims, only the persan in privity of contract with the claimant bears responsibility. 

Privity being the only requirement, such action can, however, be maintained against any 

persan in such relationship irrespective of the origin of the product. Thus it can be 

maintained against the seller whether or not he is the manufacturer. 

In Nigerian..Bott!ing_Co....Ltd. v. Ngonadi, 72 a buyer successfully maintained an 

action against a distributor. The Supreme Court applied section 15(a) of the Sale of 

Goods Law73 and emphasised that it made no difference that the appellants were mere 

distributors and not the manufacturers of the refrigerator. A similar principle was applied 

in Sulu v. Total{Nig)_Ltd.74 to hold the distributors of a defective gas cylinder liable. 

In contrast, absence of privity will defeat a claim based on contract. In Otto 

Hamann v. Sen:,13.anjo__&_Anor, 75 plaintiff s claim against the second defendant was non

suited on the ground of lack of privity. As stated by the court, the plaintiff, being an 

agent of the first defendant could not in his own right maintain an action against the 

72 

73 

74 

75 

[1985) 5 S. C. 313. 

Cap., 150, Vol. VI of the defunct Bende! State. 

(Unreported) Lagos State High Court, Suit No. ID 
361/85; March 25, 1988. 

[1962) All N.L.R. 1070. 
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second defendant. Similarly, in John Holt Ltd. v. Leonard Ezeafulukwe, 76 one of the 

grounds on which the respondent lost bis case was that be could not establish a privity 

of contract between him and the appellants. 

Principle of privity was equally emphasised by the Court of Appeal in Vee Gee 

(Nig) Ltd. v. Contact (Overseas Ltd. & Anor.77 It was there held that an innocent third 

party cou.Id not be bound by the tenns of a contract to which he was not a party. 

Privity of contract tlms constitutes a great limitation to actions instituted by non

buyer consumers. Such persons can only look to other branches of the !aw for °remedy. 

6.3.2~ Liability in Tort 

In the absence of privity of contract, a possible option open to a victim of product 

defect is an action in the tort of negligence. 78 Subject to laid down conditions, such 

action could be brought by a consumer against any person in the manufacturing or 

distribution chain. Persans against whom action in negligence may be brought include, 

the manufacturer, the distributor, the retailer and a dealer in second-hand goods. 

The Mannfacturer 

It is cornmon fact that many consumer goods reach the ultimate consumer in the 

condition in which they left the manufacturer. It is, therefore, generally assumed that any 

defect arising from neg!igénce can only be attributed to the manufacturer. In view of 

16 

11 

1B 

[1990]2 NWLR (Pt. 133) 520 CA. 

[1992]2 NWLR (Pt. 266) 503 CA. 

For the definition of negligence see Lord Alderson, B. 
in Blyth v. Birmingham Waterworks Co. Ltd., [1856] ll 
Exch. 781 at p. 784; Odinaka & Anor v. Moghalu [1992]4 
NWLR (Pt. 233) 1 S.C. at p. 15. 
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this, a popular course of action adopted by consumers is to sue the manufacturer of the 

defective product. The locus classicus on this point is the case of Donoghue v. 

Stevenson. 79 Because of the fundamental effect on the common law and the consistent 

reliance by subsequent cases,80 a detailed statement of the facts ofthis case is necessary. 

The appellant sought to recover damages from the respondent for injuries suffered as a 

result of the consumption of some contents of a boule of ginger beer. She averred that 

the beer which was manufactured by the respondent contained the decomposed remains 

of a snail. She further averred that the bottle was made of dark opaque glass and that she 

had no reason to suspect that it contained anything but pure ginger beer; that after she 

had drunk some of the contents of the bottle ber friend proceeded to pour out the 

remainder of the contents into the tumbler, thereupon a snail which was in a state of 

decomposition floated out of the bottle; that as a result of the nauseating sight of the snail 

in such circumstances, and in consequence of the impurities in the ginger-beer which she 

had already consumed, she suffered from shock and severe gastro-enteritis. 

The ginger beer in issue was purchased, not by the appellant, but by ber friend. 

There was, therefore, no privity of contract between ber and the respondent. In 

consequence, she based ber action on the tort of negligence. 

The House of Lords noted that in the circuinstances of the case only the 

manufacturer would be liable because there would be no evidence of negligence against 

79 

80 

(1932] A.C. 562. 

Such reliance can be seen even in cases outside 
product liability. Examples include, banking Abusomwan 
v. Mercantile Bank of Nigeria Ltd (1973] 3 NWLR (Pt. 
60) 196 SC nervous shock - Okeowo v. Sanyaola (1986]2 
NWLR (Pt. 23) p.471 CA. 
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any one else. 81 Lord Atkin stated the principle guiding manufacturer's liability thus: 

" ... a manufacturer ofproducts, which he sells in such aform 
as to show that he intends them to reach the 11/timate consumer 
in the form in which they left him with no reasonable possibility 
of imermediate examination, and with the knowledge that the 
absence of reasonable care in the preparation or putting up of 
the product will result in an i11j111y to the co11s11111er's life or 
property, owes a duty to the co11s11111er to take that reasonable 
care. "82 

Implicit in the above statement are the conditions that the product must reach the 

consumer in the form in which it left the manufacturer and absence of possibility, or as 

explained in subsequent cases, absence ofprobability of intermediate examination.83 

The Jast condition has been convertly applied by the courts to the effect that there 

must not be an intermediate interference. ln Boardman v. Gninness_(N.ig)_Ltd., 84 the 

plaintiff brought an action for injuries resulting from the consumption of a beer alleged 

to have been brewed by the defendants. He averred that he opened the bottle of beer in 

an ill-lit room and dranic part of the contents. He noticed that it tasted sour and shortly 

afterwards he became ill. One of his companions then examined the beer and discovered 

that it was cloudy and contained a considerable quantity of sediments. The Jaboratory 

reports revealed that the beer contained certain bacteria, but did not establish that such 

bacteria caused the plaintiff' s illness. The action was dismissed on the ground, among 

others, that the plaintiff had failed to show that the beer was contamianted when it Jeft 

81 

82 

83 

84 

[1932] A.C. 562 at pp. 582 & 583. 

I.b.id., at p. 599. 

See Goddard, L. J. in l'.aine v. Colne_V:alley __ El.e.c.trical 
Sl.lpply: Co J,t.d. [1938]A All E.R. 803, at p. 808; 
B.oardman v. Guinness_(Nig) Ltd. (1980) NCLR 109, at p. 
126. 

[1980]1 PLR 583. 
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the defendant's factory. According to the court, the defendants' responsibility for their 

product ended when they ceased to have control over it since it was possible that the 

bottle had been unlawfully tampered with, or that the bactcria found in the laboratory 

tests some days after the bottle was opened only entered the bottle when the plaintiff 

himself opened it. 

In OkonkYlo v. Guinness_(Nig)...Ltd.,85 the court applied the same principle and 

dismissed the plaintiff's case on the ground that he could not establish that what he saw 

in the bottle of the stout beer was there when the bottle lcft the factory. 86 In Ebelamu v . 

.G.uinness_(Nig)...Ltd., 87 the plaintiff's complaint was that he suffered from gastro-enteritis 

as a result of some sediments contained in the defendant's harp beer. It was held that 

since poor storage conditions could produce sedimentation, the plaintiff did not discharge 

the burden that the defendants were responsible for the defect. 88 

A case in contrast is Soœmi v. N.igerian13ottling .. Go • ...Ltd. 89 The plaintiff bought 

a craie of mixed minerais bottled by the defendants and stored the bottles in his fridge. 

One afternoon, he drank a bottle of coco-cola, had his lunch and then took out a bottle 

of sprite from that fridge to drink. Floating in the bottle was an extraneous object which 

turned out to be a screwed up paper. The plaintiff claimed that the sight of the object 

made him vomit. He brought action for negligence against the defendants. It was held 

B5 

B6 

81 

" 

B9 

[1980]1 PLR 583. 

.Ibid.' 

FCA/L/101/82; delivered on Monday Jan. 24, 1993. 

See also E:lrans. v. Triplex_Saf.e.ty __ Glass _co--Ltd. 
[1936] 1 All E.R. 283; Drausfield v. B .. I __ Cables 
[1937]4 All E.R. 382. 

[1977] 12 CCHCJ 2735. 
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that the defendants owed a duty of care to him as there was no reasonable possibility of 

examination before he took the bottle out of the fridge with the intention of consuming 

its contents. 

This decision can be criticised on the ground that there was no link between the 

abject in the bottle of sprite and the illness suffered by the plaintiff. The plaintiff neither 

opened nor drank from the said bottle. Apparently, the court was not influenced by these 

factors. As stated by Oguntoye, J: "Although the plaintiff before me had not even 

opened the bottle of sprite, he had taken anothcr bottle of minerai water produced by the 

same manufacturers a little ear!ier, before eating. 90 

At any rate, the case illustrates a situation where there is no possibility of 

intermediate interference. ln such a case only the manufacturer will be liable. 

Other factors which may defeat a plaintiff's claim against a manufacturer include, 

Jack of causal link between the act and the in jury, 91 failure to establish that the product 

is that of the manufacturer92 and inability to discharge the burden of proof of 

negligence. 93 These factors as well as the general principle of liability in negligence shall 

be discussed in the next chapter. 

b. The Distributor 

Where the merits of the case admit, a distributor of a defective product may be 

held liable in negligence. In :Watson v. B11ckle~,_Qsborne • ....Garrett & Co Ltd_& 

90 

91 

92 

93 

.Ihid., at p. 2743. 

Ebel amu v. Guinnes..s.....JNigLLt.d. Supra; p. 181. 

Boaniman v. Guinnesa_(Nigl. .Lt.d. Supra; p. 180. 

Okonkwo v. Guiness_(Nig)_Ltd.S.upra; p. 181. 
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Ylymys Prodncts Ltd., 94 the plaintiff had his hair dyed by the first defendant at her 

hair dressing establishment with a product which was manu factured by the third 

de fendants and distributed by the second defcndants. The product was intended to con tain 

4 percent acid but instead contained 10 per cent. As a result the plaintiff contracted 

dematitis. The distributors had advertised the hair dye as absolutely safe and harmless 

and needing no preliminary test before use. They were held liable in negligence since by 

their advertisement they had intentionally excluded interference with, or examination of 

the article by the consumer and hence had brought themselves into direct relationship 

with him. 95 Similarly, in KuhaclL&_Anor v. Hollands__&_Anor,96 a school girl was 

injured while carrying out a chemical experiment with chemicals supplied by the 

chemistry teacher. Ordinarily such experiment was perfectly harmless. The teacher had 

purchased the chemical labelled "manganese dioxide" from the second defendants. The 

latter in turn had purchased it from a third party. The third party's invoice included the 

following condition. "The above goods are secured as described on leaving our works 

but they must be examined and tested by the user before use". The second defendants did 

not carry out a test on the chemicals and did not advise the teacher that it was necessary 

to do so. They were held liable in negligence to the school girl. 

The Nigeriao Bottling_Co._Ltd. v. Ngonadi and Solu v. IotaL(Nig)_Ltd. already 

considered, provide further examples. In both cases, distributors of defective products 

were held liable to the consumer. 

94 

95 

96 

(1940]1 All E.R. 174. 

See Stable, J. at pp. 182 & 183. 

(1937] K.B.D. 907. 
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c. Ihe...Retailer 

Like the case of the distributor, a retailer of a defective product could be held 

liable in appropriate cases. In Clarks..and_Wili: v. Army_and Navy Co-operati'le_Socict)"., 

Ltd. ,97 the retailers of chlorinated lime were held liable for injuries sustained by a 

consumer. Their liability was based on their failure to communicate previous complaints 

about the product to the consumer. 98 Also in Burfitt v. A & E Kille99 the defendants 

were held liable for selling a dangerous toy pistol to "an incompetent pers on". They had 

sold the "safety pistol" and some catridges to a boy of twelve years of age. In playing 

with it, the boy injured bis playmate, the plaintiff. It was held that the pistai and the 

cartridges formed a dangerous combination in the bands of the boy, and that the 

defendants, having chosen to sell them to him could not be heard to say that they did not 

know that they might become dangerous in his hands. 100 

Conversely, in Gordon v. M....Hard)"., '°' a retailer of tinned salmond was held not 

liable to an injured consumer since the tin was only expected to be opened immediately 

before use. 

97 

98 

" 

100 

lOl 

[1940]1 All. E.R. 174. 

See Collins, M.R. at pp. 164 & 165. 

[1939] 2 K.B. 743; see also Earker v. Oloxo.,_Ltd .. _& 
B.eniur [1937]3 All A.R. 524. 

See Atkinson, J. at pp. 747 & 748. 

[1903]6 F. 210, cited in Dono.ghue v. Ste:iœns.on 8.1.lpra 
at p. 604-622. 
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d. Dealer in Second=1umd Praducts. 

A dealer in second-hand products may also be held Hable in negligence. In 

Andre.w v. Hopkioson, 102 the plaintiff took a car on hire purchase from a dealer in 

second-hand cars who stated: "It's a good little bus, I would stake my life on it. You will 

have no trouble with it". A week after the transaction, the plaintiff was injured due to 

a defect in the steering. The defective condition was long-standing and, though probably 

not discoverable by an ordinary owner-driver, could have been simply discovered by any 

competent mechanic or a motor dealer. The dealer was held liable in negligence. 

It can be inferred from the foregoing cases that the distributor, the retailer or a 

dealer in second-hand products need not be responsible for the defect. It is sufficient if 

the defect is such that ought to have been discovered by him with due diligence. But the 

cases of N.igerifilLB.ottling Co Lui. v. Ngonadi and Solu v. Total(Nig)_Ltd., did not 

apply this restraint. In these cases distribntors were held liable notwithstanding the fact 

that the defects in question were of latent nature. 

6.3.3 Positio11 U11der the Stat11te 

In Nigeria, there exist some statutes which impose liability for product quality. 

The Food and Drugs Act 1974 prohibits dealings in food, drugs, cosmetics and devices 

in a manner contrary to its provisions. The duty is imposed on sellers, manufacturers, 

importers and advertisers. 103 Under the Standards Organisation of Nigeria Act 1971 (as 

amended) the main offences are in relation to standards. By section 10, any persan other 

than the permitted manufacturer, who makes or sells or exposes for sale or uses for the 

102 

103 

[1957]1 Q.B. 229. 

S. 1-7. 
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purpose of advertising, any material or document on or in which is portrayed a 

certification mark in any way resembling that issued in pursuance of the Act is guil~of 

an offence. By section 12, non-compliance with a mandatory standard is an offence. 

Other statutes104 on consumer protection also impose liability for contravention 

of their provisions. In each case, liability is imposed on the offender. But most of the 

statutes are criminal Iaw based. They cannot be invoked in a civil Iaw suit. 105 It follows 

that in private law suits, the issue of who bears liability for product defects remains 

governed by the case Iaw. 106 

6.4 llefenccs 

a. :W..arning 

A persan sued for product defect may raise the defence that he has warned against 

the danger in question. In most cases manufacturers are responsible for information 

defects. In view of this they usually accompany their products with literature inserts and 

manuals containing necessary instructions and warnings. A disregard of a clear warning 

will defeat a claimant's case. 

It is a question of fact in each case whcther adequate warning has been given. In 

YacweILEngineering..Ltd. v. li.D H Chemicals_Ltd., 107 the defendants supplied some 

chemicals in glass ampules to the plaintiffs. When the product came into contact with 

104 

105 

106 

107 

See s.upz:a; pp. 33 & 34 

Cf. the Consumer Protection Council Decree No. 66, 
1992 discussed in chapter three. 

Imposition of liability is, however, without prejudice 
to the civil rights of individuals. 

(1971] 1 Q.B. 88. 
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water, it exploded killing a scientist who was working for the plaintiffs. It a!so caused 

a great damage to the plaintiffs factory. The glass ampule which contained the chemical 

' 
had the following warning: "harmful vapour". There was no warning as to risk of 

explosion on contact with water. The defendants were not aware of this dangerous 

propensity but such facts were noted in some scientific journals. The court regarded the 

warning as inadequate and held the defendants liable. 

A warning to a responsible intermediary absolves the manufacturer. It makes no 

difference that the warning is not communicated to the consumer. In Holmes v. Ashford 

&__Ors, 108 a manufacturer of hair dye delivered some bottles of the product together with 

a brochure of instructions to a hair dresser. Both the label and the brochure containcd a 

warning that the dye might be dangerous to certain skins and a recommendation that a 

test should be made before use. The hair dresser applied it on the plaintiffs liair without 

the necessary test. It was held that the hair dresser and not the manufacturer was liable 

to the plaintiff. 109 Similarly, a warning given to a doctor as regards the danger iru1erent 

in a prescription drug was held sufficient to absolve the manufacturer. 110 

Compliance with statutory duty to warn may absolve a persan from liability. A 

local example of a statute requiring warning is the T4)bacco Smoking (Contra!) Decree. 111 

Section 2 of the Decree provides that no persan shall advertise tobacco products to the 

general public unless the advertisement contains a warning that t11bacco smoking is 

dangerous to health. By section 3, no package containing tobacco products meant for 

lOB 

109 

llO 

lll 

[1950]2 All E.R. 76. 

See Tucker, L.J. at p. 80. 

Mckee v. Moru:e 648, p. 2d.21 (Okla. 1982). cited in 
Clark, op . .c.i.t., p. 89. 

No. 20, 1990. 
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smoking shall be sold in Nigeria, unless the following rotating warnings are inscribed 

on it: 

(a) "The Federal Ministry of Heallh warns thal tobacco smoking is <langerous to 

health", and 

(b) "Smokers are liable to die young". 

Even though it may be argued that the Decree is not meant to create civil 

rights, 112 it is equally arguable that a person may rel y on a compliance with the above 

statutory requirements to escape liability. This was the principle applied in the American 

case of Cippolone v. Liggett GroupJnc. 113 There some of the defendants were 

exculpated on the basis that the deceased had started smoking their brands of cigarette 

only after 1966 when warning beeame mandatory. 114 Her ~ecision to smoke and to 

continue smoking even after the warnings appeared made her 80 per cent contributorily 

negligent. 

Incidentally, no tobacco manufacturer in this country complies with the above 

requirements. The practice adopted by ail of them is to insert only the first warning. This 

is not sufficient because the word "and" denotes conjuctiveness. Soto absolve liability, 

the two warnings must be used conjuctively. If this is done, a smoker who persists in the 

habit will be deemed to have voluntarily assumed the risk. But a court rnay be right to 

112 

113 

114 

The main purposes of the Decree as can be gathered 
from the provisions are (a) to protect the general 
public from the evil effects of smoking; (b) to 
penalise tobacco dealers who engage in the prohibited 
acts and (c) to punish smokers who smoke in prohibited 
places. 

822 F.2d 335, 7 Fred. R. Serv. 3d. 1438 (3d. Cir. 
1987) cited in Clark, op. cit., pp. 94 & 95. 

See the Federal Cigarrette Labelling and Advertising 
Act 1965. 
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treat such assurnption of risk only as contributory negligence. 

A question that has exercised the courts in sorne jurisdictions is whether there is 

a duty to warn against unknown dangers. In Vacwell Engineering_Ltd. v. B.D.H. 

Chemicalilld., it was established that the defendants were not aware of the dangerous 

propensity of the chernical on contact with water. But it was shown in evidence that this 

propensity had been indicated in chernical literature since the nineteenth century and was 

reported in leading textbooks. It was held that the duty to warn extended to known and 

knowable dangers. 

In America, conflicting decisions exist on this point. In Beshada v. lohns,MallYill 

ErQds Corp., 115 the Supreme Court of New Jersey held manufacturers of asbestos 

products liable for failure to warn against unforseeable dangers. But in F.eldman v. 

Le.derle...Lahoratories 116 the same court, two years la ter, refused to impose liability on 

manufacturers of drugs for failure to warn against unknowable danger. This decision was 

given without a reversai of the previous decision. 

It can be argued that it rnay be unrealistic to require a person to warn against a 

risk that is undiscoverable by the state of scientific knowledge. A viable alternative is to 

widen the scope of strict product liability. This will shift emphasis from the conduct of 

the manufacturer to the safety of the product. 

b. llieû_.Negligenc.e..Jlr..Ernlic 

llS 

116 

If a product is otherwise safe but causes harm as a result of rnisuse by the 

(O.N.J. 191 (1982)); also Re: Asbestos Litigation 628 
F. Supp. 774 (D.N.J. 1986), see Clark, op. cit., pp. 
80 & 84 respectively. 

97 N.J. 429 (1984) op. cit., p.80. 
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consumer, the manufacturer or seller will not be liable. In the same vein, if a product is 

safe for its normal use but causes damage as a result of an experimental adventure 

embarked upon by the consumer, the manufacturer will not be liable. Misuse of product 

is dealt with in section 395 of the American Restatement (2d) of Torts 1965. Conunent 

I to this section provides that "in the absence of a special reason to expect otherwise, the 

maker is entitled to assume that his product will be put to a normal use, for which the 

product is intended or appropriate; and he is not subject to liability when it is safe for ail 

such uses, and harm results only because it is mishandled in a way which'he bas no 

reason to expect, or is used in some unusual or unforeseeable manner". 117 

A related principle is that of voluntary assumption of risk or volenti non fit 

injuria. Under this principle, if a person, knowing and comprehending the danger, 

voluntarily exposes himself to it, though not neg!igent in so doing, he is deemed to have 

assumed the risk and is precluded from a recovery for an in jury resulting therefrom. 118 

Also, as stated by Lord Wright in Grant v. Austrialian Knitting Mills Ltd., "the man 

who consumes or uses a thing which he knows to be noxious cannot complain in respect 

of whatever mischief that follows, because it follows from bis own conscious volition in 

choosing to incur the risk of certainty of mischance" .119 

In the sphere of product liability, a manufacturer or seller will not be held liable 

for a risk voluntarily assumed by a consumer. ln John Holt Ltd. v. Leonard 

111 

118 

119 

See also comment h tas. 402A - a product is not in a 
defective condition when it is safe for normal use and 
consumption. 

Black's Law Dictionary: 6th ed. Centennial Ed. (1891-
1991) (St. Paul Minn. West Publishing Co.; 1990) p. 
1575. 

[1936) A.C. 85 at p. 105. 
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Ezeafuluk.we, 120 the respondent admitted under cross examination that at the warehouse 

he noticed that some of the fish, the subject matter of the contract, were "blown up"; that 

he warned the appellants against being delivered with ba<l ones. He further a<lmitled that 

when he noticed that the fish was going bad he changed the cartons before sending them 

to his customers in Cameroon. The whole consignment was later destroyed by the Health 

Authority which issued a certificate of destruction which was tendered in court. It was 

held by the Court of Appeal that since the respon<lent, quite aware of what he saw, went 

ahead to make his selection, he could not be hear<l to say that what he selected was of 

defective condition. 121 The same principle was upheld in B.oshali v. Allie.clCommercial 

Exporters.Ltd. 122 

As earlier noted, many products contain warnings. These may corne in the form 

of caution or direction for use. In drugs and drug products, some warnings may take the 

form of contra-indications, side-effects and/or interactions. A consumer who takes any 

such drug without reading the instructions is guilty of contributory negligence. If he 

reads and chooses to disregard the warnings, he will be deemed to have voluntarily 

assumed the risk. 

The duty of proving contributory negligence is on the persan alleging it. He must 

prove the particular acts on the part of the consumer which will qualify as negligent. In 

Nigerian...Bottling Co Ltd. v. Ngonadi, the Supreme Court stated that "to escablish 

contributory negligence, there ought to be evidence of what the plaintiff/respondent di<l 

120 

121 

122 

[1990]2 NWLR (Pt. 133) 520 C.A. 

See Olatawura, J.C.A. at p. 538; see also Eair v. 
Bntters Bras & Co. [1932] 2 K.B. 606. 

[1961] All N.L.R. 917. 
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or failed to do that either caused or contributed to the explosion". 123 The same principle 

was followed in I Jnited Bank.for Africa_.Ltd..& Anor v. Achoru. 124 

A plaintiff's contributory negligence will not absolve a defendant completely from 

liability. It will only reduce damages to such extent as the court thinks just and equitable 

having regard to the share of the claimant in the responsibility for the damage. 125 

c. Complianœ...with..Statutory_Standard. 

A question may arise as to whether compliance with statutory standard will serve 

as a defence. In Nigeria the body responsible for prescribing standards for products is 

the Standards Organisation of Nigeria (SON). This organisation issues the Nigcrian 

lndustrial Standard (NIS) certificate to companies whose products are adjudged to 

comply with established standards. Such companies are allowed to affix the "NIS" label 

on the winning products. 

A point of interest is who should bear responsibility if a certified product turns 

out to be defective. ln other words, can a manufacturer raise the fact of compliance with 

the statutory. standard as a defence? 

To the best of our knowledge, there is no local authority on this point. A related 

issue was considered in the English case of Dunne,.&..Anor v. North::.w.estern_Gas. Board 

&..Anor. 126 There, the plaintiffs instituted a consolidated action against the defendant 

claiming damages for injuries suffered as a result of gas explosion occasioned by the 

123 

124 

125 

126 

[1985] SC 317 at P.335 

[1990] 6 NWLR (Pt. 156) 254 S.C. 

See S. 11(1) Civil Liability (Mise. Provisions) Act 
1961 (Lagos) . 

[1964] 2 Q.B. 806. 
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breakage of defendant' s gas main. It was held that the defendant, a statu tory body, 

having merely carried out, without negligence, the statutory duty imposed upon it, could 

not be held strictly liable for injuries arising therefrom. 

So the important question is whether the statutory duty was carried out without 

negligence. In Charing_Cross_E!ectricity_Supp!y_co. 127 v. Hydraulic_J)_ower__co. 128 Lord 

Sumner stated: "If the Legislature has directed and required the undertaker to do that 

which caused the damage, his liability must rcst upon negligcnce in his way of doing it, 

and not upon the act itself. "128 The same principle was applied in North-Western 

.U.tilities..Ltd. v. London Gnaranœi:__ancl.Accideot..Ca.-1.td__&__Qrs. 129 

.. -~?-,.. 
The rcsult of judicial decisions is, thcrcfore, that thcrc is no liabili;>;''.', · u t? ,s, :;.._, 

fr~· \· 
negligence. This principle was put beyond doubt by Lord Blackburn in

1 
oddis v. , 

~

cc 3:,100:l .·.',; 

Eroprietors of Baon Reservoir. 130 He stated: • 
-~'!, /.··t 

"lt is we/1 established that no action will lie for doing that which 
the /egis/atllre has authorised, if it be doue wirhout 11eglige11ce, 
a/though it does occasion damage to anyone; but an action does 
lie for doing that which the legislawre has awhorisetl if it be 
done with neg/igence ... w 

It is uncertain whether the courts will apply the above authorities to a case of 

product liability. The two cases do not involve the same issues. One set involves the 

liability of a statutory body in the performance of its duties; the other involves the 

liability of a manufacturer in applying a standard set by a statutory body. Furthermore, 

127 [1914] 3 K.B. 772. 

128 I.b.i.d. , at pp. 781 & 782. 

129 [1936] A.C. 108. 

130 [1878] 3 A.C. 430. 

131 Ibid., at p. 455. 

~'\ic,, 
~~o./ 
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the issue in the latter case is not whether the act complained of was done with or without 

negligence, but whether liability can attach irrespective of negligence. In fact if there is 

negligence, the defendant will certainly be liable. But the question is whether compliance 

without negligence can afford a defence. In othcr words, cana mmmfücturcr conteml that 

the damage arase not from any default on his part but from the standard set by the 

statu tory body. Can such a manufacturer invoke the defence of act of another?132 

Inegbedion133 writes that the liability of the Standards Organisation of Nigeria 

in such cases cannot be discountenanced especially within the realm of the law of 

negligence. It is suggested that if a case on this issue arises, bath the manufacturer and 

the SON should be held jointly liable. The liability of the SON being based on negligent 

formulation of the said standard and that of the manufacturer on failure to detect the 

defect. This should be so because a manufacturer is not expected to play the raie of a 

robot. He is expected to possess the necessary expertise and to apply same in his 

production techniques including matters relating to standards. ln effect, such compliance. 

should not afford a defence. 

d. Exclusion Clauses 

Subject to laid down conditions, a contractual defendant can rely on an exclusion 

clause. 134 The general rule was that an exemption clause could not protect a persan guilty 

132 

lD 

134 

As we shall discus1, 
available under the 
(U.K). S. 4 (1) (a). 

presently, such a defence is 
Consumer Protection Act 1987 

Inegbedion, N.A. "Consumerism, 
Standards Organisation of 
University Law Journal, 1993, 

Merchantability and the 
Nigeria", Edo State 

Vol. 2, No. 1, p. 86. 

S. 55, Sale of Goods Law, (Cap. 174 Lagos State 1994). 
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of breach of fundamental term135 or in fundamental breach136 of the contract. This rule 

which was applied in many cases137 bas now been reversed by the Supreme Court. In 

Akinsanya v. United Bank for Africa Ltd., 138 and The Attorney-General, Bendel State 

& Ors. v. United Bank for Africa Ltd.,139 the Supreme Court said, though obiter, that 

whether an exclusion clause could protect a party in breach of contract was a question 

of construction of the terms of the contract. This approach was confirmed in 

Niger/Benue Transport Co. Ltd. v. Narumal & Sons {Nig) Ltd. 140 There the Supreme 

Court following the decision of the House of Lords in Photo Production Ltd v. 

Securicor Transport Ltd. 141 affirmed its earlier approach on the rule of construction as 

135 

136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

141 

Fundamental term is defined as "something which 
underlies the whole contract" per Devlin, J. (as he 
then was) in Smeaten Hancomb & Co. Ltd. v. Settv 
(Sassoon Sons & Co. [1953]1 W.L.R. 1468 at p. 1470. 

Fundamental breach is defined as a breach 11 which goes 
to the root of the con tract II per Denning, L. J. in 
Karsales (Harrows Ltd. v. Wallis [1956]1 W.L.R. 936 at 
p. 940. 

See Smeaten Hancomb & Co. ·Ltd. v. Betty (Sassoon) Sons 
& Co. ; Karsales (Harrow) Ltd·. v. Wallis; U. G. S. 
Finance Ltd. v. National Mort gage Bank of Greece 
[1964]1 Lloyd's Rep. 446; Ogwu v. Leventis Motors Ltd. 
[1963] All N.L.R. 507; Amusan & Anor v. Bentworth 
Finance (Nigl Ltd. [1965] All N.L.R. 400. 

[1986] 4 NWLR 273. 

[1986] 4 NWLR 547. 

[1989] C.L.R.Q. 28. 

[1980] A.C. 827. Note that the rationale for this 
decision was that since Parliament had effectively 
intervened in the control of exemption clauses there 
was no longer need for a strained construction to 
achieve consumer protection. See Lord Diplock at p. 

(continued ... ) 
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the applicable rule. 

The adoption of the rule of construction has been criticised by some writers on 

the grounds of, among others, inequality of bargaining power; ignorance of the average 

consumer in the country; and above ail, insufficient statutory protection as those offered 

by the English Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977. 142 

e. Exercise_of.Due....Care. 

A pers on sued for the tort of negligence can exenorate himsel f by show ing that 

he had taken ail reasonable care to ensure that bis product was free of defects. The usual 

practice adopted by manufacturers is to demonstrate a fool-proof system of 

l42 

i,i ( ••• continued) 
851; see also Atiyah, op. ci.t., p. 190 e.t s.eq. Cf. 
G.e=ge Mitchell {Chesterhall) r,td. v. Einne.y_Lock 
5-e.e.ds [1983] 2 A.C. 803; "late Dutch Special Cabbage 
Seed" was ordered; the seed supplied was not late 
cabbage seed and was unmerchantable. It was held that 
on their true construction, the conditions limited the 
liability of the defendants to a refund of the price 
paid or replacment of the seeds but in the 
circumstances of the case, reliance on them would not 
be fair or reasonable. 

See Saga y, I . E. Ni_g.erian_LfilL....Qf_Contract, (London: 
Sweet & Maxwell, 1985) p. 155; Olawale A, "Recent 
Trends in Fundamental Breach and Exclusion Clauses in 
the Consumer/Commercial Transactions", The Journal_o.f 
Private and Proper.t._y____Lfil.z, Vols. 16, 17 & 18, April 
1993, p. 37-49; Monye F.N., "The Need to Restrict the 
Scope of Application of Exemption Clause", Jus.ti.c_e (A 
Journal of Contemporary Legal Problems, June 1991, 
Vol.2, No.6) p. 19-27; cf. Agomo CK; "Effect of the 
Demise of the English Doctrine of Fundamental Breach 
on the Nigerian Law of Contract", The __ Nigerian_J.QJJ.rnal 
of Contemporar.y_Law, vol. 13, 1981-83, pp. 69-77. But 
the view of this writer on this issue appears to have 
changed. See "Exclusion Clauses in Contract and the 
Implications for Consumer Protection in the Nigerian 
Law of Contract". Unpublished. 
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manufacture. 143 If the system is acceptable to the court, the manufacturer will be 

exculpated. 144 The risk of over-reliance on manufacturer's claimed quality contrai 

system as a defence shall be examined in the next chapter. 

f. The Act of Third Party 

Another defence which may be raised by a defendant is the act of third party 

(novus actus interveniens). This doctrine implies that A is not liable for damage done 

to B if the chain of causation between A's act and B's damage is broken by the 

intervention of the act of a third persan. In this case B's damage is said to be too 

remote. 145 

In The She11 Petroleum Development Company of Nigeria Ltd. v. Otoko & 

Ors. 146 the respondents claimed damages for injurious affection to and deprivation of the 

use of the Andoni River and Creeks as a result of the spillage of crude oil caused by the 

negligence of the appellants. 147 The latter contended that the spiilage was caused by the 

act of a third party who removed a screw of boit from the manifold. It was held that to 

143 

144 

145 

146 

141 

See Grant v. Australian Knitting Mills Ltd. [1936] 
A.C. 85; Ebelamu v. Guinness (Nig) Ltd; Boardman v. 
Guinness (Nig) Ltd. 

11 If the system by which a manufacture\" produced his 
commodity was as near perfection as human ingenuity 
could make it, the manufacturer in those circumstances 
would have proved that he had not been negligent". Per 
Iguh, J, in Boardman v. Guinness (Nig) Ltd., at p. 
129. 

See Roger Bird, Q!l.. cit., p. 236. 

[1990] 6 NWLR (Pt. 159) 693 C.A. 

The court did not consider whether injurious affection 
to a river would have founded a cause of action. It is 
doubtful if this would have been so. 
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sustain an action for negligence, it must be shown that the negligence found by the court 

is the proximate caus_e of the damage and where the proximate cause is the malicious act 

of a third person against which precautions would have been inoperative, the defendant 

is not liable in the absence of a finding either that he instigated it or that he ought to have 

foreseen and provided against it. 148 

The same principle was stated in Dominion Natural Gas Co. Ltd. v. Collins & 

:ee~. 149 There, Lord Dunedin said that "If the proximate cause of the accident 

is not the negligence of the defendant, but the conscious act of another volition, then he 

will not be liable. For against such conscious act of volition no precaution can really 

avail" .150 

But a plea of lliMlS actus inteaeniens will not succeed if the_ac:LsrulghUQ_he 

rcl.ied_upon was occasioned by the negligent act of the defendant. In Stansbie v. 

Iroman, 151 a decorator who left his client's door open and went away for about two 

hours was held liable for the theft of the client's jewelry152 

The anus is on the party who pleads nœ1.us_ actus interY.eniens to prove it. In 

D.uruji & Anor v. Azie, 153 the defendant pleaded that the damage in question was caused 

by the act of a third party, the Nigerian Breweries Ltd. He adduced no evidence in 

support of this assertion. It was held that where a defendant pleads nOY11s actus 

140 

149 

150 

151 

152 

15) 

See also Ta:µ.= v. Rmœr_Co_.___.L.td_&_Ors. [1966] 2 All 
E.R. 181; see Baker, J. at p. 186. 

[1909] A.C. 640. 

Ibid.' at pp. 646 & 647. 

[1948] 2 K.B. 48. 

See also Hayne..s. v . Harwood [1935] 1 K.B. 146. 

[1992] 7 NWLR (Pt. 256) 688 C.A. 
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interYeniens the burden shifts to hirn to establish it in the sarne rnanner as one who 

pleads contributory negligence. 154 

g. Other Defences 

ln other jurisdictions, there are other defences which may avait a persan sued for 

product defect. In the United Kingdom a persan proceeded against under the Consumer 

Protection Act 1987 can raise any of the defences Iisted in section 4(1). The defences 

are: 

(a) that the defect is attributable to compliance with any statutory or E. U. 

requirernent; 

(b) that the persan proceeded against did not at any time supply the product to 

another; 

(c) that the only supply was not in the course of the supplier's business; 

(d) that the defect did not exist in the product at the relevant time; 155 

(e) that the scientific and technical knowledge at the relevant time was not such that 

a producer of products of the same description as the product in question might 

be expected to have discovered the defect if it had existed in his products while 

they were under his contrai; 

( t) that the defect -

154 

155 

See Ni_gerian Bottling_co_._Ltd. v. Ngonadi 
9Pt. 4) 739; IL..B....A._Ltd. Ach=.u [1990] 
156) 254 at p. 275. 

[1985]1 NWLR 
6 NWLR (Pt. 

That is, time when the product was supplied to another 
by the producer. s. 4(2). 
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(i) constituted a defect in a product ("the subsequent product") in which the 

product in question had been comprised; and 

(ii) was wholly attributable to the design of the subsequent product or to 

compliance by the producer of the product in question with instructions 

given by the producer of the subsequent product. 

With the exception of paragraph (e) above, the development risks defence, 156 as 

it is popularly called, the above defences do not raise much difficulty. One can say with 

certainty when they can apply. Also their application may not pose any serious problem 

to consumer interest. On the contrary, they provide a reasonable compromise between 

the claimant's and the defendant's interests. 

The reverse appears to be the case with the development risks defence. This 

defence which is similar to the "state of the art defence" 157 under the American system 

can be criticised on the ground of imprecision. In addition, it gives the producer an 

undue protection by enabling him to raise facts which may be difficult for the consumer 

to comprehend. It has been observed by Clark158 that if this defence is given a lenient 

interpretation, a producer who shows that he bas taken the steps which an average or 

reasonable producer ought to have taken will avoid liability. According to the learned 

author, this is simply a return to a negligence standard of liability, with the burden of 

156 

151 

158 

Introduced by Art. 7(e) of the EEC Directive 
(85/374/EEC) and adopted in s. 4(1) (e) of the 
Consumer Protection Act 1987 (U.K). 

First, raised and upheld in Day v. Barber-Colman Co. 
10111 App. 2d. 494, 135 N.E. 2d. 231 (App. Ct. 1956; 
cf. Gelsomino v. E.W. Bliss & Ors., 1011, App. 3d. 604 
295 N.E. 2d. 110 (1973) - both cited in Clark, QJ2. 
cit., pp. 156 and 157 respectively. 

QJ2. cit., p. 155. 
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proof reversed. Similarly, Atiyah159 comments that the effect of the defence is plainly 

to re-incorpor_ate something very like a no-negligence defence into the statutory cause of 

action. 

6.5 S.mnmacy 

The foregoing discourse shows that a person whose product causes injury to the 

person or property of another is civilly liable to that other person. His liability is without 

prejudice to his liability under the criminal law. 

Actions based on contract are less difficult to prove because the contractual and 

implied terms provide ready standards for comparison. Any deviation from the 

contractual or statutory requirements creates liability. As we shall see in the next 

chapter ,liability in this case is strict. The main clog to a claimant' s action in contract is 

privity of contract. In contrast, action in negligence provides a wider choice of parties 

for a claimant since he can sue any person in the chain. But his chances of success are 

greatly limited by the restrictive meaning accorded the term "defect" in tort law. Also, 
' 

as shall be demonstrated in the next chapter, proof of negligence constitutes a great 

obstacle. 

15' Atiyah, · Sale_of_Goods, op. cit., p. 239 et seq. See 
also Lowe and Woodroffe, op. cit., pp. 70 & 71. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CIVIL ENFORCEMENT OF CONSUMER RIGHTS: 
ENFORCEMENT UNDER THE LAW OF TORT 

7 .1 Inti:o.duction 

In the preceding chapter, we noted that a possible course of action open to a claimant 

who is not in privity of contract with the defendant is action in the tort of negligence. This 

chapter examines how a claimant can exercise this right. 

Issues to be discussed include, the meaning of "negligence"; the concept of duty of care; 

consequential damage; burden of proof; standard of care; and recovery for pure economic Joss. 

7 .2 Meaning of Negligence 

The term "negligence" was defined by Lord Alderson, B. in Blyth v. Bioningham 

W.ater.works_Ltd. 1 as: "the omission to do something which a reasonable man, guided upon 

those considerations which ordinarily regulate the conduct of human affairs, would do, or 

doing something which a prudent and reasonable man would not do". 2 

A similar definition was proffered by Akpata, J.S.C. in Odinaka_&_Anor v. Moghalu. 3 

His Lordship stated: "Negligence generally, is the omission or failure to do something which 

a reasonable man, under similar circumstances would do, or the doing of something which a 

reasonable and prudent man would not do". 4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

[1856] 11 Exch. 781. 

[Ibid] . , at 784. 

[1992]4 NWLR (Pt. 233) 1 S.C. 

Ihid., atp. 15. 
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In order to accomrnodate the essential ingredients of negligence, what can be 

considered as functional definitions have been given by some writers. Winfield and 

Jolowicz5 write that negligence as a tort is the breach of a legal duty to take care which 

results in damage, undesired by the defendant, to the plaintiff. Charlesworth and Percy6 

define the term as a tort which involves a person's breach of duty that is imposed upon 

him to take care, resulting in damage to the complainant. This functional approach can 

also be gleaned from the statement of Lord Wright in Lochgelly Iron and Coal Co. v. 

M'Mullen.7 His Lordship stated that in strict legal analysis, negligence means more than 

heedless or careless conduct, whether in omission or commission: it properly connotes 

the complex concept of duty, breach and damage thereby suffered by the persan to whom 

the duty was owed. 8 

The foregoing functional definitions appear preferable to the general definitions 

stated above. Decided cases show that a meaning based. on such general definitions 

cannot serve a useful purpose. The definitions Jack essential ingredients of actionable 

negligence. They can, more or Jess, be equated with carelessness and this, in law, cannot 

ground liability. 

In effect, negligence can be defined as a breach of a legal duty of care which 

results in damage to the claimant. 

QR. cit., p.66. 

QR. cit., p. 16. 

[1934] A.C. 1. 

Ibid., at p. 25. 
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7 .3 Existence of Dnty of Cai:e 

The first task before a person claiming in negligence is to establish that the defendant 

owes him a duty of care. This is because a duty does not exist in vacuum. It must relate to an 

obligation owed to another person, in this case, the cl aimant. The claimant must show that the 

defendant's act or omission was a breach of duty owed to him. It is irrelevant that if the 

defendant had acted the plaintiffs iajury would have been averted or that the defendant was 

in a position to act. The crucial question is whether there was a duty of care in the 

circumstance. As noted by Lord Esher in Le..LioY.re v. Gould, "The question of liability for 

negligence cannot arise at ail until it is established that the man who has been negligent owed 

some duty to the person who seeks to make him liable for his negligence ... A man is entitled 

to be as negligent as he pleases towards the whole world if he owes no duty to them". 9 In 

D.onoghue v. StCYenson,10 Lord Thankerton quoting from Kemp_&_D.ougali v. DarngauiLC.oal 

Co. 11 stated that it is necessary for a pursu~r in an action in negligence to show that a duty of 

care was owed to him by the defendant because a man cannot be charged with negligence if 

he has no obligation to exercise diligence. 12 The same principle was applied in Bottomley v. 

Bannister. 13 There it was observed that_ English law does not recognise a duty in the air, so 

to speak: that is, a duty to undertake that no one shall suffer from one's carelessness. 14 
· 

The word "duty" connotes the relationship between one person and another, imposing 

9 [1932] A.C. 562. 

10 [1932] A.C. 562. 

11 [1909] A.C. 1314; 1319. 

12 See Ikmo_ghue. v. SJ:.e.:iœns= at p. 602. 

13 [1932] 1 k.B. 458. 

14 Ibid., ç1t p. 476. 
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on the one an obligation, for the benefit of that other, to take reasonable care in an the 

circumstances. 15 The term is defined by the B!ack's. Law .Oictionary as an obligation, 

recognised by the law, requiring the actor to conform to certain standard of conduct for 

protection of others against unreasonable risks. 16 

Before the decision of the House of Lords in Oonoghue v. Stev.enson, there were 

conflicting opinions on whether or not a duty of care could exist between non-contractual 

parties. In the Iine of cases ranging from _W.interbottom v. Wright; 17 Blacker v. Lake.& Elliot 

Ltd.; 18 Earl v. Lubboi:k:; 19 Bate.s v. Batey..&...Co...Ltd;20 Mullen v. Barr..&_Co.21 to Longmeid 

v. Holliday, 22 the courts refused to recognise a duty where there was no privity of contract 

between the parties. 23 

What was then regarded as a general rule was stated by Lord Sumner in Blacker v. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Charlesworth and Percy, op .. ci.t., p. 19. 

Op . .ci.t.., p.505. 

[1842] 10 M & W 109. 

[1912] 106 L.T. 533. 

[1905]1 K.B. 253. 

[1913]3 K.B. 351. 

[1929] s.c. 461. 

6. Ex. 761. 

Cf. Dixon V. Bell 5 M & S 198; EllioJ:.t V. Hall (1885) 
15 Q.B.D. 315; Olbi:e.r v. Saddl.er [1929] A.C. 58; 
Lan.g:cidg.e v. Le3cy: M . & W . 3 3 7 ; Ge.or.ge v. Ski.Y.ingt= 
L.R. 5 Ex. l; Hea~œn v. Pender, 11 Q.B.D. 517; 
Dominion Natnral Gas Ca..._Ld. v. Collins_and Perk.ins, 
[1909] A.C. 640; In these cases actions by third 
parties were allowed for various reasons. Hea~en v. 
Eender in particular contained a .dictum that a duty of 
care could exist in non-contractual relationship. 
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• . 24 
Lalœ_ancLElliat, Ltd. He said: "The breach of the defendant's contract with A to use care 

and skill in and about the manufacture or repair of an article does not of itself give any cause 

of action to B when he is injured by reason of the article proving to be defective" .25 According 

to Alderson, B. in Winterbottom v. Wright, "The only safe rule is to confine the right to 

recover to those who enter into the contract; if we go one step beyond that, there is no reason 

why we should not go fifty". 26 

The recognised exceptions included cases involving fraud, 27 things dangerous in 

themselves,28 and cases of invitation.29 The courts did not see why a duty to take care should 

be extended to cases outside these exceptions. Particular reluctance was exhibited with respect 

to products not inherently dangerous. In Longmeid,Hollida:f, Parke, B. stated: 

"But it would be going too far to say that so much care is required i11 
the ordi11ary intercourse of life betwee11 011e i11divid11al a11d a1101her, 
that , if a machine not i11 its 11at11re da11gero11s - a carriage for 
instance - but which might become so by a late11t defect e11tirely 
1111k11ow11 although discoverable by the exercise of ordi11ary care, 
should be lent or given by 011e perso11, eve11 by the perso11 who 
ma1111fact11red it, to another, the former should be a11swerable to the 
latter for a subsequent damage accmi11g by the use of it. "'0 

The classification into dangerous and non-dangerous things for the imposition of duty 

of care was criticised in D.onaghue v. Ste.iœnsan. The distinction was regarded by Lord Atkin 

" 
25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

106 L.T. 55. 

Ibid., at p. 536. 

10 M. & W. 109, 115, Cited in D.onoghue v. S.teyenson, 
at p. 568. 

Langridge. v. L.e:ii::)l, s.upra p . 2 O 5 . 

Bell v . Dixon, aupr.a 

Hea~en v. P.ender, supra 

Quoted in Dano_ghue v. Stevenson; [1932) A.C. 562 at 
pp. 590 & 591. 
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as "an unnatural one sa far as it is used ta serve as a logical differentiation by which ta 

distinguish the existence or non-existence of a legal right". 31His Lordship quoted with approval 

the statement of Scrutton, L.J. in Hodge_&..Sons v. Angl0::America!LOJLCn. 32 as follows: 

"Personally, I do not 1111derstand the difference betwee11 a thing 
dangerous i11 itself. as poiso11, and a thing not da11gero11s as a c/ass, 
bllt by 11egligent co11stmctio11 da11gero11s as a particu/ar thing. The 
latter, if anything, seems the more da11gero11s of the rwo; it is a wo/f 
in sheep 's c/othi11g instead of an obvio'us wo/f". ,, 

One cannot but agree with the above reasoning. But it boils down to saying that each 

case depends on its particular merits. It is a question of fact whether a duty of care exists in 

a particular case. The nature of the subject matter and the likelihood of possible injury to 

person or property in the absence of due care will determine the existence or otherwise of duty 

of care. It is obvious that the greater the possibility of risk the higher the willingness of the 

court to impose a duty of care. Thus as observed by Lord Dunedin in Dominion.Natural _Gas 

Co.._Ltd. v. Collins_& Perkios,34 "in the case of articles dangerous in themselves, such as 

loaded firearms, poisons, explosives, and other things ejusden_generis, there is a peculiar duty 

to take precaution imposed upon those who send forth or install such article when it is 

necessarily the case that other parties will corne within their proximity". 

The principle of duty of care was exhaustively discussed in Donoghue v. SteY.enson and 

the court came out with the view that, subject ta certain conditions, a duty of care may be 

owed ta a third party in certain circumstances. This duty is completely independent of any 

31 

32 

33 

34 

I.b.id., at p. 595. 

[1922]12 L.I.L. REp. 183, at 187. 

See Donoghue v. St.evenson at pp. 595&596. 

Per Lord Dunedin in Dominion __ Natural_Gas_Co..._Lt.d. v. 
Collins__&_P.erkins [1909] A.C. 640, at p. 646. 
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contract between the plaintiff and the defendant. The case thus established the principle that 

a duty to take care arises wherever a reasonable man would foresee that if he does not take 

reasonable care he would cause injury to the persan or property of another. He needs not 

foresee danger or injury to a particular persan. It is sufficient if someone is likely to be injured 

if adequate care is not exercised. As can be gathered from the statements of their Lordships, 

the duty is owed generally to everyone within the class of those who are likely to be injured 

ifreasonable care is not taken. Lord Atkin put the issue figuratively. He stated: 

"The rule that you are to love your 11eighbour becomes i11 law, you 
must 11ot i11jure your 11eighbo11r; a11d the lmvyer 's q11estio11, who is my 
11eighbour? receives a restricted reply. Yo1111111st cake reaso11ab/e care 
to avoid acts or 0111issio11s which you ca11 reaso11ably foresee would be 
like/y to i11jure your neighbour. Who, the11, i11 law is my 11eighbo11r. 
171e a11swer seems to be - perso11s who are so close/y a11d direct/y 
ajfected by my act that I ought reasonably to have them i11 
comemplation as bei11g so affected whe11 l am directi11g my 111i11d to the 
aces or 0111issio11s which are ca/led in question. "15 

His Lordship adopted the principle of proximity laid down by Lord Esher (then Brett, 

M.R.) in Heayen v. ~nder. There his Lordship had stated: " ... under certain circumstances, 

one man may owe a duty to another, even though there is no.contract between them. If one 

man is near to the property of another, a duty lies upon him not to do that which may cause 

a persona! injury to that other, or may injure his property. "36 

Lord Atkin described the above principle as a correct statement of the law but with the 

proviso that "proximity be not confined to mere physical proximity, but be used ... to ex tend 

to such close and direct relations that the act complained of direëtly affects a persan whom the 

persan alleged to be bound to take care would know would be directly affected hy his careless 

35 

36 

at p. 580. Lord Atkin's test of foreseeability was re
echoed in Bourhill v. Young [1943] A.C. 92. See Lord 
Russel at p. 102. 

Cited in Donoghue v. Stevenson at p. 581. 
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act". 37 

The test of foreseeability, though a good general mie, has been criticised by 

writers. It has been shown by Charlesworth and Percy38 that a strict adherence to this 

rule may lead to a flood-gate of litigations and also to absurdities in some circumstances. 

Salmond39 notes that nobody has seriously suggested that the who!e law of tort should 

be reduced to a question of what the defendant ought reasonably to have foreseen in the 

circumstances of the particular case. According to him, the foresight of the reasonable 

man is not the necessary and sufficient condition of liability in tort - not necessary, 

because it has no place in torts of strict liability; not sufficient, because even within the 

field of what is commonly thought of as negligence, there are cases in which the 

defendant will escape liability although it is clear that he must have foreseen the 

likelihood of harm to the plaintiff. 

These criticisms are well founded. If duty of care were held to exist in ail cases 

ofreasonable foreseeability, the law will run the risk of explosion oflitigations. Policy 

considerations demand that a limit be placed by way of compromise. This compromise 

represents a balancing of the interests of claimants and those of the society. 40 

37 

38 

39 

40 

Ibid., 

See Charlesworth and Percy, QI?.. cit. pp. 46-94; see 
also Winfield and Jolowicz, QI?.. cit., pp. 76-86. 

Houston, Salmond on the Law of Torts, (London: Sweet 
and Maxwell; 1977) p.199. 

Such compromise can be seen in the various immunities 
conferred by the law. These include, immunities 
relating to trade competitions, failure to act in non
special relationships, an occupier as regards a 
trespasser and an examiner as regards his student. On 
the last point see Thorns v. University of London 
[1966]2 Q.B. 237 where it was held that an examiner 
owes no duty of care with respect to the assessment of 

{continued ... ) 
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The fact remains that it may be difficult to formulate a concise principle as to where 

a duty relationship may exist. Each case must be considered according to its own merits. Lord 

Atkin himself admitted this much in D.onaghue v. SteYemmn. He said that "it is remarkable 

how difficult it is to find in the English authorities statements of general application defining 

the relations between parties that give rise to the duty. The courts are concerned with the 

particular relations which corne before them in actual litigation, and it is sufficient to say 

whether the duty exists in those circumstances" .'1 Lord MacMillan put the issue as follows: 

"ln the daily contacts of social and business life human beings are 
thrown into, or place themselves in, an injinire variery of relations 
with their fellows; and the Law ca,1 refer only 10 rhe swndards of rhe 
reasonable man in order 10 de1em1i11e wherher any particular relation 
gives rise to a dury 10 rake care as berween t/wse who sra11d in that 
relation to each other. The gro1111ds of actio11111ay be as various a11d 
manifold as human errancy; and the conception of legal re~ponsibility 
may develop in adaptation ro alrering social candirions and standards. 
The crirerion ofjudgement 11111s1 adj11s1 and {u/apr itseljro rhe cha11gi11g 
circumstances of life. The categories of 11egligence are never 
c/osed. "" 

It can be argued that in the sphere of product Iiability, the controversy as to the 

existence of duty of care no longer arises. It is settled that a duty of care is owed to the 

ultimate consumer by persons in contrai of products. The duty of the manufacturer in this 

respect was put beyond doubt in Donoghue v. Ste_yenson. Lord MacMillan had no hesitation 

in affirming that a person who for gain, engages in the business of manufacturing articles of 

food and drink intended for consumption by members of the public in the form in which he 

41 

42 

the latter's performance. For a detailed discussion of 
various immunities granted by the law see Salmond, op. 
ciJ:. . , p . 19 9 .e..t. aeq . 

[1932] A.C. 562, at p. 579 

Ibid., at p. 619; see also Lord Thankerton at p. 603; 
see further Lord Wilberforce in Anns v. Merton_London 
Bor.ough __ Council [1978] A.C. 728 at p. 751. 
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issues them, is under a duty to take care in the manufacture of the articles. 43 This principle 

was applied in Osemahor v. NigeriaJ3iscuits_(Nig.). Ltd. 44 A manufacturer was therc lwld 

liable to the ultimate consumer for injuries resulting from the presence of a decayed tooth in 

a biscuit. 45 Similarly, in Sor.emi v. NigerianJ3ottling _Co-Ltd., 46 a case subject to criticisms 

on facts, a manufacturer was held liable to the ultimate consumer. The allegation was that the 

presence of a screwed up paper in a bottle of sprite manufactured by the defendants caused the 

consumer an unpleasant and uncomfortable experience. 

Other cases decided after Donoghm: v. Ste_=on show that such duty is not limited to 

the manufacturer. In W.atson v. Buckley., Stable, J. said: "1 do not think that, it matters 

whether the man is a manufacturer or whether he is a distributor. It seems to me to be the same 

in the case of a person through whose hands there has passed a commodity which ultimately 

reaches a consumer to his detriment. "47 

The decisions in Nigerian__B.ottling_Q}. v. Ngonadi;48 S.olu v. TotaL(Nig)_Ltd, 49 

equally illustrate that a duty of care is owed by a distributor to the ultimate consumer. 

Apart from the cases of the manufacturer and the distributor, it is clear, as discussed 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

4B 

49 

Ibid., at p. 620. 

(1973) N.C.L.R. 382 

See Kassim, J. at p. 386. 

(1977) 12 CCHCJ 2735. 

[1940]1 All E.R. 174 at p. 183. 

[1985]2 N.S.C.C. 753. 

(Unrep.) Suit No. ID/619/85 (Lagos State High Court); 
March 25, 1988, Discussed in the Bendel_State 
llniYer.sil:_y_Law_Journal, 1991/92.Vol. 1 No. 1: Apori 
K.A. at p. 3 - 44. 
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in the last chapter, that action can be brought against the whole-sale dealer, the retailer and a 

dealer in second-hand products. In fact this can be inferred from Stable, J. 's statement above. 

The phrase "a person through whose hands there has passed a commodity" can accommodate 

any person in the manufacturing and distribution chain. The implication is that each of these 

persons owes a duty of care to the ultimate consumer. In Stennett v. Hancock_&_P.eters50 such 

duty was extended to a repairer of a defective product. There, ii motor repairer was held liable 

to a pedestrian for injuries resulting from his negligcnt rcpair of a vchiclc. The court relicc..l on 

Donoghue. v. Ste.YellSon and held that the repairer was in the same position as that of the 

manufacturer of an article sold by a distributor in circumstances which prevented the 

distributor or ultimate consumer from discovering by inspection any defect in the article. 

The summary of judicial decisions is, therefore, that a duty of care is owed by any 

persan whose acts or omissions in relation to a product cause injury to the persan or property 

of another. 

7 .4 Breach of Duty of Care 

A person seeking redress in negligence must show that the person sued is in breach of 

a duty of care owed to him. This he can do by showing that the defendant did not exercise 

reasonable care in the malter that is called to question. As stated by the Court of Appeal in 

Adeosun v. Adisa, 51 where negligence is alleged, the plaintiff must set out or give full 

particulars of the negligence. In arriving at a decision, the courts are oftcn guided by the oft-

. ' 

50 [1938]2 All E.R. 578. 

51 [1986]5 NWLR (Pt.40) 227 C.A. 
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quoted statement of Alderson, B. referred to above.52 The bottomline is whetber the defendant 

has acted reasonably in the circumstances of the case. 

Specifically, in a product liability case, the claimant must show that the product in 

question is defective53 and that the defect was caused by the negligence of the defendant. To 

satisfy the last requirement, the plaintiff will have to show the particular acts or omissions that 

could qualify as breach of duty of care. In YacwelLEngineering_Co._Ltd. v. B. D.H_Chemicals 

Ltd, manufacturers of a chemical which exploded on contact with water were held Iiable ta the 

plaintiffs. Their negligence was based on their failure ta warn against the dangerous propensity 

of the chemical on contact with water. In Watson v. Buckley, distributors of a hairdye were 

held liable in negligence. Their negligent acts were the various acts and omissions (such as the 

false advertisements, failure ta carry out necessary tests and guarantees) which intervened 

between the manufacture of the article and its reaching the plaintiff. In Stokes v. Guest,...Keen 

&..Nettlefolcl(Bolts and nuts)_Ltd.,54 evidence showed that medical scientists had made various 

recommendations for periodic medical inspections of workers exposed ta the risk of cancer and 

that specific warnings should be given. The defendants did not carry out these 

recommendations. They were held liable in negligence. In Fisher v. Harrods.Ltd.,55 failure 

of the defendants ta test their product before putting it into the market was held to constitute 

breach of duty of care. 

52 

53 

54 

55 

Supra.; p.202. 

See p. 159-172, supra __ for the meaning of this term. 

[1968] 1 WLR 1776. Cf Bro_wn v. Rolls_Roy..ce_Ltd. [1960] l 
WLR 210. There was no evidence that the alleged 
industry practice (supply of barrier cream) provided 
safer precautions than the defendants' methods. 

[1966] Lloyds, L.R. 500. 
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Conversely, if the act complained of does not amount to negligence the defendant will 

be exculpated. ln Stennett v. Haru:o.ck, a lorry owner who had entrusted his lorry to a 

competent repairer for repairs was held not under a duty to ascertain whether the latter had 

competently carried out the work. By entrusting the repairs of the lorry to a competent 

repairer, he had discharged the duty imposed on him. In Davi(l v. New Merton Board Mills, 

Ltd~.,56 D was injured by a defect in a tool provided by his employers, the defendants. 

In an action for damages, it was held that the defendants, having obtained the tool from a 

reputable supplier, had discharged their duty of care. Lord Reid stated that an employer "is not 

liable for the negligence of the manufacturer of an article which he has bought, provided that 

be bas been careful to deal with a seller of repute and has made any inspection which a 

reasonable employer would make". 57 The raticulecidendi of this case can be contrasted from 

:WatSOll v. Buckk)' discussed above. There it was shown that the distributors had obtained the 

dye from "a gentleman who had emerged qui te unexpectedly from Spain". 58 The manufacturer 

had gone into liquidation before the case carne up for trial. The same principle was applied in 

Eisher v. Harmdilid. where it was found that the defendants had acquired the product in issue 

from a virtually unknown and inexperienced manufacturer. 

56 

57 

56 

[1959] 1 All E.R. 346. cf. the Employers' Liability 
(Defective Equipment) Act 1969 (U.K) under which the 
duty· of the employer for defective equipment is 
strict. But this is net the position in this country. 

Ibid., at pp. 367&368. 

[1940] 1 All E.R. 174 at p. 186. 
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7.5 Conscquentiaillamage 

In addition to proof of the existence of dut y and breaclr of duly, the plaintiff must alsu 

show that the act complained of was the cause of his damage. In other words, the damage 

suffered must be tlie natural consequence of the wrongful act of the defendant. A finding on 

this point is essential because, as noted by Lord MacMillan in Donoghue... v. Stev.enson, "The 

law takes no cognizance of carelessness in the abstract ... The cardinal principle of liability is 

that the party cornplained of should owe to the party complaining a duty to take care, and that 

the party cornplaining should be able to prove that he_has...suffereQiJamage...in_c.ansequence_of 

a_bI:eac.h..ofJhat..dutl. 59 

Proof of injury is, therefore, a pre-condition for the success of a claimant's case. In 

Donoghue v. Stevenson this requirernent was satisfied by the plaintiff's averment which was 

accepted by the court that the presence of the decomposed snail in the ginger beer gave her 

shock and gastro-enteritis. Th'ïs requirernent was also satisfied in Chaprnnier.e v. Mason60 

involving the presence of a stone in a bath bun. In Grant v. Australian.Knitting Mills_Ltd., the 

plaintiff's case succeeded because it was shown that his dermatitis was caused by the presence 

of free sulphite in the under-garrnent. 

In contras!, plaintiff's case in Okonkw.o v. Guinness_(Nig)_Ltd. was rejected because, 

even though there was evidence that he vornitted; that he had cramps and suffered from food 

59 

60 

(1932] A.C. 562, at pp. 618&619; emphasis mine. 

[1905] 21 T.L.R. 633; Cf. Daniela v. Whit.e_&-8ans 
[1938]4 All E.R. 258 - Manufacturers• evidence that 
the presence of carbolic acid in their lemonade was 
not due to negligence was accepted by the court. This 
decision has been subjected to criticisms and the 
court refused to follow i t in Hill v. James Cr::a.w.e 
_ccas.es)_Ltd, [1978]1 All E.R. 01·2. 
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poisoning, the medical witness did not ascribe the food poisoning to the stout consumed by 

him. lt was not .shown that the roots, leaves and bark of tree found in the bottle of stout caused 

the food poisoning or were capable of causing the same. Similarly in Boardman v. Guinness 

(Nig)_Ltd., the allegation was that the beer brewed by the defendants and consumed by the 

plaintiff contained heavy sediments which were shown by laboratory analysis to have been 

caused by the presence of bacteria. The court noted that the plaintiff must not merely establish 

the facts of the defendant's negligence and of bis own damage, but must also show that one was 

the effect of the other. Quoting from the case of LR._MundayJ.td. v. L.C . .c._(9),61 the court 

stated that "Negligence alone does not give a cause of action, damage alone does not give a 

cause of action; the two must co-exist". 62 Since there was no proved Iink between the 

plaintiff's injury and the bacteria in the beer, the plaintiff's case was rejected. According to 

the court, although there was evidence that the beer contained bacteria, the plaintiff did not 

show that such bacteria were harmful and caused bis illness. 

In Ehelamu v. Guinness_(Nig)_Ltd., 63 the allegation was that the sediments contained 

in the beer brewed by the respondents caused illness to the appellants. Three bottles of the said 

beer, two opened and half drunk and one unopened were taken to the Govermnent analyst for 

analysis. Only the unopened bottle was accepted for analysis since according to the analyst, 

it was not their practice to accept opened bottles. The bottle analysed was found to contain 

poisonous sediments. It was held by the Court of Appeal that there was no proper nexus 

between the unopened bottle of beer which was analysed, and the other two bottles which had 

61 

62 

63 

[1916] 2 K.B. 331. 

Ibid., at p. 334. 

EEFCA/L/101/82, Monday January 24, 1993. 
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been opened and consumed. 

7. 6 frincipll: .. of Cansation 

It may be added that in general, in determining the issue of causation, a two-pronged 

test is applied by the courts. This involves causation in fact and causation in law. The question 

as regards the former is whether the plaintiff's damage was in fact caused by the defendant's 

wrongful act. A test which the courts employ in the dctcrmination of this issue is the "but-for" 

test. This test was explained .by Denning, L.J. (as hc thcn was) in Cork v. Kirby Mack,111 

Ltd. 64 He said: 

"subject to the question ofremoteness, causation is a question offact. 
If the damage wou/d not have happened b111for a partic11/arja11/t, then 
that fau/t is the cause of the damage; if it ivou/d have happened just 
the same, Jau/t or 110 Jault, the Jau/t is not the rnuse of the damage. lt 
is to be decided by the ordinary plain co111111011 sense of the 
business. "65 

The practical application of the test can be seen in some decided cases. 66 But there is 

no doubt that the test may encounter some problems especially where there is a controversy 

as to the cause of a particular damage. 67 It has, thus been rightly observed that the "but-for" 

test must not be regarded as a rule of thumb for determining causation in fact in every case; 

causation in fact can hardly be dealt with as a matter of general legal principle for too much 

64 

65 

66 

67 

[1952]2 All E.R. 402. 

Ibid., at pp. 406&407. 

See Barne.tJ:. v. Chel.s.e.a__anci__Kensington__Hospital 
Management Cornrnit..t.ee [1969]1 Q.B. 428; Cf. The_Ernpire 
J~rnaic.a [1957] A.C. 386. 

See Bakai::: v. W:illonghhy: [1970] A.C. 467; Cutler v. 
:llauxhal l Motors Ltd. [1971] 1 Q.B. 418. 
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depends upon the circumstances and probability of each case. 68 

No. doubt, proof of factual causation will constitute an up-hill task in many product 

liability cases. This will surely be the case where the defect in issue is one that produces a 

cumulative effect as opposed to an immediate effect. Thus if a person dies shortly after 

consuming a tinned food and the cause of death is given as food poisoning; much effort may 

not be needed to show a link between the breach and the damage. The reverse will be the case 

where a damage is manifested only after a prolonged use of the product. Here, the c!aimant 

may find it difficult to show that his damage was in fact caused by the alleged product and not 

any other one. A good illustration is a case of alleged damage caused by cigarette smoking. 

If a claimant alleges that his Jung cancer was caused by the defendant's cigarette, he may be 

required to prove that he did not smoke any other brand within the period and that bis problem 

was in fact caused by the defendant's brand and could not be attributed to any other cause. To 

the best of our knowledge, there is no local decision on this point. lt is believed that a claimant 

may find it impossible ta discharge this burden. 

On the whole, as noted by Lowe and Woodroffe,69 much depends on what inference 

the court is willing ta draw from the facts of a case. The learned authors cite the case of Grant 

v. Australian Knitting_Mills..Ltd. There the plaintiffs contention that bis dermatitis was caused 

by excess sulphite in the undergarment manufactured by the defendants was accepted by the 

Privy Council despite the fact that evidence had shown that more than four million of the 

garments had been sold without complaint. A similar decision was reached in Solu v. Iutal 

(Nig)Ltd. Despite copions expert evidence advanced ta show that the defendant's cylinders 

68 

69 

Winfield and Jolowicz, op. cit., p.114. 

Qp . .cil:., at p. 76. 
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were made in conformity with international standards, the court accepted the plaintiff s 

expert opinion that the offending cylinder was in fact defective. 

Causation in law simply refers to remoteness of damage. A defendant's wrongful 

act may lead to infinite consequences. As a policy, the law sets some limits on damage 

that may be compensated for. The defendant is only liable for damage that is not too 

remote. 

A detailed review of literature.on remoteness of damage may not be necessary in 

this work. 70 Suffice it to say that after much controversy, 71 the law is now settled that, 

just like the case of existence of duty, foreseeability of damage is the criterion for the 

determination of the issue of remoteness. 72 So in effect, each case depends on its 

particular merits. But in the area of product liability, the task of the court is lightened 

by the fact that the law has delineated some areas where compensation can be effected 

and others where compensation cannot be granted. A notable example of the latter is 

pure economic loss which shall be considered in this chapter. 

7. 7 Standard of Care 

lt is constantly stressed that the duty of a defendant in the tort of negligence is to 

exercisereasonab le care. This means that the test is an objective one. Winfield andJ o lowicz 73 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

See standard texts on the Law of Torts, e. g. Kodilinye, 
G., Nigerian Law of Torts (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 
(1982); Brazier, M. Street on Torts (London: 
Butterworths; 1993) ;Rogers, W.V.H., Winfield & Jolowicz 
on Tort, 13th ed. (London: Sweet & Maxwell 1989) 

See Re Polemis [1921]3 K.B. 560. 

See The Wagon Mound (No. 1) [1961] A.C. 388. 

QJ2 cit., p. 87. 

Lowe and Woodroffe, op. cit., p.75. See also Oualcast 
(Wolverhampton Ltd. v. Hayness (1959] A.C. 743. 
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write that the standard is objective and impersonal in the sense that it eliminates the 

persona! equation and is independent of the idiosyncrasies of the particular person whose 

conduct is in question. It has been equally noted that "whether a defendant has performed 

his duty of care is a pure question of fact and a decision on this point is not a binding 

precedent for any future case. "74 

But this does not mean that there are no guiding principles. The degree of care 

required tends to vary with the nature of the subject matter; the seriousness of the risk;"' 

the likelihood of in jury; 75 the professed skill of the tortfeasor and the utility of the 

defendant's activity as well as the burden of taking adcquate precaution. 

If the subject matter is one that involves a high degree of risk, a higher degree 

of care will be expected of those in contrai. As noted by Winfield and Jolowicz, "No 

reasonable man handles a stick of dynamite and a walking-stick in the same way" .76 

Judicial decisions adequately point to this assertion. ln Read v. Lyons & Co. Ltd. Lord 

Macmillan said that "The Iaw in all cases exacts a degree of care commensurate with the 

risk" .77 Denning, L.J. (as he then was) also noted in Lloyds Bank Ltd. v. Railway 

Executive, that "As the danger increases, so must the precaution increase". 78 

In the case of products, the nature of the product concerned will determine the degree 

ofcare. Productsmeant for oral consumption, it will appear, may call foragreaterprecaution. 

74a Paris V. Ste:gney C. (1951] A.C. 367. 

75 Bolton v. Stone. (1951] A.c. 850. 

76 Q:g_. cit; p. 89. 

Tl [194 7] A.c. 156 at p. 173. 

78 (1952] 1 All E.R. 1248, at p. 1253. 
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This is because a defect is almost certain to cause in jury to the consumer. This is not to 

undermine the dangerous propensities of some products meant for external use. Thus a 

defective machine or car is as dangerous as an orally consumable product. So it is safe 

to argue that in the case of any product that is inherently dangerous, a higher degree of 

care is to be expected. 

In the case of persans who profess certain skill, the standard is that of the 

ordinary skilled man exercising and professing to have that special skill. Thus in Greaves 

& Co. Ltd. v. Baynham Meikle & Partners79
, the defendants, consultant structural 

engineers, were held bound to exercise the ordinary skill of competent structural 

engineers. But in Philips v. Whiteley80 it was held that ajeweller who pierced ears for 

earrings was not expected to possess the level of skill of a surgeon. 

Applying these principles to product liability, it can be said that a manufacturer 

would be expected to possess the degree of expertise of an ordinary skilled manufacturer 

in that field. A lower level will expose him to liability. 

Another relevant factor in determining the degree of care is the utility of 

the activity · in issue. If the activity is very beneficial to the society there may 

be justification for requiring a lower standard of èare. But benefit in this regard 

does not relate to pecuniary rewards to the defendant but to overall social 

benefits to the public. As stated in Watt v. Herfordshire C. C .• 81 one must balance 

the risk against the end to be achieved and the commercial end to make a 

79 

80 

81 

[1975]1 W.L.R. 1095. 

[1938]1 All E.R. 566. 

[1954] 1 W.L.R. 835. 
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profit is very different from the human end to save life or limb. 82 

The above aptly applies to the field of drugs and drug products. A manufacturer who 

engages in the manufacture of drugs for the treatment or cure of fatal diseases may be justified 

in risking some side-effects. Salmond's83 opinion is relevant here. He writes that the 

reasonableness of the defendant's conduct will depend upon the proportion which the risk bears 

to the object to be attained. 

It must be noted that even though the standard of care is an objective one, the 

personality of the judge plays a prominent role. The decision in each case will be based on the 

discretion of the presiding judge. In Glasgow_Corporation v. Muir, Lord MacMillan said that 

"it is ... Jeft to the judge to decide what, in the circumstances of the particular case, the 

reasonable man would have in contemplation, and what, accordingly, the party sought to be 

made liable ought to have foreseen'. 84 

But in al! cases the standard is not an absolute one. As already noted, only a reasonable 

care is required. Lewis, J. stressed this point in I2aniels_&J2aniels v. White_&..fums_Ltd ... & 

Iarbard. 85 He said; " ... and it seems to me a little difficult to say that, if people supply a fool

proof method of cleaning, washing and filling bottles, they have not taken ail reasonable care 

to prevent defects in their commodity. "86 

B2 

03 

B4 

B5 

B6 

.Ibid., at p. 838, peu: Denning, L.J. 

Havston R.F.V., Salm=d....on_the_Law_of_Tor.ts, 17th ed. 
(London: Sweet & Maxwell; 1977) p. 227. 

[1943] A.C. 448, at p. 457. 

[1938]4 All E.R. 258. 

.Ibid., at p. 262. 
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A similar connnent was made by lguh, J. in Boardman v. Guinness._(Nig)_Ltd. 87 He stated: "If 

the system by which a manufacturer produced his commodity was as near perfection as human 

ingenuity could make it, the manufacturer in those circumstani:es would have proved that he 

had not been negligent. "88 

The allegation in that case was that the beer brewed by the defendants contained some 

sediments which caused illness to the plaintiff. The court accepted the demonstrated fool-proof 

system of the defendants and held that their duty was not to ensure that their products were 

perfect but merely to take reasonable care to see that no injury was done to consumers of their 

products. 

This approach, to say the Ieast, does not advance the interest of the consumer. This 

. buttresses the need to introduce a strict product Iiability regime. 89 

7 .8 Burden of Proof 

The burden of proving negligence is on the person who alleges it. ln order to discharge 

this burden, it is usually necessary for the plaintiff to prove specific acts or omissions on the 

part of the defendant which will qualify as negligent conduct. More particularly in the context 

of liability for defective products, the consumer must establish that his damage resulted from 

defects in the product and was caused by the defendant failing in his duty to take reasonable 

care. 90 

" 
" 
89 

90 

[1980] N.C.L.R. 109. 

Ibid., at p. 129. 

See our suggestions on p.370-372 infra. 

Mickleburgh, C.onsumer__P=tec.tion, op. cit:; p.213 
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In general, the law is rather reluctant to allow a shift of the burden from the plaintiff 

to the defendant. The only exception is where the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur applies. This 

doctrine applies where the accident speaks for itself so that it is sufficient for the plaintiff to 

prove the accident and nothing more. Once the plaintiff has proved the fact of the accident, the 

burden will then lie on the defendant to prove that it arase out of no negligence of his. In Audu 

v. Ahmed91 it was held by the Court of Appeal that on a plea of r.es ipsa_ loquitur, the 

defendant bas the evidential burden to show that he exercised ail reasonable care to avoid the 

accident and that he could not do more in the agony of the moment. 

The situation where the doctrine may apply was explaincd by Sir William Erie, C.J. 

in S.cott v. London & St Katherin Docks_&_C_u._Ltd. He said: 

"There must be reasonable evidence of 11egligence, but where the 
thing is shown to be under the managemellf of the defendam or his 
servants, and the accidem is such as in the ordinary course of thi11gs 
does 11ot happen if those who have the 111a11agemem use proper care, 
it affords reasonable evidence, in the absence of expla11atio11 by the 
defendallt, that the accident arose from walll of care. "92 

The Supreme Court has also explained the conditions under which the doctrine of res 

ipsa loquitur will apply. In NationaLElectrù:....EoweLAuthority v. AllL&_Anor, 93 the court 

stated that the application of the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur rests on three conditions, nan1ely: 

(a) 

(b) 

that the thing which causes the damage was under the care and contrai of the defendant; . . 

that the occurrence is such that it could not have happened in the absence of negligence; 

and 

91 

92 

93 

[1990] 5 NWLR (Pt. 150) 287 C.A. 

[1965]3 H & C 596. The plaintiff was injured by some 
bags of sugar which fell on him whilst crossing 
doorway of the defendants' warehouse. 

[1992]8 NWLR (Pt. 259) 279 S.C; see also Linus..._Onwllka 
&_Anor V. Omogui [1992)3 NWLR (Pt. 230) 393 s.c. 
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(c ) that there is no evidence as to how the occurrence took place. 

A crucial point in the above statements is that the accident must be such which does not 

ordinarily happen in the absence of negligence. There is no doubt that this will be the case of 

many defective products especially where the allegation is that of presence of exterior 

substances. If it can be shown that the product reached the claimant in the condition in which 

it left the persan being sued and that the defect was present ail along, then a prima facie case 

would have been made out. A general principle was stated in Alao v. InaolajLBJ.1ilderli..Ltd. 94 

There it was held that the court may infer negligence on the part of a defendant in an action 

for negligence if the plaintiff shows the resultant accident and that normally such act dm:s not 

ordinarily occur. The onus will then shift on the defendant to show that he was not negligent 

by explaining the cause of the accident and the subsequent damage. 95 

But the question is whether the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur applies to product liability 

cases. Some writers take the application of the doctrine in this regard for granted. Lowe and 

Woodroffe96 write that sometimes the facts themselves point to negligence; if a consumer !oses 

a tooth through eating a bun containing a stone this suggests that the manufacturer had been 

negligent and, under the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur, the manufacturer will have to adduce 

evidence from which the inference of negligence can be rebutted. Mickleburgh97 notes that 

whilst it has been said on high judicial authority that there is no justification for applying the 

94 

95 

96 

97 

[1990)7 NWLR (Pt. 160) 36 C.A. 

Ogwugbu, J.C.A. at p. 49. 

Qp. cit.., p.75. 

Op.cit., p.215; referring to the statement of Lord 
MacMillan in D.ono.ghue v. Ste:v:enson [1932] A.C. 562 at 
p.622. 
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maxim in such cases, there can be no doubt that this statement is more honoured in the 

breach than the observance and that res ipsa loquitur has been applied in spirit if not in 

name. 98 

The above assertions notwithstanding, judicial decisions show that the issue is far 

from being settled. There exist conflicting decisions on the applicability ofthis doctrine. 

In Donoghue v. Stevenson, the inapplicability of the doctrine to product liability cases 

was stressed by Lord MacMillan. He said: 

"The burden of proof must always be upon the injured party to 
estab/ish that the defect which caused the injury was presem in 
the article when it left the hands of the party whom he sues, that 
the defect was occasio11ed by the carelessness ofthat party, and 
that the circ11msta11ces are such as to cast upon the defendallt 
a duty to take care 1101 to i11j11re the pursuer. There is no 
pres11111ptio11 ofneglige11ce in such a case as lhe prese,11 nor is 
there any iustification for applying the maxim. res ipsa loq11it11r 
Negligence must be averred and proved. ""' 

A similar attitude can be inferred from local judicial decisions. In Ebelamu 

v. Guinness (Nig) Ltd., the plaintiff's attempt to rely on the doctrine was 

disallowed. According to Nnaemeka-Agu, J .C.A., "the principle of res ipsa loquitur 

has no place in a case of this nature" .100 Similarly, in Okonkwo v. Guinness 

(Nig) Ltd., it was held that "res ipsa loguitur does not apply and nothing is to 

be presumed in favour of the plaintiff". 101 An opportunity to consider this issue 

was missed in Osemobor v. Niger Biscuits & Anor102 because the principle 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

Qu. cit., p. 215. The learned author cites Grant v. 
A.K.M; Malfoot v Noxal Ltd, [1935] 51 T.L.M. SS. etc. 
in support of his assertion. 

[1932] A.C. 562 at p. 622 (emphasis mine). 

FCA/L/101/82, delivered on Monday January 24, 1993; at 
p. 57. ' 

(1980) 1 PLR 583 at p. 584; see also Solu v. Total 
(Nig) Ltd. p.177. supra. 

(1973] N.C.L.R. 382. 
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was not averred in the pleadings.-Consequently, the court rejected ~ plaintiff's counsel's 

submission on it. 103 

Boardman v. GuinnesiL(NigUtd'04 appears to be the only local authority where a 

contrar.y view was expressed. Even though the doctrine was held inapplicable to the facts of 

the case, it was admitted that a plaintiff could be justified in invoking it in appropriate cases. 

Iguh, J. refused to accept the submission of ;i." learned counsel for the defendants that the 

principle can never be applied to a case of product liability. He stated: 

"To the extent that the plaintif! must aver and prove negligence 
against the defendant, l am in complete agreement. l am however 
111,ab/e to agree that the doctrine of rer (nia loq11i111r ca11 11ever be 
applied by a plaillliffto prove neg/ige11ce i11 this class of cases. /11 my 
view, proof of the prese11ce of foreig11 or deleterious malter in a 
co11sumable or other product which irresistibly suggests neglige11ce Oil 
the part of the manufacturer or other class of persan is s11fjicie111 to 
estab/ish a ]ll11ll[l/ndi!. case of 11egligence founded on the doctrine of 
œ.s.. ip.sn loquitur. ,,,os 

The above statement is in accord with the decision in Grant v. AustralianKnitting..Mills 

L!d. There it was stated: 

"If excess sulphite were left in garment, that could oil/y be because 
someolle was at fault. The appel/a/li is 1101 required to lay his ji11ger 
Oil the exact persan in ail the chai11 who was respo11sible, or to specify 
what Ize did wrong. Neglige11ce is fo1111d as a malter of i11ferellce /rom 
the existence of the defects take11 in co1111ectioll with ail the k11ow11 
circumstances. "106 

It can be argued that since there is a Court of Appeal decision stressing the ~ l'l

applicability of the doctrine, the High Court decision on the issue can be said to be of little or 

no effect. The same applies to the observations in Grant v. Australian_Knitting...Millsi.td. 

103 

104 

105 

106 

Kassim, J, at p. 386. 

(1980) NCLR 109. 

Ibid, at p. 127. 

[1936] A.C. 85 at 101. 
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Therefore, the position is that the principle does not apply to product liability cases in this 

country. 

It is arguable that even if the doctrine were held applicable, the position of the 

consumer would not improve. This is because the major function of the doctrine is ta shirt the 

burden of proof ta the defendant. 107 This principle was stressed by the Supreme Court in Linus 

Ûfilll.uka_&__Anor v. Qmogui. 108 According ta the court, the principle only shifts the anus of 

proof, which is adequately met by showing that despite the accident, the defendant was not in 

fact negligent. A defendant is not ta be held liable because he cannot prove exactly how the 

accident happened; it is sufficient if he satisfies the court that he personally was not 

negligent. 100 

It is thus open ta the defendant ta show that the accident happened without negligence 

on bis part. If this is successfully done, the burden shifts back to the plaintiff ta show that the 

defendant was in fact negligent. As stated in Ballard v. N .B.Ry: "If the defenders can show 

a way in which the accident may have occured without negligence, the cogency of the fact of 

the accident by itself disappears, and the pursuer is left as he began, namely, that he has ta 

show negligence". 110 

107 

lOB 

109 

llO 

See Rj.i.s.un v. àj.ao (1975] N. M. L. R. 4 at p. 6; Moor.e v. 
Eox & Sons r,td. [1956]1 Q.B. 596, Roe v Ministry. __ of 
He.alth (1954]2 Q.B. 66; at pp. 87-88. Another function 
of the doctrine is to make it impossible for a 
defendant to succeed on a ''no 6ase 11 submission. see 
Cole v. De Traff.ord (No. 2) (1918] 2 K.B. 523 at p. 
528. 

[1992]3 N.W.L.R. (Pt. 230) 393 S.C. 

Ibid., at p. 445. 

(1923] A.C. 43, at p. 45. Cited in Charlesworth & 

Percy, op . .ci!:__.__; at p. 430. 
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Experience shows that the rebuttal of a prima facie presumption of negligence is not a 

serious burden on a defendant in product liability cases. The usual practice adopted by 

manufacturers is to demonstrate a fool-proof system of manufacture. A court may easily be 

misled by such evidence and a plaintiff may not be in a position to counter it. Even where 

expert witnesses are called by the plaintiff, chances are that the defendants' 

expert witnesses may be more conversant with the relevant manufacturing process. This point 

was made by Lord Davidson in North Scottish Helicopters_Ltd v. Unitec.Liechnologies__C.orp., 

a case involving defective helicopter. His Lordship commented: 

"As the proof progressed it became clear t/uu the p111·s11erl'' experts 
laboured under serious disadvantages. Although they had 
considerable e11gi11eeri11g ability, none of them had the detailed 
knowledge and familiarity with the subject tlzat the defenders' various 
engineering witnesses could command. ln addition, the defenders had 
ample opportunity to carry 0111 tests on S. 76 helicopters and other 
equipment. The purser 's experts had no comparable facilities. " rn 

This observation points to the fact that the defendant is usually in a stronger position 

than the plaintiff in rnatters relating to proof and dis-proof of negligence. This research reveals 

that in ail product liability cases decided in this country, the saine practice was adopted by ail 

the defendants, namely, to call the quality contrai officer to show the degree of care normally 

exercised by the company. In O.ny.ejekw.e v. Nigeria..Brew.eries.1..td., 112 the plaintiff sucd for 

injuries sustained as a result of the intake of defendant's beer·which contained some foreign 

bodies. In defence, the defendants gave evidence of processes of beer brewing from the 

moment malt, hops, sugar and water are mixed for a start to the time when the beer in the 

corked bottle is put into the carton ready for the market. The evidence showed several stages 

lll 

112 

(Unreported); cited in Clark, op. cit., at p. 149&150. 

(Unrep.) Suit No. E/129/72; June 1, 1974. 
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of washing of bottles by automatic machines in which highly concentrated solution of causatic 

soda and other chemicals are used; the filling of the bottles and corking by mechanical process 

and checking at various sighter stations by groups of sighters. Commenting on the defendants' 

evidence, Mr. Justice K.O. Anyah said: 

"/ am convinced by the evidence of this witness, that is, D. W. l, that 
the beer and the bottles 1111dergo complete pasteurization and 
sterilization before the boutes leave the factory and that in these 
circumstances no living orga11is111s can be fmmd in the bottle 1111/ess 
afterwards tampered with. " "' 

Similar conclusions based on defendants' ùcmonstrateù care can be seen in otlwr 

judicial decisions. 114 

The above contras! with the observation of Lord Wright in Grant v. Australiaa.Knitting 

Mills...Ltd. 115 Commenting on the result of an analysis which disclosed some percentage (.11 % ) 

of sulphite in a garment which had passed through a process described as fool-proof, His 

Lordship noted: "The significance of this experiment seems to be that however well designed 

the manufacturer' s proved system may be to eliminate deleterious substances it may not 

invariably work according to plan. Sorne employee may blunder. "116 

A similar view was expressed in Iesco..Supermarket_Ltd. v. Nattrass where it was stated that 

if the courts "were to accept as sufficient a paper scheme and perfunctory efforts to enforce it, 

they would not be doing their duty - that would not be due diligence on the part of the 

ll3 

114 

llS 

ll6 

lbi.d., at p. 7. 

See for instance, QkankwD v. Guinness._(Ni_g) Ltd. , 
(1980) NCLR 109, at p. 130; also Boardman v. Guiness 

_(Nig) I,td, (1980) N.C.L.R. 109, at p. 129. 

[1936] A.C. 85. 

Ibid., at p. 101. 
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employer" .117 

The Nigerian courts do not appear to be influenced by the above views. They are strict 

with the requirement of proof of negligence. As can be seen from the above analysis and the 

cases discussed in the preceding chapter, many actions based on negligence did not succeed. 

In fact in one of the successful cases, 118 the plaintiff succeeded not because he was able to 

prove negligence but because there was no evidence of interference with the content of the 

bottle. 119 

7 .9 Pr.oof..otSllllrCe..nt'.D~fcct 

Proof of source of defect can be extremely difficult for a claimant. An examination of 

decided cases shows that many claims are lost on this ground. In view of this, a detailed 

consideration of this issue will be helpful. 

As part of the burden of proof placed upon him, a claimant must show that the defect 

complained of emanated from the person being sued. The weight of this burden depends on the 

nature of the defect in issue. Defects are of three types, namely, design defect, information 

117 

118 

119 

[1972] A.C. 153 at p. 174. 

Sru:emi v. Nigerian Bottling__ca_._Lt.d. (1977) 12 CCHCJ 
2735. 

Even though the decision in this case advances the 
cause of the consumer, it can be criticized on the 
ground that there was no link between the alleged 
injury suffered by the plaintiff and the screwed up 
paper seen in the bottle. This link is a pre-requisite 
in an action based on negligence. See Lord MacMillan 
in Dono_ghue v. S.t.e:iœns.on [1932] A.C. 562 at 618; 
applied in Ebelamu v. Guinness ___ _(NigL_Ltd. 
FCA/L/101/82; deiivered on Montlay Jan. 24, 1993. 
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defect and general defect. 120 

In the case of design defects, it is generally agreed that liability unquestionably attaches 

to the manufacturer since such defects cannot be attributed to any other person in the chain. 121 

Except where there is reason to believe otherwise, this is also the case with information 

defects. The reverse is the case with general defects. These are defects which result from faulty 

manufacturing process; poor handling; unlawful interference; poor storage; undue exposure 

and any other adverse conditions. A popular example of this type of defect is the presence of 

foreign bodies in a product. Incidentally, this constitutes the bulk of allegations in product 

liability cases in this country. 

If the presence of a foreign body is alleged, it is the duty of the plaintiff as stated in 

Qkonkwo v. Guinru:ss....(Nig)..Ltd. to show that the foreign body was present when the product 

left the manufacturer's factory. This is in recognition of the fact that "where a manufacturer 

bas parted with bis product and it has passed into other bands it may well be exposed to 

vicissitudes which may render it defective or noxious, for which the manufacturer could not 

in any view be held to be to blame". 122 

Proof of source of foreign bodies thus constitutes a great burden on the plaintiff. But 

although difficult, it appears imperative in view of the likelihood of possible manipulations by 

unscrupulous consumers. A contrary position might expose the manufacturer to a multiplicity 

of suits, the genuineness of which may be difficult to determine. An observation by Lord 

120 Sorne writers refer to this class of defects as 
manufacturing defect. This term is rather restrictive 
since it cannot caver defects that emanate outside the 
manufacturing process. 

121 See generally, Apori, op. ciL, 

122 Per Lord Macmillan in D.onoghue v. S.t.e:iLenson at p. 622. 
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Anderson in Mullen v. Barr & Co. involving a mouse in a bottle of ginger beer aptly 

buttresses this point. His Lordship stated: 

"ln a case like the presem, where the goods of the defe11ders are 
widely distributed throughout Scot/a11d, it would seem /ittle short of 
outrageous to make them respo11sible to members of rhe public for the 
condition of the coments of every bortle which issues from their works. 
lt is obvious that, if such responsibility attached to rhe defenders, they 
might be called on to meet claims of damages which they could not 
possibly investigate or answer ''."' 

Truthfulness of the plaintiffs averments is, therefore, the acid test. The court in 

Donoghue v. SteYenson placed premium on this point. Lord A tkin posed the crucial question 

thus: "Do the averments made by the pursuer in ber pleading, iLtrue, disclose a cause of 

action?" 124 In that case, the truthfulness of the plaintiffs averment was assumed by the court125 

probably because of its particular facts. There was an incontroverted evidence that the ddnk 

reached the plaintiff in the condition in which it left the manufacturer. But as explained in 

Grant v. A.ustraliao KoiUing_MillsLtd., "The decision in D.onoghue~s case did not depend on 

the bottle being stoppered and sealed: the essential point in this regard was that the article 

should reach the consumer or user subject to the same defect as it had when it left the 

manufacturer". 126 

So the question in each case is whether the plaintiff bas adduced sufficient evidence 

to show that the defect complained of was present when the article left the defendant. The 

evidence must unerringly show that the defect cannot be attributed to any other intermediary 

123 

124 

125 

126 

[1929] S.C. 461, 479; cited in Dono.ghue v. Ste:iœns.on 
at p. 578. 

I.hid; emphasis mine. 

See Lord Atkin at p. 578; Lord Thankerton at p. 601 
and Lord MacMillan at p. 606. 

[1936] A.C. 85 at p. 106. 
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or even to an unlawful interference by the plaintiff himself. This task is enormous as the court 

may not be willing to take this issue for granted. The court was emphatic on this point in 

OJrnnkwo v. Guinness__(Nig)_Ltd. Obi-Okoye, J. stated the position thus: 

"!11 co11clusio11 let me say this. D0nogl111e v. Stevenwn did ,wt creare 
a magic for the recove,y of damages agai11st 111a1111fac111rers of drinks 
by ultimate co11s11mers of the drinks. A plaintiff i11 a case of this 11awre 
must realize that unless he has obtained admissions of certain facts 
jrom those he sues, the b11rde11 which he has assumed of establishi11g 
his case is enormous: 110 pres11111ptio11 exisrs i11 his favour: ail the 
i11grediems of the case must be proved by credible evidence at the 
trial. lf therefore he is 1101 i11 a position to discharge such burden, ir 
is poimless i11stituti11g the action at ail. "127 

But the question remains as to where to draw the line. No doubt, extrcme rigidity as 

examplified by the above statement will compound the case of the consumer just like extreme 

liberalism will prejudice the position of the de fendant. There is, therefore, need to strike a 

balance between the interests of the consumer and those of the defendant. Short of making "a 

dangerous use of circumstantial evidence" 128 the courts should be prepared to make some 

reasonable assumptions in favour of the claimant. 

Such assumptions will be appropriate where there are strong and reasonable 

circumstantial evidence against the defendant. Such evidence can be said to be present in 

Ebelamu v. Guinness__(Nig)_Ltd. and Bnardman v. Guiimcss_(Nig)_Ltd. In the former, the l'acts 

of which have already been given, the court refused to base its decision on the unopened bottle 

of beer which was analysed and found to contain poisonous sediments. It was held that there 

was no link between the injury suffered and the poisonous sediments in the unopened bottle 

since the content of tl1at bottle was not consumed by the appellant. In Boardman, the remnants 

127 [1980] 1 PLR 583 at p. 603. 

128 Lowe and Woodroffe, op. cit., p. 74. 
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of the opened bottle were analysed and found to contain bacteria; the unopened bottle 

which also contained an incredible amount of heavy sediments was not analysed. The 

court placed no emphasis on the unopened bottle and accepted the defendants' contention 

that the opened bottle could have been contaminated after it was opened. 

The result ofthese decisions is that a claimant's·case will fail ifthere is any form 

of interference with the product since, as reasoned by the courts, the source of the defect 

cannot be determined. In the same way, a claimant cannot rely on a similar defective 

product from the defendant because, in this case, there will not be any link between his 

injury and the defect in that other product. 

One would have thought that, just like the case of similar facts under the law of 

Evidence, evidence of similar defects in othcr products manufucturcd by the ddcndant 

should provide a strong prima facie case against the defendant. On this ground one tends 

to agree with the reasoning in the submission of learned counsel for the appellant in 

Ebelamu v. Guinness (Nig) Ltd. that on the balance of probability, the injury to the 

appellant must have been caused by sediments of a similar nature in another bottle of 

beer as in the unopened bottle. If the courts cannot make assumptions such as this, a case 

of negligence may never succeed. 

Sorne inclination in favour of the claimant is necessary especially in this country 

where the pre-occupation of defendant's witnesses is, almost always, to paint an 

excellent picture of the care taken in the production .process. This contrasts with the 

position in .some jurisdictions where expert witnesscs are rathcr objective in thcir 

approach. A case that cornes to mind is Vacwell Engineering Co. Ltd. v. R.O.H. 

Chemicals Ltd. There, the technical development manager of the defendants who 

testified on their behalf admitted that the warning in question was inadequate. He was 

nnaware of the explosion hazard in relation to baron tribromide in contact with water, 

and atone stage in his evidence he said: "What baffles me is why ail the people whom 
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I regard as authorities missed it, as I did". 128
" 

The witness who was described by the court as "a candid, experienced, learned 

and impressive witness" stated that in the light of what he knew after the accident, the 

proper warning to be attached to the chemical was "Reacts violently with water and 

explodes" and not just "harmful vapour". 

Going by existing Iiterature, it may not be an overstatement to say that such 

candid expert witnesses are difficult to corne by in this country. A plaintiff's case will 

be compounded if he cannot afford his own expert witnesses. 128 In this case he will be 

saddled with the onerous task of having to prove the alleged deficiency in the 

manufacturing system which could have !ed to the defcct complained of. A plaintiff who 

is ignorant of a given system of manufacture (and this is certainly the case in a majority 

of cases) cannot prove what went wrong. As observed by Harvey, 129 "in an increasingly 

complex technological age, this may involve an expensive investigation of the producer's 

system of work and testing, safety record with other goods and so forth". 

In treating the evidence of experts the court should be very 

circumspect, taking into consideration possible persona! interests of such experts 

which may influence their testimony. The court in Solu & Ors v. Total (Nig} 

Ltd. was mindful of this factor. Onalaja, J. was of the opinion that the 

evidences of the defence expert witnesses (who were four in number) should 

128a 

129 

130 

(1971) lQB 88, at p. 97. It is not clear from the 
report whether this statement came in the course of 
evidence in chief or cross-examination; but the fact 
remains that this witness demonstrated sincerity by 
admitting the inadequacy of the warming. 

Even where he may afford one, there is still the 
possibility that the defendant may be in a better 
position to engage the services of a better qualified 
expert witness as happened in Boardman v. Guiness 
(Nig) Ltd. Where this is the case it cannot be ruled 
out that the status of such witness may influence the 
weight to be attached to his testimony. 

Harvey, B.W., The Law of Consumer Protection and Fair 
Trading ed., (London: Butterworths; 1978) p. 99 
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be treated with circumspect in that they ail belonged to the gas cylinder manufacturing cartel 

and had their economic interests to protect as to the quality of their manufactured goods. The 

espirit de corps syndrome could not, therefore, be ruled out. On the other band, the plaintiff's 

expert witness was, from ail indications, a more independent witness. His interest appeared 

academic as a professional chemical engineering lecturer. 

Based on the principle that where there are conflicting expert opinions, the court can 

reject one and accept the other without stating a reason, 131 the court in the instant case did not 

feel any constraint in accepting the plaintiffs' expert's opinion in preference to that of the 

defendants. The court noted that it was comrnon ground that the cylinder was made of steel 

which needed a very high degree of heat to melt. Apparently referring to the defence expert 

opinion that the rupture on the cylinder which caused the explosion was due to external 

application of heat, his Lordship observed: 

"From a layman 's point, to melt steel you require rhe heat coming 
from a furnace like the furnace of the billets at ALAJA STEEL 
COMPANY WARRI or thefumace ofSHADRACH, MESHACH and 
ABEDNEGO, a11d i11 my judgemem to apply such a heat to a highly 
i11J[a111111able object is suicidai a11d just like a person jumping from the 
ame1111a of the NET B11ildi11g to thef[oor. "132 

The assessment of expert opinions in this case is quite objectivt: and commt:ndable. 

In ail cases of product liability, it is expected that the courts will be guided by the 

Supreme Court's injunction in Mogaji v. Qdofin. 133 There it was advised that before reaching 

a decision on a case, the trial judge should set up an imaginary scale by putting up the evidt:ncc 

131 

132 

133 

Bamiro v. S.COA [1941] WACA 150; Ozigho V •. c....o_ . .E._ 
[1976] l NMRL 273. 

SUlu v. Total (Nig) Ltd., (Unrep) Lagos State High 
Court, Suit No. ID/619/85. March 25, 1988, at p. 31. 

[1978] 3/4 SC 91-98. 
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adduced by the plaintiff on one side of the scale and also that of the defendant on the 

cither side of the scale. He should then weigh them together not by the number of 

witnesses called by the parties but by ascribing probative value to the pieces of evidence 

to find where the scale tilts. 

lt is suggested that in matters relating to proof or dis-proof of negligence, the 

courts should not Jay much emphasis on a demonstrated fool-proof system. The issue in 

product liabi!ity cases is how an alleged defect occurred and not how perfect a claimed 

system of manufacture is. Attention should, therefore, be focused on the former issue. 

Thus apart from showing a good quality control system, a manufacturer should be 

required to give evidence in rebuttal of the ncgligenœ imputed to him. Such evidence 

may include a tender of some samples from the batch from which the defective product 

emanated; a proof that the product in question is not his but an imitation as shown in 

Boardman v. Guinness (Nig) Ltd; or a proofthat the defect did not result from him but 

from an intermediary as happened in Ehelamu v. Guiness (Nig) Ltd. 

It is suggested that no effort should be spared in the task of discerning a more 

credible witness. Ali in ail, a modicum of common sense should play a prominent role. 

7.10 Recoverable Damage 

As a conscious public policy, the law sets some limits on the class of damage that 

may be compensated for in an action for negligence. This means that there are lasses 

which may go without remedy even though they may be regarded as direct or indirect 

consequence of a wrongful act. Such lasses are considercd too remote to warrant 

compensaiton. 134 As noted by Lord Reid in Mckwe v. Holland Hannen & Cubits 

134 See Cattle v. Stockton Waterworks Co. (1875) L.R. 10 
Q.B. 453. 
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(Scotland) Ltd., "a defender is not liable for a consequence of a kind which is not 

foreseeable. But it does not follow that he is liable for every consequence which a 

reasonable man could foresee", 135 In rejecting the action of the plaintiff he said that if 

such actions were allowed, the court would establish an authority for saying that, in such 

a case as that of Fletcher v. Rylands136 the defendant would be liable, not only to an 

action by the owner of the drown mine, and by such of his workmen as had their tools 

or clothes destroyed but also to an action by every workman and person employed in the 

mine, who in consequence of its stoppage made Jess wages than he would otherwise have 

done.131 

The general rule is, therefore, that the common law duty to take care to avoid 

causing injury to others is restricted to physical in jury either to person or property. In 

general, the tort of negligence does not recognise a man's financial or pecuniary 

interests. The principle is that there is no liability for economic Joss unless there is also 

proved Joss to the plaintiffs person or property. 

InSpartanSteel&Alloys Ltd. v. Martin&Co. (Contractors) Ltd., 138 thedefendants, 

highway contractors, negligently damaged a cab le suppl ying electric power to the plainti ff' s 

factory, thereby interrupting the suppl y for fourteen and a halfhours. The cab le belonged to 

a third party, an electricity supply corporation. To prevent damage to their furnace, the 

135 

136 

137 

138 

[1969]3 All E.R. 1621; at 1623 

(1866) L.R. 1 Ex. 265; (1868) L.R. 3 H.L. 330. 

Ibid., at p. 457. 

[1972]3 All E.R. 557. 
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plaintiffs had to damage its contents on which they would have made a profit of f400. The 

destruction caused a deterioration in value amounting ta f368. Plaintiffs claimed for these sums 

and in addition, fl,767 representing the profit they would have made from four'melts which 

they were prevented from making by the interruption. A majority of the Court of Appeal re

affirmed the general principle stated by Blackburn, J. in Cattle v. Stuckton.water.w.orks_&_Co. 

and held that the plaintiffs were only entitled to the first two sums. Lord Denning, M.R. 

explained the rejection ofrecovery of the last claim on grounds of public policy. He said: 

"At bo//om I thi11k the questio11 of recoveri11g economic /oss is 011e of 
po/icy. Whe11ever the courts draw a line to mark out the bo1111ds of 
dury, they do it as ma/Ier of policy so as to limit the responsibility of 
the defe11da11t. Whe11ever the courts set bo1111ds to the damages 
recoverable - sayi11g that they are, or are not too remote - they do it 
as a ma/Ier of policy so as to li mit the liability of defe11da111. "1

" 

His Lordship further observed that if claims were permitted for economic loss, there 

would be no end ta claims. Sorne might be genuine, but many might be inflated, or even false. 

It would be impossible to check the claims. He suggested that rather than expose claimants to 

such temptation and de fendants to such hard labour, it is better to disallow economic Joss 

altogether, at any rate when it stands alone, independent of any physical damage. 

But a contrary argument was put up some years later by Lord Roskill in Junior_Books 

LtcL v. ~tchi Co Ltd. 140 He said: 

139 

140 

141 

"although il cannol be denied that policy considerations have from 
lime to lime been allowed to play their part in the tort of negligence 
since it jirst developed as it were in its own right in the course of the 
last ce11t111y, yet today I thillk its scope is best determi11ed by 
co11sideratio11 of pri11ciple rather than of policy. ""' 

Ibid., at p. 561. 

[1983]1 A.C. 520. 

Ibid., at p. 539. 
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Reconciliation of the ab ove opposing views may be difficult in practical terms. But 

there is no evidence that the courts set themselves the task of such reconciliation. But evidence 

from decided cases shows that an objective approach is preferred by the courts. A claimant's 

case will be rcjected if it is such that may lead to a "floodgate"· of litigation. In WelleL&.Co. 

v. Eo.0Land...M011th.J)iseas~esearch..lnstitute, 142 the dcfendants negligently allowed some 

viruses to escape from their research institute thereby infecting cattle within the vicinity. This 

led to the closure of the cattle markets in the area. The plaintiffs sued for financial lasses 

occasioned by the closure. Their claim was that the closure made it impossible for them to 

carry out their cattle auctioneering business in the markets. Their claim was rejected on the 

ground that to allow it would amount to acknowledging the rights of other numerous persans 

who were similarly affected by the closure. 143 

A claim may only be allowed where the financial Joss can be linked to injury or 

potential in jury to life or. property. In Dutton v. B.ognoLRegisJ..LD..!l., 144 this condition was 

satisfied and so the English. Court of Appeal allowed recovery. There, a subsequent purchaser 

of a defective building was allowed to recover economic lasses from the local authority which 

approved the foundation of the building. Lord Denning reasoned that it would be absurd to 

allow a recovery for actual injuries caused by such a building and disallow it where the defect 

was discovered and rectified. 145 

A similar claim was also allowed by the House of Lords in Anns v. MertonLondo.n 

142 

143 

144 

145 

[1966]1 Q.B. 569. 

See Widgery, J. at p. 577. 

[1972]1 Q.B. 373. 

Ibid., at p. 396. 
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Borough Council146 a case involving a defective foundation of a dwelling house. This 

decision was in turn applied by the House of Lords in Junior Books, a case concerning 

defective flooring by sub-contractors. 147 The Court observed that there was sufficient 

relationship of proximity between the parties and also that there was evidence of reliance 

on defendant's skill. It was noted that the sub-contractors were nominated by the 

plaintiffs and so the relationship fell just below contractual relationship. 

Sorne adverse comments have been passed on the decision in Junior Books. Sorne 

writers prefer to treat the decision as a case based on its special merits. Charlesworth and 

Percy148 note that the true significance of the case is that it should be considered more 

as one which is closely akin to contract, rather than any development of the law of 

negligence. In D & F Estates Ltd. v. Church Commissioners for England. 149 the court 

preferred to regard Junior Books Ltd as a decision limited to its own special facts. It was 

stated that it "cannot be regarded as laying down any principle of general application in 

the law of tort" .150 

Echo Entei:prises Ltd. v. Standard Bank of Nigeria & Anor151 

appears to illustrate that a claim for economic Joss may be allowed in 

negligence actions. The plaintiffs claimed damages representing the 

commission which they would have earned from a transaction with 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

[1978] A.C. 728. 

The defect in question did not constitute any danger 
to life or property. 

Qrl.. ci t. , p. 63. 

[1989] A.C. 177. 

See also Nottingham Co-operative Society Ltd. v . 
.sC,.see.,.m'-"e"'n"t"'-"'a-"'t-=i'-"o"-n'--"-P-=i-=l'-"i"'n"'g._-"a,_,ncsd,__Fc:.o=u,.,ncsdcea'-'t=i"-'o"'n"sea_____,L'--'t""'-d . [ 19 8 9 ] A . C . 
177. 

[1989]4 NWLR 509 C.A. 
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their overseas customers. The allegation was that due to the delay of the 

defendants in remitting the money paid to them to the said customers, an order placed 

with the latter was cancelled resulting in Joss of commission. Plaintiffs' claim was 

rejected on the ground that they could not prove the alleged cancellation. But it appears 

from the judgement of the court that if the allegation had been proved a different decision 

would have been reached. Uwaifo, J.C.A. while conceding that a negligent act is not 

actionable per se observed that "the scope of damage now includes economic Joss ... " 152 

In support ofthis assertion, his Lordship cited the case ofHedley Byrne & Co. v. Relier 

& Partners Ltd. 153 In the latter case, Lord Devlin said that he could find neither logic 

nor common sense in the proposition that the interposition of the physical injury makes 

a difference of principle. 154 

Despite some apparent deviations, the general approach remains the traditional 

principle that there is no recovery for economic lasses which are not aècompanied by 

physical damage. Such lasses which only involve ''damage to the pocket" 155 are 

regarded as pure economic losses. They can be contrasted with economic lasses which 

are occasioned by physical Joss to the persan or property for which recovery can be 

awarded. Examples of the latter include, Joss of earnings and medical expenses. These 

can be distinguished from financial lasses caused directly by the breach. 

It follows from the foregoing that the issue ofrecovery of damages for economic Joss 

remains dicey. This is more soin product liability cases. Most of the cases discussed above 

152 

153 

15< 

155 

Ibid.; at J.J, 515. 

[1964] A. C. 465. 

Ibid., at p. 517. 

Per Lord Ruskill in Junior Books Ltd. v. Veitchi Co. 
Ltd. [1983]1 A.C. 520 at p. 546. 
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concerned subject matters outside "product". In fact majority o.f them dealt with defective 

buildings. Besides, lunior Books Ltd. and Anos v. Merton_London Boroug~mmcil which 

are often cited as authorities for recovery of economic losses have been overruled by the House 

of Lords decision in D_&_EEstates v. C.hurchJ:ommissioners and Murphy v. Brentwood 

D_C..156 In the latter case, Lord Brandon's dissenting judgement in Junior_Books_Ltd was 

largely adopted and the court reaffirmed the principle that there can be no recovery for pure 

economic Joss. 

It can equally be argued that the view expressed in Echo~nterprisesitd. v. Standard 

Bank..of.Nigeria_&_Aruir quoted above, being a statement made obiter, cannot be said to have 

achieved an overhaul of the law on this matter. A direct decision is needed to settle the 

controversy. 

Sorne reasons have been advanced for courts' refusai to allow claims for economic 

losses. Atiyah rationalises this approach on the ground that it is simply easier and Jess costly 

if buyers look to their sellers for redress for defective goods. 157 Perhaps, a more cogent 

justification can be. found in Lord Fraser's argument in Juoior.Books .. Ltd. He said: 

156 

157 

158 

"A mamifacturer's duty to take care 1101 to make a product that is 
da11gerous sets a standard which is, in principle, easy to ascerrain. 
The duty is owed to ail who are his 'neighbours ·. lt is imposed 011 him 
by the ge11era/ /aw a11d is i11 addition to his co11tract11al ,!taies to other 
parties to the coll/ract. But a duty not to produce a defective article 
sets a sta11dard which is less easily ascertai11ed, beca11se it has to be 
judged large/y by refere11ce to the commet. "158 

[1990]3 W.L.R. 415; See Atiyah, op. cit., p. 226. 

Qp. ci.!:.., p. 227. 

[1983]1 A.C. 520, 533. 
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The attitude of the courts in this area is quite in order. This is because the tort of 

negligence specifically deals with injury to person or property. Pure economic Joss is 

adequately covered by the law of contract. For instance, a consumer who is also the buyer can 

sue in contract for any observed deficiency. The action can be conveniently disposed of based 

on the terms of the contract. But one sees no reason why such a right should be extended to 

a non-contractual consumer. In the first place, it cannot be seriously argued that he has 

suffered some economic Joss since he did not give consideration for the subject matter. Where 

money is actually expended to remedy a defect, such claim can be made in contract through 

the buyer. 

7.11 Summari 

It is seen from the above discourse that a victim of product defect may maintain an 

action in the tort of negligence against anyone in the product chain. But to succeed, it must be 

proved that the person being sued was responsible for the defect in issue. The plaintiff bears 

the burden of proving negligence against the defendant. His case is compounded by the refusai 

of the courts to extend the principle of res ipsa loquitur to product liability cases. 

We suggest that as a way of getting round the onerous problem posed by proof of 

negligence, a strict product liability regime be adopted as is the case in many other 

jurisdictions. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CIVIL ENFORCEMENT OF CONSUMER RIGHTS: 
ENFORCEMENT UNDER THE LAW OF CONTRACT 

8.1 Introduction 

As noted in chapter six, a consumer who is also a buyer can s!/e in contract for 

any defect in the product. Such action can be based on breach of any express terms of 

the contract or any of the terms implied by law. This chapter examines the varions tenus 

implied by the law; nature of contractual liability; limitations of contractual rights; 

remedies available to a cl aimant and measure of damages. 

In view of the face that this work is concerncd with matters relating to health and 

safety of consumers, remedies of the buyer - consumer as regards other matters such as 

specific performance, damages for non-delivery and action for implicd condition as to 

title shall not be discussed. For the same rcason, remedies of the seller are excluded. 

8.2 Classification of Terms of Contract 

Terms of contract are made up of express terms and terms implied by the law. 

Express terms refer to terms expressly inserted by the parties in the agreement. They are 

terms specifically agreed upon by the parties and incorporated into their agreement. 

Terms implied by the law are of three categorics, nan1ely, thosc implied by (a) custom 

and usage; (b) statute and (c) the courts. Effort will be concentrated on quality terms 

implied by statute since they are the ones most relevant to this work. In the light ofthis, 

only brief references will be made to other implied terms. 
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8.2.1 Ten11s lmplied by Custom a11d Usage 

Terrns irnplied by custom and usage are terms which are sanctioned by the custom 

or usage in question. They are terms which are gerierally accepted by members of a 

particular trade or profession. It is well established tl\at extrinsic evidence is admissible 

to prove that a particular custom was intended to apply to a contract. This principle was 

clearly stated by Park, B. in Hutton v. Warren. 1 He stated: 

"/t has long been settled, that, i11 commercial transactio11s 
extrinsic evidence of custom and usage is admissible to a,mex 
i11cide11ts to writte11 colltracts, in matters with respect to which 
they are sile/11 ...... ; and this has bee11 do11e 11po11 the pri11ciple 
of presumption that in s11ch tra11sactio11s the parries did 1wt 
mean to express i11 writi11g the ,vlw/e of rhe comract by which 
they intended ro be bou11d, bllt ro colltract with refere11ce to 
those k11ow11 usages. "' 

This common law position has now been given statutory approval. Section 15(c) 

of the Sale of Goods Law provides that an implied warranty or condition as to quality 

or fitness for a particular purpose may be annexed by the usage of trade. 3 

8.2.2 Terms lmplied by Courts 

Terms implied by courts refer to terms which the courts imply into a contract in 
' . 

order to give it business efficacy. A term will only be implied by the court if it is 

obvious that if the parties had adverted their minds to it at the time of contract they 

would have adopted it unanimously. The test guiding the implication of terms by the 

(1836) 1 M & W, 466 

Ibid. at p. 475; see also, Produce_B=kers_ . .Co __ L.td v. 
Qly::mpia_Qj_L&._cake_Co .. _ .. Ltd. (1916] 1 A.C. 314 at pp. 
330 & 331. 

See also S. 25 (4) of the Sale of Goods Edict of 
Plateau State. 
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court was stated by Mackinnon, L.J., in Shirlaw v. Southern_Eo.undaries_Ltd.4 He said: 

"Primefacie that which in any contract is left ta be implied and 
need be expressed is something sa obvio11s that it goes without 
saying; sa that, ifwhile the parties were 111aki11g their bargai11, 
a11 ofjicio11s bysta11der were ta s11ggest some express provision 
for it in their agreement, they wo11/d testily s11ppress him with a 
common, 'Oh, of course"! 

A breach of any term, whether express or implicd entitles the innocent party to 

a remedy. The nature of the remedy, however, depends on the nature of the term in 

question since terms of contract are of varying degrees. This has led to a further 

classification into conditions, warranties, innominate terms and fundamental terms. For 

a proper understanding of these terms it is necessary to treat them in some detail. 

8.3 Condition 

Like the English Sale of Goods Acis of 18936 and 1979 respectively, the Sale of 

Goods Law, Lagos State does not define the term condition. This is also the position 

under Sale of Goods Laws of other Southern States. In contras!, the term is defined by 

the Sale of Goods Edicts of the Northern States. For instance, section 3(1) of the Sale 

of Goods Edict of Kaduna State provides that -

"Condition means a temz which goes direct/y ta the substance 
of the contract for the sale of goods and sa essemial ta its very 
nature that its non-peiformance may fair/y be considered by the 
other party as a s11bstantial fai/11re ta perform the comract at 
ail and sa gives him the right ta rep11diate the contract and 
reject the goods, in addition ta a claim for damages". 7 

[1939] 2 K.B. 206 C.A. 

Ibid. at p. 277 

Repealed and replaced with the Sale of Goods Act 1979. 

See also S. 2(1), Sale of Goods Edict of Plateau State 
which has a verbatim definition. 
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This definition .can be supported because it clearly shows that a condition is a 

vital term of a contract, a meaning reflected in many judicial decisions. 8 

Sorne definitions have also been proffered by some writers. Atiyah9 writes that 

a condition is a term which, without being the fondamental obligation imposed by the 

contract, is still of such vital importance that it goes to the root of the transaction. He 

further explains that if a term is strictly a condition, this means that its full performance 

is a condition of the other party' s obligations. 

With due respect, this explanation appears contradictory. A tenn which does not 

form the fondamental obligation of a contract cannot be of such vital importance as to 

go to the root of the transaction. lndeed, the fact that a breach of condition entitles an 

aggrieved party to repudiate the contract, shows that a condition is a fondamental 

obligation of a contract. This argument is in line with section 3(1) of the Sale of Goods 

Edict, Kaduna State quoted above. 

The explanation given by Uvieghara 10 is more to the point. He writes that a 

condition is a term which is essential to the main purpose of the contract so that if it is 

not performed it may be said that the contract has not been performed. 

Even though the Sale of Goods Law o.f Lagos State does not define the term 

condition, it states the effect of breach of this term. Section 12(2) pro vides that whether 

a stipulation in a contract of sale is a condition the breach of which may give rise to a 

right to treat the contract as repudiated or a warranty, the breach of which may give rise 

to a claim for damages but not to a right to reject the goods and treat the contract as 

See cases on breach of implied terms, Infra; p.258-295 

op. cit., p.56. 

10 op . ci t ; p_._2..5. 
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repudiated, depends in each case on the construction of the contract, and a stipulation 

may be a condition though called a warranty in the contract. 

lt is clear from this provision that a condition is a crucial term of a contract. This 

provision confirms the assertion that a condition is of more importance !han a warranty. 

Commenting on an equivalent provision, 11 Sagay12 writes that this prescription of 

remedies for breaches of conditions and warranties demonstrates that while a condition 

which attracts the remedies of repudiation and damages must be a major term, a warranty 

which attracts the remedy of damages only must be a relatively minor term. 

What can be gathered from the foregoing analysis is that a condition is an 

essential term of a contract, a non-performance of which gives the other party the right 

to repudiate the contract and claim for any other appropriate remedy such as refund of 

price or damages for any Joss suffered. 

8 .4 Wan:ancy 

Unlike the term condition, "warranty" is defined by the Sale of Goods Law. 

Section 2(1) provides that -

" 'Warranty' means an agreement with reference to goods 
which are the subject of a contract of sale, but collateral to the 
main purpose of such contract, the breach of which gives rise 
to a claim for damages but not to a right to reject the goods and 
treat the contractas repudiated". 

It is obvious from this provision that a warranty is of Jess importance than a 

condition. But contrary to the impression created by this provision, a warranty is a term 

11 

12 

Section 11(1) (b) of the Sale of Goods Act 1893 (U.K). 

Qp. ci..!:. p. 100. 
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of the contract and not something collateral to it. Atiyah13 notes in this regard that the 

term "collateral", though hallowed by usage, is not very happily chosen, for it may give 

the impression that a warranty is a term which is somchow outside the contract, whercas 

it is in fact a term of the contract. 

As seen from section ,12"(7.)stated above, the Law states the effect of a breach of 

a warranty. By this section, a breach of warranty gives rise to a right to claim for 

damages but not to a right to repudiate the contract. 

8.5 Innominate...Term 

The traditional classification into conditions and warranties has been eroded by 

some recent decisions which have introduced a third category of terms known as 

innominate terms. 

Under this category, the court looks at the consequences of the breach in order 

to determine the appropriate remedy. As explained by Sagay, if the breach is so 

devastating as to deprive the injured party of substantially the whole benefit which it was 

the intention of the parties that he should obtain from the contract, then the remedy 

would be repudiation; otherwise, it would be damages. In Hong.Kong Eir_Shipping..C.o. 

v. KawasakLKisenKaisha, 14 the defendants who chartered a ship from the plaintiffs for 

24 months sought to repudiate the contract on the ground that the ship was unseaworthy. 

It was shown that due to the state of the ship the first voyage undertaken by ber was 

delayed for five weeks. On arriva! at her destination, it was discovered that another 15 

weeks was required for necessary repairs. The charter party had 20 months to run. lt was 

13 

14 

Op.L ciL p. 63. 

[1962]2 Q.B. 26. 
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held that even though the ship was unseaworthy, this breach did not give the defendants 

the right to repudiate the contract. It was noted by the court that the breach did not 

deprive the defendants of substantially the whole benefit which they were intended to 

obtain from the contract. 

This approach was approved in Cehave_NY v. Bremer. Handelsgesells-chaff. 15 

The English Court of Appeal stated that the classification into conditions and warranties 

was not exhaustive. Lord Denning, M.R. said that such classification left out of account 

the vast majority of stipulations which were neither "conditions" nor "warranties", 

strictly so called, but were intermediate stipulations, the effect of which depended on the 

breach. 

The contract in the instant case was for the sale of citrus pulp pellets for use in 

animal feeds. The terms of the contract required that the goods should be "in good 

condition". The goods supplied were slightly damaged but were reasonably fit for 

purpose and in fact were eventually used for the stated purpose. Price having fallen, the 

buyers sought to repudiate the contract. The court while admitting that there was an 

implied condition of merchantable quality, held that this condition was not broken. It was 

further held that the express term that the goods should be "in good condition" was an 

innominate term the consequences of which depended on the gravity of the breach. In the 

circumstance it was held that the buyers were not entitled to reject the goods. 

In Reardon_Smith_Lines.Ltd v. Hanscn.Tangen, 16 the Housc of Lords approved 

the decision in the Cehaye case. Lord Wilberforce described some of the cases on the 

15 

16 

[1976] Q. B. 444 

[1976]3 All E.R. 570 
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implied condition as to description such as Re.Moore.&.Co .. and.Landauer_& __ Co. 17 as 

excessively technical. His Lordship preferred to treat the consequences of a breach as 

something to ôe settled after the occurrence of the breach. He preferred to treat contracts 

of sale of goods in a similar manner to other contracts generally so as to ask whether a 

particular item in a description constitutes a substantial ingredient of the identity of the 

thing sold, and only if it does, to treat it as a condition. His Lordship stressed the 

observation made in HongJ(ong.EiLShipping.Co . ..Ltd. that the general law of contract 

has developed along much more rational lines in attending to the nature and gravity of 

a breach or departure rather than accepting rigid categories which do or do not 

automatically give a right to rescind. 18 

A possible defect in this approach is that it may lead to uncertainty. Thus unlike 

the traditional approach which ensures certainty, 19 parties will have to wait for the 

consequences of the breach before they can determine their legal rights. But then, as 

regards express terms of the contract, this is not a novelty because under the traditional 

classification, the nature of a term is a question of construction;20 a construction done by 

the court after the occurrence of the breach. The only difference is that while the 

traditional approach is based on the construction of the contract, the innominate term 

approach is based on the consequences of the breach. The end result is the same and the 

enquiry is the same; that is; is the term so fundamental as to deny the innocent party of 

the substantial benefit under the contract or is the consequence so devastating as to deny 

17 

18 

19 

20 

[1921] 2 Q.B. 519. 

(1976] 3 All E.R. 570 at pp. 576 & 577. 

See The.....Mihaiis..Angelos [1971] 1 Q.B. 164. 

See S. 12(2) discussed above. 
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him of substantial benefit under the contract? Since the end result is the same, the law 

should adopt the innominate term approach which is a more rational approach. This will 

take care of technicalities and help the courts to achieve a rational result based on the 

merits of each particular case. 

Evidence of such rational decision can be seen in Reardon Smith Lines Case. 

There, evidence showed that by the time the tanker was ready for delivery the market 

had collapsed owing to the oil crisis of 1974, so that the charterers' interest was to 

escape from their contract by rejecting the vesse!. The court held that by building the 
; 

ship at another yard, the respondents had not provided any ground on which the 

charterers could claim that their bargain had not been fulfilled. 

The result ofthis approach will be that in cases such as Re Moore & Co. Ltd and 

Landauer & Co. Ltd and Arcos Ltd. v. E.A. Ronaasen & Son, 21 where the breach of 

condition did not occasion any significant loss, the claimant should not be allowed to 

repudiate the contract. Damages will provide an adequate remedy. 

Section15A of the Sale of Goods Act 1979 (UK) has introduced some significant 

modifications to the consequences ofbreach ofa con tract. Under this provision, the legal 

position as regards consumer sales remains unchanged. This means that a party can 

repudiateforanybreachofcondition. Butinthecaseofnon-consumersale, thebuyercannot 

repudiate a contract if the breach is so slight that it will be unreasonable to do so. Thus, by 

this section, where a buyer does notdeal as a consumer, and the breach is so slight that it will 

be unreasonable for him to reject the goods, he cannot reject. The limitation ofright to reject 

relates to implied conditions of compliance with description, fitness for purpose, 

21 [1933] A.C. 470. 
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merchantable quality and compliance with sample. Other implied conditions such as time 

stipulations and right to sell remain unaffected. 

To the best of our knowledge, the issue of innominate term has not been 

considered in any local case. It is hoped that our courts will adopt this approach since 

it leads to more rational results. 

8. 6 EundamentaLTurm 

In addition to conditions, warranties and innominate terms, a further classification 

recognised by the courts is the fundamental term. In SmeatonJiansciimbe .. &...Co...Ltd v. 

SassoonJ ... Setty_S.ons__&...Co. (No. lJ,22 a fundamental term was defined as something 

which underlies the whole contract, so that, if not complied with, the performance 

becomes totally different from that which the con tract contemplates. 23 In Chanter v. 

Hopkins, Lord Abinger stated that "If a man offers to buy peas of another, and he sends 

him beans, he does not perform his contract" .24 

Sagay25 writes that a fundamental term is a term of greater importance than a 

condition. It is a term which constitutes the main purpose of the contract, and failure to 

comply with it is equivalent to not performing the contract. 

Atiyah, in his definition of condition considered above, impliedly suggests that 

a fundamental term is of greater importance than a condition. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

[1953] 1 W.L.R. 1468. 

Ibid.. at p. 1470 

(1838) 4 M & W. 399 at 404; cited in Cheshire, Fifoot 
and Furmston, Law_oL .. Contxact, 11 th ed. ( Edinburgh, 
Butterworth & Co. (Publishers) Ltd; 1986) p. 164. 

op . .cil:.; ·p. 105 
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Despite the ab ove decisions and opinions, it would appear that there is no 

substantial difference between a condition and a fundamental term. Almost al! cases used 

by writers ta illustrate the principle of fundamental term are in fact cases of fundamental 

breaches. 26 These include suppl y of adulterated copra cake in place of pure copra cake 

contracted for;27 destruction of a factory by fire deliberately started by an employee 

engaged ta guard it;28 supply of broken down piece of ironmongery in a contract for the 

supply of a car;29 and the supply of cabbage seed only suitable for bird seeds in place of 

cabbage seeds for the purposes of cultivation and harvesting for sale. 30 

These illustrations, are no more than examples of fundamental breaches. They 

are breaches which take the guilty party outside the terms of the contract. They are 

fundamental in the sense that they constitute a complete deviation from the terms of the 

contract. Before the adoption of the rule of construction30
• by the courts, they were 

particularly relevant with respect ta the issue of exemption clauses. Explaining the effect 

of a fundamental breach in this context, Lord Wilberforce in the Suisse Atlantique case31 

said: "A shipowner, who deviates from an agreed voyage, steps out of the contract, sa 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

30a 

31 

Cf. Smeaton Hanscomb & Co. Ltd. v. Sassoon 1. Setty 
Sons & Co. (No. 1). 

Pinnock Bras, v. Lewis & Peat Ltd. [1923] 1 K.B. 690. 

Photo Production Ltd v. Securicor Transport Ltd 
[1980]. AC 827. Though what he did was deliberate, it 
was not established that he intended to destroy the 
factory. 

Karsales (Harrow) v. Wallis [1956]1 W.L.R. 936. 

George Mitchel (Chesterhall) Ltd. v. Finney Lock Seeds 
[1983]2 A.C. 803. See Sagay Q12. cit. p. 105 for these 
and other illustration. 

For the positions before and after the adoption of the 
rule of construction, see Infra.; 8:12. 

[1967] 1 A.C. 361 
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that clauses in the contract, (such as exemption or limitation clauses) which are designed 

to apply to the contracted voyage are held to have no application to the deviating 

voyage. 32 

It is doubtful whether any useful purpose is served by a further classification into 

fundamental term. Judicial decisions show that the effect of a breach of condition is the 

same as that of breach of fundamental term. In both cases, the effect is a right of 

repudiation. In view of this, one sees no rational in classifying some terms as conditions 

and others as fundamental. The same result will be achieved by regarding all important 

terms as conditions. In this connection one agrees with the view of Ezejiofor, Okonkwo 

and Ilegbune33 that "A fundamental term is the same as a condition, and therefore breach 

of a fundamental term is the same as breach of a condition". 

Fo!lowing this argument, it is better to classify all terms of contract, both express 

and implied, into conditions and warranties. The next question will then be whether to 

apply the rule of construction to the terms of the contract or the consequences of the 

breach. Based on the result of some decided cases where parties were allowed to 

repudiate on technical breaches, 34 we believe that a better result will be achieved by 

applying the rule of construction to the consequences of the breach. Thus if the breach 

is such as would deny the aggrieved party of the whole or substantial benefit, then 

repudiation should be allowed, otherwise only damages. 

32 

33 

34 

Ibid; at pp. 433 & 434. 

Ezejiofor, Okonkwo & Ilegbune, Nigerian_Business_Law, 
(London; Sweet & Maxwell; 1982) p. 45. 

See A:r::cos T,td v. E A RonaaseIL&-8_on; also Re_Mo_o:r::a_& 
Co I,tcLancLLandaue:r::__&_ .Co ... _Ltd. 
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8.7 Terms Implied hy ... Stmute 

The Sale of Goods Laws/Edicts of various States imply certain terms into every 

contract of sale. The provisions of these laws are substantially the same. Unless 

otherwise indicated, ail references in this work are to the Sale of Goods Law of Lagos 

State. 35 Terms implied by this Law are the right to sel!; compliance with description; 

fitness for purpose; merchantable quality and compliance with sample. For the purpose 

of this work, only the implied terms relating to quality shall be discussed. These are 

terms which a consumer - buyer can resort to in the event of a supply of defective goods. 

8. 8 Implicd ... Condition.as_to_Ilescription 

Section 14 provides that where there is a contract for the sale of goods by 

description, there is an implied condition that the goods shall correspond with the 

description, and if the sale be by sample as well as by description, it is not sufficient that 

the bulk of the goods corresponds with the sample if the goods do not also correspond 

with the description. 

8.8.1 Mea11i11g of Sale by Descriptio11 

A vital requirement in section 14 is that the sale must be one by description. It 

follows that for a consumer to rely on this provision he must show that he bought the 

goods by description. The meaning of sale by description has received due judicial 

attention. In Yarle:f v. Whipp,36 Channell, J. held that the term "sale of goods by 

description" must apply to ail cases whcrc the purchascr lms not seen the goods, but is 

35 

36 

Cap. 1 74, 1994. 

[1900]1 Q.B. 513. 
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relying on the description alone. "37 In that case, the defendant bought a reaping machine 

by description. Shortly after delivery, he wrote complaining that it did not correspond 

with the plaintiff' s statement. The sale was held a sale by description and the defendant 

was held entitled to reject the machine. 

The decision in Joseph.Travers & Sons Ltd v. Longe! Ltd,38 shows that the phrase 

also applies to sale of ail future and unascertained goods. There, the plaintiffs ordered 

for some pairs of boots from the defendants. During the discussions about the boots 

before the contract was entered into, the word "waders" was used. The plaintiffs claimed 

to recover from the defendants the Joss which they had suffered on the resale, contending 

that the word "waders" was a description of the boots implying that they were 

waterproof. It was held that neither party had in mind that the boots would be waterproof 

in the sense that they could be worn in water without Ietting water in, and that 

accordingly there was no sale by description. Sellers, J. quoting from Benjamin on Sale 

(7th ed. p. 641) stated: 

"lt is clear that there ca11 be 110 contract for the sale of 
1mascertai11ed or f11111re goods except by some description. lt 
follows tha/ the 011ly sales 1wt by description are sales of 
specijic goods as s.u.dl. Specijic goods may be so/d as such 
whe11 they are sold withollf a11y description, express or implied, 
or where a11y statement made aboli/ them is 1101 esselltia/ to their 
identity; or where, though the goods are described, the 
descriptio11 is 1101 relied 11po11, as where the b11yer b11ys the 
goods such as they are. "19 

It used to be doubtful whether the phrase "sale by description" could extend to 

sale of specific goods which the buyer has sl!en. This doubt was laid to rest in Grant v. 

37 

38 

39 

Ibid; at p. 516. 

[1947] 64 T.L.R. 150. 

Ibid_;_ at P. 153. 
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Australianl(nitting_Mills..Ltd40 where a sale of an undergarment bought by a buyer from 

a shop was held a sale by description. Lord Wright pointed out that: 

"There is a sale by description even tho11gh the b11yer is b11ying 
something disp/ayed before hiliz 011 the co11111er; a thing is sold 
by description, tho11gh it is specijic, so long as it is sold 1101 
merely as the specijic thing blll as a thing corresponding to a 
description, e.g., woollen under-garmellls, a hot water bott/e, 
a seco11d-ha11d reaping machine, ....... " 41 

An examination of the goods by the buyer does not prevent the sale from being 

one by description. In Beate v. Taylor, 42 following an advertisement of a' car, the 

plaintiff went to the defendant, inspected the car; had a test run of it and bought it. He 

later sought to reject it on the ground that it was unsatisfactory and did not correspond 

with its description. It was shown that contrary to the advertisement, the car was made 

up of two models. It was held that there could be a sale by description of a specific 

chatte! even where the, chatte! was displayed to and inspected by the buyer so long as it 

was sold not merely as a thing, but as a thing corresponding to a description. The 

plaintiff was held entitled to reject it. Sellers, L.J. while conceding that there was good 

authority for saying that, if the buyer had not seen the goods, the contract in the ordinary 

case would be one by description said that sale by description might, however, apply 

where the buyer had seen the goods if the deviation of the goods from the description 

was not apparent. He further said: "I think that on the facts of this case the buyer when 

he came along to see this car was coming along to see a car as advertiscd, that is, a car 

40 [1936] A.C. 85. 

41 Ibid.~ at p. 100 

42 [1967] 1 W.L.R. 1193. 
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described as a Herald Convertible, white, 1961. "43 

It can be inferred from the above cases that the courts favour a liberal 

interpretation of the phrase "sale by description". In effect, the phrase covers the sale of 

ail unascertained and future goods; ail specific goods not seen by the buyer; and, in 

addition, ail specific goods seen by the buyer but described or expected to conform to 

a particular description or a description of goods of a particular generic name. 

Section 13(3) of the Mode! Sale of Goods Act (Draft) appears to have impliedly 

approved the extension to goods seen by the buyer. It pro vides that a sale of goods is not 

prevented from being a sale by description by reason only that, being exposed for sale 

or hire, they are selected by the buyer. 

8.8.2 Co111plia11ce with Descriptio11 

Another important issue in section 14 is the meaning of the phrase "compliance 

with description". Description refers to the language which the parties have used to 

identify the goods which are the subject-matter of the contract. 44 It is important to know 

the correct import and scope of a contractual description since a consumer-buyer will 

only be entitled to reject if the description is not complied with. The courts appear to 

favour a strict interpretation of this requirement. This means that any deviation 

irrespective of degree may constitute a breach. Such strict interpretation can be seen in 

some decided cases. In Arc:os_Ltd v. Ronaasen.&.Sons, the contract was for the suppl y 

of some staves of 1/2 inch thickness. About five per cent of the staves snpplied complied 

43 

44 

Ibid. at p. 1196; see also Taylor v. Combined Buyers 
LJ:d (1924) NZLR 627; T.E. Demuren v. Atlas (Nigl_.Ltd 
(1976)2 CC HCJ 2909. 

Ibid at p. 1197. 
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with this specification while others suffered slight deviations. It was held that the buyers 

were entitled to reject. Lord Atkin summarised the issue thus: 

"If a written contract speciftes conditions of weight, 
measurement and the like, those conditions 11111st be complied 
with. A ton does not mean about a ton, or a yard about a yard. 
Still less when you descend to minute 111eas11reme11ts does half 
an inch mean about an inch. If a seller wants in 111argi11, he 
11111st, and in my experience does stipulate for it. "45 

In Re_Mo.ore_&_Co_ancLLandauer_8cC.o.46 the contract was for the supply of 

3100 cases of canned fruit to be delivered in cases of 30. Sorne of the cases had 24 while 

others had 30. Altogether, the contractual quantity was delivered. It was held that the 

buyers were entitled to reject. In Qgwu v. Lev:entis..Mo!ors,47 a four - year old lorry was 

supplied in place of the one - year old lorry bargained for; the buyer was held entitled 

to reject. The same principle was applied in OJajideJ)dunho..S.tores_and_Sawmi!LLtcL v. 

Omota)'o_Agencies_(Nig)_Ltd, 48 which involved the supply of planks described as 

"seasoned wood, grooved and finished". The planks supplied were grooved and finished 

but not seasoned. The plaintiffs were held in breach of the condition as to description. 

In ReardmLSrnithJ.,ines_Ltd v. Hansen_Tangen. 49 the House of Lords appeared 

to cast some doubts on the rigid interpretntion of the meaning of compliance with 

description. There, a ship which was required to be built at a particular yard was in fact 

built at another yard. It was held that this requirement was of no significance. This case 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

[1933] A.C. 470 at p. 479 See the argument of the 
Counsel to the respondents in Ashing.t.on_Pi.gge:r:ies v. 
Chrjstopher Hjll [1972] A.C. 441. 

[1933] A.C. 470. 

[1963] N.R.N.L.R. 115. 

(1978)4 CCHCJ 625. 

[1976] 1 W.L.R. 989. 
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involved a charter party and not a sale of goods contract so it can be argued that it does 

not resolve the controversy as to the meaning of compliance with description in a sale 

of goods contract. 

One conclusion that can be drawn from the foregoing cases is that a strict 

inti:rpretation is applied to the meaning of the phrase "compliance wilh description". But 

Achike50 stresses that "microscopie deviations may be disregarded". This agrees with a 

rider stated by Lord Atkin in Arcos_Ltd v. Ronaasen_&-8ons that there may be 

microscopie deviations which business men and therefore lawyers will ignore. 51 This 

reasoning can be seen in the decision in Eeter_Darlington..Eartner.s, _Ltd v. Gos ho _Co. 

Ltd52 involving a contract for the supply of some quantity of pure canary seed. The 

quantity supplied was of a quality of about 98 per cent. It was shown that there was 

nothing as 100 per cent purity. The buyers were held Iiable for wrongful rejection. 

It follows that minor deviations from contracted description may be disregarded 

particularly where the quality of the goods is unimpaired. In fact, writers are generally 

agreed that the de minimis rule is applicable in this area. Uvieghara53 writes that there 

is no doubt that the general rule of de.minimis applies in these cases. Atiyah54 notes that 

it is quite clearly the law that any non-conformity with the contract description (so long 

as it is a part of the description which constitutes a term of the contract) is a breach of 

contract, subject only_to_the_de ... mininüs_principle. 

50 Op. c.i.t.. ; p. 225 

51 [1933] A.C. 470 at p. 480. 

52 [1964] Lloyd's Rep. 149. 

53 Op. ci.L...;_ p. 38. 

54 Qp. c.i.t.. ; p. 126, emphasi,i mine 
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If our earlier argument that construction of terms of a contract be based on the 

consequences of the breach is followed, then the controversy as to the effect of minor 

deviations will cease to be relevant. In this case the effect of the breach will be 

determined by the consequences of the breach. In fact this is the position under the 

English system. By the new section 15A of the Sale of Goods Act, 1979, a non-consumer 

cannot reject if the breach is so slight that it will be unreasonable for him to reject. 55 

It is pertinent to note that the issue of description is based on the terms of the 

contract and not on the quality or utility of the goods supplied. Thus if the goods are 

found to be in conformity with the contractual description, the claimant cannot rely on 

the implied condition of description merely because the goods are of inferior or injurious 

quali(y. He can only rel y on any other relevant condition such as fitness for purpose or 

merchantable quality. This point was emphasised by the House of Lords in Ashington 

~ggeries case. There, the 'herring meal' su pp lied was contaminated with a substance 

which made it unfit as food for mink. The court equated description with identity and 

held that the goods supplied could still appropriately be described as 'herring meal' . 

Lord Wilberforce said that the Sale of Goods Act was not intended to provoke meta

physical discussions as to the nature of what was sold. The question whether the goods 

correspond with their description is intended to be a broader, more commonsense test 

of a mercantile character. The question whether that is what the buyer bargained for bas 

to be answered according to such tests as men in the market would apply, leaving more 

delicate questions of condition, or quality, to be determined under other clauses of 

55 See generally, Atiyah, op. cit.; pp 449 & 450. 
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contract or sections of the Act.56 

This approach is appropriate since a contrary position would lead to a strained 

interpretation of the clear wording of the statutory provision. Thus section 14 should be 

confined to what it is meant for, narnely, compliance with description. As rightly pointed 

out by Uvieghara, 57 the section is concerned with the identification of goods sold rather 

than their quality. The objective test is applied to resolve the issue of compliance with 

description. The question is whether the goods supplied can correctly be said to be of the 

same kind as those bargained for. 

There is no doubt that a restricted approach restricts the scope of application of 

section 14. This notwithstanding, it is submitted that the section is still very useful where 

the requirements for the application of other sections of the Law are not met. Unlike 

other implied terms provisions, the only requirement under this section is that the goods 

must be sold by description. Thus a claimant can rdy on it in sales by private 

individuals; also, where the goods are of merchantable quality or fit for purpose in the 

general sense, and where the contract contains a clause excluding liability for matters 

relating to quality. 

8.9 Fitness for Purpose and Merclmntable Ouality 

A co'nsumer-buyer can equally rely on the implied conditions of 

fitness for purpose and merchantable quality: The opening sentence of section 

15 which restates the commun law rule of caveat emptor (let the 

56 

57 

[1972] A.C. 441, at p. 489; also Lord Guest at p. 473. 
cf. Pinnock Bros. v. Lewis and Peat Ltd .• [1923] IKB 
690; the contracted copra cake was mixed with castor 
beans. It was held that the copra cake did not 
corre~pond with its description. 

QJ:l.. cit. p. 36. 
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buyer beware). It provides that subject to the provisions of the law, there is no implied 

warranty or condition as to the quality or fitness for any particular purpose of goods 

supplied under a contract of sale. 

Sub-sections (1) and (2) constitute exceptio~s to this general principle. But in 

practice, they can be regar<le<l as general rulcs since the caveat cmptor rule is rarely 

invoked. To the best of our knowledge there is no decided case where a seller has sought 

to rely on the rule of CaYeat emptor. 

8. 9 .1 Fit11ess for P11rpose 

By section 15(a), where the buyer, expressly or by implication makes known to 

the seller the particular purpose for which the goods are required so as to show that he 

relies on the seller's skill or judgement, and the goods are of a description which is in 

the course of the seller's business to supply (whether he be the manufacturer or not), 

there is an implied condition that the goods shall be reasonably fit for such purpose. This 

section contains a proviso which excludes goods bought in their patent or other trade 

names from the application of the provision. 

The following requirements must be fulfilled before a buyer can rel y on the above 

subsection: 

(a) he must make known his purpose to the seller either expressly or by 

implication; 

(b) he must rely on the seller's skill or judgement; and 

(c) the goods must be of a descri[ltion which is in the course of business of 

the seller to supply. 

Once these requirements are satisfied, it will not matter that the seller is not the 
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manufacturer. 

a. Making Known the Purpose to the Seller 

The first requirement that must be satisfied by the buyer under section 15(a) is 

to show that he made known the particular purpose for which the goods werc required 

to the seller either expressly or by implication. Particular purpose has been interpreted 

to mean specified purpose.58 Uvieghara59 writes that particlar purpose means the purpose 

communicated expressly or impliedly to the seller by the buyer for which the goods are 

required. Igweike60 explains that the phrase "particular purpose" refers to the specified 

or usual purpose. 

Where a product is used for only one purpose, that purpose will be regarded as 

the particular purpose. This principle which was applied in l'riest v. Last61 was further 

explained by Lord Wright in Grant v. Australian_Knitting.MillsLtd. He said: 

"There is 110 11eed to specijy i11 ter111s the particular purpose for 
which the buyer requires the goods, which is 11011etheless the 
particular purpose within the 111ea11i11g of the sectio11, beca11se 
it is the 011/y purpose for which a11yone would ordi11arily wa11t 
the goods. "62 

A point that emerges from the foregoing is that any disclosed or sole purpose of 

a product will form the particular purpose. It is a question of fact whether the buyer has 

sufficiently communicated his particular purpose to the seller. This point was stressed 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

Kendall v. Lilli.= [1969] 2 A.C. 31 at p. 123 per Lord 
Wilberforce. 

Op. c.i.t.. p. 38. 

Igweike, K. I. COrnme=.ial__Law: Sale_oL_Goods, (Jos; Fab 
Education Books, 1992) p. 46. 

[1903] 2 K.B. 148, see Collins, M.R. at p. 153. 

[1936] A.c. 85, at p. 99. 
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by Lord Morris in Heru:y_l(endall v. Yiilliarn Lillicn. According to his Lordship, "there 

is no magic in the word 'particular'.... A communicated purpose, if stated with 

reasonably sufficient precision will be a particular purpose. It will be the given 

purpose" .63 

Where the buyer has expressly made known his purpose to the seller, no problem 

arises since the implied condition will normally apply. But where there was no express 

indication of purpose, it will then be a question of fact whether the seller could be said 

to be aware of the intended purpose. Judicial decisions show that in ordinary consumer 

transactions the courts will readily hold the buyer to have impliedly made known his 

purpose to the seller. This is particularly the case where the purpose is obvious. For 

instance, it is obvions that articles of food are for human consumption. In Frost v. 

Aylesbury Dairy __ Co . .Ltd,64 the defendants who were milk dealers, supplied the plaintif!' 

with milk which was consumed by himself and his family. The milk supplied contained 

germs of typhoid fever; and the plaintiff' s wife was infected thereby and died. It was 

held that the purpose for which the milk was supplied was sufficiently made known to 

the sellers by its description. The sellers were, therefore, held liable for breach of 

implied condition of fitness for purpose. 

The same principle was appled in Priest v. Last. The plaintiff bought a hot water 

bottle from a shop. When put into use, it burst and injured his wife. It was held that the 

particular purpose was impliedly made known to the seller since the purpose was 

obvions. Collins, M.R., stated: 

63 

64 

"Where the description of the goods by which they are so/d 

[1968]2 All E.R. 444, at p. 465. 

[1905]1 K.B. 608. 
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points to one particular purpose on/y, it seems to me that the 
jirst requirement of the sub-section is satisjied, namely, that the 
particular purposefor which the goods are required should be 
made known to the seller. "65 

269 

In the case of goods used for many purposes, it is required that for a buyer to rely 

on the condition of fitness for purpose, he must disclose the particular purpose to the 

seller. In :eriest v. Last, it was observed that in the case of a purchase of goods of many 

purposes, in order to give rise to the implication of fitness for purpose, it is necessary 

to show that, though the article sold was capable of general use for many purposes, in 

the particular case it was sold with reference to a particular purpose. 66 

In 11.1..G._lndustries_Ltd v. Jimfat_Nigeria.Ltd67 the defendants contended that the 

wire coils supplied to them by the plaintiffs were not suitable for the purpose for which 

they were needed. It was shown that the particular purpose was not disclosed to the 

plaintiffs. Evidence showed that the coils were fit for a variety of purposes. The 

plaintiffs were held not liable. The same principle was applied in KhaliL&_DJbbo v. 

Mastronikolis.68 The appellants bought some quantity-of eagine oil from the respondent. 

The oil was required for use in internai combustion engine but this was not disclosed to 

the respondent. He was held not Hable. Similarly, in Adeola v. Henry Stephens_& Sons 

Ltd,69 the flour supplied was unsuitable for bread but suitable for biscuits. The purpose 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

[1903]2 K.B. 148, at p. 153 See also Henry.Kendall v. 
William_Lillico .. & .Sons. Ltd & Ors [1968] 2 All E.R. 44; 
Grant. v. Aus.t.raliaILKnit.ting_MillsJ,td [1936] A.C. 85 
at p. 99; Qpi_a____I.;j.mna v. Mi.d_.Motors (Ni.g.)~t.d, 
CCHCJ/9/74 p. 1325. 

Ihi.d at p. 153. 

(1975) CCHCJ 175. 

[1949] 12 WACA 462. 

(1975] 7 CCHCJ/1023. 
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was not disclosed to the sellers at the time of contract. Johnson, J. observed that the 

plaintiff's disclosure of the purpose was belated since it only came after she had taken 

delivery and sold some of the quantity to bread makers who found it unsuitable for bread 

making.70 The sellers were held not Iiable. 

Another issue relating to particular purpose is peculiarity about the purpose. 

There is no direct statutory provision on this. Judicial decisions are, however, to the 

effect that any peculiarity about the intended purpose must be disclosed before the sub

section can apply. In Griffiths v. Peter Conway Ltd.,71 the plaintiff who bought a fur 

coat from the defendants contracted dermatitis due to the sensitive nature of his skin. The 

peculiarity about his skin was not disclosed. The sellers were held not Iiable. 

The same principle was applied in Plastic Manufacturing Co. Ltd v. Toki: of 

Nigeria Ltd.72 The contract was for the sale of plastic containers which the buyers 

required for their products. When the products (lotion and shampoo) were put in the 

containers, they changed colour due to chemical reaction. Evidence showed that the 

containers were suitable for general purposes for which plastic containers are normally 

used. The chemical compositions oftheir products were not disclosed to the sellers. The 

sellers were held not liable. 

On the contrary, if it is shown that the seller is aware of the peculiar nature of 

the particular purpose for which the goods are required, then his duty is to supply goods 

which will satisfy that peculiar nature. On this ground, the court in Griffiths v. Conway 

70 

71 

72 

[Ibid.; at PP. 1030 & 1031. 

(1939] 1 All E.R. 685. 

[1976] 12 CCHCJ 270. 
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Ltd distinguished the case of ManchesteLLiners_Ltd v. R.ea_Ltd .73 ln the latter, the 

plaintiffs ordered from the defendants, coal merchants, some quantity of coal for their 

steamship. The coal supplied was unsuitable for the plaintiffs' ship. ln an action for 

damages for breach of the condition of fitness for purpose it was held that the plaintiffs 

were entitled to judgement. Lord Buckrnaster observed that "the order was expressed for 

the use of a particular stearnship, and it must, therefore, be assumed that tl1e respondents 

knew the nature of her furnances and the character of the coal she used, for it was this 

coal they contracted to suppl y" .74 

If the buyer is expected to carry out certain acts before consuming the goods, 

failure to do this will defeat his claim. In Heil v. Hedges,75 the plaintiff contracted 

trichinosis after eating some pork chops bought from the defendant. It was shown that 

the plaintiff did not cook the chops properly. The seller was held not liable. 

b. Reliance on Seller's Skill or Judgment. 

The law requires that the purpose be made known so...as-1Qsllllw-1hauhe_b.uyer 

relies.JJn..the..selJer's skill.JlLjudgement.76 A literai interpretation of this provision is that 

the purpose of disclosing the purpose is to show reliance on seller's skill or judgement. 

No problem arises where reliance on seller's skill or judgement is expressly 

stated. Experience, however, shows that in many cases, reliance is rarely expressed. But 

like the case of making known the purpose to the seller, the courts are readily inclined 

73 

74 

75 

76 

[1922] 2 A.C. 74. 

Ibid at p. 79, see also Lord Atkinson at pp. 84&85. 

[1951] l T.L.R. 512 

Emphasis Mine. 
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to imply reliance in consumer sales. 77 Thus the general trend of judicial decisions is that 

if the purpose is disclosed, reliance on seller's skill or judgement will be implied. In 

Manchester Liners._Ltd v. Rea..Ltd, Lord Buckmaster said: 

"If goods are ordered for a specia/ purpose, and that purpose 
is disclosed to the vendor, so that in accepting the commet he 
undertakes to supply goods which are suitable for the abject 
required, such a contract is, ....... s11fficie11t to establish thar 
the buyer has show11 that he relies 011 the seller's ski// and 
judgemellt. "78 

The same principle was stated by Lord Wright in Grant v. Australian_Kitting 

Milltl.td. He said: 

"The relia11ce will se/dom be express; it will usually arise by 
i111plicatio11 from the circ11111stances; tlms to take a case like that 
in question, of a purchase from a retailer, the relimzce wi/1 be 
in general i11ferred from the fact that a buyer goes to the shop 

. in the co11fide11ce that the tradesmmz has se/ected his stock with 
skill and judgemelll. "79 

Other cases where reliance on seller's skill or judgement was implied on account 

ofdisclosure ofpurpose include, Erost v. Aylesbury_Dairy_Co..___Ltd; Priest v. Last; and 

Christophetllil!Ltd v. AshingtonJ>iggeries. ln fact, judicial approach in this regard is 

summed up in the statement of Lord Pearce in Hardmck.~ame__Earm v. Suffolk 

AgriculturalJ>o.ultry....Er.oducers..Association. 80 He said that "The whole trend of authority 

has inclined towards an assumption of reliance wherever the seller knows the particular 

purpose". 81 

77 

76 

79 

80 

81 

See Er.a.at.. v. Ay..le.sbur_y:_Dairies_Co .. _Ltd; Grant v. 
Aus.t.rali.an....i.t..t.ing_Mills_Lt_d; Priest v. Last s.upr.a 
p.267-269. 

[1922] 2 A.C 74 at p. 79 

[1936] A.C. 85 at p. 99 

[1969] 2 A.C. 31. 

.Ibid at p. 115. 
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The foregoing notwithstanding, it does appear that affirmative evidence of 

reliance may be necessary in some cases. In other words, it may not be sufficient that the 

purpose was disclosed; there must be evidence of reliance. The view of Igweike82 is 

opposite. He writes that "section 14(1)83 of the Sale of Goods Act 1893 will not apply 

unless the indication that the buyer requires the goods for a particular purpose was not 

only given but given in such circumstances as to show that the buyer re!ied on the skill 

or judgement of the seller or his agent." This principle was emphasised in Opia.Ijoma 

v. Mid...Motors_(Nig)_Co.J.td. 84 The plaintiff bought a Nysa Zuk minibus from the 

defendants which he put into commercial transport service. The bus developed serions 

problems soon after delivery. In an action brought by the plaintiff for damages, the issue 

was whether there was breach of section (14(1). It was held that the sellers were not 

liable since the plaintiff did not communicate bis purpose so as to show reliance on 

seller' s skill or judgement. Dosumu, J., said: 

"lt is rwt enough to show that the defenda111s deal in particular 
type of vehicle bought by the plai111iff. What has to be 
established is the fac/ that the buyer express/y or by implication 
made known to the seller the particu/ar p11rpose for which the 
goods are req11ired so as to show that he relies on his ski/1 or 
j11dgeme11t that it was reasonably fit for the p11rpose and that 
reliance made him b11y it. "85 

The implication of this decision is that there must be an explicit evidence of 

reliance. This point was succintly made by Lord Wright in CammelLLaird_&.Co .. Ltd 

v. Mangane.seJ3ronze_&J3rass_Co . .Ltd. He said: "Such a reliance must be affirmatively 

82 Op. cit. p. 48. 

83 This is the same as section lS(a) under consideration. 
' 

84 (1974) CCHCJ/9/1325. 

85 Ibid 
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shown, the buyer must bring home to the rnind of the seller that he is relying on hirn in 

such a way that the seller can be taken to have contracted on that footing. The reliance 

is to be the basis of a contractual obligation. "86 

A similar opinion was expressed by Lord Reid in Henry Kendall v. William 

Lillico.87 Explaining the decision in Manchester Liners Ltd. v. Rea, his Lordship said: 

"1 do not think that (Manchester Liners v. Rca ... ) is any authority for the view which 

has sometimes been expressed that if the seller knows the purpose for which the buyer 

wants the goods it will be presumed that the buyer relied on bis skill and judgement. "88 

Lord Reid' s statement was in turn explained by Lord Guest in Ashington 

Piggeries case to the effect that "the question is wheth,~r in the whole circumstances the 

reasonable inference can properly be drawn that a reasonable man in the shoes of the 

seller would realise that he was being relied on". 89 

The above conflicting opinions show that the issue ofreliance on seller's skill or 

judgement remains controversial. This is more so as none of the existing decisions can 

be rcgarded as an express reversai of other del:isions on the principle. To the best of our 

knowledge, the Suprerrie Court of Nigeria bas not had an occasion to pronounce on the 

issue. The High Court decision in Ijoma v. Mid Motors (Nig} Ltd, appears realistic since 

it balances the interests of the seller and those of the buyer. The requiremcnt that therc 

must be an express reliance which induced the buyer to purchase the goods ensures that 

the seller is not taken unawares. Such express reliance will enable him to give a reasoned 

86 [1934) A.C. 402 at p. 423. 

87 [1969) 2 A.C. 31. 

88 Ibid. at p. 81. 

89 [1972) A.C. 441 at 477. 
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opinion on the suitability of the goods for the disclosed purpose. 

Reliance on skill or judgement need not be exclusive. It is sufficient if the buyer 

relied on the seller on the aspect complained of. Thus in CammeLLaird~s_C_ase, the 

specifications for the propellers were supplied by the buyers. It was held that areas not 

covered by the specifications were left to the skill and judgment of the sellers. Lord 

Wright quoted with approval, the statement of Lord Macaughten in Drummond v. Yan 

Ingen that "in matters exclusively within the province of the manufacturer, the merchant 

relies on the manufacturer' s skill. "90 The same principle was followed in Ashington 

:eiggeries_case involving a contract for the supply of mink food. The sellers were held 

liable despite the fact that the formula for the food was supplied by the buyers. 

c. In the Course of Business 

For the condition of fitness for purpose to apply, it must be shown that the goods 

are in the seller' s course of business to supply. A strict interpretation of this requirement 

means that the seller normally deals in goods of that description. Thus if a seller who 

deals in drugs supplies drugs of the kind he normally supplies, it will be taken to be in 

the course of bis business. It is obviously not in his course of business to suppl y building 

materials. But the courts have favoured a broad interpretation of this provision. Thus 

if the dealer in this example supplies drugs of a description he bas never supplied, the 

sale will be taken to be in the course of his business. Thus in Christopher_Hi!LLtd v. 

Ashington..Eiggeries_Ltd, a supply of mink food by sellers who dealt in animal feeds but 

had never dealt in mink food was held to be in the course of business. There, the House 

of Lords applied a liberal interpretation to the term "description" to mcan "kind". Lord 

00 [1887] 12 A.C. 284; 297. 
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Wilberforce stated that "it is in the course of the seller's business to supply goods if he 

agrees, either generally, or in a particular case, to suppl y the goods when ordered. "91 

The same principle was applied in the earlier case of SpencerJiading_Co~Ltd 

v. ]2eyon. 92 The contract was for the supply of a particular type of gum. The sellers who 

dealt in gums had never supplied gum of that particular type. This notwithstanding, they 

were held liable. 93 

The broad interpretation given to this requirement means that ail sales by 

wholesale dealers, retailers and manufacturers are covered. But private sales such as sale 

of second-hand goods by persans who do not deal in such goods are not covered. This 

broad interpretation is to be supported because it prevents a seller from denying Iiability 

on the technical ground that he had never su pp lied such goods. 

d. Goods Bought Under Their Patent or Trade Names 

Goods bought under their patent or trade names are excluded from the application 

of section 15(a). If a buyer buys an article under its patent or trade name, he will be 

deemed to have relied on the reputation of the manufacturer rather than on the skill or 

judgement of the seller. In :Wlls.on v. Ricket Co.ckereL&_Cu. 94 the contract was for the 

supply of "coalite". The sellers were held not liable since the product was supplied in its 

trade name. In Danicls_Daruels v. R_White.&.Sons_Ltd_&_Anor,95 the plaintiffs sued the 

91 

92 

'3 

94 

95 

[1972] A.C. 441 at p. 875. 

[1949] 1 All E.R. 285. 

See further Kendall v. Willaim_Lillico._.& _Sons_Ltd 
[1969] 2 A.C. 31; see Lord Pearce at p. 115. 

[1920] 1 K.B. 668. 

[1938] 4 All E.R. 
0

258. 
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manufacturers and the retailer of a bottle of lemonade for damages for injuries received 

by reason of the fact that the drink was contaminated with carbolic acid. lt was held that 

the retailer was not in breach of the condition of fitness for purpose. Lewis, J. noted !bat 

the first plaintiff did not rel y on the seller' s skill or judgement since he asked for and 

obtained exactly what he wanted. He said: "1 fa man gocs in and asks for a bottlc of R. 

White's lemonade, or somebody's particular brand of beer, he is not relying upon the 

skill and judgement of the person who serves it to him". 96 

But the proviso will not apply if the name in question is not a recognised trade 

name but a name framed by the parties to identify the subject malter. In Bristol 

Iramwa}'.S Can:iage._Cn._.Ltd v. EiaLMotors_Ltd. 97 the plaintiffs bought from the 

defendants, "the 24140 h.p. Fiat Omnibus" and "six 24/40 h.p. Fiat Omnibus Chassis" 

which they had inspected. They sued on the ground that the goods were not fit for their 

intended purpose. Evidence showed that the industry was in a tentative stage, and the 

order was really for the particular Omnibus and the chassis to be completed and made 

respectively by the Fiat company on such lines and pattern as that company should find 

expedient for the purpose. It was held that the proviso did not apply. Farewell, L.J., put 

the issue thus: 

96 

97 

"lt is one thing to order an article k1101v11 as a Fia( 011111ib11s, an 
order which is imelligible 011/y if there be such an article k1101v11 
to the p11blic or the trade; it is q11ite atwther thi11g to order (Ill 

Omnibus to be made by the Fia( ro111pat1y, a/1ho11gh i11 the latter 
case that company might adopt patrems and devices which were 
its own exclusive property; the former is withi11 the proviso, the 
latter is not. An Omnibus made by the ji(I( Company may we/1 
be described as a Fiat 011111ib11l', b11t such 1w111e11clat11re does 

Ibid. at p. 263. 

[1910] 2 K.B. 831 
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not necessarily constitute a trade name withit1 the Act ....... "98 

Evidence ofreliance on seller's skill or judgement displaces the application ofthis 

proviso. Soif the buyer can show that hein fact relied on the seller's skill or judgement 

in selecting the particular brand of product, the seller will be liable. In BaWry v. 

Marshall,99 the plaintiff applied to the defendants, motor car dealers, and stated that ·he 

wanted a comfortable car which was suitable for touring purposes. The defendants 

recommended a "Bugatti car", a type of car in which they specialized. The car delivered 

proved uncomfortable and unsuitable for touring purposes. The plaintiff sued for the 

refund of the purchase price. He was held entitled to his claim as the proviso did not 

apply. The court explained that the mere fact that an article is sold under its trade name, 

in the sense that the !rade name forms part of the description of the thing sold, does not 

necessarily bring the case within the proviso so .is to cxcludc the implication of the 

condition of fitness. If the buyer, while asking to be supplied with an article of a named 

make, indicates to the seller that he relies on his skill and judgment for its being fit for 

a particular purpose, he does not buy it "under its trade name" within the meaning of the 

proviso. 

Atkin, L.J. explained that the real object of the proviso was to meet a case such 

as that in Chanter v. Hopkins100 where the defendants sent to the plaintiff, who was the 

patentee of an invention, the following ordcr: "send me your patent hopper with your 

smolce consuming furnace," and upon the plaintiff supplying what was ordered it was 

found to be unsuitable for brewery. There the defendant took the risk of the apparatus 

" 
99 

100 

Ibid. at pp. 839 & 940. 

[1925] 1. K.B. 260. 

(1838) 4 M & W 399. 
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being suitable for his particular purpose, and having got what he ordered he was held 

bound to pay for it. The Lord Justice further explained the import of the proviso as 

follows: 

lt appears to me that the right view of the malter is that when 
the proviso speaks of "rhe sale of a specijied article wuler its 
patent or other trade 11a111e ", it 111ea11s (1/1 article lJJecijied by the 
purchaser as being the article which he wishes to buy. If he so 
specifies the article and it is sold to him 1111der its trade 11a111e it 
seems clear that the condtion is excluded, eve11 though he made 
known to the seller the purpose for which he i11te11ded to use il. 
But if 011 the other hand he buys the article in relimzce 011 the 
seller's assurance that it wi/1 auswer his purpose, the fact that 
it is described in the contract by its trade 11a111e wi/1 not have the 
ejfect of excluding the co11ditio11s. 101 

e. Goods to whièh the Condition of Fitness for Purposc Applies 

An issue that bas been considered by the courts is whether the condition of fitness 

only applies to goods bought under the contract of sale or whether it extends to other 

goods supplied with those bargained for. In Geddling v. Marsh, 102 the bottle which 

contained the minerai supplied to the plaintiff burst due to a latent defect. The plaintiff 

sued for the resultant in jury. Evidence showed that the sum paid for the bottle was 

refundable on the bottle being returned. It was held that even though the bottles 

containing the minerai water were not sold but only hired by the defendant to the 

plaintiff, they were nevertheless "supplied under a contract of sale" within the section, 

and therefore that there was an implied condition that they, as well as tht:ir contents, 

should be reasonably fit for the purpose for which they were required by the plaintiff. 103 

101 

102 

103 

[1925] IK.B. 260; see also Banke, L.J., at p. 267. 

[1920] 1 K.B. 668. 

See Bray, J. at p. 672. 
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The same principle was applied in Wilson...&_Anor v. RickeLCückereH & Ca. 

Ltd. 104 The defendants sold ta the plaintiffs a ton of coalite. The consignment contained 

a piece of coal containing an explosive substance. This resulted in an explosion. 

Plaintiffs sued for the resultant damage. lt was held that the consignment of coalite was 

delivered as a whole and must be considered as a whole; that the goods supplied under 

the contract of sale" for the purposes of section 14105 was the whole consignment of 

coalite, including the offending piece of coal; that the piece of coal made the whole 

consignment not fit for burning, and accordingly, it did not satisfy the implied condition 

imposed by section 14. Evershed, M.R., said: 

"The whole of that load, ta my mind, was defective beca11se, by 
reaso11 of the hidde11 presence of the explosive somewhere in it, 
ail of il was potentially da11gero11s. The who/e, i11 other words, 
was infected by the dangero11s part; and it matters ,wt that the 
da11gero11s part was 1101 i11facr a piece of some otherfuel sent 
with the coa/ite and i11 response ta the order for coa/ite. "106 

Lord Denning's reasoning was equally unequivocal. In answer to the contention 

that the section applied to "goods supplied under a contract of sale" and to no other 

goods, his Lorship said: 

"/11 my opinion that means the goods delivered in purported 
p11rs11a11ce of the comract. The section applies ta ail goods sa 
delivered, whether they conform ta the co/1/ract or ,wt; that is, 
i11 this case, 10 the whole consig11111e111, ii1c/11di11g the offe11di11g 
piece, and 1wt merely ta the coa/ite a/one. "107 

The courts' approach in this area is realistic. No reasonable distinction can be made 

between a product and its container or any exterior substances contained therein. Ail 

104 

105 

106 

107 

[1954] l Q. B. 598. 

S. 14 of the Sale of Goods Act 1893 (U.K). 

[1954] ID.B. 598 at p. 609; see also Chapr.onier.e v. 
Mason (1905) 21 T.L.R. 633. 

[1954] l A.B. 598 at p. 607 
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these make up the product for the purpose of liability. 

f. Extent of Seller's Obligations 

The meaning of the phrase "reasonably fit for purpose" is not defined by the 

Law. Does this mean that the product must be in perfect condition? The issue appears 

a question of fact. The nature of the goods; terms of the contract and any other relevant 

matter will be taken into consideration in detcrmining this issue. Thus a higher degree 

is required in the case of new products than in the case of second-hand products. In 

Qnotu v. Adcleke_&_Anor, ws a new car which developed disturbing noise five days after 

delivery, was held unfit for its purpose. 

It is obvious that if a product is injurious to health, it will be regarded as unfit 

for purpose. If it is merely defective but not injurious, then it will be a question of fact 

whether it is reasonably fit for purpose. This point was clearly explained by Lord Pearce 

in Hem:y_Kendall & Sons v. WilliamLillico &Bons.Ltd. He said: 

"ln deciding the question of fact, the rarity of the 1ms11itability 
would be weighed agai11st the gravity of its co11seq11e11ces. 
Agai11, if food is merely 1111palatable or 11seless 011 rare 
occasions it might well be reaso11ably s11itable as food. BIii I 
should certain/y 1101 expect it to be held reaso11ably suitable if 
eve11 011 a very rare occasion it killed the _co11s11111er. "109 

In Nigerian.Bottling_Go . .Ltd v. Ngonadi, 110 the Supreme Court appeared to have 

hinged the issue of fitness for purpose on defectiveness. In an action for breach of the 

implied condition of fitness for purpose undcr section 15(a) of the Sale of Goods Law 

of the defunt Bende! State, it was held that ail the plaintiff needed to prove was that the 

108 

109 

llO 

[1975] N.N.L.R. 130. 

[1969] 2 A.C. 31 at 115. 

[1985] 1 N.W.L.R. 739 S.C. 
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commodity was defective; there was no need to plead that the defect was latent or patent. 

It was further held that where the defect in the commodity was an open one that the 

plaintiff ought to have discovered, there would be no need for oral warranty and the 

caY.eat emptm: rule would apply. 

A point that emerges from this judgement is that the issue of reasonable fitness 

for purpose is a question of fact. This point was stressed by the Supreme Court which 

accepted the decisions of the courts below on this issue. Oputa, J .S.C., said: 

"What is more important is that the court of trial and the Court 
of Appeal both made concurrent ji11dù1gs of fact with regard to 
the defective nature of the refrigerator sold to the 
plaintiff!respondent by the defe11da11tlappellm1t. Both courts 
held that in the peculiar and s11rro1111di11g circ11msta11ces of this 
case, the defendamlappella11t was 11eg/igellt in sel/i11g a 
defective refrigerator to the plaimifflrespo11dem. The princip/e 
that has been stated limes witholll 1111111ber in this court is that 
it will not general/y ime,fere with the conc11rrellt ji11diz1gs of fac/ 
of both the trial court and the Court of Appeal. "111 

This decision, therefore, puts the issue beyond doubt: that whether a product is 

reasonably fit for purpose is a question of fact. We believe that this is a right approach 

because the issue of reasonable fitness is a relative one. Each case should, therefore, be 

based on its particular merits. 

8.9.2 Mercha11table Quality 

Section 15(b) provides that where goods are bought by description from a seller 

who deals in goods of that description (whether he be the manufacturer or not), there is 

an implied condition that the goods shall be of merchantable quality. The proviso to this 

provision excludes examined goods as regards defects which such examination ought to 

have revealed. 

lll Ibid at p. 746. 
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The phrase "where goods are bought by description from a seller who deals in 

goods of that description" is a reproduction of section 14(2) of the Sale of Goods Act 

1893 (U .K.) This phrase has now been replaced in the United Kingdom with the phrase 

"where the seller sells goods in the course of a business" .112 The latter Act does not 

require that the goods must be bought by description. The only requirement is that they 

must be sold in the course of business. Furthermore, the English Act no longer requires 

that the seller must deal in goods of that description. It is sufficient if he sells goods in 

the course of business. The implication is that a sale by a seller who has never dealt in 

goods of a particular description will corne under the subsection as long as he sells in the 

course of a business. Therefore, the only transactions not covered by the provision are 

those carried out by private individuals not engaged in business. 

The position under the Sale of Goods Law is the same as the repealed section 

14(2) of the English Sale of Goods Act 1893. This means that for a buyer to succeed 

he must fulfil the two conditions stated in the subsection. These are: 

(a) the goods must be bought by description; and 

(b) the seller must deal in goods of that description. 

The meaning of the phrase "sale by description" considered in relation to section 

14 equally applies to the provision under consideration. 113 The meaning of the second 

requirement appears controversial. A strict approach was adopted by the court in British 

& Ovcrscas C.rcdit 1.td. v. Animaslrnwun. 114 11 was hcld hy a Lagos High Court that for 

the phrase to apply, it must be shown that the seller regularly deals in goods of the 

112 

113 

"' 

See S. 14(2) of the Sale of Goods Act 1979 (U.K.) as 
amended by the Sale and Supply of Goods Act 1994. 

See p.258-261. supra. 

[1961] 1 All N.L.R. 343. 
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description of goods sold. Since there was no evidence that such was the case, the 

provision was held inapplicable. 

The meaning of "goods of that description" was considered by both the English 

Court of Appeal and the House of Lords in Ashington.Ltd v. ChristopheLliilLLtd. 115 

The Court of Appeal preferred to restrict the phrase to the contract description. On 

appeal, the House of Lords held by a majority that being dealers in animal feeding stµffs, 

they dealt in "goods of that description," which words should not be restricted in their 

scope to the contractual description of the goods. Lord Ouest stawd that to restrict the 

phrase to the contractual description would amount to a strict construction which would 

lead to absurd results. He said: 

"Suppose a customer goes to a tobacconist's shop and orders 
a box of lara11age cigars in which the tobacco11ist had 1101 
previously dealt. If the cigars were 110t fit for smoking, lhere 
wou/d be 110 liability 011 the 1obacco11ist as he had 1101 
previously dea/t i11 goods of that pa11ic11/ar descriptio11, 11a111ely, 
/ara11age cigars. I ca,mot be/ieve that the section bears such a 
restricted mea11i11g ". 116 

Quoting Lord Reid in B.S-Brown.&.Son.Ltd v. Craiksltd, 117 his Lordship said 

that the phrase "goods of that description" may mean of the same precise and detailed 

description, or may mean of the same general description. He concluded that in most of 

the authorities, the latter meaning seemed to have been adopted. 118 

In contrast, Lord Diplock in his dissenting jÙdgement said that the words "that 

description" refer to and mean the actual description by which the goods which are the 

ll5 

116 

ll7 

llB 

[1972] A.C. 441. 

Ibid j. at p. 473. 

[1970] 1 WLR 752; 755. 

[1972] A.C. 441 at 473. 
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subject - matter of the contract were bought. "Not only is it impossible to ascribe any 

other meaning to it grammatically but also ... it makes good commercial sense. "119 

The effect of the majority decision is that the meaning of the phrase goods of that 

description is the same as the phrase "a description .... "under subsection (1). Lord 

Wilberforce explained that the words in section 14( 1) and the phrase "the goods are of 

a description which it is in the seller's business to supply" cannot mean more than "the 

goods are of a kind .... " He equated this phrase with the phrase "goods of that 

description" appearing in subsection (2) and said that in bath cases the words mean 

"goods of that kind" and nothing more. 120 

The majority view adopted in AshingtonJ~iggeries_Ltd advances the cause of the 

consumer since it widens the scope of the phrase under consideration. But this 

notwithstanding, this approach can be regarded as a straincd interpretation of the clcar 

wording of the provision. The decision of the Court of Appeal adopted in the dissenting 

judgement of Lords Hodson and Diplock appears a more accurate interpretation of the 

phrase. It is suggested that the provision be amended to include goods of the general 

description as those contracted for. Under the English Law, the phrase "where goods are 

bought by description from a seller who deals in goods of that description" bas been 

replaced with the phrase, "where the seller sclls goods in the course of a business". We 

believe that this is a more rational approach. So once it is proved that the goods were 

sold in the course of business, it should be irrelevant that the seller had never dealt in 

goods of that description. 

119 

120 

Ihi.d at p. 506 

Ihi.d at p. 518. 
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a. Meaning of Merchantable Quality 

Like the English Sale of Goods Act 1893 on which section 15(2) was modelled, 

the Sale of Goods Law does not define the meaning of the phrase "merchantable quality". 

This has necessitated diverse judicial interpretations. 

Much difficulty is not encountered with respect to goods which are injurions to 

health. Judicial decisions show that they are normally held unmerchantable. Thus in 

Wilson v. Rickett,_Co.ckerelL&_Co.._Ltd, 121 a consignment of 'coalite' which exploded 

owing to the presence of an explosive substance was held unmerchantable. In Nigerian 

B.ottling Co Ltd v. Ngonadi, 122 the plaintiff bought an Evercold kerosene refrigerator 

from the defendants. The fridge exploded after about one month and caused serions 

injuries to the plaintiff. It was held unmerchantable. Also in Henry_Stephens.Engineering 

Ltd v. Complete...Home_Enterprises_Ltd, 123 the crane supplied under the contract 

developed some faults soon after delivery. The faults continued throughout the guarantee 

period. The crane was held unmerchantable and unfit for its purpose. The same principle 

was applied in Wren v. Holt124 and G.odlcy v. I'erri25 involving injurions beer and 

defective catapult respectively. 

In contrast, a greater problem arises where ihe complaint is that the goods 

supplied are of a low quality. This problem is compoundcd where the goods, though of 

inferior quality, are nevertheless, fit for a purpose or some purposes. A test which has 

121 [1954] 1 Q.B. 598. 

122 [1985] 5 s.c. 313. 

123 [1987] 1 N.W.L.R. (Pt. 47) 40 s.c. 

124 [1903] 1 K.B. 610. 

125 [1960] 1 W.L.R. 9 
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been applied by the courts is that of reasonable fitness for purpose. In Cammcll v. 

Manganese Bronze and Brass Co Ltd., Lord Wright explained "merchantable quality'' 

to mean that "the goods in the forrn in which they were tendered were of no use for any 

purpose for which such goods would norrnally be used and hence not saleable under that 

description". In interpreting section 14(2) of the Sale of Goods Act 1893 (U .K.) He said: 

"What sub-section (2) now means by "merchantable quality" is that the goods in the form 

in which they were tendered were of no use for any purpose for which such goods would 

normally be used and hence were not saleable under that description". 126 

In Grant v. AustralianJ(nitting.Mills_Ltd., his Lordship also stated another version of 

this test. He said: 

"What else merchantable may 111ea11, it does mea11 that the 
article sold, if 011/y 111ea111 for 011e particular use i11 ordiuary 
course, is fit for that use; merchautable does 110t mea11 that the 
thiug is saleable in the market simply because it looks alright; 
it is not merchantable in that event if it has defects u11fitti11g it 
for its 011/y proper use but 110t apparellt 011 ordiuary 
examination. 11127 

The test of fitness for purpose was applied in Plastic_Manufacturing Co._Ltd. v. 

Ioki,..oŒigerial.td. 128 The contention was that the plastic containers supplied under 

the contract were not rnerchantable. Evidence showed that when the defendants put their 

products (shampoo and lotion) into the containers, they changed colour due to chemical 

reaction with the products. It was further shown that the containers could safely be used 

for any other purpose for which plastic containers are normally used. It was held that in 

the form in which they were delivered, they should be suitable for any purpose for which 

126 

127 

128 

.Ibid at p. 430. 

[1936] A.C. 85 at pp. 99-100 

[1976] 12 CCHCJ 2701. 
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plastic containers are normally used. The containers were held merchantable. 

The test of fitness for purpose has been criticised on the ground that in many 

cases, "unrnerchantable goods" could be used for some purposes. In Kendall v. William 

Lillico, Lord Reid said that Lord Wright's definition in Cammell Laird could not be 

taken as a test of universal application. He proffered a modified definition of the phrase 

thus: "What sub-section (2) now means by merchantable quality is that the goods in the 

form in which they were tendered were of no use for an;v purpose for which goods which 

complied with the description under which these goods were sold would normally be 

used, and hence were not saleable under this description. "129 

His Lordship explained that this is an objective test and that "were of no use for 

any purpose ... " means would not have been used by a reasonable man for any 

purpose ... 130 

This modified version of Lord Wright's definition thus ties the fitness for purpose 

test to the contract description. If the goods tendered can be reasonably used for any 

purpose for which goods of that contract description can be used, then they are 

merchantable. So the scope of the contract description is the crucial factor. This point 

was emphasised by Lord Reid in Henry Kendall. He said: 

129 

130 

131 

"/fthe description in the contract was so limited that goods sold 
1111der il wo11/d normal/y be 11sed for on/y one purpose, then the 
goods wou/d be zmmerchantable zmder the· description if they 

· were of no use for that purpose. Bm if the description was so 
genera/ that goods 1111der il are normal/y used for severa/ 
purposes, then goods are merchalllable zmder that description 
if they are fit for any one of these purposes. "131 

[1969] 2 A.C. 31 at p. 451 

Ibid at p. 451. 

Ibid at p. 430; see also Uvieghara, QR.cit, for a 
detailed discussion of the various arguments 
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An inference that can be drawn from his Lordship's statement is that the meaning 

of merchantable quality cannot be divorced from the contract description. As he noted 

in the judgement, if goods are sold under the description commonly used to denote a high 

quality and the goods delivered are not of that high quality but are of a Jower quality 

which is commonly sold under a different description, lhen it could not possibly be said 

that the goods in the form in which they were tendered were of no use for any purpose 

for which those goods would normally be used. They would readily be saleable under 

the appropriate description of the lower quality. 132 

The test of fitness for purpose was cqually criticised by Lord Ouest who noted 

that if the test is based on fitness for purpose, then few goods would be unmerchantable 

because use can always be found for goods at a price. 133 

What could be regarded as a test of reasonable expectation was propounded by 

Farewell L.J. in BristoLiramway.s.Carr.iagei:o...Ltd v . ...Eiat...Mutors__Ltd. 134 He defined 

the phrase "merchantable quality" as meaning that the article is of such quality and in 

such condition that a reasonable man acting reasonably would after a full examination, 

accept it under the circumstance of the case in performance of his offer to buy that article 

whether hé buys for his own or to sell again". 135 

This test was adopted by Dixon, J. in Grant's case. He explained that the 

condition that the goods are of merchantablt: quality requires that "they should be in such 

an actual state that a buyer full y acquainted with the facts, and therefore, knowing what 

132 

133 

134 

13 5 

Ibid 

Ibid at p. 108 

[1910] 2 K.B. 831 

Ibid at p. 841; 
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hidden defects exist and not being limited to their apparent condition, would buy them 

without abatement of the price obtainable for such goods if in reasonably sound order 

and condition. 136 

The above test was apparently approved by a majority of the Bouse of Lords in 

Henry_K.endall v. William Lillico. 137 But in B.S_._Brown..&. . .Sons_Ltd. v. Craiks Ltd138 

where the issue was reconsidered by the House of Lords, the inherent limitations of price 

differential as a test were point~d out by the court. But their Lordships admitted that a 

wide disparity in price could be a relevant factor. According to the court: " ..... But if 

the contract price was so far above the price that the goods would have fetched if sold 

for another purpose as to indicate that the goods for that other purpose were unsaleable 

at anything approaching the contract price, then it might be he!d that the goods were not 

of merchantable quality. "139 

A fact which emerges from the various judicial definitions considered above is 

that there is no single satisfactory definition of the phrase "merchantable quality". This 

difficulty stems from the fact that the phrase is a complex concept which can only be 

determined on the merits of each particular case. 

In this country, the issue remains controversial since the Supreme Court has not 

had occasion to discuss it exhaustively. In Nigerian_Bottling_Co . ..Ltd. v. Ngonadi, the 

court based its decision on breach of condition of merchantable quality without 

considering what merchantable quality means. Also in Henry....Stephens v . .Complete 

136 

137 

130 

139 

(1933] 50 CLR 387 at 418 

[1969] 2 A.C. 31 

(1970] 1 W.L.R. 750 

Ibid at p. 760. 
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liJ::!llliu:OOJ.fuILEn:teI]pri:ses, the court treated the issue of merchantable quality as a 

question of fact. 

The meaning of this phrase, therefore, remains a relative term. As noted by 

Igweike, 140 the concept of merchantability is a flexible one. It can neither be said to be 

objective nor subjective. The contract description; the suitability of the goods for the 

contract purpose; the price of the defective goods; the knowledge or intention of the 

buyer or the parties; the reasonableness of allowing the buyer to reject, are ail matters 

which may be relevant at one point or another. 

Under the English law, apparently due to the difficulty in forging a single 

acceptable definition of 'merchantable quality', an attempt was made to define the phrase 

under the.SUpply of Goods (Implied Terms) Act 1973. This definition was re-enacted in 

section 14(6) of the Sale of Goods Act 1979 (U.K.) with minor amendments. The new 

section is as follows: "Goods of any kind are of merchantable quality within the 

meaning of sub-section (2) above if they are as fit for the purpose or purposes for which 

goods of that kind are commonly bought as it is reasonable to expect, having regard to 

any description applied to them, the price (if relevan~ and ail other relevant 

circumstances)" . 

It is seen that this definition adopts ail judicial tests considered above. In addition, 

by using the phrase "ail other relevant circumstanccs", it crcates a leveragc for judicial 

discretion. The effect is that the provision docs not achieve any novelty. It is, therefore 

not surprising that it has been suggested that the common law position should continue 

to play a prominent role. 141 In fact up-till recently, judicial decisions were still 

140 Qp . .ci.t~ pp. 62 & 63. 

141 Atiyah, op . .ci.t pp. 129 & 130 
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influenced by the case law. In Bernstein v. Pamson Engineering.Motors.(Golders_Green) 

Ltd, 142 a case involving the ·issue of merchantability of a car, Rogiers, J. observed that 

the statutory definition was deliberately left in the widest possible terms in order to cater 

for the great variety of situations which may occur. He said; "Any attempt to forge some 

exhaustive, positive and specific definition of such a term applicable in ail cases, would 

soon be putto mockery by some new undreamt set of circumstances. "143 

The term merchantable quality has now been replaced under the English system 

with the phrase "satisfactory quality". The new section 14(2) as amended by the Sale and 

Supply of Goods Act 1994 (U .K.) provides that where the seller sens goods in the course 

of a business, there is an implied term that the goods supplied under the contract are of 

satisfactory quality. By section 14(2A), goods are of satisfactory quality if they meet the 

standard that a reasonable person would regard as satisfactory, taking account of any 

description of the goods, the price (if relevant) and an the other relevant circumstances. 

By section 14(2B), the quality of goods includes their state and condition and the 

following (among other things) are in appropriate cases aspects of the quality of goods -

142 

143 

(a) fitness for ail the purposes for which goods of the kind in question are 

commonly supplied; 

(b) appearance and finish; 

(c) freedom from minor defects, 

(d) safety; and 

(e) durability. 

[1987] 2 All E.R. 200 

IhicLat p.222;see also Aswan Engineering .. Establishment 
Co ... v. Lupdine.J,td_ [1987] 1 W. L. R. 1; cf Ro_gers v. 
Parish (scarborough) Ltd. [1987] Q.B 933. The English 
Court of Appeal insisted that the issue of 
merchantable quality should be confined to the 
satutory provition. 
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This provision is more comprehensive and embracing than the previous statutory 

definitions discussed above. This attempt to achieve comprehensiveness notwithstanding, 

it is doubtful whether the definition has taken care of all issues of quality that may arise 

in a given case. The author of the ninth edition of Sale_oLGoods by Atiyah bas expressed 

the view that the old cases will have some relevance to the interpretation of the new 

provisions. The learned author writes that in all events, extensive treatment of the old 

cases may be justified in the absence of a body of case law on the new provisions. 144 

Sorne local statutes have followed the English position by giving a defintion of 

"merchantable quality". By section 16(6) of the Kaduna State Sale of Goods Edict, 1990, 

goods of any kind are of merchantable quality if they are as fit for the purpose or 

purposes for which goods of that kind are commonly bought as it is reasonable for a 

buyer fully acquainted with the condition of the goods to expect having regard to any 

description applied to them, the price (if relevant) and ail the other relevant 

circumstances. 145 

This provision is, in terms, equivalent to the one considered above. To say the 

least, it is far from being precise. The implication is that the term is so elastic that it 

cannot be en-compassed in a single definition. This being the case, il is suggested that 

as held by the supreme court in Henry_SttlY_ens v . .C.omplete_Home_C.omfortEnterprises, 

the issue of merchantable quality should be treated as a question of fact. 

144 

145 

Qp cit at p. 132 

See also S. 15 (6) of the Sale of Goods Edict of 
Plateau State, 1988 which has a verbatim provision. 
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8.10 Implied Condition in a Sale by Sample 

Section 16 contains three conditions which are to be implied in a sale by sample. 

But before these conditions can be implied, it must be shown that the sale is one by 

sample. Section 16(1) provides that a contract of sale is one by sample where there is a 

term in the contract, express or implied, to that effect. 

It follows from this provision that the parties' intention as revealed by the terms 

of their contract is the determining factor. If the terms of the contract show an intention 

to sel! by sample, then the sale will take effect as such. But a supply of a sample during 

or after the making of the contract does not make a sale one by sample. At best, such 

specimen will be regarded as evidence of description of the goods. This reflects the 

common law position that where terms of contract are reduced to writing, paroi evidence 

will not be admissible to prove that the transaction is a sale by sample. 146 In Boshali v. 

Allied Commercial Exporters Ltd, 147 the contract was for the suppl y of some textile 

materials described as "Quality AS 1,000 grey cloth foreign origin". A specimen referred 

to as "Quality AS 1,000" was sent to the buyers along with one of the letters embodying 

the terms of the contract. Nothing was said in the contract about the sample. It was held 

that the sale was nota sale by sample. The same principle was upheld in Friedrisdorf & 

Co. v. Fuja148 As Slade, J., illustrated in Champanhac & Co. Ltd. v. Waller & Co . 

... 

147 

14 8 

Ginner v. King [1890] 7 TLR 140. See also Union Bank 
of Nigeria Ltd. v. Ozigi [1994] 3 NWLR[1990] 5 NWLR 
[pt. 148] 24; Macaulay v. Nal Merchant Bank [1990] 4 

NWLR [pt. 144] 283; s. 131 [l] of the Evidence Act. 

[1961] All NLR 917. 

[1967] LLR 115. 
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Ltd., 149 such a sample would amount ta an alternative way of describing the goods. Sa 

rather than give expression ta their colour, class, quality, nature or type, one can say in 

effect; I am not very good at expressing myself, and in any case I may leave something 

out. This is the type of goods that I am offering ta sell ta you - producing a sample. 150 

If a sale is proved ta be one by sample, the implied conditions in section 16(2) 

will apply. These are as follows: 

(a) correspondence of the bulk with sample in quality; 

(b) reasonable opportunity of comparing the bulk with the sample; and 

(c) absence of defect not discoverable on reasonable examination of sample. 

It is a question of fact whether there is correspondence of the bulk with the 

sample. In :west.AfricanlmporLand..ExporLCD. v. PauLlassar, 151 the goods contracted 

for where based on a particular sample. The defondant sought to rcject on the ground that 

the appearance of the goods delivered was inferior to that of the sample. He did not call 

any expert in the trade to attest to this fact. His case failed. 

If there is a discrepancy between the sample and the bulk, it will not avail the 

seller ta argue that the defect can easily be remedied. This principle was emphasised in 

R-&__8.._Ruhen.Ltd. v. Eaire...Brothers_&_D)._Ltd._Hilbery., 152 J. in reply to the argument 

that the faults in question could have been corrected by warming the rubber and pressing 

out the crinkles, said: "It is, however, no compliance with a contractual obligation for 

an article to be delivered which is not in accordance with the sample but which can by 

149 

150 

151 

152 

[1948] 2 K.B.D. 724. 

Ibid at p. 725 

15 N.L.R. 21 

[1949] 1 K.B. 254. 
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some simple process, no malter how simple, be turned into an article which is in 

accordance with the sample on which the contract was made." 153 

The same decision was reached in GranL v. Australianl<nitting_Mills_Ltd. Lord 

Wright after observing that the defect in question could be removed by the process of 

washing noted that: ... the statute requires the goods ta be merchantable in the state in 

which they were sold and delivered; in this connection a defect which could easily be 

cured is as serious as a defect that would not yield ta treatment. "154 

An important condition in a sale by sample is the absence of defect not 

discoverable on reasonable examination of sample. A reasonable examination is an 

examination which a reasonable man will conduct under the circumstance. In G.odley. v. 

~erry., 155 involving the sale of toy catapult, Davis, L.J., said that "reasonable" 

examination does not mean "practical" cxamination and that the test made by pulling 

back the elastic of the sample was all that could be reasonably expected of a potential 

purchaser. Referring ta the submission of .the learned counsel for the defendants of some 

practical tests which would have revealed the defect, Davis, J., said: 

153 

154 

155 

156 

"But, looki11g at rhe ma/fer realisrical/y, as 011e musr, in my 
judgemem 11011e of these resrs is called for by a process of 
"reasonable exa111i11ario11 ", as rhar phrase wo11/d be wulersrood 
by the co111mo11-se11se sra11dards of everyday /ife. Al/ rhese 
suggesred resrs were do11b1/ess pmcticab/e, but the Acr speaks 
1101 of a ''practical ", but of a "reaso11able" exa111i11atio11. /11 my 
judgeme11t, to pull back the e/astic ... was al/ rhat cou/d be 
reaso11ab/y expected of a11y po1ellfi11/ customer. "156 

The position, therefore, is that a buyer will not be bound if the defect is such that 

Ihi.d at p. 260. 

Ibid at p. 100. 

[1960] 1 All E.R. 34. 

Ibid at pp 40 & 41. 
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could not be discovered by a reasonable examination of the sample. This means that a 

buyer will not be bound if the defect is latent in nature. In Wren v. Holt157 the beer 

which was supplied ta the plaintiff contained some arsenic acid which caused illness ta 

him. The defendant was held liable since the defect was latent. In Grant v. Australian 

Knitting_Mills..Ltd, the presence of a deleterious chemical in a garment was regarded as 

a hidden and latent defect which could not be detected by any reasonable examination. 

Lord Wright in holding the defendants liable observed that "no examination that the 

buyer could or would normally have made would have revealed the defect". 158 

In this connection, Atiyah 159 notes that the use of a sample does not protect the 

seller from liability in respect of defects not reasonably discoverable on examination of 

the sample, although the bulk may in fact correspond perfectly with it. So once it is 

proved that the sample has a latent defect it will not avail the seller to show that the bulk 

corresponds with the sample. The buyer will not be bound by any defect which is not 

discoverable by a reasonable examination of the sample. The position was explained by 

Lord Macnaughten in D_Illmmond v. Yanlngen. 160 He stated: 

157 

158 

159 

160 

The office of a sample is to presem 10 the eye the real 111ea11ing 
and imemion ofrhe parties wirh regard 10 the s11bjec1 ma/Ier of 
the contracr which, owing ro the impe,jecrions of lang11age, ir 
may be dif.liculr or impossible 10 express i11 words. The sample 
speaks for itself. BIii il ca,mor be tremed as saying more rhan 
such a sample would tell a 111erdw111 of the class 10 which the 
buyer belongs, 11sing due care and diligence, and appealing to 
il in the ordi11ary way (li/{/ 1vith the knowledge po~·sessed by 
merchams ofrhat class al the rime. No do11b1 the sample mighr 
be made to say a grear deal more. P11/led 10 pieces mu/ 
examined by un11s1wl tests which c11riosiry or suspicion mighr 

[1903] 1. K.B. 610 

[1936] A.C. 85 at p. 100 

op_._ .cil. p. 178 

[1887] 12 App. cas 284. 
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suggest, il wou/d doubtless reveal eve,y secret of ils 
construction. But that is not the way in which business is 
done .. 161 
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If a contract contains a clause to the effect that the goods are sold subject to any 

defects in the sample, effect will be given to it by the courts. In Champanhac._&_co,J.td. 

v. :Waller & Co Ud., the goods were sold "as sample taken away" and "with ail faults 

and imperfections". On delivery, it was found that the goods were perished and 

unmerchantable. It was held that the inclusion in the contract of the words "with ail 

faults and imperfections" meant that, providing the bulk corresponded in type and quality 

with the sample, it would be accepted with whatever faults and imperfections it had. 

The court's decision is to the effect that such a clause will exonerate the seller 

from Iiability with respect to defects in the sample; but not with the basic requirement 

of correspondence with the sample. As explained by Stade, J., the words "with ail faults 

and imperfections", would be apt to relieve the seller in a sale by sample of the 

requirement that he should be Iiable for any defects in the sample which were not 

apparent on a reasonable examination, but not to exonerate him from the additional 

Iiability of delivering goods which themselves correspond with the sample. 

A clause such as the one under consideration will amount to an exclusion of 

seller's liability. If a buyer accepts the clause, it will be presumed that he has waived his 

right to complain about latent defects in the sample. He will thus contract himself out of 

the implied condition as regards defects not discoverable on reasonable examination of 

the sample. 

161 .Ibid at p. 297. 
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8 .11 Nature of Liabilit}'..lmp.oserl_by_the_Sale_oLGoods..Law 

It is clear from the provisions of the Sale of Goods Law that where there is a 

breach of any of the implied conditions the seller will be liable irrespective of fault. This 

view is buttressed by the fact that the law imposes liability in absolute terms. The 

relevant provisions do not contain terms such as "knowingly", "wilfully" or like tenns 

implying intent. Besides, no defences are provided for offences of breach of implied 

terms. The literai interpretation, therefore, is that the offences are strict liability offences 

requiring no mens rea. 

This follows the common Iaw principle established before the Sale of Goods Act 

1893 (U.K.) in Randall v. Ne:wson.162 There the defendant sold to the plaintiffa carriage 

pole which caused injury to the plaintiff's horses. The plaintiff was held entitled to 

recover the value of the pole and also for damages to the horses. The court rejected the 

argument that the defendant was not liable since the defects could not be discovered by 

reasonable care. Brett, J.A., put the principle thus: 

"The goveming principle, therefore, is that the thing ojfered 
and delivered 1111der a comract of purchase and sale 11111st 
answer the description of it which is comained in words in lhe 
co/llract, or which would be so co11tai11ed. if the co/llract were 
accurately drawn 0111 ...... if the ar1irle or commodity ojfered or 
de/ivered does 1101 in fac/ answer the description of it in the 
colllract, it does 1101 do so more or /ess because the defect in it 
is patent or late/11, or discoverable. ""' 

The above reasoning was followed in Frost v. Aylesbury_Dairy Co. 164 involving 

the supply of milk which was infested with typhoid germs. The sellers were held liable 

even though it was found that the defect was not discoverable at the lime of sale. Collins, 

162 

163 

164 

[1876] 45 LJCB 364. 

Ibid at p. 409. 

[1905] IK.B 608. 
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M.R., in an answer to the contention that the buyer could not be said to rely on the skill 

or judgement of the sellers in a case in which no amount of skill or judgement would 

enable them to find out the defect in the milk supplied said that, that amounted to a 

contention that a seller of goods could not be answerable for a latent defect in them 

unless upon a special contract to that effect. 165 He regarded the principle of absolute 

liability established in Randall v. N.e.wson as a conclusive authority on this point. 

The principle of strict liability of the seller is based on policy. This was clearly 

stated by Blackburn, J. in Randall v. New.son at the court of first instance. He said: 

"If there was a defect infact, eve11 tho11gh that defect was one 
which no reasonable ski// or care co11/d discover, the perso11 
s11pplyi11g the article sho11/d 11evertheless be respo11sible, the 
policy of the law bei11g that in a case i11 which neither of the 
parties were to blame, he, and 11ot the perso11 to whom rhey 
were supplied, would be fiable for the defect. "'" 

The issue of policy as the basis of strict seller's liability was equally stressed in 

Kendall v. Lillic:o. There it was stated by Lord Reid that: 

165 

166 

167 

If the Law were always logical one wo11ld suppose that a b11yer 
who has obtai11ed a right to rely on the seller's ski// and 
judgement, would only obtain thereby an assurance that proper 
skiff and judgement had bee11 exercised, a11d would on/y be 
entitled to a remedy if a defect i11 the goods was due to fail11re 
to exercise such skiff and j11dge111e11t. But the lmv has a/ways 
gone further than that. By getti11g the seller 10 rmdertake to 11se 
his ski/1 and judgement the b11yer gets ........ an assurance lhat 
the goods will be reasonably jir for his p111pose and that covers 
1101 on/y defects which the seller ought to h.ave detecred but also 
defec/s which are [a/ellt in the sense that even the utmost ski// 
and j11dgement 011 the part of Jhe seller wo11/d not have de1ec1ed 
them. 167 

Ibid at pp. 612 & 613. 

[1876] LJ Q.B. Vol. 45, 364 at p. 365; adopted by 
Brett, J.A., on retrial. 

[1968] 2 A.C. 31 at 84. 
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The Supreme Court's decision in Nigerian_Bottling_Co._Ltd. v. Ngonadi, 168 

reveals that the court also favours a strict liability approach. It was held that in an action 

for breach of implied condition of fitness for purpose, all that the plaintiff need do is to 

plead that the commodity was defective. There is no need to plead that the defect is latent 

or patent. 169 The implication of this decision is that the seller is liable for defects in his 

products irrespective of fault. 

The policy of strict seller's liability is justified. A contrary position would give 

the seller the opportunity to raise the issue of utmost care as a defence. This will blur the 

distinction between contractual and tortious claims. It will also be antithetical to the 

current trend of strict product liability. 

8 .12 Exemptioll..Df..Express_and..Implicd~ Tcrms 

It is not uncommon to find in a contract, a clause or some clauses exempting one 

party from liability for stated breaches. ln some cases such clauses may not exclude 

liability altogether but may limit it to a stated degree. In other cases, the effect of the 

clause may be to exclude liability for all breaches however caused. 

This practice which is common in contractual transactions is now noticeable in 

some enabling statutes particularly those dealing with public utilities. A clear example 

in this regard is section 12(2) of the National Electric Power Authority Act170 which 

provides as follows: "The Authority shall in no case be under any obligation to pay 

damages or compensation for Joss, damage or inconvenience caused to any consumer 

168 

169 

170 

[1985] 1 N.W.L.R. (pt. 4) 739 se. 

See Oputa, J.S.C. at p. 746. 

Cap. 322, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 1990. 
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8.12 Rules_Gfil'Crning_the_!ntei:pretatio1Luf...Exemption_c1auses 

A review of judicial decisions shows that the courts view exemption clauses with 

disfavour. Consequently, a number of rules have been evolved to restrict the application 

of these clauses. These rules are that the clause must be incorporated into the contract; 175 

it does not cover a case of negligence; 176 it does not protect a third party, 177 and the rule 

of cantra pmferentem.178 

By far, the most significant rule is the rule of fondamental breach. In applying 

this rule, the courts are faced with two competing interpretative ru les. These are the rule 

of law and the rule of construction. According to the rule of law, where a fondamental 

breach of contract occurs, then automatically, an exemption clause will not protecc the 

party who inserted it. The rule of construction on the other band states that wherc a 

fondamental breach occurs, the courts will interpret the exemption clause to determine 

whether it covers the breach that has occurred. Thus while the former presupposes that 

an exemption clause no matter how wide cannot cover a breach that goes to the rooc of 

the contract, the latter is to the effect that a breach can be protected if the exemption 

clause is wide enough to cover it. 

175 

176 

177 

178 

I,'Estrarrge v. Gau=b [1934] 2 K.B. 394. 

This however depends on the construction of the 
cluase. See Rut.t.e.r v. Palmer [1922] 2 K.B. 87; 
Alderaal.de v. Hendon Laundry. [1945] 1 All E.R. 18; 
Na.rumal & Sons_(NigL.Lt.d ... v. Niger/'.Benue __ Transpor.t_Co ... 
Lt.d.... [1989] 2 NWLR 730 S.C. 

Considerable in-roads have been made into this rule by 
j udicial decisions. See Abusomwan v. Mercant.i.le_Bank 
_{Nig)_Lt.d. .. [1973] 3 NWLR (pt. 60), 196 s.c.; Alfotrin 
Ltd ... v._A • .G .• _of_.federation [1996] 44 LRCN 2376. 

See Walla~on_&_Wells v. Prat.t..and. Haynes (1911] A. C. 
394; Bal.dry. V. Marshal [1925] IK.B 260. 
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In the past, the rule of law was generally accepted as the applicable rule. This 

rule was effectively used by the courts to water dawn the effects of wide exemption 

clauses. Thus if an exemption clause would have the effect of excusing the non

performance of contractual obligation or a performance substantially different from what 

the contract envisaged, it would be held ineffective. 

In B.oshali v. Allied..C.ommerciaLExporters.Ltd, 179 the contract was for the sale 

of cloth of a specified description. The appellant sought to reject on the ground that the 

cloth delivered did not conform with the description. The respondents attempted to rely 

on the following exemption clause: "For goods not of United Kingdom origin we cannot 

undertake any guarantee or admit any claims beyond such as are admitted by and 

recovered by the manufacturers." 

They were held not entitled to rely on the clause since the breach was a 

fundamental breach. The Privy Council, reversing the Supreme Court decision stated that 

"an exemption clause can only avail a party if he is carrying out the contract in its 

essential respects. A breach which goes to the root of a contract disentitles a party from 

relying on an exemption clause." 180 

The court in the above case relied on the decision of the English Court of Appeal 

in Karsales....(Harr.ow)_Ltd. v. :Wallis, 181 to arrive at its decision. In this case, the car 

delivered to the buyer was so seriously damaged that it could not move. The contract 

contained the following clause: "no condition or warranty that the vehicle is road worthy 

or as to its condition or fitness for any particular purpose is given by the owner or 

179 

190 

181 

[1961] All N.L.R. 917. 

Ibid at p. 922. 

[1956] 2 All E.R. 866. 
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implied therein" It was held that this clause could not protect the sellers since they were 

in fundamental breach of the contract. Denning, L.J., stated: 

"lt is now settled that exemption clauses - no malter how widely 
they are expressed, only avail the party when he is carrying 0111 
his contract in ils essential respects. He is 1101 allowed to use 
them as a cover for mis-conduct or i11difference or to enable him 
to lllm a blind eye to his obligations. They do not avail him 
when he is guilry of a breach of which goes to the root of the 
contract. "182 

The same principle was applied in Ogwu v. Le.v.entis_Motors.Ltd. 183 The relevant 

clause purported to exclude liability for "any warranty, implied or otherwise as to 

description, state, quality, fitness and road worthiness or otherwise". A one-year old 

lorry was contracted for; but the one delivered was five years old. It was held that the 

clause did not protect the sellers. 

The rule of Jaw was affirmed by the Supreme Court in NigeLlnsurance Ltd. v. 

Ab.ed Brothers. 184 The respondents insured their lorry with the appellants. In 1967, the 

lorry was involved in an accident. The appellants did not complete the repairs of the 

lorry until 1971. The respondents sued for loss of profits contending that the appellants 

were in fundamental breach of the contract, which imposed a duty on them to repair 

within a reasonable period. The appellants sought to rely on a clause exempting them 

from Iiability for Joss of profits and consequential loss. On appeal to the Supreme Court, 

the question was whether the appellants could rely on the clause despite the breach. It 

was held that they could not. The court stated: 

182 

183 

184 

"Now the question in the case in hand is therefore this. Was 
appellant g11i/ry of a fimdame/1/al breach which brought the 
(insurance) policy to an end? ...... This is a question of law, and 

.Ibid at p. 869. 

[1963] N.N.L.R. 115. 

[1976] 6 U.I.L.R. (pt. 1) 64. 
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this court is therefore entitled to coustme the tenus of the 
policy. We accordingly hoill that the implied term to repair the 
vehicle withiu a reasouable time was a fundamental tenu of the 
policy and that haviug committed a breach of that fuudamental 
terlll, the appel/am cannot rely 011 limitation of /iability and 
exception clauses under the policy to abw/ve ilself from the 
consequences of the breach. "185 

306 

The Supreme Court has now changed its position. In both Akinsany.a v. llniteil 

BanLior...Afri.ca_Ltd. 186 and The_Attorney_,General,.BendeLState_&_Ors. v. U.B.A., 187 

the rule of construction was applied by the court. In the latter, the appellants' application 

for the establishment of a letter of credit contained a clause which read thus: "We agree 

to hold you and your correspondents harmless and indemnified in ail respect of any Joss 

or damage that may arise in consequence of error or delay in transmission of your 

correspondents' messages, or misrepresentations thereof, or from any cause beyond your 

or their control". 

The court held that it is not the law that before one could claim reliance on the 

exemption clause of contract one must first comply diligently with conditions of the 

contract. This in effect is the rule of construction. The court then applying this rule held 

that the clause could not avail the respondent in thàt- the Joss which occured was not 

beyond their contrai for they could and were at liberty to refuse to re-imburse the 

confirming bank. 

185 

186 

187 

The appellants' appeal was, however, dismissed on the ground of undue delay in 

Ibid at p. 69. This decision was not referred to in 
the subsequent case of NarumaL&_Sons_L.tdL v. 
Benue_Tr.anspor.t._Co.,_Lt.d .. Infra; p.307. see also 
& An= v. BellltID.l:t.h._Einanc.e_(Ni.g) I,td... [1965] 
N.L.R. 400. 

[1986] 4 N.W.L.R. 273 S.C. 

[1986] 4 N.W.L.R. 547 S.C. 

-Nige.:r: 
Amusan 
1 All 
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instituting the action. 

The effect of a fundamental breach on an exemption clause was exhaustively 

considered by the Supreme Court in Narumal & Sons (Nig) Ltd v. Niger Benue 

Transport Co. Ltd. The respondents sued the appellants for the sum ofN89 ,356.45 being 

total of charter fees owing to them in respect of a vesse! let to them. The latter counter

claimed for the sum of N407 ,911.20 being damages suffered when its goods, conveyed 

for valu able consideration in the respondents' vesse! became soaked with sea water and 

got damaged as a result of the said vesse! springing a leak. The appellants contended that 

the said vesse! was unseaworthy and that that, constituted a fundarnental breach. The 

respondents denied this allegation and in addition, sought to rely on the following 

exemption clause: "Niger Benue Transport Co. accepts no responsibility or liability for 

any damage or Joss however caused to goods carried on their crafts or vessels towed by 

their tugs either during transit or when Ioading or off-loading . Hirers are responsible 

for insurance of goods on their vessels and cost of insurance is for cost of hirer". 

Having found as a matter of fact that the vesse! was seaworthy and therefore, that 

there was no fundarnental breach, the court went on to· consider what the position would 

have been if there had been a fundamental breach and came to the conclusion that the 

decision would have been the same. Nnamani, J.S.C.'observed that the clause showed 

an intention to grant the respondents escape from liability irrespective of the state of the 

vesse! or the nature of the breach. His Lordship said: "This must be so for "however 

caused" must in its wide sense include Joss or damage caused because the vesse! was 

unseaworthy. "188 

188 Ibid at p. 50. 
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In arriving at this decision, the court relied heavily on the House of Lords 

decision in I'hoto I'roducti.on .Ltd. v. Securicor...Iransp.orLLtd. 189 where the rule of 

construction was firmly established. The clause in question in the instant case was as 

follows: "Under no circumstances shall the company Be responsible for any injurions act 

or default by any employee of the company unless such act or default could have been 

foreseen and avoided by the exercise of diligence on the part of the company .... " 

It was held that the words of the exemption clause were clear and their true 

construction covered deliberate acts as well as negligence so as to relieve the defendants 

of responsibility. 

It is to be noted that before the House of Lords·decision in I'hotohoduction. Ltd 

the issue of exemption clause in a case of fundamental breach remained unsettled under 

the English system. In II G.S Eiaanœ..Ltd. v. NationaLMortgage_Baak._of...Gr.e.e~e, 190 

Pearson, L.J., in an obiter dictum, expressed a preference for the rule of construction. 

This was adopted, also by ohlter, in Suisse_Atlantique_Societe...D~rmemenLMaritime 

S..L v. N.V Rotterdamsche Kolen Centrale. 191 Before these decisions the applicable 

rule under the English system was the rule of law. 192 Atiyah writes that over a period 

of years, a number of Court of Appeal decisions laid it down that there was a general 

principle of the law of contract that a party could not rely on an exemption clause, 

"' 
190 

191 

192 

[1980] A.C. 827. 

[1966] 2 All E.R. 61 at pp. 67 & 68 

[1967] 1 A.C. 361. 

See .J(arsales IHarrnLLt.d v. _Wallis [1956] 1 W.L.R. 
936; Alexander v. Railway_Executi_v.e [1951] 2 K.B. 822; 
Thor.el~ V. D_rchis-8EL.Co_Ltd. [1907] 1 K.B. 660; LilLey. 
v. Double Day. (1881) 7 Q.B.D. 510; Smeaton~Hansc.ob_& 
Co T,td. v. -8assoon I.-8.et.t._y_S.Ons & Co [1953] W. LR. 
1468. 
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however widely drawn if he was guilty of a fundamental breach of contract. 193 

The apparent change signified by ll._G.S-Einance.Ltd v. NationaLMortage..Bank 

and the----8.uisse Atlantique_case did not command wide acceptability. In fact the 

conflicting statements 194 contained in the latter decision in particular created opportunity 

for judicial manoeuvring. Thus in Earnworth....Einance_Eacilities v. Attr)1de 195 and 

Harbntts_:eiasticines LtcL v. Wa)'IleJ.ank_and_Pump_Co.196 Lord Denning, M.R., in 

purported adoption of the rule of construction stated in the Suisse_Atlantique_case, 

applied what could, in effect, be regarded as a rule of law. In the Harbutt'.5-Elasticines 

case, his Lordship explained that the decision in the Suisse__At!antque_case "affirms the 

long Iine of cases in this court that when a party has been guilty of a fundamental breach 

of the contract, that is, a breach which goes to the very root of.it, then the guilty party 

cannot rely on an exemption or limitation clause to escape from bis liability for the 

breach. "197 

This uncertaioty was resolved in Ehoto_ Productior, _Ltd which firmly established 

the rule of construction and reversed the Court of Appeal decisions in the above cases. 

The uncritical adoption of the decision in P_botQ.Production · Ltd. by the Supreme 

Court has attracted strong criticisms by writers in this country. 198 Among other things, 

193 

194 

195 

196 

197 

198 

Op . .ci.t p. 196. 

See for instance Lord Wilberfoce' statements at pp. 93 
and 94. 

(1970] 2 All E.R. 774. 

[1970] 1 All E.R. 225. 

.Ibid at p. 235. 

See Agomo, C.K., "Exclusion Clauses in Contract and 
the Implications for Consumer Protection in the 
Nigerian Law of Con tract", Obilade, (ed.) A Blue__er.int 
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the criticisms centre on the inequality of bargaining power; ignorance of the average 

consumer in the country; and above all, insufficient stamtory protections as those offered 

by the English Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977. 

These criticisms are well founded. In fact as explained in P.hoto.Er.oductioo · case, 

the rationale for the decision in the case was that since Parliament had effectively 

intervened in the control of exemption clauses, there was no longer need for a strained 

construction to achieve consumer protection. 199 The House of Lords subsequent decision 

in Geru:ge.MitchclL(ChesterhallLtd v. Einney_Lock..Seeds200 buttresses this rationale. In 

this case, "Late Dutch special Gabbage Seeds" were ordered for. The seeds supplied 

were not laie cabbage seeds; but were inferior and unmerchantable resulting in total crop 

failure and a huge financial Joss to the buyers. The contract contained a clause which 

Iimited the liability of the sellers to the price or replacement of the seed. It was held that 

on its true construction the clause covered the breach that occurred but that it was void 

under the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977, being unreasonable. 

8.13 The CurrenŒositioILUnder.Jhe..English-5ystem 

From the foregoing analysis it is clear that the issues of exemption clauses under 

the English system is now largely governed by stamte. Under the Unfair Contract Terms 

Act 1977, certain clauses cannot be inserted in a contract. By section 3 which applies to 

199 

200 

for Nig.etian I,aw, (University of Lagos, 1995) p. 15; 
Uvieghara, E.E .. , Sale...._of Goods (And Hire Purchase) 
Law·in Nigeria, op .... .cil. p. 29; Monye F.N., "The Need 
to Restrict the Scope of Aplication of Exemption 
Clauses; " .rust i ce (A Journal of Contemporary Legal 
Problems), June 1991, Vol. 2, No. 6. pp. 19-27. 

See Lord Diplock at p. 851; Lord Wilberforce. 

[1983] 1 All E.R. 108, affirmed [1983] 2 A.C. 803. 
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ail contracts, where one party deals as a consumer or on the other's written standard 

terrns of business, the other party cannot exclude or restrict any liability of his in respect 

of the breach; or claim to be entitled to render a contractual performance substantially 

different from that which was reasonably expected of him; or to render no performance 

at ail except if the contractual term satis fies the requlrement of reasonableness. 

The test of reasonableness is explained in section 11. By subsection ( 1), in 

relation to a contract term, the requirement of reasonableness is that the term shall have 

been a fair and reasonable one to be included, having regard to the circumstances which 

were, or ought reasonably to have been known to or in the contemplation of the parties 

when the contract was made. 

A party to a contract 'deals as a consumer' in relation to another party if, among 

other things; 

(a) he neither makes the contract in the course of a business nor holds 

himself out as doing so; and 

(b) the other party does make the con tract in the course of a business201 

The phrase "deals on the other's written standard terms of business" is not 

defined. But the English Court of Appeal 's decisions in St.__Albans_J::ity_ancLDistrict 

.C.Ouncil v. lnternationaL.Computers Ltd. 202 illustrates that some form of negotiation 

between the parties will not defeat a claimant's claim. In this case, the contract was 

based on the negotiations between the parties as well as some standard terms of the 

suppliers. lt was held that subsection (1) merely requires that the complainant 'deals on' 

201 S."12(1) 

202 
(1996] All E.R. 481; ''discussed in Goode, Consumerr: 

C:r:e.dit I,eg.islation Issue ___ 5J_, (London; Butterworths 
1997) v/536 LJ, AT P. 491. 
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standard terms, not that these formed the only basis of the contract. 

Section 6 specifically deals with exemption clauses in a sale of goods contract. 

By subsection (2), as against a persan dealing as consumer, liability for breach of the 

obligations arising from seller's implied undertakings as to conformity of goods with 

description or sample, or as to their quality or fitness for a particular purpose (section 

13 - 15 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979) cannot be excluded or restricted by reference to 

any contract term. As against a persan dealing otherwise than as consumer, the liability 

specified in subsection (2) above can be excluded or restricted by reference to a contract 

term; but only in so far as the term satis fies the requirement of reasonableness. 203 By 

section I H2), in determining whether a contract term satisfies the requirement of 

reasonableness, regard shall be had in particular to the matters specified in schedule 2 

to the Act. Under this schedule, the matters to which regard is to be had are any of the 

following which appear to be relevant: 

(a) the strength of the bargaining positions of the parties relative to each other, taking 

into account (among other things), alternative means by which the customer's 

requirement could have been met; 

(b) whether the customer received ·an inducement to agree to the term, or in 

accepting it has an opportunity of entering into a similar contract with other 

per.sons, but without having to acccpl a similar tcrm; 

(c ) whether the customer knew or ought reasonably to have known of the existence 

and extent of the term, having regard, among other things, to any custom of the 

trade and any previous course of dealing between the parties; 

(d) where the term excludes or restricts any relevant liability if some condition is not 

203 S.6(3). 
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complied with, whether it was reasonable, at the time of the contract to expect 

that compliance with that condition could be practicable; and 

(e) whether the goods were manufactured, processed or adapted to the special order 

of the customer. 

In addition to prohibiting the exclusion ofliability for contractual obligations, the 

Act also deals with negligence liability. By section 2(1), a persan cannot by reference 

to any contract term or to a notice given to persans generally or to particular persons, 

exclude or restrict his liability for death or persona! injury resulting from negligence. In 

the case of other Joss or damage a person cannot so exclude or restrict his liability for 

negligence except in so far as the term or notice satisfies the requirement of 

reasonableness. 204 Where a contract term or notice purports to exclude or restrict 

liability for negligence, a person's agreement to or awareness of it is not of itself to be 

taken as indicating his voluntary acceptance of any risk.205 

Furthermore, the Act prohibits the imposition of obstacles on the legal rights of 

the consumer. Section 13(1) prevents: 

(a) making the liability or its enforcement subject to restrictive or onerous 

conditions; 

(b) excluding or restricting any right or remedy in respect of the liability, or 

subjecting a person to any prejudice in consequence of his pursuing any 

such right or remedy. 

It is seen from the above provisions that the Act has a very wide ambit. It 

prevents the exclusion ofboth negligence and contractual liabilities. It places a complete 

204 

205 

S. 2(2) 

S. 2 (3) 
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ban on the exclusion of terms implied by the Sale of Goods Act. As regards express 

terms of contracts, an exemption clause will only be allowed as against a persan dealing 

as a consumer or on the other's standard term, if it satisfies the test of reasonableness. 

The. Sale of Goods Act 1979 (U.K.) shows a departure from the position under 

the repealed 1893 Act on exemption clauses. By section 55(1), where a right, duty or 

liability would arise under a contract of sale of goods by implication of law, it may 

(subject to the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977) be negatived or varied by express 

agreement, or by the course of dealing between the parties or by such usage as binds 

both parties to the contract. Thus unlike the 1893 Act which allowed parties to vary or 

exclude any terms implied by the law, the 1979 Act is subject to the 1977 Act discussed 

above. 

The Consumer Protection Act 1987 which implemented the,C'.ouncil of the E. U. 

Directive on Liability for Defective Products, 206 also deals with the issue of exemption 

clauses. As summarised by Atiyah,207 the basic principle of liability under this Act is that 

any persan who suffers damage, which is caused by a defective product, is entitled to sue 

the producer (and varions other possible parties) without being required to prove fault. 

Section 7 of the Act provides that the liability of a persan to a persan who has suffered 

damage caused wholly or partly by a defect in a product, or to a dependent or relative 

of such a persan, shall not be limited or excluded by any contract tenu, by any notice 

or by other provision. 

206 

207 

85/374/E.E.C., 25 July 1985. 

op_.. .ci.!: p. 232. 
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The Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts Regulations 1994208 also restricts 

parties' freedom to insert exemption clauses in their contract. These Regulations apply 

to any term in a contract concluded between a seller dr supplier and a consumer where, 

the said term has not been individually negotiated. 209 A term shall always be regarded 

as not having been individually negotiated where it has been drafted in advance and the 

consumer has not been able to influence its substance.210 By the Regulation, an unfair 

term in a contract concluded with a consumer by a seller or supplier, shall not be binding 

on the consumer. Regulation 4 defines "un fair term" as any term which, contrary to the 

requirement of good faith, causes a significant imbalance in the parties' rights and 

obligations under the contract to the detriment of the consumer. In determining whether 

a term satisfies the requirement of good faith, regard shall be had in particular to -

(a) the strength of and the bargaining positions of the parties; 

(b) whether the consumer had an inducement to agree to the term; 

( c ) whether the goods or services were sold or supplied to the special order 

of the consumer; and 

(d) the extent to which the seller or supplier had dealt fairly and equitably 

with the consumer. 211 

Schedule 3 contains an indicative and non-exhaustive list of the terms which may 

be regarded as unfair. 

200 

209 

210 

211 

These Regulations implemented the E.C. Directive on 
Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts; Council Directive 
93/13/E.E.C. 

Regulation 3(1) 

Regulation 3(2). 

Regulation 4(3) and Schedule 2. 
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It is seen from the foregoing analysis that under the English system there exist 

sufficient statutory safeguards against obnoxious exemption clauses. This makes strenous 

judicial interpretation unnecessary. Atiyah212 writes that in practice, the Unfair Contract 

Terms Act and E.U. Directive implemented by the Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts 

Regulations render the common law rules concerning exemption clauses of much less 

importance. 

8 .14 The PositionJn.Nigeria 

Unlike the English system, Nigeria Jacks adequate statutory safeguards against 

onerous exemption clauses. The Sale of Goods Laws of the Southern States allow parties 

to exclude terms implied by the Law. For instance, section 55 of the Sale of Goods Law 

of Lagos State213 provides as follows: 

"Where any right, d11ty or /iabi/ity would arise 1mder a comract 
of sale by implication of law, it may be negatived or varied by 
express agreement or by the course of dea/ing between the 
parties or by usage, if the usage be such as to bind parties to 
the contract". , 

This provis,.,n is the same as section 551 of thL" .,_.,.,in1ct law ,,. Anan1bra State.214 

In contrast, the Sale of Goods Edicts of the Northern States prohibit the exclusion of 

implied terms. Thus while it is possible to exclude some rights, duties and llabilities 

which would arise under a contract of sale, il is impossible to cxcludc implil!d conditions 

and warranties. Section 65 of the Sale of Goods Edict of Plateau State215 provides as 

212 

213 

214 

215 

op. cit.; p. 188. 

Cap. 174; Laws of Lagos State 1994. 

Cap. 30, Laws of Anambra state, 1986. 

Edict No. 14 of 1988. 
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follows: 

(1) Where a right, duty, or liability would arise under a contract of sale by 

implication· of law, it may be negatived or varied by express agreement 

or by the course of dealing between the parties, or by such usage as bind 

both parties to the contract. 

(2) Nothing in subsection (1) of this section shall be construed to permit the 

exclusion by express agreement or otherwise of any condition or warranty 

implied by this Edict. 216 

lt is seen from this provision that white subsection (1) permits the exclusion of 

other obligations implied by the Law such as duty to deliver the right quantity; 

compliance with time stipulations; and payment on delivery, implied conditions and 

warranties cannot be excluded. It, therefore, follows that the issue of the effect of 

exemption clauses on implied conditions and warranties maybe said to be settled in the 

Northern States although (as far as we know) there are no reported cases on the 

provision. But in the southern States where the Sale of Goods Laws are modelled on the 

English Sale of Goods Act 1893, the controversy remains. 

With the adoption of the rule of construction by the Supreme Court, the position 

of the consumer in Nigeria has arguably become precarious. This is generally the case 

with respect to terms other than implied conditions and warranties. But as regards the 

latter, consumers in the Northern States enjoy a relative advantage because such terms 

cannot be excluded. In the Southern States, a carefully drawn exemption clause can 

exclude ail forms of liability including implied conditions and warranties. 

The position of the consumer is complicated by the fact that with the exception 

of the Consumer Protection Council Decree 1992 whose provisions are yet untested, ail 

other statutes on consumer protection are criminal law based. This means that victims 

cannot claim under them. It is, therefore, clear that it is premature to dispense with 

judicial discretion in the interpretation of exemption clauses. The so-called freedom of 

contract on which the rule of construction is based is still a mirage in this country 

216 See also s. 66(2) of the Kaduna State Sale of Goods 
Edict 1990 which contains an identical provision. 
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because, almost always, the seller is in a stronger bargaining position. Commenting on 

the adoption of the rule of construction by the Supreme Court, Agomo writes that the 

glaring implication of this trend is to give the classical freedom of contract theory a 

completely free band under circumstances where .t~ere is a glaring inequality of 

bargaining strength. 217 

There is, thus, urgent need for comprehensive statutory enactment to contrai 

oppressive use of exemption clauses. Pending such statutory intervention, there is need 

for a clarification of the exact import of the rule of. construction as adopted by the 

Supreme Court. Does it mean that parties are allowed to exclude liability for any breach 

including wilful acts and non-performance? A literai interpretation of the statements of 

their Lordships in Narumal & Sons Ltd. will lead to this conclusion. 218 Furthermore, 

does the rule of construction apply to al! contracts including those involving consumers? 

In Photo Productions Ltd., the court's decision was rationalised on the ground that 

Parliament had by the Unfair Contracts Terms Act 1977 effectively taken care of 

consumer and standard form contracts thereby making a strained judicial construction 

of exemption clauses unnecessary. 

The Supreme Court' s approach, if not confined to contracts involving commercial 

enterprises of equal bargaining power will undermine the interest of the consumer. It will 

also deny the courts the opportunity of deciding cases on their particular merits. 

Soin applying the rule of construction the courts should take into consideration the 

relative bargaining strengths of the parties. In addition, attempt should be made to 

discover the real intention of parties at the time of contract. Then, guided by the principle 

ofreasonableness, give effect to this intention. In this way, a reasonable and realistic result 

will be achieved. This is because parties could not have intended that one party could 

217 

218 

Agomo, C.K. "Exclusion clauses in Contract and the 
Implications for Consumer Protection in Nigeria", 
(ed.) A Blue Print for Nigerian Law, (University of 
Lagos, _1995) p. 15. 

See Nnamani, J.S.C., at p. 50; Oputa, J.S.C., at p. 
64. 
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disregard his obligation with impunity. As observed by Lord Wilberforce in the Suisse 

Atlantique case: 

"One may safely say that panies cmmot, in a coll/ract, have 
contemplated that the clause (exclusion clause) shou/d have so 
wide an ambit, as in e.ffect to deprive one pany 's stipulations of 
ail contractual force; to do so wou/d be to redu ce the colllract 
to a mere declaration of intelll. "219 

Judicial activism in this area is highly recommended. Such activism is still 

noticeable under the English system in the application of the reasonableness 

requirements. 220 

8.15 Remedies of the BnJ'Cr 

If a seller is in breach of a contract of sale, a consumer-buyer can sue for any 

appropriate remedy. The main remedies are specific performance, repudiation and 

damages for breach of warranty. Attention shall be focussed on the last two since they 

are the ones most relevant to this work. 

8.15.1 Repudiatio11 

219 

220 

The most popular remedy available to a buyer is repudiation of the contract. This 

[1966] 2 All E.r. 61 at p. 92. 

See for instance, s.t.agline_Lt_d v. Ty_ne_Repair.__G:r::o_up 
Lt.d ( 1 The Zinna 1 ) ( 1984) 2 Lloyd's Rep. 211; Rasbo.ra 
L.t:c:L v. JCI, Ma:r::ine [1976] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 645; R. • .S.L 

.C:Us.t.nms Brakers Ca I,td v. Unil.ed Daminian_Trus.t 
[1988] 1 All E.r. 847; P.hillipsJ>=duc.ts v. Hyland_and 
Hamstead Plant Hire [1985] 4 T.L. 98 - all discussed 
in Atiya, op. cit. pp. 214 - 216). For instance, in 
St Al bans ci ty___and_D_i._s.t:r::ict__Council v. _Int.ernatianal 
Comput.ers I,UL_ to de termine the issue of 
reasonablness, the court had to c_onsider which of the 
two parties was the better loss bearer. 
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remedy is exercisable where the seller is in breach of a condition. If the breach relates 

to a warranty the buyer will only be entitled to damages. 

Section 12(2) provides that whether a stipulation in a contract of sale is a 

condition, the breach of which may give rise to a right to treat the contract as repudiated, 

or a warranty the breach of which may give rise to a claim for damages but not to a right 

to reject the goods and treat the contract as repudiated, depends in each case on the 

construction of the contract, and a stipulation may be a condition though called a 

warranty in the contract. 

It is clear from this provision that a breach of condition entitles a party to reject 

the goods and repudiate the contract. Thus in Henry_5tephens...Engineering Co Ltd v. 

Cornplete.llome..Enterpris.es_(Nig.)_Ltd,221 a crane which developed series of faults soon 

after delivery was held unrnerchantable entitling tl1e buyer to reject. In Onotu v. Adeleke 

&..Anor,222 a new car which developed disturbing noise five days after purchase was held 

unfit for its purpose giving the buyer the right to reject. 

Los.s_oLRight to Reject 

A buyer may !ose his right to reject under the circumstances specified by the Law. 

By section 12(1), where a contract of sale is subject to any condition to be fulfilled by 

the seller, the buyer may waive the condition or may elect to treat the breach of such 

condition as a breach of warranty and not as a ground for treating the contract as 

221 

222 

[1987] l NWLR (PT. 47) 40 SC. 

[1975] N.N.L.R. 130. See also Amadi v. Thoma8-Aplin 
Co I,td [1972] 1 ALL N.L.R. 409; R-E.~Q._Q_Indus.tri..es 
Ltd v. Maduakm: ..... &_Anor (1974) CCHCJ/10/74 at P. 1517; 
Associ ated Press of Nig.eria.......Ltd... v. Phillips_Nes.t 
Afri.c.an Ltd (1979) CCHCJ/9/79; p. 17. 
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repudiated. This means that a buyer is not bound to reject the goods for breach of 

condition. He can waive the breach altogether by refraining from suing the seller. He can 

also elect to treat the breach of condition as a breach of warranty by retaining the goods 

and suing for damages. Any election made by him binds him. In OJajide_QdumhCLStores 

and_SawmillLtd._x._Omotay.CLAgeocies (Nig.)...Ltd. ,223 the contract was for the suppl y 

of planks described as "seasoned wood, grooved and finished". The planks su pp lied were 

grooved and finished but not seasoned. The plantiffs were held in breach of the 

condition. However, the defendants, by accepting an offer of Jower price were held to 

have lost their right to reject. Similarly, in Long_ v. Lloyd224 an attempt to reject a lorry 

after a compromise agreement freely reached by the parties following the discovery of 

the defects in the lorry was turned down by the court. 

Futhermore, a buyer may Jose his right in the circumstances stated in subsection 

(3). Under this subsection, where a contract of sale is not severable and the buyer bas 

accepted the goods or part thereof, or when the contract is for specific goods the property 

in which bas passed to the buyer, the breach of any condition to be fulfilled by the seller 

can only be treated as a breach of warranty and not as a ground for rejecting the goods 

and treating the contract as repudiated, unless there be a term in the contract, express or 

implied, to that effect. 

It is a question of fact whether a contract of sale is severable. But as a general 

rule, a contract is severable if the goods are to be delivered by instalments and the 

instalments are to be separately paid for. 225 ln Jackson v. Rotax Motor & Cycle Co. 

223 

224 

225 

(1978) CCHCJ/4/78, 625. 

(1958] 2 ALL E.R. 402. 

See Atiyah, op~ cit__, p. 473. 
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Ltd,226 a contract for the supply of some motor accessories provided for "deliveries as 

required". It was held that the contract was severable. In NigeriaIL.SweeL.& 

C.Onfectionary Co Ttd v. Iate & Lyle_(Nig_)_Ltd.227 where the goods were to be 

supplied by monthly instalments, the issue of whether the contract was severable was not 

considered but the decision of the Supreme Court was to the effect that the contract was 

severable. Non-acceptance of two instalments by the buyers which was condoned by the 

sellers was held not to entitle the sellers to repudiate the contract. This implies that the 

contract was treated as severable. 

The buyer may also Jose the right to reject where he is deemed to have accepted 

the goods. Section 36 pro vides that the buyer is deemed to have accepted the goods when 

he intimates to the seller that he has accepted them, or when the goods have been 

delivered to him and he does any act in relation to them which is inconsistent with the 

ownership of the seller or when after the lapse of a reasonable time he retains the goods 

without intimating to the seller that he has rejected them. 

The effect of this provision is to deny the buyer the right to reject the goods in the 

stated circumstances. Judicial decisions show that once a buyer is deemed to have 

accepted under this section, he can no longer reject even where he has not exercised the 

right of examination guaranteed by section 35(1). Acts which have been held to deny the 

buyer the right to reject include a resale, 22
" intimation of acceptance22

~ and lapse of 

226 

227 

22B 

229 

[1910] 2 K.B. 937. 

[1965] All N.L. R. 68. 

A_j_a)d. v. Ebw:u ( 1964) NMLR 41; Hardy__&_Co . .___Ltd.- v. 
Hill.erns & .E'mtler._[1923] 2 K.B. 

0

190; E.s ____ Ruben_Ltd. 
v. F.aire Brothers & co._Ltcl.. [1949] l K.B. 254. 

Bendel Steel Struct.lll:ea.....Lt.d.... V. O.gbene_&_..S=s_L.t.d.
(unrep.) Suit No. W/22/75; 
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reasonable time. 230 
• 

The combined effect of sections 12(3) and 19, Rule 1 constitutes a further 

restriction on the buyer's right to reject. By section 19, Rule 1, where there is an 

unconditional sale of specific goods in a deliverable state, property passes at the time of 

contract. By section 12(3), where the contract is for specific goods the property in which 

has passed to the buyer, the breach of any condition to be fulfilled by the seller can only 

be treated as a breach of warranty and not as a ground for rejecting the goods and 

treating the contract as repudiated. A literai interpretation of these provisions is that a 

buyer will Jose his right in many cases of sale of specific goods because property would 

normally pass at the tune of contract. This is a serious restriction on the right to reject. 

But it can be argued that even as the Jaw stands, a buyer is entitled to reject 

defective goods irrespective oftransfer ofproperty. In this case, the transfer ofproperty 

will only be a provisional one which will be subject to due performance of the contract 

by the seller. 231 

8.15.2 Damages for Breac/1 of Warra11ty. 

230 

231 

A buyer is entitled to sue for damages in three instances: 

229 
( ••• continued) 

West African Import and Export Co. v. Paul Jassar 15 
NLR 221. 

Bendel Steel Structures Ltd. v. 
Supra; D.I.C. IndustrieH v. 
(Unrep.) Suit No. LD/916/73 

Ogbene and Sons Ltd. 
Jimffant (Nigl Ltd. 

See Chao v. British Traders & Shippers Ltd. (1954] 1 
All E.R. 779; Henry Stephens Engineering Ltd v. 
Complete Home Comfort Enterprises Ltd.. Supra, p. 320 
Nigerian Bottling Co. Ltd. v. Ngonadi supra. p.301. 
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(a) where the seller is in breach of warranty;232 

(b) where he elects to treat a breach of condition as breach of warranty;233 and 

(c) where he is compelled to treat a breach of condition as a breach of warranty. 234 

Remedies for breach of warranty are provided for in section 53. By this Section, 

where there is a breach of warranty by the seller, or where the buyer elects, or is 

compelled to treat any breach of a condition on the part of the seller as breach of 

warranty, the buyer is not by the reason only of such breach of warranty entitled to reject 

the goods, but may: 

a. set up against the seller the breach of warranty in diminution or extinction 

of the price; or 

b. maintain an action against the seller for damages for breach of warranty. 

The measure of damages for breach of warranty is the estimated loss directly and 

naturally resulting in the ordinary course of events from the breach. 235 In the case of 

breach of warranty of quality, such loss is prima facie the difference between the value 

of the goods at time of delivery to the buyer and the value they would have had if they 

had answered to the warranty. 

The phrase "breach of warranty of quality" has been interpreted by Igweike236 as 

referring to breach of condition treated as warranty by the buyer in circumstances where 

he elects or is compelled to do so. According Lo the learned author, this interprelalion is 

232 s 12 (2) 

233 S. 12 (1) 

234 S. 12 ( 3) 

235 S. 53 (2) 

236 op. ci.t.. ' p. 173. 
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based on the fact that ail terms as to quality under the Sale of Goods Act are conditions. 

The explanation by Uvieghara237 is to the same effect. He writes that breaches of the 

implied conditions as to fitness for purpose, merchantable quality and compliance with 

sample will seem, clearly, to fall within the category of warranty of quality. He, 

however, doubts whether a breach of the implied condition as to description will 

similarly corne within this category. 

To obviate any problem of interpretation, it is suggested that the word "quality" 

be deleted and replaced with the phrase "condition treated as warranty". The provision 

will then apply to any case of breach of condition which is treated as a breach of 

warranty. 

8.15.3 Remote11ess of Damage a11d Measure of Damages 

The phrase "remoteness of damage" is often confused with the phrase " measure 

of damages·". In reality, there is a clear distinction between these phrases and it is 

important to keep the distinction in mind. While remoteness of damage refers to the type .. , 

of damage for which the plaintiff can be compensated; measure of damages refers to the 

amount of damages that may be awarded to a plaintiff for a damage considered not too 

remote. In other words, measure of damages refers t<i the monetary compensation that 

can be awarded to a plaintiff for a compensable damage. 

The principle of remoteness of damage, just like the principle of causation in tort 

discussed in the last chapter, helps the courts to delimit the scope of liability of the 

defendant. As stated by the Supreme Court in Oseyomom & Anor v Ojo238 

231 

238 

Q:Q, cit., p. 135. 

[1997] 52 LRCN 2068. 
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"lt is a recognised principle of law that no person is answerable 
indejinitely for each and every consequence that flows from his 
conduct .... some where, a fine has to be drawn between the 
consequences for which a wrong-doer is fiable and those for 
which he cannot conceivably be liab/e. "239 

326 

This is a deliberate judicial policy to prevent a defendant from being saddled with 

liability for every remote consequence ofhis breach. The court in the instant case quoted 

with approval, Lord Wright's statement in Liebosh Dredger (owners) v S.S Edison 

(owners).240 "The law cannot take account of every thing that follows a wrongful act; it 

regards some subsequent matters as outs ide the scope of its selection, because "it were 

infinite for. the law to judge the cause of causes, or consequences of consequences." 

It is a question of fact whether a particular consequence is too remote. As noted 

by Blackburn, J. in Hobbs v. London & S.W. Railway:241 "It is something like having 

to draw a line between night and day; there is a great duration of twilight when it is 

neither night nor day; but though you cannot draw the precise line, you can say on which 

side of the line the case is". 

A conclusion that can be drawn from the above analysis is that the determination 

of the question of remoteness of damage may be difficult in some cases; but with due 

diligence, a rational decision can be made. 

8.15.4 Measure of Damages for Breac/1 of Warranty 

By section 53(2), the measure of damages for breach of warranty is the estimated 

loss directly and naturally resulting in the ordinary course of events from the breach of 

239 

240 

241 

Per Iguh, J.S.C. at p. 2101. 

[1933] A.C. 449 (H.I.) at 460. 

[1875] L.R. 10 Q.B. 111. 
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warranty. This rule is treated by the courts as a statutory adoption of the first ruJe in 

Hadley v. Baxendale.242 There, the pJaintiffs engaged the defendants to carry a damaged 

shaft to a third party for repairs. The defendants delayed in carrying out this obligation 

and as a result, the pJaintiffs' milling operation was stalled for that period. They sued 

cJaiming Joss· of profit for the period of deJay. It was heJd that since the circumstance 

necessitating the closure was not discJosed to the defendants, they were not liabJe for the 

Joss. AJderson, B., stated the governing principle thus: 

"ITTlere two parties have made a coll/ract which one ofthem has 
broken, the damages which the other party 011ght to receive in 
respect of s11ch a breach of contract should be s11ch as may 
fair/y and reasonab/y be considered as either arising nat11ra/ly, 
i.e. according to the na/lirai course ofthi11gsfrom such breach 
of co/1/ract itse/f. or s11ch as may reasonably be s11pposed to 
have bee11 in the co11te111platio11 of both parties at the time they 
made the colltract as the probable res11/1 of the breach, of 
it .. .... 11243 

The implication of the first ruJe which is re-enacted in section 53(2) stated above 

is that the Joss must be the naturaJ or direct resuJt of the breach. In other words, the Joss 

must be a naturaJ consequence of the breach. Thus if a seller failed to deliver the goods 

bargained for and the buyer had to buy an equivaJent quantity at an increased prevailing 

market price, the difference between the contract price and higher price eventually paid 

for the goods will constitute a naturaJ consequence of the seller's breach. In Mann Poole 

& Co Ltd v. Salami Agbaje. 244 the defendant failed to deliver some quantity of cocoa 

bargained for and the pJaintiffs were compelled to obtain suppJy at an extra price in order 

to fulfil a contract with their customers. It was held that the extra price was a Joss 

242 

243 

244 

[1854] 9 Ex. 341. 

Ibid at p. 465. 

[1922] 4 N.L.R. 8. 
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naturally resulting in the ordinary course of cvents from the breach. 

Section 54 allows recovery for special damages. It provides that nothing in the 

law is to affect the right of the buyer to recover special damages in any case where, by 

law, special damages may be recovered. This provision is generally regarded as allowing 

the recovcry of special damages in accordance with rule 2 in Hadley. v. Baxendale .. 245 By 

this rule, if an extra loss arises as a result of a special circumstance known or ought to 

be known to the seller at the time of the contract then the buyer can claim. ln Yictoria 

Laundry_WinsorLtd. v. Newruanlndustries,246 the plaintiffs bought from the defendants 

a boiler for use in their laundry business. The delivery which was supposed to be made 

in June was in fact made in November. The plaintiffs sued claiming (1) loss of profit for 

the period of the delay and (2) loss of a highly lucrative contract which they could not 

take because of the delay. They were held entitled to the first but not the second claim 

which was considered not foreseeable at the time of contract. 

In Kuufus v. Czarnikaw Ltl:L(The..HeronJD, 247 the House of the Lords explained 

the rules in Hadle_y. v .Baxendale as creating one rule in essence. According to the court, 

the question in every case is whether on the information available to him at the time the 

contract was made, the seller should, or a reasonable man in his position would have 

realised that such loss was sufficently likely to result from the breach of contract to make 

it proper to hold that loss flowed naturally from the breach, or that the lbss of that kind 

should have been within his contemplation. 248 In Earson_(liYestock)_Ltd v. llitley. 

245 

246 

247 

248 

See Uvieghara, op . .ci.t:., p. 135. 

[1949] 2 K.B. 528. 

[1969] 1 A.C. 350 

See Lord Reid at p. 386. 
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Ingham & Co Ltd, 249 the semblance of the two ru les in Hadely v. Baxendale was 

emphasised by the English Court of Appeal. There the defendants who supplied and 

installed a large feeding happer for the plaintiffs failed to open a ventilator at the top. 

This caused the pignuts to become mouldy. This in turn resulted in illness to the pigs 

many of which consequcntly dicd. The plaintiffs claimed the value of the pigs and the 

Joss of profit which they would have made on them. It was held that they were entitled 

to the former but not the latter. 

From the judgement of Lord Denning it can be inferred that it is important to 

show that at time of the contract the defendant had the "very kind" ofbreach in mind. It 

is not necessary that he would have foreseen the specific breach.250 

It is not clear whether the two rules in Hadley v. Baxendale are treated as 

disjunctive or conjunctive by our courts. In Swiss Nigeria Wood Industries v. Bogo,251 

the Supreme Court quoted with approval the dictum of Alderson B., in Hadley v. 

Baxendale quoted above. The same principle was also applied in Wilfonl Omonuwo v. 

B.A Wahabi & Sons. 252 This principle was adopted by the Court of Appeal in Oladiti v. 

Sungas Co. Ltd. 253 Salami, J.C.A delivering the lead judgment said: "ln any case of 

breach of contract, the contract breaker is only liable for Joss suffered by the aggrieved 

party actually flowing as was, at time of the contract, reasonably foreseeable as liable to 

2<9 (1978] 1 All E.R. 525. 

250 Ibid at p. 532. 

251 (1970] A.L.R. Comm. 423 

252 (1976] 4 SC 37 at pp. 41 & 42. 

~53 (1994) INWLR (pt. 321) 433 
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result from the breach. 254 

The same principle was applied in Artra Industries Ltd. v. The Nigerian Bank 

for Commerce and Industries, 255 where it was held that in ascertaining damages for 

breach of contract, the principle is that, subject to the rule_ of remoteness of damage: 

(a) the damage must flow naturally and proximatcly from the hrcach ami so 

is presumed to have been in the contemplation of both parties at the time 

of contract; and 

(b) the damage must be in the contemplation of the parties. This is deducible 

from the terms of the contract. 

The court emphasised that by this principle the categorisation of damages into 

"general" and "special" is inapt in cases of breach of contract. 256 

What one gathers from the above decisions is that the concern of our courts is the 

foreseeability of the Joss that has arisen. The implication is that the two rules are treated 

as one in effect. Thus if the Joss can be said to have bccn foreseen or ought rcasonably 

to have been foreseen by the defendant, then he will be Hable. 

Additionally, these cases disclose that the terms "foreseeability" and 

"contemplation" are used synonymously in contract by our courts. In Oladiti v. Sungas 

Co. Ltd., the Court of Appeal explained that the test as to the loss caused to a party 

aggrieved or supposed to be within the reasonable contemplation or foreseeability of the 

parties is that the court has to look not at what this particular defendant contemplated or 

foresaw but what a reasonable person in his shoes would have forcsccn 257 • 

2~4 

255 

~56 

257 

[1994] 1 NWLR (pt. 321) 433 CA., at p. 458 

[1997] 1 NWLR (pt. 483) 574 CA .. 

Ibid 

[1994] 1 NWLR (pt. 321) 433 CA. at p. 456 
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The requirement of foreseeability or contemplation can be justified on the ground 

that it may be improper to saddle a defendant with a loss which a reasonable man could 

not have contemplated or foreseen as a likely consequence of the breach of the contract. 

If this is allowed, a plaintiff may bring up claims for unusual losses that coultl never have 

been imagined by any reasonable man as a likely consequence of such breach. This will 

amount to an unnecessary extension of seller' s liability. 

8.15.5 Measure of Damages for Breacli of Warra11ty of Quality 

By section 53(3),the measure of damages in the case of breach of warranty of 

quality is prima facie the difference between the value of the goods at the time of delivery 

to the buyer and the value they would have had if they had answered to the warrant y. 

The text of this subsection shows that it applies where there is a difference in 

value between the goods delivered and those contracted for. It will normally apply where 

there is a deficiency in the goods delivered. Where this is the case, the buyer will be 

entitled to the difference between the value of the goods contracted for and that of the 

defective goods. But a question that can be asked is the mode of determining the value 

of defective goods. In Beggin & Co. Ltd v.Permanite Ltd,258 Devlin, J. pointed out that 

there is rarely any market price for damaged goods since their value depends on the 

extent of the damage. 259 

Commenting on an cquivalcnt subscction or the English Sale or Goods Act, 

Atiyah2
''
0 observes that whal it mcans is that if the goods aœ su scriously ddcctivc as tu 

259 

260 

[1951] 1 K.B. 422. 

Ibid at p. 438. 

QI,. cit., p. 493. 
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have no value at al!, the buyer will be entitled to recover the full value which the goods 

should have had. 

A conclusion that can be drawn from the foregoing principles is that the measure 

of damages depends on the nature and extent of the damage or defect. If the defect is such 

that can be remedied, then the measure of damages will be the cost of the remedial 

action. In this case the seller will be liable for the cost of repairs. Thus in Beco_Ltd v. 

~lfa.LaYal, 261 a heat exchanger which was su pp lied to the plaintiffs by the de fendant was 

found to have a crack. The plaintiffs were held entitled to the repair costs and loss of 

production on the day of the repair. 

If the goods can be used for their intended purpose without any remedial action, 

the buyer will nevertheless be entitled to the difference between the contracted quality 

and the lower quality delivered. It will make no difference that the buyer has resold the 

goods to a sub-buyer who accepted and paid the price for the higher quality. In Slater 

v.Ho)ie_&_Smith,262 the buyer ordered for a specified quality ofunbleached cloth. Sorne 

of the quality delivered were of inferior quality. He sold some of them to a sub-buyer 

who paid the full contract rate. This notwithstanding, the buyer was held entitletl to the 

difference between the value of the goods bargained for and that of the goods actually 

delivered. 

If the defects are so serions that the goods are rendered valueless, then the buyer 

will be entitled to the refund of his rnoney or replacement of the goods. We suggest that 

even where property has passed or where the buyer has done an act adopting the contract, 

his right to reject should remain intact so long as the rejection is doue within a reasonable 

261 

262 

[1994] 4 All E.R. 464. 

[1920] 2 K.B. 11. 
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time. 

If the deficiency in value occasions damage tci' persan or property the buyer can 

claim for such further Joss. This right is guaranteed by section 53(4) which provides that 

the fact that the buyer has set up the breach of warraniy in diminution or extinction of the 

price does not prevent him from maintaining an action for the same breach of warranty 

if he has suffered further damage. 

As can be seen from judicial decisions, the measure of damages in a case 

involving damage to property is the same as that applied in the tort of negligence. In 

Cross...Lines...Ltd . v. Thompson, 263 it was held by the Court of Appeal that measure of 

damages in an action for negligence is founded on the principle of restiutioJn.intergrum. 

The court further held that where goods are destroyed by the wrongful act of a defendant, 

the measure of damages is the value of the goods at the time of their destruction and, in 

a proper case, plus such further sum as would compensate the owner for the Joss of use 

or earnings and the inconvenience of being without the goods during the period 

reasonably required for their replacement. Applying the decision of the Supreme Court 

in L..C...C v. Ilnachukwu,264 the court further held that in the case of damage to goods, 

the measure of damages is the cost of repairs or the difference between their market value 

at the time of their damage and, in proper cases, plus Joss of use or earnings during the 

reasonable period of repairs or replacement. 

In the case of non-pecuniary damage to persan, the measure of damages rests on 

the discretion of the court. In Soremi v. Nigerian..Brutling_Co......Ltd,265 the court adopted 

263 

264 

265 

[1993] 2 NWLR (pt. 271) 74 CA 

[1978] 3 SC 199 at 202. 

[1977] 12 CCHCJ 2735. 
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the view of the learned author of MC Gregor on damages, 13th edition, paragraph 113 

that: 

Non-pecunia,y loss is a ve,y dijfere11t field. Little ca11 be stated 
with certainty as to the amount of damages awardable for such 
loss caused by perso11al physical injury. lndeed full 
compensation ca11not be given in the sense that no amount ca11 
Jully compe11sate for the serious physical i11jury. Beyo11d this, 
110 yardstick exists for measuring i11111011ey the co111pe11sation to 
be accorded a given amount ofphysical pain or mental s11jferi11g 
because, as far as 111011ey goes, the loss is i111po11derable, a11d 
a11y amount awarded must be in the nature ofco11ventional sum. 
The difjiculty thm is i11 deciding what proportio11s the 
conventional sum should rake, for rhere is ,w reaso11, in logic or 
eco110111ics, why for a specijied period of sujferi11g the award 
should be $! 0, rather tha11 $1,000 or indeed any other figure. 
Here a solution can 011/y befound by taking as the test what our 
particular society would deem /o be a fair sum, such as would, 
ill the words of Lord Devlill in West v. Shephard allow the 
wrong-doer to hold up his head amo11g his neighbours and say 
wirh theirapproval that he has done the fair thing. While on this 
basis dijferent societies are likely to end up with dijfere/ll 
figures, within any particular system the Level of awards should 
show a measure of internai co11sis1ency. 266 

Applying the above principle, the court held that based on the facts of the case, 

the sum of N10,000 claimed by the plaintiff was manifestly excessive. His general 

damages were assessed at N'S00.00. 

In Solu. v. Total (Nig.) Ltd, involving a claim of six million Naira for serious 

injuries sustained by the plaintiffs through the explosion of a defective gas cylinder 

supplied by the defendants, the court reiterated the basic principle that the award of 

general damages is at the discretion of the court, but emphasised that the court must act 

judicially based upon the principle that damages are awa,rded to compensate the injured 

person and not to punish the wrong doer. The claims of the plaintiffs were rejected as 

being speculative and shrouded in sentimentalism which a court oflaw frowns upon. The 

court awarded the sum of N'45,000 (forty five thousand Naira) as damages for persona! 

266 Ibid at p. 2741. 
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injuries to the plaintiffs. 

In Nigerian_Bott!ing_co._(Nig)_Ltd. v. Ngonadi where serions bodily injuries 

were sustained by the plaintiff as a result of the defendants' breach of con tract, the 

Supreme Court affirmed the sum of N30,000 (thirty thousand Naira) awarded by the 

courts below and further noted that in assessing damages for persona! injury in cases of 

negligence, the trial court is bound to consider the pain and suffering the injured party 

underwent, whether she had permanent disability or disfigurement, the period spent in 

the hospital and other relevant matters. Oputa, J.S.C., said: 

On the above medical evidence, / wonder how it can be 
serio11sly contended chat the award of N30,000 general 
damages was fantasric or excessive. What wo11/d be the cos/ in 
Naira and kobo of pain and s11jferi11g, of loss of muscular 
flexibility, of inability to breas/ feed one's chi/dren, of 
permanent disjig11reme111 of one part of the body, of possible 
major me/liai dis1urba11ces? The court of jirsl instance took 
accounr of ail lhese and arrived al the figure of N 30,000 . ... 
'flle defendant!appellam is jus/ fort1111are 1ha1 the 
plaintijflrespondent did 1101 appeal againsl the award of on/y 
N30,000.'07 

It is clear from the above analysis that the amount to be awarded in each case 

depends on the discretion of the court. But such discretion must not be exercised 

arbitrarily. It must be based on what is considered reasonable under the circumstance. 

If this requirement is met, an appellate court will not upset the award. 

In Ojini V. Ogo_Qlu.wa_Motors_(Nig) Ltd268 the facts of which are not relevant to 

the issue being discussed, the Supreme Court reiterated the guiding principles thus: 

267 

268 

[1985] 1 NWLR (pt. 4) 739 ,at 747. 

[1998] 55 LRCN 2867 at p. 28880; see also Flint v. 
Lovel [1935] IK.B. 354 at p. 360_. Sodipo & Co L.td. v. 
The.J)aily_Times_of_Nigeria Ltd .. [1972] 11 SC 69 at 77; 
llila Pri nt.e.r.s._(Nig) I.td v. Imi:eatmenL.-Trus.L....C.o-Lt_ci__ 
[1988] 1-9 NSCC [PT. 3] 195at- 202; and Agaba v . 

.ot..alb.us.i [1961] lA 11NLR299at30L 
approval in the instant case. 
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"An appellate court is not justified in substituti11g a figure of its 
own for that awarded by the /ower court merely beca11se it 
wo11ld have awarded a dif!erent figure if it had tried the case at 
first instance. Before it can properly intervene, it 11111st be 
satisjied either that the judge, in assessing the damage, applied 
a wrong principle of law such as taki11g into acco1111t some 
irrelevant factor or leaving out of acco11nt some relevant factor, 
or that the a11101mt awarded is either so ridic11/011sly low or so 
ridiculously high that it must have bee11 a wholly erro11eo11s 
estima te of the damage". 

336• 

The sumrnary of judicial decisions is that in cases involving non-pecuniary 

damage to person, there is no laid down yardstick. Each case depends on the discretion 

of the court. Experience so far shows that the Courts are rather conservative in the 

exercise of this discretion. Sorne examples can be given. 

1. Osemobm: v. Niger Biscuits (decayed tooth which caused nausea and 

vomiting) - N300.00 

2. Nigeriruù3.ottling_Go..__(Nig)__Ltd. v. Ngonadi (Serious persona! injuries 

and permanent disfigurement) - N30,000.00 

3. Solu v. IotaL(Nig.)_Ltd (death of a member of a family and permanent 

disability of another member) - N5,000.00 and N45,000.00 respectively. 

4. Soremi v. Nigerian....Bottling Co (Nig)_Ltd.. (physical discomfort) -

N500.00. 

5 Technoplastic_(Nig)_Ltd v. Sa1ejatau269 (loss of three fingers) -

NI0,800.00 

6 Nigeria_Airway.s....Ltd v. Solomon_Ohi_Abe270 (compound fracture of 

fibula and tibia) - N20,000.00 

269 

270 

[1968] 4· NWLR (pt. 38) 771 C.A. 

[1988] UNWLR (Pt. 90) 524 C.A. 
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7. Bello & Ors v. A G O)éQS.tate271 (execution of a convict while appeal was 

pending) - N7,400.00 

337 

Coi:Jservative figures272 such as these cannot compensate the rigours of Iitigation. 

Much as one is not advocating a windfall273 for a plaintiff, it is only proper that where 

serious persona! injury or death is caused by a defect in a defendant's product, the 

plaintiff should receive a substantial amount which will be cornrnensurate with his 

damage. 

8.15.6 Exemplary Damages 

There is no authority as to whether exemplary damages can be awarded in product 

Iiability cases. Exemplary damages are damages which are in nature awards made with 

a possible secondary abject of punishing the defendant for his conduct in inflicting harm 

on the plaintiff.' 

Judicial decisions are to the effect that such damages are only awardable in tort

based actions subject to laid down conditions. The only exception as regards contractual 

actions is that ofbreach of promise to marry.27li' In Allied_Bank_o(Nigeria_ v. Akubueze;1 ,

the Supreme Court held that exemplary damages properly so called, may only be 

271 

272 

273 

274 

275 

[1986] 5 NWLR (pt. 45) 828 

These figures should however be viewed in relation to 
the value of the Naira at the respective dates of 
awards. For instance the sum of N30,000.00 awarded in 
NLgerian Bottling Co CNig)_L.t.cL_ v. Ngonadi in 1985 
could be said to be quite substantial at the time. 

See Alel=fillliama_&_Qra v. Saga}[...&-Anar (1995) 5 NWLR 
(Pt. 396) 441 CA. 

See Kenny. v. Eraen [1962] 3 All E.R. 814 C.A. 

[1997] 51 LRCN 1648 at p. 1661. 
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awarded, in actions in tort but only in three categories of cases, namely; 

(i) oppressive, arbitrary or unconstitutional action by the servants of the 

Government. See Rookes v. Barnard [1964] A.C. 1129 at 1223 and 1224. 

(ii) where the defendant' s conduct has been calculated by him to make profit for 

himself which may well exceed the compensation payable to the plaintiff, see 

Rookes v. Barnard suprat at 1226; and 

(iii) where exemplary damages are expressly authorised by statu te. See Rookes v. 

Barnard, Supra at 1227 .276 

The question is whether this principle can be extended to product liability cases. 

It can be argued that if a case is based on the tort of negligence, the question of award 

of exemplary damages will not arise. This is because such a case cannot corne under any 

of the categories stated above. Following this argument, if the basis of a case is that a 

defect in a product was caused by negligence, then exemplary damages cannot be 

awarded. This assertion is premised on the fact that negligent conduct, by its nature is 

deviod of mens...n:a._ This means that it cannot corne under the second category. By its 

nature, it is equally outs ide the first and third categories. 

On the other band, it can be aruged that where action is brought against a faker 

of a product, the demerits of the case may justify an award of exemplary damages. Thus 

if it is proved that a persan was engaged in deliberate adulteration or faking of products, 

the deterrent effect of the law will be strengthened by an award of exemplary damages. 

In fact this is the essence of exemplary damages. In Allied Bank of Nig. v. Akubueze, 

276 See also AleJe Wi lJiarns-.-& Ors ... v. 
Supra,p.337. Chief....E...JLA,_Willi.ams.....v. 
Ni..gru:i.a [1990] 1 NWLR (pt.· 124) where 
was applied. 

Sagay:_&.___Qrs, 
Dai ly_Time.s_a.f. 
this principle 
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it was stated by the Supreme Court that a claim for exemplary damages postulates that 

the action of the defendant is such that the damages awarded against him are intended to 

punish him and to vindicate the strength of the Iaw and not merely as wmpensation for 

the injured plaintiff. 277 It must be added that in all product cases discussed in this work, 

exemplary damages were neither sought nor awarded. We suggest that in appropriate 

cases, such damages should be awarded to victims of product defects. This will go a 

long way to deter offenders. 

8.15.7 Summary 

It is seen from the foregoing analysis that a consumer who is also the buyer of the 

defective product is entitled to maintain civil action in contract against the persan in 

breach. Such a consumer can sue for any term of the contract or for the brcach of any of 

the terms implied by the Iaw. This work has revealed that some pre-requisite conditions 

for the application of these implied tcrms are so stringent that it is often difficult for the 

plaintiff to prove his case. The principle of privity of contract constitutes a further 

limitation. By this principle, only a party to a contract is entitled to bring action against 

the offender. This means that an injured non-contractual consumer has no remedy under 

this branch of the law. 

On the whole, if a case is successfully made out, the aggrieved consumer will be 

entitlcd to repndiate the contrnct or to sue for damages. His abilily lo claim danmges is, 

however, Iimited by the principle of remoteness of damage. He is only entitled to claim 

for a damage which is not too remote. As regards measure of damages, section 53 Iays 

down the general rules which have been intcrprclcd as having the same effoct as 

271 Ibid; at p. 1661. 
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the rules in Hadle;: v. Baxendale. In addition, a plaintiff is allowed to claim damages for 

any consequential Joss. The measure of damages in this case depends on the discretion 

of the court. 

Finally, this chapter reveals that liability for contractual obligations is strict. This 

means that due diligence will not absolve a defendant from liability. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

ANAL YSIS OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 

9,1 Introduction 

The bulk of our research findings has been anaiysed in the appropriate sections of 

this work. In this chapter we analyse a residue of our findings which could not be 

analysed under the previous chapters without an unnecessary digression from the legal 

principles being discussed. 

9.2 Questionnaire Distribution and Returns 

The tables below show the questionnaire distribution and returns from five groups 

of respondents covered. 

Table 9.2.1: Questionnaire Distribution and Returns (consumers) 

L.G.A. No. Distributed No. Retumed (%) 

Surulere 126 122 96.8 

Ikeja 126 123 97.6 

Mushin 126 125 99.2 

Agege 126 124 98.4 

Ojo 126 125 99.2 

TOTAL 630 619 98.3 

The above table shows that out of the 630 questionnaires distributed, 619 or 98.3 

percent were returned.126 were distributed in cach Local Government Area. 122 or 96.8 

percent were returned from Surulere; 123 or 97.6 percent from Ikeja; 125 or 99.2 per 

cent from Mushin; 124 or 98.4 percent from Agege and 125 or 99.2 percent from Ojo. 
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This high return rate was made possible by the mode of distribution adopted. House to 

bouse visit was adopted and respondents were requested to complete the questionnaires 

while we waited. Those who could not do so requested us to corne back which we did. 

Only few disappointments were experienced. 

Table 9.2.2: Questionnaire Distribution and Returns (motorists) 

Vellicles No. Distributed No. Retumed % 

private 51 51 100 

commercial 51 51 100 

TOTAL 102 102 100 

The above table shows that a total of 102 (]uestionnaires were distributed to 

motorists. Of this number 51 were distributed to private and commercial vehicles 

respectively. The questionnaires were distributed at petrol filling stations during the fuel 

scarcity. At each station, the distribution was made to as many motorists as were willing 

to oblige our request. This process continued until we achieved our sample size. 

Table 9.2.3: Questionnaire Distribution aucl Returns (manufacturers) 

Product No Distributed No Retume,1 % 

Food 4 3 75 

Drug 4 4 100 

Cosmetics 4 3 75 

TOTAL 12 JO 83.3 
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The above table shows that of the 12 questionnaires distributed to this group of 

respondents, 10 or 83.3 per cent were returned, Four manufacturers representing each 

product group were covered. Three or 75 per cent were returned from manufacturers of 

food; four or 100 per cent from drug manufacturers and three or 75 per cent from the 

cosmetics sector. 

Of ail the respondents covered in this research, manufacturers proved most 

difficult. Many of them were simply unwilling to grant us interview or fill our 

questionnaires. Sorne claim that as a matter of policy they do not let researchers into their 

system for fear of being misrepresented. It took many visits for us to retrieve our 

questionnaires from those who eventually agreed to fill them. We had to abandone two 

after many futile visits. 

Our observation is that the hostile attitude of this group to enquiries on consumer 

protection is a reflection of a lukewarm attitude to this issue. This attitude impedes an 

objective assessment of the role of the manufacturer in the protection of consumer rights. 

Table 9.2.4: Questionnaire Distribution and Returns 
(Voluntary Consumer Associations) 

Vohmtary Co11s11111er Associatio11s No Distributed 

CPCON 1 

CON 1 

PILO 1 

TOTAL 3 

No Retumed % 

1 100 

1 100 

1 100 

3 100 

The above table shows that three questionnaires were distributcd; one each to each 

association. In each case, the questionnaire was completed by the president or secretary 

of the association. We did not deem it neœssary to give to other members since the 

desired information were on the associations and not on the members. 
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Table 9.2.5: Questionnaire Distribution and Returns (Law Enforcement Agencies). 

Law E11force111ent Agencies No Distributed No Retumed % 

SON 1 1 100 

NAFDAC 1 1 100 

PC 1 1 100 

SMH 1 1 100 

TOTAL 4 4 100 

It is seen from the above table that a total of four questionnaires were distributed 

to the enforcement agencies. One questionnaire was administered to each agency based on 

the same reason as in 9.2.4 above. 

9.3: Responden~ofile 

Age of Respo11de11ts Frequency % 

Less than 18 yrs 12 2.0 

18-30yrs 251 40.9 

31-40yrs 209 34.0 

41-50yrs 93 15.1 

50+ 49 8.0 

TOTAL 614 100.00 

Level of Education of Respo11de11ts Frequency % 

High 230 38.7 

Medium 179 30.1 

No/ Law 185 31.2 

TOTAL 594 100.0 

Sex of Respo11de11ts Frequency % 

Male 338 57.2 

Female 253 42.8 

TOTAL 591 100.0 
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9.4: LeYel of Consumer Protection in Nigeria 

This work proceeded on the assumption that there is a low level of consumer 

protection in Nigeria. To ascertain the accuracy or otherwise of this assumption, questions 

were posed to consumers, law enforcement agencies and voluntary consumer associations. 

The tables below illustrate our findings. 

Table 9.4.1: Are consumers protectcd in Nigeria? 

Respo11ses Freq11e11cy % 

Very well 18 3.1 

Somehow 263 44.7 

Not at ail 307 52.2 

TOTAL 588 100.0 

The above table shows that out of the 588 respondents (consumers) interviewed, 

18 or 3.1 percent stated that consumers are very well protected; 263 or 44.7 percent said 

that consumers are somehow protected, while 307 or 52.2 per cent said that they are not 

protected at al!. 

The term "somehow" can be taken to mean insufficient or low protection. This 

being the case, the percentage of respondents who perceive the level of protection as Jow 

can be obtained by summing up the responses in the second and third columns in the above 

table. This gives 570 or 96.9 percent. The result is that 570 or 96.9 percent of the 588 

valid responses received perceive the level of protection as low. 

The same enquiry was carried out as regards the law enforcement agencies and 

voluntary consumer associations. The table below shows the result of our findings. 
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Table 9.4.2: Responses on the level of consumer protection as revealed by law 
enforcement agencies and voluntary 'COnsnmer associations. 

Level of consumer protection Frequency % 

High -

Low 7 100.0 

TOTAL 7 100.0 

The above table shows that the level of consumer protection is seen as low by ail 

respondents. As can be seen from this table, this group of respondents comprises law 

en forcement agencies and voluntary consumer associations. These respondents, being 

persans versed in consumer matters, their responses can be said to be very objective and 

reliable. Consequently, the proposition that there is low level of consumer protection in 

Nigeria is confirmed. 

Indeed this proposition can further be tested by the level of fake and sub-standard 

products in circulation. As shown in chapter four, out of the 603 respondents interviewed, 

386 or 64.0 per cent indicated that they had bought fake or sub-standard products. Since 

the supply of products of the right quality is the hallmark of consumer protection, the 

presence of sub-standard and fake products in circulation can be said to signify low level 

of protection. 

9 .5: Rcasons_f ol'...the..Lo:w...Le.v_elof.Protection 

To determine the reasons for the low level of consull!er protection in Nigeria, 

questions were directed to the law enforccment agencies and voluntary consumer 

associations. These groups were chosen on the basis of their expertise in consumer 

protection matters. The following results were obtained. 
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Table 9.5.1: Reasons for the low level of consumer protection in Nigeria as indicated 
by law enforcement agencies and voluntary consumer associations. 

Respo11ses Freq11e11cy % 

Ignorance and apathy 6 85.7 
of the consumer 

Inadequate commitment of 7 100.0 
the government 

Media Apathy 1 14.3 

Lack of Publicity 4 57.1 

Inadequate enforcement 5 71.4 
personnel 

The above table shows that inadequate commitment of the government is a 

prominent reason for the low level of consumer protection experienced in the country 

today. Ali respondents indicated this as a major reason for the Iow level of protection. 

This is followed by ignorance and apathy of the consumer. 85. 7 per cent of the 

respondents gave this as a reason for the low level of protection. 

Inadequate enforcement personnel is seen by 71.2 percent of the respondents as 

a reason for the low level of protection. 

The next reason is Jack of publicity of the activities of the law enforcement 

agencies, 57 .1 percent of the respondents perceive this as a reason for the low level of 

protection. 

Media apathy is seen by 14.3 per cent as responsible for the low level of 

protection. 

The result of this investigation is that inadequate governmental commitment and 

ignorance or apathy of the consumer constitute the strongt!st reasons for the level of 

protection. 
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As discussed below, the result of the enquiry on the sufficiency of laws on 

consumer protection is to the effect that the existing laws are fairly sufficient. 85. 7 per 

cent of the respondents perceive the laws as sufficient. The result of our literature review 

of the existing laws also confirms this relative sufficiency. As can be seen from chapter 

three to five, almost every aspect of consumer protection is covered. Chapter six to eight 

show that in addition to criminal liability imposed by existing statutes, an offender is 

equally exposed to civil action by a victim of bis offence. The summary of the legal 

position is that the consumer is fairly protected, at least on paper. 

There are, however, some areas where protection is either inadequate or non

existent. One such area is the law relating to exemption clauses. There is no statutory 

provision on this issue. Consequently the case law applies. The Supreme Court has now 

firmly established the rule of construction as the applicable rule. This means that once an 

offender can show that the exemption clause covers the breach that has arisen, the victim 

will be left without a remedy. This greatly affects the level of consumer protection since 

consumers in this country are in a weaker bargaining position as compared to the other 

contracting party. 

Another loophole in the substantive law is the absence of provisions for 

compensation order to a victim of product defect. With the exception of the Consumer 

Protection Conncil Decree whose provisions are yet uniested, no other existing Law makes . 

provisions for a compensation order. This means that a victim is restricted to bis civil 

rights. In a situation where he cannot take advantagë of this option, he goes without a 

remedy. 
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Furthermore, the penalties stipulated by some existing statutes are too low to deter 

offenders. Sorne examples can be given. The Food and Drugs Act stipulates a maximum 

penalty of one thousand Naira for ail offences created therein. Under the Standards 

Organisation of Nigeria Act, the offence of unlawful use of industrial standard attracts a 

penalty of one thousand Naira. Sorne offences relating to patent and proprietary medicine 

attract as little as twenty Naira. 

The law makers should take care of these observed deficiencies by way of 

amendments. 1 

9. 7 W_ny.s_oilmpro:ying_the..Attitude_of the 
.Consumer to the EnforcemenLQUlis__Rigbts. 

As noted above, a major reason for the low level of consumer protection in Nigeria 

is ignorance and apathy of the consumer. This being the case, respondents were requested 

to suggest possible ways of improving the attitude of the consumer to the enforcement of 

his rights. The following results were obtained. 

9. 7 .1 Ways of improving the attitude of the consumer to the 
enforcement of his rights. 

Respo11ses Freque11cy % 

Education 372 61.2 

Creation of consumer court 189 31.1 

Improvement of out-of-court 39 6.4 

settlements 

Others 8 1.3 

TOTAL 608 100.0 

1 See Suggestions in chapter ten. 
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The above table shows that education is perceived by 372 or 61.2 percent of the 

respondents as a factor that can improve the attitude of the consumer to the enforcement 

of his rights. This is followed by creation of consumer court which recorded 189 or 31.1 

per cent. Improvement of out-of-court settlements recorded 39 or 6.4 per cent; while other 

reasons recorded only 8 or 1.3 per cent. 

The result of a related enquiry directed to the law enforcement agencies and 

voluntary consumer associations further reveals that education of the consumer is a major 

factor. Ali the respondents indicated this as the main solution to the low level of 

protection. 

lt, therefore, follows from these findings that education is a key solution to the 

ignorance and apathy exhibited by many consumers in the country. This research shows 

that education in this case is not restricted to formai education but also extends to critical 

awareness. As revealed by this work, many educated members of the public are ignorant 

of consumer protection laws. This signifies Jack of critical awareness. The result of the 

second hypothesis (H02) discussed below confirms this assertion! 

9 .8 !YayBJ!ilmproving_th~articipation_of__yoluntary. 
Consumer...AssoJ:iationsln..the_Enfor.cement_of 
Consumer..Rights. 

As noted in chapter one, in some countries, voluntary consumer associations play 

very prominent role in the protection of consumer rights. The reverse is the case in this 

country. The impact of these associations is hardi y felt by members of the public. The 

result of our enquiry is as follows. 

See p.364. infra. 
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Table 9.8.1: Impact of voluntary consumer associations. 

Ratillg Freq11e11cy % 

High 6 1.6 

Average 118 30.9 

Law 258 67.5 

TOTAL 382 100.0 

The above table shows that only 6 or 1.6 per cent of the respondents perceive the 

impact of these associations as high, 118 or 30.9 percent perceive it as average, while 258 

or 67 .5 per cent perceive it as low. This means that voluntary consumer associations are 

yet ta make their impact felt by members of the public. 

In fact great apathy is displayed by many respondents interviewed in the course of 

this work. Many of them are not members of any such associations even though they 

responded positively ta the question on the necessity for these associations. The following 

results were obtained. 

Table 9.8.2 Are you a member of any voluntary consumer association? 

Respo11ses Freq11e11cy % 

Yes 19 4.6 

No 395 95.4 

TOTAL 414 100.0 

This table shows that 19 or 4.6 percent of the respondents indicated that they are 

members of voluntary consumer associations, 395 or 95 .4 per cent do not belong to any 

such association. This shows Jack of enthusiasm by members of the public. 

The above not withstanding, many respondents_ believe that voluntary associations 

are essential ta the protection of consumer rights. The following table reveals our findings. 
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Table 9.8.3: Are voluntary consumer associations essential to consumer protection? 

Resvo11ses Frea11e11cv % 

Yes 315 78.8 

No 85 21.2 

TOTAL 400 100.0 

The above table shows that 315 or 78.8 percent of the respondents see voluntary 

consumer associations as essential to consumer protection while only 85 or 21. 2 per cent 

perceive them as not essential. The implication is that these associations are essential to 

the protection of consumer rights. 

The enquiry on the ways of improving the participation of these associations 

produced the following results. 

Table 9 .8.4: Ways of lmproving the participation of voluntary consumer 
associations in the protectiou of consumer rights as indicated by 
consumers 

Resvonses Frea11e11cy % 

Funding bv Government 237 40.5 

Increased membership 206 35.2 

Affiliation to International Organisations 38 6.5 

Full-Time membership 90 15.4 

Others 14 2.4 

TOTAL 585 100.0 

The above table shows that funding by the government is a major way of 

improving the participation of these associations. 237 or 40.5 per cent of the 585 

respondents interviewed indicated this as a possible factor. 206 or 35. 2 per cent indicated 
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increased membership; 38 or 6.5 per cent, affiliation to international organisations; 90 or 

15.4 percent, employment of full-time staff while 14 or 2.4 percent gave various other 

reasons. This means that funding by government is essential to effective participation of 

these associations. 

At present, al! the voluntary consumer associations in the country are funded by 

contributions and donations by members. This financial burden explains why man y people 

are reluctant to join. Funding by government is necessary particularly in the area of 

enlightenment campaigns. 

9 .9 The_Role_oLthe_Jucliciary_inJhe 
Enfon:ement of Consumet:..Rights 

The judiciary is a secondary en forcer of consumer rights. This means that the 

judiciary cannot corne in unless a case is initiated by a consumer or a law enforcement 

agency. lt is not the duty of the court to conduct investigations into infringements of 

consumer rights. Rather, it behoves the consumer or the law enforcement agency to 

initiate actions in the court. This being the case, the judiciary can only be active if the 

initiators of suits are active. 

This research bas revealed that consumers are reluctant to seek legal redress when 

their rights are infringed. As noted abovc, 386 or 64.0 percent of the 603 respondcnts 

interviewed indicated that they had ever bought fake or sub-standard products. Out of this 

number only 14 or 3.4 percent took legal action. This implies that consumers in this 

country are not litigation conscious. This grcatly affects the development of consumer law 

through the judicial process since the courts are denied the opportunity of pronouncing on 

relevant legal issues. 
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The attitude of the judiciary to consumer rights can be gleaned from the few cases 

that have gone to court so far. A review of these cases disclos~a mixed-attitude. White 

some of the cases show evidence of judicial activism, others display evidence of 

conservatism. Instances of the former include the decisions in Qsemobor v. Niger_Bfacuits 

.c.o..__Ltd; Solu v. Total(Nig)_Ltd and Ngonadi v. NigerianJ3.ottling_c.o.J.td., discussed 

in the previous chapters. 

Contrarily, some judges prefer to insist on some legal principles which abridge 

judicial discretion. Such principles include, cmœat emptor (let the buyer beware); privity 

of contract; and proof of negligence. As noted in. chapter one, adherence to these 

principles makes it almost impossible for a victim of product defect to get redress. In fact 

cases discussed in this work show that proof of negligence constitutes an almost 

insurmountable task. The consumer' s case is worsened by the refusa] of our courts to 

extend the principle of res ipsa loquitur to product liability cases. Sorne degree of judicial 

dynamism is required for an effective protection of the consumer.3 

9.10: The..Role..of..the..Manufacturer.Jn...the 
:e.rnt.e.ction of Consume~ghts 

A manufacturer is a persan who by labour, art or skill transforms materials into 

some kind of finished product or article of trade.4 It is seen from this definition that the 

manufacturer occupies a prime position in product matters. It is he who sets the ball 

rolling by introducing products into the market. His rote, admittedly vital, may expose the 

See Court of Appeal decision in Ebelamu v. Guinness 
_(Ni_g)_Ltd; also r_guh,_J _in_Boardman v. Guinness_(Nig.L 
Lt..d, Supra, Chapter seven p.223-245. 

Black' s I,aw Dictiona:r:.y: op . cil;· p. 965 
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consumer to danger. In realization of this fact, the law imposes liability on him for defects 

in his products. As discussed in the preceding chapters, this liability takes the forms of 

civil and criminal actions. 

To determine the consciousness of the manufacturer to his Iegal obligations, some 

questions were directed to select manufacturers. The result of this investigation is as 

follows. 

Table 9.10.1: How do you ensure the protection of the consumer? 

N = 10 i.e number of respondents 

Jl,Jode Freque11cv 

Provision of ll:OOd qualitv control system 10 

Routine sample analysis of finished products 7 

Internai consumer complaints Unit 6 

Adherence to statutorv requirements 3 

% 

100 

70 

60 

30 

The above table shows that ail the respondents claim to protect the consumer by 

the provision of good quality control units. Routine sample anal y sis of fini shed products 

is adopted by seven or 70 per cent of the respondents; internai consumer complaints units, 

six or 60 per cent; and adherence to statutory requirements, three or 30 per cent. It 

follows from these responses that provision of good quality control system is adjudged by 

all respondents as the best way of ensuring the protection of the consumer. 
,, 

In the course of this study some respondents conducted us round their quality 

control units. But others declined to do so on "policy" grounds. The authenticity of their 

claims could, therefore, not be ascertained. 
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One sees no policy reason behind allowing researchers access to quality contrai 

units of manufacturing firms. We believe tliat a manufacturer who is confident of his 

system will not be reluctant to show it off to any accredited researcher. 

It must be added that in practice, manufactiJrers are allowed to make up any 

deficiency in their system by sending samples of their raw materials and finished products 

for externat analysis by public analysts. Certificates of such analysis are required to be 

kept and shown to the law enforcement agents on request. This practice ameliorates the 

legal requirement as to internai quality conlrol units .. 

This research has revealed that establishment of internai consumer unit is at the 

discretion of each manufacturer. There is no lègal requirement compelling each 

manufacturer to maintain such units. Those who do so are influenced by other factors such 

as sustained patronage of their customers. There is need for the law to compel every 

manufacturer to maintain a consumer complaints unit. This will enhance out-of-court 

settlements of product disputes. 

As can be seen from the above table, adherence to statutory requirements recorded 

the least percentage. This is contrary to our expectation. To our surprise, some 

manufacturers interviewed are not conversant with some consumer protection laws. Many 

of them do not have copies of the relevant laws neither are they familiar with their 

provisions. It is suggested that as part of the requirements for registration, every 

prospective manufacturer be compelled to purchase copies of all consumer protection laws 

applicable to his product field. This '>Vill serve as a constant reminder of the legal 

requirements, 

This research has further revealed that a lot of problems are experienced by 

manufacturers in their efforts at ensuring the protection of the consumer. The problems 
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indicated by our respondents are as follows: 

Table 9.10.2: What are the problems militating against yonr consumer 
protection efforts: (Multiple rcsponses) 

N = 10 i.e number of respondents 

Problems Frem1e11cv % 

Passinl!-off/fakin!! 6 60 

Long process of prosecution 3 30 

Weak le!!al oenalties 4 40 

High cost of aualitv contrai units 3 30 

Ignorance of the consumer 4 40 

None 2 20 

357 · 

The above table shows that six or 60 per cent of the respondents indicated passing

off/faking as a problem militating against their efforts. This was followed by weak legal 

penalties and ignorance of the consumer which recorded four or 40 per cent each; long 

process of prosecution and high cost of quality contrai units recorded three or 30 per cent 

respectively. Two or 20 per cent of the respondents claimed that they do not have any 

problem. 

The result of this analysis is that passing-off and faking constitute the greatest 

problem. In fact out of the 10 manufacturers interviewed, eight or 80 per cent admitted 

that their products are faked by other manufacturers. This is a further cqnfirmatiorÎ of the 

low !evel of consumer protection in this country. 

To ascertain the extent of monitoring of manufacturers by enforcement agencies, 

the following question was posed to manufacturers. 
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Table 9.10.3 What is the frequency of visits of Iaw enforcement agencies to your 
firm? 

N=lO i.e numb f d er o respon ents 

Freque11cy of Visits Freque11cy % 

Annuallv 3 30 

Semi-annually 4 40 

Quarterlv 2 20 

No visits 1 1 

It is seen from the above table that on the average, visits are paid to manufacturing 

firms by the law enforcement agencies about twice a year. The highest number of visits 

is thrice a year. Only one respondent or 10 percent claimed not to receive any such visits. 

The result of these figures is that the enforcement agencies eau be said to be relatively 

active as regards monitoring of manufacturers. But the fact remains that this exercise has 

not yielded much practical results as some fake and sub-standard products still find their 

way into the markets. 

Perhaps it may be argued that the fake and substandard products are the handiwork 

of fakers who normally operate in hide-outs. This notwithstanding, it remains a truism that · 

fakers can easily be traced through the sellers oftheir products. The presence offake and 

sub-standard products in the country is, therefore, evidence ofweak enforcement system. 

9.11 Effectiveness of the Existing Enforcement Machineries. 

Implementation of consumer laws is conferred ·on the agencies discussed in this 

work. These are the National Agency for Food and Drug Administration and Contrai 

(NAFDAC); the Standards Organisation of Nigeria (SON); the Pharmacists Council of 

Nigeria (PCN); the Consumer Protection Council (CPC) and the State Ministries of 
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Health. 

As shown in the previous chapters, the functions of these agencies are hindered hy 

many factors . Such factors include finance, conflicts with similar agencies, insufficient 

manpower/ infrastructure and inadequate motivation of staff. Staff vehicles are either 

insufficient or non-existent. This makes it impossible for the agencies to keep up with 

routine and unscheduled visits to firms. It also hinders surveillance visits to markets. 

Prosecution has remained a major problem. Since inception, only 16 cases have 

been prosecuted by NAFDAC. SON focuses on out-of-court settlements of consumer 

complaints. Attention is not directed to prosecution, although a firm may be closed down 

in extreme case of poor quality. The State Ministries of Health have no power of 

prosecution and so are compelled to report cases of breach to the police. As revealed by 

this study, many of such cases end up at investigation stages. The result is that man y 

offenders go scot-free. The deterrent effect of the law is thus lost. 

The Consumer Protection Council is supposed to serve as a full-time overseer of 

consumer protection. The Decree which established this council came into force on 

November 23, 1992, but uptill now the Council is yet to be inaugurated. This adds to the 

enforcement problem since other agencies are saddled with professional regulatory 

matters. 

Presence of fake and sub-standard products which has been alluded to in previous 

chapters provides further evidence of weak enforcement system. Other areas that display 

evidence of weak enforcement include illegal dealings in drugs and non-compliance with 

mandatory standards. The result of the first hypothesis (H01) tested below is a further 

confirmation of the weak enforcement system. One would have thought that the existence 

of sufficient laws on consumer protection would make for a high level of consumer 
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protection. But as shown below, the reverse is the case. Despite the existence of sufficient 

laws, the level of consumer protection has remained low. This is a clear evidence of a 

weak enforcement system. 

9.12 Possible Solutions to the Low Level of Consumer Protection 

On our enquiry on the possible solutions to the low level of consumer protection, 

the following results were obtained. 

Table 9.12.1: Possible Solutions to the low level of consumer protection as indicated 
by law enforcement agencies and voluntary consumer associations 
(multiple responses) 

N 7. b f d = 1.e num er o respon ents 

Possible S0/utio11s Freq11e11cv % 

Creation of consumer awareness 7 100 

Enhanced 2overnment commitment 6 85.7 

Adeouate enforcement personnel 5 71.4 

Enhanced motivation of staff 4 57.1 

Independent consumer body 1 14.3 

It is seen from the above table that creation of consumer awareness through 

enlightenment campaigns ranks highest in the responses received. Ali the seven 

respondents interviewed indicated this as a possible solution to the low level of consumer 

protection. 

This is followed by enhanced government commitment, six or 85.7 percent; 

adequate enforcement personnel, five or 71.4 per cent; enhanced motivation of staff, four 

or 57 .1 per cent and establishment of an independent consumer body which recorded one 

or 14.3 percent. 
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Consumers' views were also sought on the possible solutions to the low level of 

protection. The following results were obtained. 

Tabie 9.12.2: Possible solutions to the low level of consumer protection as indicated 
by copsumers (multiple choice) 

Possible Solutions Frequ ency % 

Additional Laws 288 48.8 

Improved Enforcement system 231 39.2 

Increased penalties 71 12.0 

TOTAL 590 100.0 

The above table shows that additional laws rank highest as a possible solution to 

the low level of protection. Out of the 590 respondents interviewed, 288 or 48.8 percent 

indicated this factor as possible solution. This is followed by improved enforcem_ent 

system which recorded 231 or 39 .2 per cent. Increased penalties recorded the least 

frequency of 71 or 12.0 per cent. 

It can be seen from these statistics that additional laws and improved enforcement 

system are perceived by a majority of consumers as the main solutions to the low level of 

protection. 

But one doubts the reliability of responses by this group of respondent as regards 

additional laws. This doubt is premised on the fact that responses to related questions 

directed to this group display abject ignorance. For instance, as shown in chapter four, out 

of the 619 respondents interviewed, only 34 or 5.5 per cent showed awareness of 

consumer protection laws. Given this degree of ignorance, the indication of additional 

laws as possible solution to the problem can be treated with suspect. The fact is that since 

these respondents are ignorant of the existing laws, they cannot assess their adequacy or 

otherwise. 

, 
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Responses by the law enforcement agencies and voluntary consumer associations 

can be said to be reliable in view of the expertise of these groups in consumer matters. 

The summary of this investigation is, therefore, to the effect tbat possible solutions to the 

low level of consumer protection are consumer awareness campaigns; enhanced 

government commitment; adequate enforcement personnel; enhanced motivation of staff, 

and establishment of an independent consumer body. 

It can be argued that the establishment of an independent body may not improve 

the level of protection. An independent body in the form of a tribunal is only necessary 

where cases arising from a particular field are so numerous that congestion of the regular 

courts may lead to delayed justice. Such an upsurge of cases has not been experienced in 

consumer protection field. But a contrary argument is that the existence of such a body 

will encourage consumers to bring up cases, confident that such cases will be treated with 

utmost despatch. 

ln addition to the above possible solutions, it can be added that the dedication of 

the enforcement personnel is indispensable to the reversai of the low level of protection. 

9 .13 Tcst.Jlf..Hy.potheses 

Ho1: Level of Consumer protection does not depend on sujjiciency of consumer 
protection laws. 

Table 9.13.1: Responses on sufficiency of consumer protection laws in Nigeria as 
revealed by enforcement agencies and voluntary consumer associations. 

S11fficie11cy of Co11s11111er Protection Laws Frequency % 

Sufficient 6 85.7 

Insufficient 1 14.3 

TOTAL 7 100.0 

, 
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The above table shows tbat six or 85. 7 per cent of the respondents perceive the 

existing consumer protection Iaws as sufficient while one or 14.3 percent perceives them 

as insufficient. 

TABLE 9.13.2 Responses on the level of consumer protection as revealed by 
Iaw enforcement agencies and voluntary consumer associations. 

Level of Co11su111er Protection Freque11cy % 

High - -
Low 7 100.0 

TOTAL 7 100.0 

The above table shows that ail the seven respondents perceive the level of 

consumer protection as low. 

It can be seen from table 9.13.1 and 9.13.2 that ail the six respondents who 

perceive the existing laws as sufficient, perceive the level of protection as low. Similarly, 

the only respondent who perceives the existing laws as. insufficient, perceives the level of 

protection as Iow. The conclusion that can be drawn from these data is that the level of 

protection is obviously Iow. The above hypothesis does not, therefore, require a statistical 

test. Consequently, there was an automatic acceptan,ce of the null hypothesis. 

, 
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Ho2 : Awareness of consumer protection laws does not depend on level of education. 

Table 9.13.3 Responses on awareness of consumer protection laws by level of 
respondcnts' education. 

Level of Education Observed a11d Expected Row Total 
Freque11cies 

Aware Not Aware 

High 24 (16.89) 199 (206.11) 223 

Medium 14 (13.33) 162 (162.67) 176 

No/Low 6 (13.78) 176 (168.22) 182 

Column TOTAL 44 537 581 

The chi-square test was applied to the data in the above table in order to test the 

second hypothesis (HO,). The test statistic gave a Chi-square value of 8.032. The degn:c 

of freedom is as follows: 

df = (R-1) (C-1) = (3-1) (2-1) = (2) (1) = 2 

Based on the above degree of freedom, the table value at 0.05 level of significance 

(ie 95 per cent degree of confidence) is 5.99. Since the chi-square value (8.032) is 

greater than the table value (5. 99), we conclu de that the difference in awareness level of 

the different educational groups is statistically significant. We therefore reject the null 

hypothesis and conclude that awareness of consumer protection laws depends on level of 

education. 
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Ho3: Awareness of consumer protection laws does not depend on place of residence. 

Table 9.13.4: Awareness of laws on consumer protection by respondents' 
place of residence. 

Place of Residence Observed and Expected Row Total 
Freq11e11cies 

AWARE Not Aware 

Surulere 10 (10.03) 102 (101.97) 112 

Agege 11 (8.96) 89 (91.04) 100 

Ikeja 9 (4.21) 38 (42.79) 47 

Mushin 8 (7.61) 77 (77.39) 85 

Ojo 4 (11.19) 121 (113.81) 125 

Colwnn total 42 427 469 

The Chi-Square value was also applied to the data in the above table in order to test 

the third hypothesis (H03). A Chi-Square value of 11.59 was obtained. The degree of · 

freedom is as follows: 

df = (R-1) (C-1) = (5-1) (2-1) = 4 x 1 = 4. 

The table value at four degrees offreedom and al 0.05 level ofsignificance is 9.5. 

Thus Chi-Square (calculated) value is higher !han the table value. Therefore we reject the 

null hypothesis and conclude that awareness of consumer laws depends on place of 

residence. 
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CHAPTERTEN 

SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 

10.1 Summacy 

This work has revealed that statutory enactments on consumer protection are fairly 

adequate. Almost every aspect of consumer protection is taken care of by existing Iaws. 

Thus, dealings in regulated products are strictly controlled by the law. As shown in 

chapter three, the phrase "regulated products" refers to food, drugs, cosmetics, bottled 

water, medical devices; and chemicals. These products are controlled by the varions 

statutes discussed in this work. In addition, the Sale of Goods Law extends to goods which 

cannot corne under the definition of regulated products. Thus any transaction for sale of 

any chatte! persona! other than things in action is covered by this law. The implication is 

that, baring the loop hales highlighted in this work, ail consumer goods are duly 

controlled by the law. 

Despite this fair statutory protection, this research bas revealed that the level of 

consumer protection bas remained Iow. Fake and ~ub-standard products still circulate in 

the country. Prohibited practices such as sale of drugs in illegal manner have continued 

unabated. 

As revealed by this study, recognised actors in consumer protection are the 

consumer, the manufacturer, the government and its agencies, the judiciary and voluntary 

consumer associations. This study reveals that efforts of these groups are militated by 

many factors. 

As regards the consumer, an abject Iethargy is noticeable. The average consumer 

is reluctant to enforce his rights. This is evidcnt from the Iow number of reports made to 
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the Jaw enforcement agencies. 1 The dearth of judiciaJ cases in the area of consumer 

protection is a further illustration of this apathy. 

Many factors account for this apathy. Prominent among them is the ignorance of 

the average consumer. Many consumers are ignorant of the existence of Jaws on consumer 

protection. This ignorance is due partly to illiteracy and partJy to Jack of criticaJ 

awareness. As regards the illiterate consumer, this investigation shows that he is simpJy 

ignorant of the existence of Jaws on consumer protection. He aJso Jacks the necessary 

sophistication to differentiate between fake and genuine products. For the literate and 

enlightened consumer, reJuctance is due mainJy to the huge expenses invoJved in litigation 

coupJed with attendant deJays. The demands of litigation may not be considered 

worthwhile especially where the amount invoJved is not very high. 

Furthermore, economy plays a very important role in the issue of consumer 

protection. Many consumers Jack the financial capacity to make rational choice. Thus even 

where the difference between a genuine product and a fake brand is clear, some consumers 

may choose to purchase the fake ones due to financial reasons. This in turn cannot be 

divorced from ignorance as regards the possible adverse effects of such products. On the 

whole, the insensibility of both the illiterate and literate consumers to their rights is a 

reflection of the cultural attitude not to complain about problems. 

As regards the manufacturer, the problems are varied. A prominent problem is that 

of huge cost of quality control system. Sorne manufacturers interviewed claim that the 

huge cost compels them to make use of external units. This according to them, is 

inconvenient and naturally pushes up the prices of the end products. Another problem is 

that posed by fakers. This puts the reputation of manufacturers of genuine products at 

1 1. see n. 153 - 155, chapter Five 
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stake since consumers may not be able to detect the difference until the product is put into 

use. 

On the part of the government and its agencies, the main problem is that of 

implementation. Although almost ail aspects of consumer rights are covered by existing 

statutes, only Iittle impact is felt by the consuming public. For instance, the Food and 

Drugs Act has been in force since 1974, yet evidence of breaches of its provisions can be 

seen in the circulation of adulterated and sub-standard products. The same applies to the 

Standards Organisation of Nigeria Act which came into force in 1971. 

Reasons disclosed by this study for the ineffective enforcement of consumer rights 

by governmental agencies include, insufficient funds; inadequate personnel; and above ail, 

insufficient facilities particularly laboratory ami transport fucilitics. lnadcqualc publicily 

of the activities of the enforcement agencies is also an additional problem. This denies 

consumers the necessary awareness that will spur them to take an appropriate action in the 

event of a breach . 

This research bas further revealed that since the judiciary is a secondary enforcer 

of consumer rights, it cannot act unless an action is initiated by an aggrieved party. This 

is because the role of the judiciary is adjudicatory and not inquisitorial. It follows that 

where apathy is exhibited by other operators, the judiciary cannot act. 

Furthermore, the judiciary acts under strict Iegal principles and this constitutes an 

impedirnent in some cases. For instance, action in contract can only be brought by a 

person who is a party to the contract. The court cannot disregard this principle to entertain 

action by a non-contractual victim. The same applies to the principle of proof of 

negligence. The principle is that he who avers, proves. Consequently a person who alleges 

negligence on the part of the other party must prove it. This requirement greatly restricts 
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the discretion of the court. 

This study has further revealed that voluntary consumer associations have not made 

any appreciable impact in the area of consumer protection. Many consumers interviewed 

displayed ignorance of their existence. The associations on their own part claim that their 

efforts are hindered by many factors. A prominent problem is the difficulty in mobilizing 

membership. The Consumer Protection Organisation of Nigeria (CPON) which is the 

oldest consumer association in this country bas only 250 members. The Consumer 

Organisation of Nigeria (CON) has 250 while the Public Interest Law Organisation (PILO) 

bas only 207. The Iow membership constitutes an impediment since activities of these 

associations are funded by members' subscription. 

10.2 Recommendations 

10.2.l Educatio11 of Co11sumers 

As can be seen from the preceding chapter and other parts of this work, the most 

recurring reason for the Iow Ievel of consumer protection in Nigeria is the ignorance of 

the consumer. This ignorance stems from Jack of formai education as well as insufficient 

critical awareness of the educated consumers. Quite expectedly, the responses on the 

possible solutions to the Iow Ievel of consumer protection produced a 100 per cent 

frequency in favour of education. This proves beyond reasonable doubts that education of 

the consumer is a sine qua non to an improved consumer protection in Nigeria. 

It is obvions that if consumers are uware of their rights, they will be spurred to 

take appropri_ate action to remedy any breach. This will put manufacturers on their alert 

and in turn spur them to strive to attain excellence. 
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Since this work has revealed that both illiterate and literate consumers are largely 

ignorant of the extent of protection accorded by the law, intensive enlightenment 

campaigns are imperative. This will make the average consumer aware of his rights; 

expose him to channels of redress; and pave way for informed choice of products, 

consequently forcing sub-standard and fake products out of the market. In addition, the 

fear of litigation engendered by a crop of en! ightened and vibrant consumers will create 

added safety consciousness on the part of the manufacturer. 

10.2.2 Adoption of Strict Product Liabilit_y 

This study has revealed that a prominent problem in the area of consumer 

protection is that of enforcement. The problems associated with contractual and tortious 

claims were highlighted in chapters seven and eight. These chapters reveal that none of 

these branches of the law offers adequate protection to the consumer. A viable solution, 

therefore, is the introduction of strict product liability. 

According to the Black'.s_Law..Dictionary2, strict liability is a concept applied by 

the courts in product liability cases in which the seller is liable for any and ail defective 

hazardous products which unduly threaten a consumer's persona! safety. The_Osborn'.s 

Concise.Law_Dictionary3 explains that strict liability arises where a man acts at his peril 

and is responsible for accidentai harm, independently of the existence of either wrongful 

intent or negligence. It follows from these definitions that strict !iability is a principle 

under which a persan is held liable for the consequences of his acts irrespective of fault. 

Black H.C 6th ed. (St Paul Minn. West Publishing Co. 
1990) p. 1422. 

Roger Bird, 7th ed. (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1983) 
p.313. · 
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The imposition of strict liability is often justified on policy grounds. In the 

American case of Escala v Coca Botiling_Co_of...Eceimo,4 the court noted that: 

" ... . public po/icy de111ands rhar responsibiliry be jixed where-ever 
it will 111ost effective/y reduce the hazanls of life and healrll 
i11here111 in defective products rhar reach the market. Ir is evident 
that the 111a11ufacturer can anticipare sowe hazards and guard 
against the recurrence of others, as the public cannot. Those who 
suffer injury from defective products are unprepared ro meet ils 
consequences. "5 

Explaining the notion of strict enterprise Iiability as applied by the court in Solu 

v. IotaL(Nig.)..Ltd, Apori, 6 observes that the calculations underlying such a theory are 

purely economic. According to the learned writer, the entrepreneur is deemed to be an 

efficient risk-bearer whose calculations should normally include such risk as the risk of 

in jury from use of his goods by the consumer. 

Clark7 explains that the effect of strict product Iiability would be to create an 

economically motivated safety consciousness amongst all product se li ers. Product se li ers 

and distributors would have an incentive to monitor the safety aspects of products which 

they stock, and would cease to deal with unreliable producers, thus furthering policy 

aÎITIS. 

Other reasons advanced for strict product liabÙity include the fact that the seller, 8 

by his skill and position, is in a better position to prevent risks; he is also in a better 

position to insure against possible risks. In addition, the seller, by putting his product in 

the market Îlnpliedly guarantees the quality of such products. He should therefore be held 

24 Cal. 2d. 453, p. 2d. 436 (1994). 

Cited in Clark, o.p.._ ci.!:_._, p. 15. 

op.._ ciL, at p.42. 

Op. cit,. pp.74 & 75 . 

Seller in this case includes the manufacturer. 
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liable for any harm that may arise therefrom. Comment c to section 402A of the 

American Restatement (2d) of Torts 1965 puts these reasons beyond doubts. It states: 

011 whatever theory, the justijicatio11 for strict /iabi/ity has been 
said to be that the seller, by marketing his product for use or 
co11su111ptio11, has 1111dertaken and ass11med a special 
respo11Sibility towards a11y member of the consumi11g public who 
may be i11jured by it, that the public has the right to expect and 
does expect, i11 the case of products which it 11eeds and for which 
it is forced to rely upo11 the seller, that ·reputable sel/ers will 
stand behind their goods, that the b11rde11 of accidellfal injuries 
caused by products intended for conswnption be placed upon 
those who market them, and be treated as a cost of consumption 
against which /iabi/ity insurance can be obtained; and that the 
consumer of such products is emit/ed to the maximum protection 
against injury at the /lands of someone an~ the proper persons to 
ajford it are those who market the products. 

There is no doubt that the above reasons are convincing. Any contrary position will 

place the consumer at the mercy of the manufacturer. Since the latter reaps the financial 

benefits of his enterprise, he should also be made to take the burden of compensating any 

victim of his default. 

10.2.3 Safety Co11sciousness of the Manufacturer 

This research shows that in consumer protection the buck stops at the doorsteps of 

the manufacturer. He bears the ultimate responsibility of product defects. Thus even where 

the seller or any other persan is sued, the manufacturer may be joined as a party. It is, 

therefore, obvious that he has much at stake in product suits. 

In the light of this, it is suggested that manufacturers should safeguard their 

interests by watching out for fake brands of their products. Fakers should be traced 

through the sellers of the fake products and appropriate action taken. 

Tamper-proof devices should also be adopted. Any noticed lapse in the mode of 

corking or sealing of products should be taken care of by the manufacturer. Failure to do 
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does expect, in the case of products which it 11eeds and for which 
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sta11d behi11d their goods, that the burde11 of accidemal i11j11ries 
caused by prod11cts illfe11ded for co11s11111ptio11 be p/aced 11pon 
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agai11st which liabi/ity i11s11rance ca11 be obwi11ed; a11d that 1he 
co11sumer of such prod11cts is entitled to the maximum protectio11 
agai11st injury at the hands of someo11e a11d 1he proper perso11s to 
ajford it are those who market the products. 

There is no doubt that the above reasons are convincing. Any contrary position will 

place the consumer at the mercy of the manufacturer. Since the latter reaps the financial 

benefits of his enterprise, he should also be made to take the burden of compensating any 

victim of his default. 

10.2.3 Safety Co11sciousness of the Manufacturer 

This research shows that in consumer protection the buck stops at the doorsteps of 

the manufacturer. He bears the ultimate responsibility of product defects. Thus even where 

the seller or any other person is sued, the manufacturer may be joined as a party. lt is, 

therefore, obvions that he has much at stake in product suits. 

In the light of this, it is suggested that manufacturers should safeguard their 

interests by watching out for fake brands of their products. Fakers should be traced 

through the sellers of the fake products and appropriate action taken. 

Tamper-proof devices should also be adopted. Any noticed lapse in the mode of 

corking or sealing of products should be taken care of by the manufacturer. Failure to do 

so should be regarded as a breach of duty. On this ground one doubts the morality, or 

perhaps, the legality of the defendants' defence in Boardman v ·Guinness (Nig.) Ltd which 
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was hinged on the easiness of opening and corking back of the bottle of beer with out 

detection. A manufacturer who notices any such lapse should take reasonable steps to 

rectify it or face the wrath of the law. 

10.2.4 Establisli111e11t of Legal U11its ÏII Eacli Age11cy. 

This work has revealed that one of the banes of consumer protection is the non

prosecution of many product cases. This problem had its origin in the enabling statutes 

which did not make specific provisions on prosecution. The practice adopted by all 

agencies was to refer any suspected case to the police for investigation and possible 

prosecution. The result was that many of such cases ended up at investigation stages. 

The position has now changed as regards SON and NAFDAC. As discussed in 

chapter five, by section 1(2) of the Standards Organisation of Nigeria Act as amended, the 

organisation can now sue and be sued in its name. By the fiat granted to NAFDAC in 

1997 by the then Minister of Justice, Chief Michael Abgamuche, the agency can also 

prosecute cases which corne within its jurisdiction. It is only the State Ministry of Health 

that is still to receive such power. 

Despite the above improvement, SON and NAFDAC are yet to take absolute 

contrai over prosecutions. The former still refers cases to the police while the latter refers 

its cases to external legal practitioners for prosecution. 

It is suggested that each enforcement agency should have a full-tledged legal unit 

which shou!d handle ail cases under its jurisdiction. This will help the agencies to 

minimise cost. It will also help them to prosccute as many cases as possible. 
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10.2.5 Review of Penalty Provisions 

As noted in this work, the penalties for some product offences are too Iow to have 

any deterrent effect. Apart from the Counterfeit and Fake Drugs (Miscellaneous 

Provisions) Act and the Tracte Malpractices Decree, the penalties stipulated by other 

statu tes are patently low. As noted in chapters four and five, penalties for offences under 

the Food and Drugs Act and the Standards Organisation of Nigeria attract a maximum 

penalty of Nl,000. Sorne offences relating to patent and proprietary medicines attract as 

little as N20.00. Certainly, these penalties are not commensurate with the gravity of the 

offences in question. The need for an urgent review of these penalties cannot be over

emphasised. 

10.2.6. E11lla11ced Co111111it111ent of the Govemment 

The responses to our enquiry on possible solutions to the Iow Ievel of consumer 

protection indicated enhanced commitment of the government as a possible solution. Our 

interactions with some personnel of the enforcement agencies have further revealed that 

the government has not shown sufficient commitment in the area of consumer protection. 

Thus even though numerous laws have been enacted and many agencies established, the 

agencies lack adequate tools to work with. Basic facilities such as laboratories and staff 

vehicles are lacking. Enforcement personnel are not sufficiently motivated. Much cannot 

be expected under this dispensation. 

Evidence of laissez-faire attitude is equally afforded by the non-inauguration of the 

Consumer Protection Council, six years after the commencement of its enabling Decree. 

This Decree which came into force on November 23, 1992 provides for a Consumer 

Protection Council at the national level and Consumer Protection Committees at State 

levels. While some States have inaugurated their own committees, the Federal Government 
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is yet to inaugurate the council at the national level. This constitutes a serious set-back 

because, as discussed in chapter four, some powers of the state committees are merely 

recommendatory. Since the council to which recommendations are to be made is yet to be 

inaugurated, such powers will remain redundant. 

The government should expedite action on the council to pave way for benefits 

highlighted in chapter four. 

10.2.7 Compensation to the Victim 

This study has revealed that with the exception of the Consumer Protection Council 

Decree, the object of ail other Consumer Protection Laws is to punish the offender and 

not to compensate the victim. There is no provision requiring payment of compensation 

to a victim of product defect. The effect is that a victim is left with bis civil rights against 

the offender. As noted in this work, civil actions are associated with many problems 

particularly strict legal rules and huge cost of litigation. To ameliorate the burden of 

litigation, a person convicted of breach of statutory provision should be compelled to 

compensate the victim. This will save the victim the problem of having to institute a civil 

suit. lt will also save the offender the problem of defending two suits, namely, action for 

the hreach of the statutory provision and civil action by the victim. It is suggested that ail 

existing consumer protection laws be amended to make provision for compensation to the 

victim. 

10.2.8 Prohibition of Exemption of Liability 

lt has been noted that the law allows a contracting party to exempt himself from 
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certain breaches including breaches of terms implied by the law. The risks involved in this 

approach have been highlighted in this work. This study bas further revealed that the 

freedom of contract which forms the basis of the principle of exemption of liability is 

illusory in the face of inequality of bargaining powers between the buyer and the seller. 

The effect is that this freedom is often exercised by the seller to the detriment of the 

buyer. 

With the adoption of the rule of construction by the Supreme Court in NarumaL& 

S_omL.Ltd v. Niger/Beuue Transport Co _, the buyer is left at the mercy of the other 

contracting party. The short-comings of this judicial approach have been highlighted. 

It is suggested that the Sale of Goods Laws of the Southern States be amended in 

line with those of the North. This will make it impossible for tenns implied by the law to 

be excluded. 

10.2.9 Strict I11spectio11 of Imports 

This research has shown that some fake products in circulation are imported. This 

is evidence of weak inspection system. As noted in chapter three, the function of 

inspection of imports is carried out by the Customs and Excise Department; the 

NAFDAC; the SON and other agencies. Hitherto, the jurisdiction of each agency was 

determined by the nature of product involved. For instance, all drugs and drug products 

were inspected by NAFDAC; many other products were under the jurisdiction of SON 

while the Customs and Excise Department was primarily concerned with import duties. 

This arrangement led to considerable overlaps which in turn resulted in role-conflicts. 

By the Ports and Related Mattt:rs Decree 1996,the Customs and Excise 

Department now bears the primary duty of import inspections. Other agencies can only 
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corne in if invited. This requirement was aimed at removing the then existing role

conflicts. Muchas one appreciates the policy reasons behind this law, one doubts if it can 

serve the interest of the consumer. The conferment of primary duty on the Customs and 

Excise Department may be counter-productive in the long-run. Unlike SON and 

NAFDAC, this department lacks the necessary expertise for an effective determination of 

the issue of product quality. 

To avoid a repeat of the role-conflicts hitherto experienced by these agencies, a 

clear delineation of functions is necessary. A list of products coming within the 

jurisdiction of each agency should be made. If an imported product is found to be fake or 

substandard, the agt:ncy in charge should be held responsible. 

10.3 Conclusion 

As noted in chapter one, supply of products of the right quality is the hallmark of 

consumer protection. This research has revealed that some fake and sub-standard products 

still circulate in the country. The implication is that the consumer is not adequately 

protected. This confirms our findings which indicated the Ievel of protection as Iow. 

In varying degrees and in different respects, this low Ievel of protection poses 

serions problems to the consumer, the manufacturer, voluntary consumer associations and 

the government and its agencies. The worst effect is seen in the area of drugs. Steps taken 

so far by the government to curb the circulation of fake drugs have proved abortive. 

lllegal dealings in drugs have continued unabated despite upward reviews of penalty 

provisions. The result is that consumers have remained at the mercy of illegal dealers. The 

field of drugs presents the most devastating effect. As disclosed by some medical personnel 

who granted interviews to us, administration of fake drugs leads to treatment failure and 
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negative response expectation. This constitutes serious worry and frustration to health 

workers. The nation as a whole !oses in terms of the health of its citizens and external 

reputation. For instance, following the adulterated paracetamol episode of 1990, some 

West African countries banned the importation of drugs from Nigeria. 9 

Reasons for the prevalence of fake and sub-standand products and attendant low 

level of protection have been identified by this work. Possible solutions to this problem 

have also been identified. If these solutions and recommendations are adopted, the level 

of protection will definitely improve. 

Above all, this research has revealed that the issue of consumer protection is rather 

technical. Sorne degree of expertise is required to determine the issue of product quality. 

Much therefore depends on the dedication and intergrity of enforcement officers. To 

achieve a meaningful protection, it is imperative that ail enforcement officers should see 

their roles beyond financial rewards. They should consider themselves custodians of public 

health and safety. As repositories of vantage knowledge of product matters, they should 

keep to the terms of their employement by carrying out their functions with the utmost 

sense of responsibility. If this is done, manufacturers will be left with no option other than 

compliance with legal requirements. 

Obi, and Okoro, op__ cit., p. 55. 
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APPENDIX 

Respondent' s Identification No .............. : .. .................... . 

Dear Sir, 

A CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF CONSUMER PROTECTION LAW 

AND PRACTICE IN NIGERIA. 

I am a Ph.D student researching into Consumer Protection in Nigeria. The 

purpose of this questionnaire is to assess the practical implementation of consumer laws 

and the level of consumer awareness in matters relating to consumer protection. The 

overall aim is to evolve a means of improving the level of consumer protection in 

Nigeria. 

Kindly answer the following questions. Your responses will be treated in strict 

confidence. 

Thank you for your anticipated co-operation. 

F.N. MONYE (Mrs) 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

Module 1: For Ali Respondents 

Section A 

1. Age: (a) Less than 18 years 

(b) 18 years - 30 

(c) 31 " 40 

(d) 41 50 

(e) 50 + 

2. Qualification: 

(a) Below First School Leaving Certificate 

(b) First School Leaving Certificate 

(c) West African School Certificate/G.C.E. 

(d) N.C.E. 

(e) Diploma and Other Professional Certificates 

(t) HND/First Degree 

(g) Masters Degree 

(h) Ph.D 

3. Sex: (a) Male 

(b) Fema!e 

4. Marital status: 

(a) Married 

(b) Single 

(c) Divorced 

(d) Widowed 

5. Place of Residence . 

6. Place of Work . 
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7. Occupation . . . . . . . . . 

8. Position held at place of work . . ........... ,"' ...... . 

9. Annual income . .......................... . 

10. Are you aware of the existence of any Consumer Protection Agency in Nigeria? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 

11. If yes, please indicate the ones you are aware of: 

' 12. Are you aware of any consumer protection law in Nigeria? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 

13. Ifyes, indicate the ones you know .. 

14. Are consumers protected in Nigeria? 

(a) Very well 

(b) Somehow 

(c) Not at all 

15. If your answer is (b) or (c), what are the possible reasons for the low level of 

protection? 

(a) Inadequate consumer laws 

(b) lneffective implementation by law enforcement agencies 

(c) Ignorance of the consumer 

16. What are the possible solutions to the low level of Consumer Protection? 

(a) Additional laws on Consumer Protection 

(b) lncreased penalties 

(c) Improved e11forcement system. 

17. What are the possible ways of improving the attitude of the consumer to the 

enforcement of his rights? 
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( a) Education 

(b) Creation of Consumer Courts that can handle Consumer· 

Cases promptly. 

(c) Improvement out- of-court settlement system 

(d) Others, please specify: .................................... . 

18. Have you ever bought any Jake or substandard product? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 

19. Please indicate the product(s) 

(a) Drug 

(b) Food item · 

( c) Cosmetics 

( d) others .......................................... _; : .. . 

20. If the answer to question 18 is yes, what was your reaction? 

(a) Took Iegal action 

(b) Returned the product to the seller 

(c) No action 

21. Are you aware of the existence of any voluntary consumer association in 

Nigeria? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 

22. If yes, pieuse indicate the ones you know .. 

23. How did you get to know about tl1ese associations? 

(a) Activities of the associations 

(b) Newspaper publications 

(c) Members of the associations 

(d) Through aggrieved consumers 

(e) Court cases. 
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24. How would you rate the impact of the voluntary consumer associations in 

Nigeria? 

(a) High 

(b) Average 

(c) Low 

25. Are you a member of a11y voluntary consumer association? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 

26. If no, what is your reason for not being a member?, 

(a) Financial reasons 

(b) Lack of interest in consumer matters 

(c) Others ......................................... .. 

27. Do you regard voluntary co11sumer associatio11s essential to the protectio11 of 

consumer rights? 

(a) Yes 

(b) , No 

28. What are the ways of improvi11g the activities of voluntary consumer 

associations? 

(a) lncreased membership 

(b) Funding by the Government 

(c) Affiliation to similar voluntary or associations outside 

Nigeria 

(d) Employment of full-time staff 

( e) Others ,specify ...................................................... . 
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Section B 
,,; 
;i 

A major function carried out by the Standards Organisation of Nigeria (SON) is the 

certification of products manufactured in Nigeria. The Nigerian lndustrial Standard 

Certificate (NIS certificate) is awarded to a manufacturer who has satisfied the stipulated 

requirements, Kindly answer the following questions: 

l. Are you aware of the certification marking scheme? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No. 

2. If your answer is yes, indicate the source of your knowledge 

(a) Publicity given to SON's activities 

(b) Persona! observation of products 

(c) Through advertisements that carry the NIS logo. 

3. W/1at do you consider w/1en buying a product? 

(a) Price 

(b) Reputation of the manufacturer 

(c) Nigerian industrial standards logo 

( d) Quality of the product 

( e) others, specify ...................................................... . 

4. Have you ever bought any substandard product with NIS logo? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 

5. If yes, wliat action did you take? 

(a) Legal action 

(b) Report to son 

(c) Out-of-court settlement 

(d) Return of the product to the seller 

(e) No action 

(f) Others, specify ..................................................... . 
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6. How do you rate products that bear the NIS logo? 

(a) Good 

(b) Fair 

(c) Poor 

7. How do you assess the practical benefit of the certification marking sclzeme? 

(a) High 

(b) Low 

(c) No benefit 
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Module 2: For Motorists 

The Standard on Road Vehicles: Requirements for passehger cars, specifies that the 

following accessories must be available in every passenger car. Kindly tick the ones 

available in your car. 

(a) Fire extinguisher 

(b) Safety belts 

(c) Head rest 

(d) Adjustable front seat 

(e) Collapsible steering 

(t) Laminated windscreen 

(g) Windscreen demister 

(h) Windscreen washer 

(i) Sun visors 

(j) Rear window sun visor 

(k) Fender flaps 

(!) Dual circuit braking system 

(m) Spare tyre 

(n) Warning triangular reflectors 

(o) Radio set 

(p) Ash trays 

(q) Clock 

(r) Airconditioning system 

(s) Insulation and ceiling: 

(t) Cigarette lighter 

(u) Tools 

(v) Collapsible chock 

(w) Floor covering 

(x) Engine sump protector 

(y) Parking brake system 

(z) Anti-rust protection 

(a a) Bumpers 

(ab) Registration number 
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1. If you lack any of the accessories specified above what are your reasons for 

non-compliance? 

(a) Inadequate funds 

(b) Ignorance about requirements 

(c) Do not find them absolutely necessary 

( d) Others, specify .................................................... . 

2. If your answer to the above question is (c), state the requirements covered by 

your response: 

. •:, 

Module 3: For Manufacturers 

1. Name of firm: ...................... · .. · .... · · · · · · · .... · · · · .... ··· .......... · · .. · · .. · · · · · · .. · 

2. Is your firm a winner of the NIS certificate? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 

3 . What is your attitude to the certification marking scheme? 

................................... 

4. Have you ever appliedfor t/1e NIS certificate? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 

5. If your answer is no, do you have any such plans? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 

6. Are you aware of the reqS-ements..for the award? (See appendix 1) 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 
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7. How do you see the require111e11ts for the award? 

(a) Too stringent 

(b) Too Iiberal 

( c) A ppropriate 

8. How would you regard your firm? 

(a) consumer-centred 

(b) profit-centred 

9. lfyour a11swer is (a), lww do you e11sure the protectio11 of the co11su111er? 

(a) By provision of good quality control system 

(b) Routine sample analysis of finished products 

(c) Internai consumer complaints unit 

( d) Others, specify .................................................... . 

10. How does your firm e11sure co111plia11ce with statutory require111e11ts 011 

co11sumer protection? 

11. 

12. 

(a) 

(b) ................................................................ ,,,-,,·,-:':":":~":':-.. , .... _ .... .. . 
.,,.. .... \ p. ~·,;:,,._ "'~, •. 

Are your product faked by other 111a1mfacturers? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 

If yes, wflat is your reactio11? 

(a) Use of lamper - proof device 

(b) Enlightenment campaign 

(c) Report to enforcement agencies 

(d) No action 

_,.c~.. --,,::.."''~ 

0 0 ·' "",:-;\ 

\

' '~

0 

8 '\, \ 
Q ::, 1 

" ! 
.:. m 9". 
\ ,e. ç ,• ," 

'-.. (a ,\1'.,. .. 
.......::_.0 .11e1d~ 

""-...._... 

( e) Others, specify ..................................................... . 

13. What are the problems militati11g agai11st your co11su111er protection effort? 
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14a. Have you ever received complai11t(s) 011 a11y ofyour product(s)?. 

14b. Ifyes, what was the nature of the complia11t(s)? 

14c. What actio11(s) did you take? 

15. Please i11dicate some ofyour products. 

16. What is the freque11cy of visits of law e11forceme11t age11cies to your 

orga11isatio11? 

17. Ge11eral remarks 011 lww best to protect the i11terest of the co11s11111er. 
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Module 4: For Law Enforcement Agencies 

1. Name of Agency: . .......................... 

2. Functions: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

3. Number of euforce111entlperso1111el:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

4. Has tl,e recent increased penalty led to an improved observance of consumer 
laws? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 

5. Does your agency receive co111plai11ts from co11su111ers? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 

6. If yes, state number received since inception; stating number For eacl, year: 

Year No 

7. · Please supply tl,e following information: 

Item No. 

(a) No. of cases prosecuted 

(b) No. of arrests 

(c) No. of factories closed down 

(d) No. of laboratories at the 

disposai of your agency 
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8. List the products seized by your agency in the last five years: 

Product Value (N) 

9. List the products ba1111ed or restricted by your age11cy: 

Product Action 

10. Have you ever liad a11y role-co11flict witli related age11cies 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 

11. If yes i11dicate as follows: 

Agency Nature of Conflict 
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12. How does your age11cy e11sure protectio11 of co11su111er rights? 

13. Stale Ille 111ajor ac/1ieve111e11ls of your age11cy: 

14. What are the 111ajor co11strai11ts of your age11cy? 

15. How do you rate tlle level of consumer protectio11 i1111igeria? 

(a) High 

(b) Law 

16. Are tllere sufficie11t co11su111er protectio11 laws i11 Nigeria? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No. 

17. Is the co11su111er adequately protected i11 Nigeria? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No. 

18. Please give reaso11s for Ille low level of co11su111er protection in Nigeria. 

19. What are the solutions to the low level of protection? 
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Module 5: For Voluntary Consumer Associations 

1. Name of associatio11: ......................... 

2. Year of for111atio11: . ........................ . 

3. Objectives of your associatio11: . 

4. Areas of co11s11111er protection covered by your associatio11: 

................................... 

5. Membership stre11gth: . . . . . . . . 

6. Average yearly growth of 111e111bership: 

7. No. of full-time staff: . 

8. No. of part-time staff:. . . . .................... . 

9. No. of branches i11 Nigeria: 

10. Name of locatio11s: . . . . . . . 

11. How is your associatio11 fu11ded?. 

12, A11y affiliation to i11tematio11al orga11isatio11(s)? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No. 

13. If yes, please 11ame the111. 
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14. . How do you rate the members ofyour associatio11? · 

(a) Very consistent and active 

(b) Passive and indifferent 

(c) Others, specify . . ............ . 

15. Problems facillg your association. 

16. Please list what you consider to be the mqjor achieve111e11ts of your association. 

l}. How do you rate the level of consumer protection in nigeria? 

(a) High 

(b) Low 

18. Are there sufficie11t consumer protectio11 laws in Nigeria? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 

19: Are the consumers adequately protected in Nigeria? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 

20. Please give reaso11s for the low level of consumer protection in nigeria. 

21. Wliat are the solutions to the low level of protectio11. 
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